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ABSTRACT
Urban Fictions of Early Modern Japan: Identity, Media, Genre
Thomas Gaubatz

This dissertation examines the ways in which the narrative fiction of early modern (16001868) Japan constructed urban identity and explored its possibilities. I orient my study around
the social category of chōnin (“townsman” or “urban commoner”)—one of the central categories
of the early modern system of administration by status group (mibun)—but my concerns are
equally with the diversity that this term often tends to obscure: tensions and stratifications within
the category of chōnin itself, career trajectories that straddle its boundaries, performative forms
of urban culture that circulate between commoner and warrior society, and the possibility (and
occasional necessity) of movement between chōnin society and the urban poor. Examining a
range of genres from the late 17th to early 19th century, I argue that popular fiction responded to
ambiguities, contradictions, and tensions within urban society, acting as a discursive space where
the boundaries of chōnin identity could be playfully probed, challenged, and reconfigured, and
new or alternative social roles could be articulated.
The emergence of the chōnin is one of the central themes in the sociocultural history of
early modern Japan, and modern scholars have frequently characterized the literature this period
as “the literature of the chōnin.” But such approaches, which are largely determined by Western
models of sociocultural history, fail to apprehend the local specificity and complexity of status
group as a form of social organization: the chōnin, standing in for the Western bourgeoisie,
become a unified and monolithic social body defined primarily in terms of politicized opposition
to the ruling warrior class. In contrast, I approach the category of chōnin as a diverse and

internally stratified social field, the boundaries of which were perpetually redefined through
discourse and practice. I argue that literary depictions of chōnin identity responded not to
tensions between dominant and dominated classes but rather to internal tensions within
commoner society. Fiction written by and for commoners was focused on topics of everyday
concern: how to make a living, how one should (or should not) exist within one’s family or
community, how to advance (or merely maintain, or imprudently spend and exhaust) one’s
social, economic, or cultural capital. I seek to replace the politicized trope of “chōnin literature”
with an image of multiple urban literatures: a series of writings and rewritings through which
urban writers and readers probed, questioned, and reimagined the range of identities that were
possible to them.
To do so, I use an interdisciplinary method that draws from recent scholarship in social
history and historical sociology on the status group system, building in particular on studies of
the social structure of early modern urban space. The two-and-a-half centuries of the Tokugawa
reign saw dramatic transformations in how urban identity was conceived. As a result of the
increasing integration of early modern society, categories of identity that were once collective,
external functions of social relationships and community membership came to be internalized
and expressed by the individual as patterns of behavior, taste, and disposition—speech, sartorial
expression, habits of consumption, aesthetic tastes, lifestyle, and so on—and the circulation of
print media itself was part of these shifts, communicating new social and aesthetic norms across
boundaries and to new readers. The readings that I develop in this dissertation are situated at key
turning points in this overarching narrative. By contextualizing my close readings in relation to
the shifting matrix of discourses, practices, spaces, and media forms shaping chōnin identity, I

reveal how techniques of literary characterization were both shaped by and used to understand
the contemporary urban world.
In Chapter 1, I offer a polemical reading of Nippon eitaigura (Japan’s Eternal
Storehouse, 1688), a collection of stories of commercial success and failure written by Ihara
Saikaku (1642-1693). Ihara Saikaku has often been taken as the archetypal chōnin author, and
among his works, Eitaigura in particular is most regularly used by both historians and literary
scholars alike as a document of chōnin values. Instead, I show the ways in which Saikaku’s text
retains traces of the social diversity, class tensions, and shifting values within a heterogeneous
and stratified social body. I argue that this text represents a dramatic shift in chōnin
consciousness, wherein the nature of chōnin identity, which was originally a function of the
urban ward (chō) as a local and organic urban community based on the concrete social relations
of its members, is rewritten by Saikaku into a universalizable category of values and economic
practice, prioritizing the interests of the house (ie) over the community of the chō.
One of the main ways in which the identity of the chōnin house was figured was in terms
of a “house trade” (kashoku or kagyō), a term used to refer to the livelihood associated with a
given household, while certain forms of identity performance and trespass were possible through
cultural training in the leisure arts (yūgei). In Chapter 2, I use this binary as context for a study of
the life and writings of Ejima Kiseki (1666-1735). Kiseki was born into a wealthy Kyoto
merchant house, and had taken up writing as a form of leisure, but in his lifetime he saw his
family business decline and was forced to make a living as a writer and publisher of fiction. His
writing likewise depicts eccentric and profligate chōnin protagonists driven to dereliction by
obsessive involvement in leisure practices. Focusing on Seken musuko katagi (Characters of
Worldly Young Men, 1715) and Ukiyo oyaji katagi (Characters of Old Men of the Floating

World, 1720), I argue that Kiseki playfully inverts the hierarchy of work and play in an attempt
to imagine new possibilities of chōnin self-definition.
In Chapter 3, I examine the confrontation between bushi and chōnin concepts of social
and cultural capital in the context of the Edo pleasure quarters. Here I focus on the sharebon
(witty booklets), a genre of short, satirical fiction that grew in close dialog with the guidebook
literature of the pleasure quarters, and the figure of the “sophisticate” (tsū or tsūjin): the paragon
of urban fashion and savoir-faire. Where existing scholarship has assumed that this term refers to
a concrete, specific leisure subculture, I argue that the tsū was an empty signifier used by authors
of differing social positions to make competing claims for the nature of cultural capital, setting
bushi intellectual ideals of classical erudition, written language, and specialist knowledge against
chōnin cultures of improvisational wit, spoken language, and conspicuous consumption. I also
argue that the sharebon itself played an overdetermined role in these dynamics, communicating
norms of fashion and social grace to a wide readership while simultaneously throwing into
question the authenticity of social performances based on such mediated knowledge.
Chapter 4 shifts to the lower margins of Edo commoner society. Here I offer a reading of
the fiction of Shikitei Sanba (1776-1822), focusing on Ukiyoburo (The Floating World
Bathhouse, 4 vols., 1809-1813) and Ukiyodoko (The Floating World Barber, 2 vols., 1813-1814),
which depict the interaction of a range of generic middle- and lower-class social types in the
context of the public spaces of Edo tenement society. Tracing the links between Sanba’s fiction
and the emerging performing art of otoshi-banashi (the antecedent of modern rakugo
storytelling) and the performance space of the yose, both of which emerged out of lower-class
craftsman culture, I argue that Sanba constructs an image of the performative use of the voice as
a tactic for navigating and integrating the margins and interstices of status-group society.
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Introduction

Someone once said: If you are born a townsman and hope to find pleasure in that
path, you must first grasp the proper position of the townsman; and once you
understand the principles that make a townsman a townsman, you must correct
your heart and govern yourself accordingly.
Nishikawa Joken, Chōnin bukuro (The Townsman’s Satchel, 1719)1

Writing urban identity
In 1719, the Nagasaki merchant-intellectual Nishikawa Joken 西川如見 (1648-1724)
completed the publication of Chōnin bukuro 町人嚢 (The Townsman’s Satchel), a diverse
collection of didactic anecdotes, aphorisms, and advice directed at the urban, commercial classes.
The titular category of chōnin 町人, alternately translated as “townsman” or “urban commoner,”
had a long and complex history of usage, dating back to the earliest formations of non-elite urban
lifestyles in late Heian and early medieval Japan. It had taken on elevated political significance
with the founding of the Tokugawa shogunate in 1603, when it came to be used as an
administrative category of status. Referring in its most precise sense to any male commoner
officially registered as a household head in an urban ward (chō 町), it was one of the central
pillars of the early modern status group system (referred to in modern historiography as mibunsei 身分制), according to which the populace was divided into a complex system of status
groups, each with distinct rights and obligations. As the 17th century progressed and urban
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理 を知 てのち、其心を正 し、其身をおさむべし。Nakamura Yukihiko, ed., Kinsei chōnin shisō, vol. 59 of
Nihon shisō taikei (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1975), 87. All translations are mine.
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populations grew explosively, urban residents began to question what it meant to be chōnin—
who they were, and who they could (or should) aspire to be.
Joken’s text is a curious one, addressed to an audience of self-identified chōnin who
nevertheless needed to be taught what it means to be one: chōnin status was a “way” (michi) that
one was born into (chōnin ni umarete) and lived within before it was articulated or understood.
And the term meant different things to different people: what it signified to members of the
urban communities of 17th-century Japan differed markedly from how it was used by warriorbureaucrat administrators. Adding to these ambiguities, shifts in the Japanese economy in the
late 17th century—the development of transportation networks fueling rapid urbanization and the
emergence of a robust consumer economy—had resulted in ever increasing numbers of urban
residents who alternately flourished or languished in the interstices of the system of social
administration, dramatically transforming urban communities and lifestyles. Joken was not alone
in his interest in writing both to and about these urban, commercial classes, as the late 17th
century saw an explosion of textual production surrounding various facets of chōnin identity:
occupational encyclopedias provided detailed descriptions of the spectrum of urban livelihoods;
instructional almanacs schooled newly literate readers in the culture and mores of an emerging
urban middle class; and vernacular fiction came to focus increasingly on the lives, lifestyles,
aspirations, and follies of contemporary city-dwellers. Although Joken proposed to reveal “the
principle that makes a chōnin a chōnin” (chōnin no chōnin-taru kotowari), urban identity could
never be fixed by any unitary principle: it was a field in flux, being rapidly transformed by shifts
in the structure of urban space, the culture of interregional commerce, the new possibilities of
consumer culture and leisure practice, and policies set out by the shogunate in an effort to control
all of the above. Joken’s text was but one among innumerable attempts at writing urban identity.

2

This dissertation examines the ways in which the narrative fiction of early modern (16001868) Japan explored the possibilities of urban identity. I argue that popular narrative genres
responded to ambiguities, contradictions, and tensions within and around the chōnin status
group, acting as a discursive space in which the boundaries and possibilities of urban commoner
identity could be playfully probed, challenged, and reconfigured, and newly emergent or
alternative social roles could be articulated. I use the category of chōnin to orient my study, but
my concerns are equally with the social diversity that this term often tends to obscure: tensions
and stratifications within the category of chōnin itself, career trajectories that straddle its borders,
performative forms of urban culture that circulate between commoner and warrior society, and
the boundary between chōnin status and the urban poor. I focus on popular, vernacular, and
mostly comic genres, ranging from the “floating world booklets” (ukiyo-zōshi 浮世草子) of the
late 17th century to “playful compositions” (gesaku 戯作) of the early 19th century, but rather
than suggesting any genealogical relationship between these genres in literary-historical terms, I
excavate the ways in which each distinct literary form was embedded in the complex field of
discourses, practices, spaces, and media forms that shaped urban identity at its particular
historical moment.

Chōnin literature and its discontents
Modern scholars have long latched upon the trope of “chōnin literature” (chōnin bungaku
or some variant thereof) as a master hermeneutic category that both determines and is determined
by readings of literary texts. In such narratives, which have often emerged from comparisons
with Western literary historiography and posited the chōnin as an analog to the Western
bourgeoisie, the chōnin play the role of political underdogs but cultural champions: excluded
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from participation in the official political sphere by a rigid and hereditary system of status groups
but empowered by their control of the emerging market economy, the townspeople were the
driving force in a predominantly urban culture, producing literature, theater, and visual arts that
reflected their own worldviews in the face of political domination by the ruling class of bushi 武
士 (warrior-bureaucrats). To the degree that such approaches are modeled on Western literary
historiography, they also often operate on a rubric of realism, wherein the critical evaluations
attributed to texts, authors, or genres are based on 1) how closely they reflect the lives of the
chōnin, as a proxy for the “common people” more generally, and 2) how closely they seem to
anticipate the modern realist novel. While many scholars have criticized the excessive
application of this trope and the literary-historical premises it implies, the specter of “chōnin
literature” continues to hold strong sway over scholarship on early modern Japanese literature,
and the criticisms made of this trope have generally failed to account for the compelling reasons
for using the category of chōnin—or that of status group more generally—as a meaningful
concept through which to understand literary history. It is worth dwelling briefly then on the
forms that theorizations of (and against) “chōnin literature” have taken.
Since the dawn of modern literary scholarship in the Meiji era, the trope of “chōnin
literature” has been applied with greatest regularity to the ukiyo-zōshi of the late 17th and early
18th century, especially with the work of Ihara Saikaku 井原西鶴 (1642-1693). Saikaku, an
Osaka resident of merchant stock, had begun his writing career as a poet of comic linked verse
(haikai 俳諧) in the experimental Danrin school, but he owes his place in literary history to
innovations in the art of prose fiction. Beginning with ribald works like Kōshoku ichidai otoko
好色一代男 (The Life of an Amorous Man, 1682), Saikaku painted narratively complex and
aesthetically sophisticated portraits of the contemporary world, focusing largely (though never
4

exclusively) on the affairs of the wealthier strata of the urban commoner status group. Saikaku’s
work, and the ukiyo-zōshi as a whole, is taken as one expression of an urban commoner zeitgeist,
brought about by the formation of a rich domestic consumer economy in the latter half of the 17th
century and referred to by the historiographical trope of “Genroku culture,” a term borrowed
from the reign name for the years 1688 to 1704 but applied generally to the period from roughly
the 1680s to the Kyōhō Reforms of the 1720s.
The archetypal treatment of Saikaku as chōnin author is that of Teruoka Yasutaka (19082001), the dean of Saikaku studies in the postwar period. In his influential author study, Teruoka
states explicitly that his portrait of Saikaku emerged out of a synthesis of the methods of
historical sociology—prewar proletarian literary theory and Marxist dialectical materialism—
with a conception of literature drawn from the Japanese Naturalists, especially the writing of
Tayama Katai.2 Teruoka’s Saikaku is an author whose apprehension of social reality is
developed through the act of writing; as this apprehension deepens, his writing becomes not only
more realistic, but also more expressive of universal human truth. Teruoka identifies Saikaku as
likely belonging to a middle class within the chōnin status group, not of the commoner elite but
wealthy enough to leave his worldly affairs to his clerks and retire early, and describes him as a
“spokesman” (daibensha, a label that also carries the connotations of “apologist”) for the mid- to
upper-class bourgeoisie (the use of the term “bourgeoisie” here is Teruoka’s). Teruoka takes care
to mark out a distinct and more subtle position than Marxist critics, who would take Saikaku’s
writing as a simple reflection of class consciousness. He instead suggests that, though Saikaku’s
capacity for “self-assertion” (jiko shuchō) was a product of his chōnin background, his writing
nevertheless expressed a “one-dimensional sense of human equality” (ichigenteki-na ningen

2

Teruoka Yasutaka, Saikaku: hyōron to kenkyū, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1948), 1-7.
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byōdōkan) that inevitably represented a critique of “the feudal status-group system” (hōkentekina mibun seido). Teruoka’s Saikaku possessed a universalistic humanism that, due to the
historical conditions of late 17th-century Japan, could only be expressed by a chōnin. Moreover,
this humanism was expressed in an unsentimental but nevertheless sympathetic style that
consisted of a bluntly realistic depiction of the contemporary world in the face of bushi
ideological hegemony.3 Despite Teruoka’s significant hedges, this authorial portrait remains
more or less within the terms of both Marxist and Naturalist approaches: a chōnin author whose
dogged engagement with reality leads him towards a critical awareness of the limitations of the
feudal social system, beyond class consciousness and toward a greater human truth that is shared
among the people (minshū) at large. Though Teruoka’s approach has been soundly critiqued by
many of his followers, in the absence of a more compelling and holistic portrait of the author and
his work, it remains the starting point for contemporary Saikaku studies—certainly at the
textbook level, and often in treatments of Saikaku in English language scholarship.4
Teruoka’s work largely focuses on Ihara Saikaku, but the same tropes played out more
generally in histories of chōnin literature of the early postwar generation. Second to Saikaku, the
trope of chōnin literature was also applied to the commercially-produced, mass-audience gesaku
of the early- to mid-19th century, especially the genre of kokkeibon 滑稽本 (humorous books).5
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Teruoka Yasutaka, Saikaku: hyōron to kenkyū, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1950), 205-221.
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For a characteristic articulation of these tropes in English, see Howard Hibbett, The Floating World in Japanese
Fiction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), 3-22. More recently, the entry for Saikaku in the recently
released Cambridge History of Japanese Literature is titled, “Ihara Saikaku and Ejima Kiseki: the literature of urban
townspeople,” and begins with a textbook framing of Saikaku’s work in terms of early modern status group society:
“Under the Tokugawa shoguns, artisans and merchants who made up the townsman class occupied the bottom rung
of the Confucian social hierarchy, after warriors and farmers, based on the perceived value of their contributions to
society. But Saikaku’s merchant-class consciousness transcended the official orthodoxy to an extent.” Paul Schalow,
“Ihara Saikaku and Ejima Kiseki: the literature of urban townspeople,” in Haruo Shirane, Tomi Suzuki, and David
Lurie, eds., The Cambridge History of Japanese Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 415.
For example, see Mizuno Minoru and Uzuki Hiroshi, eds., Edo chōnin bungaku, vol. 7 of Iwanami kōza Nihon
bungakushi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1959). The label is applied less regularly and more controversially to the
5
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These two moments, separated by over a century, take place in vastly different historical,
geographical, and cultural contexts—the Kamigata-based culture of the Genroku era (16881704) versus the Edo-based culture of the Bunka-Bunsei eras (1804-1818 and 1818-1830,
respectively, often referred to collectively by the portmanteau “Kasei”)—and the forms of
chōnin identity they engage with differ accordingly (the 17th-century entrepreneurial merchant
versus the lower-class craftsman or laborer of 19th-century Edo). Nevertheless, similar rubrics of
realism are applied to both. This realism is distinguished by, on one hand, a freedom from
aesthetic artifice enabled by a focus on low and/or non-literary social topoi, and on the other, a
freedom from ideology, specifically from the orthodox moralism of Neo-Confucianism—the
great antagonist of the common people in the cultural historiography of early modern Japan.
Moreover, insofar as the chōnin were defined primarily against the bushi as the ruling class, the
appearance of affirmative literary representations of urban commoners, in the face of the political
domination of the bushi, has been taken as having at least a latent political significance, whether
in the context of Marxist claims for the emerging class consciousness of a pre-industrial
bourgeoisie or that of populist narratives of the progressive historical democratization of
Japanese culture, with the chōnin acting as a figure for “the people” in one valence or another.
The realist literature of the chōnin was thus at least implicitly a literature of political resistance,
announcing the rise of the Japanese people and the distant approach of literary and social
modernity.

witty, erudite literature of the 18th century pleasure quarters—the dialog-based sharebon 洒落本 (witty books) and
illustrated kibyōshi 黄表紙 (yellow-covered booklets)—described in this history as “early Edo chōnin literature”
(zenki Edo chōnin bungaku) in contrast to “late Edo chōnin literature” like the kokkeibon. In terms of social history,
this approach evolved in symbiotic relation with Nishiyama Matsunosuke’s groundbreaking work on “Edo chōnin
culture,” as summarized, for example, in Edo chōnin no kenkyū, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1972); in
English, see Matsunosuke Nishiyama, Edo Culture: Daily Life and Diversions in Urban Japan, 1600-1868
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1997).
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The trope of chōnin literature has of course never been without its detractors. One of the
earliest and most influential critics of the chōnin literature narrative was Nakamura Yukihiko.
(1911-1998). Whereas Teruoka was a Saikaku specialist, Nakamura pursued pioneering research
into the gesaku of the 18th and 19th centuries, a focus that led him to question the priority given to
the chōnin by scholars of Teruoka’s generation. Nakamura opens one polemic with a searing
caricature of the “chōnin literature” position.
Regarding the literature of early modern Japan, it is generally said that this was
the literature of the chōnin, the literature of the people (minshū). The most
influential writers were of chōnin status, and those of other status groups tended
to emulate them, adopting chōnin (or chōnin-esque) sensibilities and mentalities,
depicting primarily the real lifestyles of chōnin and ideas and thoughts based on
those lifestyles.6
Nakamura’s revision of the “chōnin literature” paradigm is three-fold. First, he observes that
most of the genres prized by theorists of chōnin literature—primarily those of vernacular,
narrative prose—were relatively low in the early modern genre hierarchy, likely to be considered
(or dismissed as) little more than frivolous entertainment, in comparison to more esteemed
genres like Sinitic kanshi and classical waka poetry, as well as formal scholarship; the term
gesaku itself literally suggests a spirit of “frivolous” or “playful” (ge 戯) “composition” (saku
作). Second, he traces the emergence of this style of “playful composition” to the spread of
literatus (bunjin 文人) consciousness among bushi intellectuals in the early- to mid-18th century.
Nakamura argues that the detached and erudite bunjin persona appealed to low-ranking
intellectuals whose opportunities for professional advancement were limited by a feudal system
based on heredity rather than merit: to ease their frustration, they came to embrace self-

Nakamura Yukihiko, “Kinsei bungaku no tokuchō: shogen ni kaete,” in Kinsei shōsetsu-shi no kenkyū (Tokyo:
Ōfūsha, 1961), 11.
6

8

expression in a broad range of arts, including lower, more popular narrative forms. Over time,
the forms and techniques pioneered by these self-styled bunjin became standardized,
commercialized, and adopted by chōnin authors (at which point gesaku became largely a generic,
craftsman-like popular art), but Nakamura’s intervention was to rigorously re-theorize gesaku as
a form of literary art rooted in the subjectivity of the alienated bushi intellectual.7 Third, where
scholars of the “chōnin literature” camp (like Teruoka) operated on a rubric of realism,
Nakamura argues that gesaku was primarily a literature of formal play and experimentation,
largely absent of any “serious confrontation with life” (jinsei to no majimena taiketsu).8
Nakamura’s revision of the “chōnin literature” narrative was directed primarily at the
gesaku corpus, but many of his premises would later be elaborated into a comprehensive theory
of early modern literature by Nakano Mitsutoshi, perhaps the most dominant living figure in
early modern Japanese literary studies. In his celebrated revisionist narrative of early modern
literary history, Nakano begins by observing that, since the Meiji period, attitudes toward the
Edo period have all generally been rooted in the values of the modern present. Such approaches
represent a methodological bias that he refers to pejoratively as “modern-ism” (kindai-shugi 近
代主義, though obviously without any of the connotations of “modernism” as an aesthetic term):
a tendency to take the modern as a measure of value and apprehend the literature and culture of
the Edo and early periods only in modern terms, whether positively or negatively.9 In a recent
elaboration of this critique, he has further characterized this “modern-ism” as a tendency to

Nakamura Yukihiko, Gesakuron (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1966), 36-80. I address Nakamura’s theory at length
in Chapters 3 and 4.
7

8

Ibid., 132.

Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Jūhasseiki no Edo bunka,” in Jūhasseiki no Edo bungei: ga to zoku no seijuku (Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 1999), 2-4.
9
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approach and describe early modern literature using modern scholarly terminology, in particular,
“literariness” (bungakusei 文学性), “realism” (riarizumu リアリズム), “human truth”
(ningensei no shinjitsu 人間性の真実), “critique of power” (kenryoku hihan 権力批判),
“political critique” (seiji hihan 政治批判), and “diversity” (tayōsei 多様性).10 (The echoes of
Teruoka’s work, in its synthesis of Marxist and Naturalist influences, should be clear in this
characterization.) Though Nakano does not use the term chōnin (indeed, he seems to avoid it
assiduously, no doubt for its association with “modern-ist” narratives), the target of his revision
is the “two-peak” narrative focused on the proliferation of urban popular culture in the late 17th
and early 19th century—the twin chōnin zeitgeists of the Genroku and Kasei eras—which he sees
as a product of a “modern-ist” obsession with the culture of the common people.
As a corrective, Nakano asserts that early modern literature must be read “according to
Edo” (Edo ni soku shite): namely, by relying wherever possible on the theoretical terminology
used by early modern writers and thinkers. From such a perspective, he maintains, early modern
cultural history will naturally appear as “a unified body” (tōitsutai 統一体) possessing its own
sense of “totality” (kanketsusei 完結性).11 In place of the “two-peak” narrative of chōnin
literature, Nakano advocates a “one-peak” narrative of Edo-period literary history wherein the
18th-century, heretofore treated as a transitional period between the demotic moments of the
Genroku and Kasei eras, becomes the apex of early modern literary history as a unified totality,
with the 17th century as a period of rise and the 19th one of decline.12
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To articulate the nature of this “totality,” Nakano focuses on the discursive binary of ga
雅 (high/elegant) and zoku 俗 (low/vulgar), terms that he borrows from early modern poetic
theory to use as master categories along which all of early modern cultural production may be
stratified. Scholars of the “modern-ist” persuasion, he observes, have prized the lowest genres—
generally forms of vernacular narrative—for their resemblance to modern forms of literary
culture, but to the contrary, these genres epitomized the category of zoku, situated at the bottom
of the aesthetic hierarchy and barely recognizable as a form of literary art in an aesthetic field
dominated by verse, by the classical canon, and by literary Sinitic. Nakano describes the 18th
century as the moment at which ga and zoku came into “harmony” (yūwa 融和), but this was
above all a harmony in which ga remained in the ascendant position, an arrangement that could
not be dislodged or inverted “as long as the early modern social system continued to exist”
(kinsei no shakai taisei ga naku naranai kagiri).13 Nakano’s vision of an aesthetic harmony
between high and low fundamentally linked to a vision of a hierarchical but harmonious society.
The social system during the Tokugawa era was authoritarian and hierarchical,
and a rigid class structure dominated the lifestyles of all the social classes. It goes
without saying that upper-class culture was considered superior. Certainly there
was a lively townsmen’s culture, but it was always in an inferior position vis à vis
the upper-class culture, which it constantly sought to imitate. It never became
upper-class in its own right; indeed, the most fascinating feature of the eighteenth
century is the fact that during this time ‘high’ culture provided active leadership
and functioned as a refining influence on popular culture.14 (Emphasis added.)
Here Nakano explicitly identifies the binary value system of ga-zoku with the social field itself,
placing the bushi in the position of ga and the chōnin in the position of zoku, and thus
underwriting an understanding of early modern culture and society in terms dictated by early
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modern intellectual elites.15 Where Teruoka suggested that Saikaku’s realistic literary art enabled
him to transcend a feudalistic social hierarchy, Nakano suggests, in essence, that such a social
(and aesthetic) hierarchy was legitimate and never meaningfully challenged.
Nakano’s most recent attempts to describe a unified theory of early modern literature are
characterized above all by a rejection of the possibility of political or social critique. In offering a
descriptive theory of gesaku as a category of literary practice, Nakano argues that gesaku has
three characteristics: 1) in terms of conceptual basis, a total embrace of the political and social
status quo and total absence of criticism for the same; 2) in terms of style, a prioritization of
formal expression (i.e., over content), especially reliance on formal parody; and 3) in terms of
communicative purpose, a focus on education and entertainment. Moreover, he explicitly states
that he believes this rubric may be used as a unified theory of early modern Japanese literature,
beginning from the earliest years of the 17th century. Indeed, Nakano elaborates this unified
theory of gesaku in the context of a controversial argument that Ihara Saikaku, the great hero of
Genroku commoner culture, may be taken as the prototypical gesaku author: Teruoka’s
Naturalist-Marxian vision of Saikaku as a chōnin realist author is thus replaced strategically by a
new vision of Saikaku as an apolitical stylist. Emerging as a polemical response to the
interpretive biases of “modern-ism,” this vision of a formalistic, apolitical gesaku thus becomes a
totalizing image of early modern literature and culture as a whole.16
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In its emphasis on formal expression over content, Nakano’s narrative is of a literature of
surfaces absent of meaning, of form evacuated of content. In terms of methodology, this
apprehension of early modern literature as formalistic and devoid of symbolic content
underwrites a shift away from textual interpretation altogether, toward the materiality of the
book—literary form in the most literal sense. This is the thrust of Nakano’s advocacy of “wahon
literacy” (wahon riterashī): fluency in the materiality and paleography of early modern Japanese
books (wahon 和本). Here too, his attention to form is explained by figural use of the status
group system as a metaphor for the formal hierarchy of the cultural field. In what has become a
matter of dogma in early modern literary studies, Nakano has often described how, just as early
modern society was compartmentalized into a rigid hierarchy of status groups, books likewise
were organized into a rigid hierarchy of genres and formats: just as the bushi could be recognized
at a glance by the swords at his hip, the position of a given work in the literary field could be
perceived at a glance based on its cover and dimensions.17
Nakano’s work has done much to enrich the field of early modern literary studies by
insisting on a grounding in historically specific discourses and literacies, both linguistic and
material. Nevertheless, one may question what interpretive possibilities this method omits. In
advocating reading “according to Edo,” Nakano assumes that Edo-period audiences read in only
one way, namely in terms of the literary-theoretic discourses (like the ga-zoku dichotomy) of the
intellectual elite (usually though not always of bushi background). But this mode of
interpretation naturally reflects a specific social position with its own biases and concepts of
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distinction. In the words of Pierre Bourdieu, “the detachment of the pure gaze cannot be
dissociated from a general disposition towards the world which is a paradoxical product of
conditioning by negative economic necessities—a life of ease—that tends to induce an active
distance from necessity.” The ability to apprehend a work of literature in terms of its aesthetic
position (rather than, for example, its social reference) is thus itself a socially conditioned
sensibility of the relatively privileged.18 This also suggests both the possibility and the necessity
of conceiving other ways of reading “according to Edo,” ones that reflect the literacies and
sensibilities of other audiences for these popular genres.19 In short, it suggests that we must ask
what kinds of meanings popular genres communicated, not to the intellectual elite, but to their
other possible readers, whether real or intended.
As if to come full circle, recent English-language scholarship has seen a revival of the
premises of “chōnin literature” in a more theoretically sophisticated form and on a larger scale.
Here a nuanced and conceptually fertile example may be found in Katsuya Hirano’s recent work
on the cultural history of early modern Japan. Hirano navigates carefully between approaches
that, like Nakano, have “dismissed the political significance of popular culture by calling it a
benign and apolitical realm of escapist activity—ephemeral play and pleasure,” and those that,
like earlier approaches to chōnin literature, have “tried to argue for the presence, if limited and
discreet, of a political consciousness in the culture by drawing on a facile concept of ‘cultural
resistance,’ particularly ‘resistance of a decentered sort—those dispersed acts’ of mockery and
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satire that expressed ordinary towns-people’s resentment of the ruling samurai.”20 He does so by
drawing on Marxist theorizations of ideology and cultural production, using in particular
Althusser’s notion of overdetermination to construct a notion of culture as a site wherein “an
overdetermined interplay between the real and the imaginary in the articulation of ‘lived
experience’... may inadvertently produce divergent and contestatory articulations.”21 In other
words, Hirano seeks to show that cultural production can express politically subversive meanings
(and even hypothetically act as a catalyst for new forms of consciousness and action) whether or
not its articulators have the conscious intention to do so.
Like Nakano, Hirano does not focus on the chōnin as such, preferring to address the trope
of a hierarchical and hereditary status group system more broadly. Nevertheless, he
acknowledges that the stakes of his project lie in a historiographical intervention into
theorizations (most famously by Maruyama Masao) of Japan’s failure to accomplish a true
bourgeois revolution. In this regard, it is natural that Hirano’s attention should often turn to the
townspeople and their economic and cultural rise in the face of ideological domination.
By creating a dialogical interaction of divergent voices and perspectives, Edo
popular culture created pluralized, contentious image of Tokugawa society, an
image that underlined contradictory realities that had become widely discernible
around the turn of the eighteenth century. The most salient of all the
contradictions was the growing disjuncture between the ideological premise of
social and economic hierarchies and their actual reversals. The primacy of the rice
economy that sustained the samurai’s wealth was overshadowed, even superseded
by the ascendancy of a money economy controlled by merchants who were at the
bottom of the formal status hierarchy—just above people of outcast status. The
culture of popular entertainments (e.g., theaters, pleasure quarters, print culture,
and street performances), which was closely associated with the outcasts and
patronized by the townspeople (merchants and artisans), became the magnetic
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center for cultural innovations and unbounded social interactions, often involving
people of samurai status.22
Hirano offers a subtle and theoretically sophisticated intervention, questioning the reductionism
of existing narratives while retaining an interest in the social and political meanings carried by
early modern texts and in the discursive logics of the status-group system. Nevertheless, his
discussion retains certain premises of the “chōnin literature” narrative: he remains focused on the
possibility of cultural production expressing or constituting a chōnin worldview, where that
worldview is conceived largely in contradistinction to official ideology; and, in his concern with
the ways in which popular genres give expression to “emerging cultural formations” in the face
of dominant ideologies, he reaffirms the trope of “realism” shared by earlier treatments of chōnin
literature. But are these the only forms that a sociological reading of early modern narrative can
take? Is it possible to understand a chōnin worldview in terms other than the possibility (whether
latent or explicit) of subverting the political and social order?
Though the above is only a very selective review of recent approaches to early modern
cultural and literary history, it should suffice to demonstrate that the field of early modern
Japanese literary studies is increasingly polarized between literary-historical and sociological
(largely Marxian) methods. Scholars of the former category like Nakano treat early modern
popular fiction (in its various genres) as a literature of artifice, one characterized by a profusion
of formal signifiers masking a deficit of symbolic content; scholarship in this vein tends toward
literary history in the narrow sense of a history of literary form and technique, merging
increasingly with material histories of the book while eschewing questions of interpretation. In
contrast, to scholars of the latter category like Hirano, early modern literature is largely political
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in character, even (or especially) when not intended as such, and the task of the scholar is the
interpretive work of unpacking that hidden political horizon, unearthing the potential of popular
fiction to shake the very roots of the social hierarchy. That being said, my purpose here is not to
reject these methodologies, both of which I believe to be necessary and mutually illuminating,
but rather to ask: what interpretive possibilities are left out by the polarization of the field
between these two approaches? Is it possible to conceive of a method of reading in which literary
history and sociological interpretation inform rather than oppose one another?
What I find most interesting about Hirano’s and Nakano’s approaches are not their
differences but the premises they share: above all, both rely in different ways on figural reference
to the status group (mibun) system, in which early modern Japanese society is taken to consist of
a rigid, hereditary hierarchy of status groups—as Carol Gluck has memorably described it, “the
preeminent construction of Edo-as-tradition.”23 Hirano and Nakano use this trope for opposing
purposes—to Hirano, the social hierarchy exists to be overturned, whereas to Nakano it exists to
be reaffirmed—but both work from it to propose their own comprehensive theories of early
modern literary and cultural production. In the process, they generally downplay the historical
shifts that took place over the two-and-a-half centuries of Tokugawa rule, whether in the sphere
of cultural production or in the social and political worlds that attended it, preferring instead to
theorize early modern Japan as a single historical moment. While using the trope of mibun as a
structuring metaphor, neither engages with the dynamic, historical nature of the social field itself
(and its transformations over the course of the two-and-a-half centuries of the Edo period), or
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with the question of how status groups like chōnin or bushi actually structured early modern
social life and consciousness and how such consciousness might be reflected in literary form.
In this dissertation, I propose to put literary texts in dialog with the subtle but substantive
shifts that took place in the social field over the course of the Edo period. In doing so, I hope to
open new ground for interpretive work that expands beyond the political horizon of Marxist
historiography (or other “modern-isms”) without reducing literary representation to a mere play
of formal signifiers (or circulation of material objects). How can we read these texts in a way that
is sensitive to the determinations of genre and form but treats those formal elements as vessels
for transmitting social meanings rather than as obstacles that displace them? And if literary
production by and/or for the chōnin cannot necessarily (or always) be taken as a literature of
political resistance, then what kind of meanings did it communicate to its readers, how, and why?
In focusing on the category of chōnin, I do not wish to reproduce any narrative of “chōnin
literature” in which the townspeople take the lead to become the driving social force for early
modern culture as a whole or the agents of literary-historical progress. Rather, I propose to use it
as a case study to track carefully the ways in which narrative texts functioned within and
operated symbolically upon status group as a historically specific regime of social organization.
If we are to use the term chōnin as a literary hermeneutic, then we must ask: which genres (or
texts, or authors) gave expression to a chōnin subjectivity and how? What did they say about
what it meant to be a chōnin at their respective historical moments? What did early modern
writers do to and with the categories of class and status in their writing, and why would readers
have cared?
My concern is above all with how to read individual texts: what desires, insecurities,
tensions, and social ambiguities they spoke to for their readers, and what meanings they
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communicated. I seek to reveal the ways in which literary representations of chōnin identity were
embedded recursively in the social and ideological structures of the status group system, both
reflecting them and reflecting upon them. Moving away from Marxian assumptions of a
politicized opposition between chōnin and bushi subjectivities, I wish to tease out the ways in
which chōnin writers and readers constructed and imagined their own possible identities,
communities, and life paths. In my reading, the chōnin self-image was rarely (though certainly
occasionally) figured in opposition to the bushi (or in the terms given by bushi administrators)
but rather built from the bottom-up, as it were, from commoner beliefs, values, and social
practices. Toward that end, I begin by asking: what exactly was a chōnin? How was this category
conceived and constructed, how did it change over time, and what historical or theoretical
approaches might be used to understand it?

Approaches to chōnin status
Until relatively recently, the category of chōnin was one of the great givens of early
modern historiography generally; one could write about the chōnin, but not inquire into how we
define (or contemporaries defined) the term, who it included or excluded, and why—for after all,
as early modern society was supposed to be one in which everyone knew his or her place.
Generally speaking, the category was taken as an administrative technology imposed in a topdown fashion by the shogunate as a system of social control.24 Where such approaches interacted
with intellectual and cultural history, they tended to emphasize the ways in which the system of
rule by status was bolstered by a Neo-Confucian ideology of social hierarchy—wherein the
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realm consists of a strict hierarchy of “four estates” (shimin 四民) of warriors, peasants,
craftsmen, and merchants (shinōkōshō 士農工商)—and enforced through sumptuary regulation.
The ubiquitous but inaccurate textbook understanding of the term chōnin as being equivalent to
the last two categories of the “four estates” and being at the bottom of the social hierarchy is
largely a result of the lingering influence of these approaches.25 Early theorizations of “chōnin
literature” likewise emerged from these sociological premises, which continue to be reproduced
by scholars of various methodological persuasions.
However, beginning in the 1980s there emerged in Japan a new strain of early modern
social history that sought to reconceptualize status group as a regime of identity organized from
the bottom-up as a reflection of membership in local, self-governing communities. Here, the
chōnin is defined by membership in the urban ward (chō 町), the bushi by membership in the
warrior house (ie 家), and the peasant by membership in the rural village (mura 村). In Japanese
scholarship, this approach is best represented by the work of Asao Naohiro, Yoshida Nobuyuki,
and Tsukada Takashi; my study is particularly indebted to Yoshida’s work on the relationship
between chō structure and chōnin identity and on the social structures of early modern urban
space.26 In English, Herman Ooms, David Howell and Daniel Botsman have worked to both
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introduce and extend this methodology, but literary scholars have yet to make use of it in
developing new social readings of early modern literature.27
Most current approaches to status group recognize that both “top-down” and “bottom-up”
approaches reflect competing social realities, and that these forces interacted in complex ways.
This multivalent quality of chōnin status can in fact be seen in the semantic connotations of the
term itself, even from its earliest uses. An entry from Azuma kagami (Mirror of the East, ca. late
13th c.), from the nineteenth day of the seventh month in the year 1215, states the following.
It was declared that the numbers of all merchants throughout Kamakura should be
established, beginning with the chōnin.28
This usage took place in the context of efforts by the Kamakura shogunate to consolidate
spatially disparate residences into neighborhoods for the purpose of easier administration, and
thus appears in the form of an appellation directed at commoners from a position of authority,
assuming an a priori distinction between the so-called chōnin and the warrior elite who were in a
position of domination over them.29 At the same time, we may also observe that the author
recalls a census of all merchants in Kamakura, “beginning with the chōnin” (chōnin ika). This
usage thus alludes to a status distinction among the larger category of merchants: between the
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chōnin, who likely possessed homes in Kamakura itself, and other tradespeople, who probably
commuted to Kamakura to participate in markets or to peddle on the street.30 In other words, the
category of chōnin from its earliest stages had connotations of house-holding and elevated status,
and was always distinguished from the more liminal category of the (itinerant) merchant. If the
former usage was one by bushi administrators, this sense suggests the worldview of the selfidentified chōnin, who distinguish themselves from other commoners by their membership in the
urban community, and whose voice still resonates in the administrative use by the compiler of
Azuma kagami. From its earliest stages, the category of chōnin had two social valences: one
“top-down” sense that was used to differentiate the chōnin from the warrior authorities, and
another “bottom-up” sense that distinguished house-holding commoners from other merchants
who were not part of the urban community.
These distinct senses of the term evolved in parallel throughout the medieval period and
continued to shape competing constructions of chōnin identity in early modern Japan. The
former, “top-down” sense underwrote the transformation of chōnin status into an administrative
category. Building upon the categorical distinction between warriors and commoners enforced
by Hideyoshi’s sword hunt of 1588 and between rural and urban residents in the status edicts of
1590, the functional category of chōnin was effectively institutionalized in the temple
registration system established over the course of the 17th century.31 In its ultimate form, this
system carried out an administrative distinction between individuals registered in urban areas
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(machikata 町方) and those registered in rural areas (zaikata 在方), and thus a distinction
between chōnin and peasants (hyakushō 百姓).32 Despite this nominal distinction, movement
between rural and urban communities was in practice quite fluid (especially among the less
privileged of both populations); the more meaningful distinctions were the hierarchical ones that
separated these two status groups, who together constituted a “commoner” (heijin 平人) society
of approximately equal rights, from the hereditary ruling class of bushi and the underclass of
outcasts, beggars, performing artists, and Christian descendants. Within this system, the category
of chōnin persisted as one of appellation and ultimately interpellation by authority, occurring in
the context of official edicts transmitted through the state’s apparatus of urban administration to
the terminal units of individual urban wards. This sense of chōnin status was enforced most
conspicuously in the sumptuary regulations released by the shogunate with increasing frequency
in the latter half of the 17th century, which proposed (not always to great effect) to control how
urban commoners spoke and dressed, and what they consumed.33 The administrative sense of the
term chōnin—perhaps best expressed by the now-standard translation of “urban commoner”—
was an objectifying one by which the state interpellated urban subjects into a larger, politicized
social order, differentiating them from other groups through distinct rights and obligations.
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The “bottom-up” sense of chōnin identity—as a house-holding member of the urban
community, distinguished from itinerant merchants and other commoners—is best understood in
relation to the structure and evolution of urban space in the medieval capital, and in particular to
the semantic evolution of the character chō 町 within that context.34 In the original layout of the
Heian capital, the character referred to the square city blocks that were the basic unit of urban
organization. In its archetypal form, the block, about 120 meters square, was bisected vertically
by an alley running from north to south, and each half divided into two columns (one facing the
alley and one facing the bounding streets), with each column divided vertically into eight lots.
However, with the decay of centralized administration over the course of the medieval period,
the term chō came to signify what is now referred to as the “two-sided street” (ryōgawa-chō 両
側町): a community that developed organically among residents who shared frontage on the
same avenue.35 These communities became increasingly self-sufficient as the medieval period
progressed, and with the near-total destruction of the capital during the Ōnin Wars, the surviving
neighborhoods formed into neighborhood associations (chō-gumi 町組), constructing gates and
watchtowers along the avenues for the purposes of self-defense. Though the sovereignty of these
communities would be forcefully broken by the unifying hegemons of the late 16th century, the

For a comprehensive discussion of early senses of this character, see Hayashiya Tatsusaburō, Machishū: Kyōto ni
okeru shimin keiseishi (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1964), 41-64.
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ryōgawa-chō as a self-governing community remained the paradigm of social and spatial
structure in the urban centers of early 17th century Japan, providing the template for development
in Edo and other early modern castle towns.36
Asao Naohiro, examining ward regulations of early 17th century chō, has observed that
the right to membership in a chō was dictated by the council of existing members. Within the
context of such a community, the term chōnin itself often referred exclusively to house-holding
members of the chō in question. For example, a set of regulations from the Kyoto ward of
Honnōjimae-chō, dated to the ninth month of 1620, dictates the following.
When a house is to be bought or sold, the seller must be guaranteed by a chōnin,
and the buyer must be guaranteed by someone of another chō.37
Here the term “chōnin” refers specifically to a member of Honnōjimae-chō itself. In this bottomup conception of chōnin identity, the fundamentally local, limited range of the community (and
of the audience for such regulations) gave the term “chōnin” itself an almost deictic quality, the
reference of which was only fixed by the social affiliations of the people who used it. This
social-historical approach to the urban community of the early modern chō thus suggests a more
specific understanding of the term chōnin than that employed, for example, in narratives of
“chōnin literature”: the image of the chōnin here becomes one based in the concrete relations and
collective social practice of his community. If the administrative sense of the category of chōnin
is evoked by the English translation of “urban commoner,” then this bottom-up sense may be
rendered, very literally, as a “town’s-man”—a man of the (this, his own) chō.

Tamai Tetsuo, “Kinsei toshi kūkan no tokushitsu,” in Toshi no jidai, vol. 9 of Nihon no kinsei, ed. Yoshida
Nobuyuki (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1992), 40-44.
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I take as the starting point for my study this community of the chō and a vision of chōnin
identity as rooted in local community membership. But the two-and-a-half centuries of the
Tokugawa reign saw gradual but dramatic transformations in how this category was conceived,
both by bushi administrators and by urban residents themselves. The larger trajectory of these
transformations may be summarized as a shift in the nature of status-group identity from a
function of membership in local communities to an expression of lifestyle: speech, sartorial
expression, habits of consumption, aesthetic tastes, and so on. These shifts were no doubt related
to the increasingly connected and integrated nature of early modern society, wherein the
development of the money economy and communication networks gradually broke down the
boundaries between local communities, demanding other means of defining and (from the
shogunate’s perspective) regulating individual identity and social affiliation. In the process,
categories of identity that were once collective, external functions of social relationships and
community membership came to be internalized and expressed by the individual chōnin as
patterns of behavior, taste, and disposition—what Pierre Bourdieu has referred to as habitus or a
“feel for the game.”38 The readings that I develop in this dissertation are situated at key turning
points in this overarching narrative, and by contextualizing my close readings in relation to shifts
in the matrix of discourses and practices shaping chōnin identity, I reveal an image of early
modern fiction as engaged meaningfully and imaginatively with its social context.
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Methodology
In order to approach the multiple meanings attached to the category of chōnin in early
modern texts, I draw from M. M. Bakhtin and V. N. Volosinov’s theorization of the dialogic
sign. To Bakhtin and Volosinov, the linguistic sign embodies multiple “social accents”
representing inflections in how the sign is used by actors of different and competing social
subjectivities. The capacity of the sign to embody distinct social accents renders it into a vehicle
for the articulation of the distinct ideologies and world-views of different social groups.
Moreover, while the sign may be used or appropriated for the expression of the world-views of
particular groups, it always retains to one degree or another the opposing valences ascribed to it
by other groups.39 Every utterance thus puts those world-views in dialog, the meanings and
social consequences of which must be teased out through careful reading at multiple levels of
content, language, and genre. This conception of the “dialogic sign” provides powerful tools for
understanding the interaction between top-down and bottom-up conceptions of chōnin identity,
and indeed is used by Katsuya Hirano in theorizing the political significance of early modern
cultural production.40
But my focus is more on the internal diversity of “bottom-up” constructions of identity
and their reflection of tensions within the commoner population, and here I begin to diverge from
Bakhtin, and from prior approaches to social readings of early modern literature. Though
Bakhtin and Volosinov are sensitive to the ways in which the dialogic sign can simultaneously
reflect multiple distinct and conflicting world-views as “social accents,” their approach is still
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rooted in a basic philosophical realism—a belief that words refer to real objects in the world,
albeit while carrying multiple valences—and concomitant with that, a Marxian assumption that
social classes exist a priori in the social space. They stop short of questioning the ways in which
the conceptual coherence and social identity of social groups themselves, as a precondition for
the existence of a distinct “world-view,” are products of discourse, or more broadly of symbolic
representation and social practice. The different “social accents” we have seen for the term
chōnin in fact suggest different social groups altogether: the reference of the term in the
Honnōjimae-chō regulations is clearly different from that in a shogunal edict directed at all
registered urban residents. To understand chōnin identity and its representation in language and
literature we must account for the reflexive relationship between social class and language—the
ways in which social class is not merely an agent of linguistic expression and cultural production
but is actively constituted and perpetually redefined by the languages and cultural forms that it
produces and that thereby reproduce it.
My adjustment to Bakhtin/Volosinov’s conception of the dialogic sign comes by way of
Pierre Bourdieu’s reflexive sociology. Breaking with Marxist approaches to social class as based
primarily in economic relations to the means of production, Bourdieu uses the term “class” in the
Weberian sense of a probabilistic clustering of social relations and interests. To Bourdieu, these
empirical and probabilistic “classes on paper” are critically distinct from the now more common
sense of a group possessing a subjective sense of shared agency. Though this distinction is
shared by the Marxist tradition in the distinction between the “class-in-itself” (the “class on
paper”) and the “class-for-itself” (a self-conscious category of social subjectivity), Bourdieu’s
key observation is that the progression from the former to the latter is not inevitable but rather
produced by symbolic practice, such as that carried out by literary representation.
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The capacity for bringing into existence in an explicit state, of publishing, of
making public (i.e. objectified, visible, sayable, and even official) that which, not
yet having attained objective and collective existence, remained in a state of
individual or serial existence—people’s disquiet, anxiety, expectation, worry—
represents a formidable social power, that of bringing into existence groups by
establishing the common sense, the explicit consensus, of the whole group.41
(Emphasis in original.)
Bourdieu is keenly attentive to the fine boundary between the abstract, inchoate feelings and
desires of individuals—“people’s disquiet, anxiety, expectation, worry”—and the shared
“common sense” that authorizes a sense of collective identity. He goes on to elaborate the ways
in which such “common sense” is produced and reinforced: “through all the forms of speaking
well or badly of someone or something, of blessing or cursing and of malicious gossip, eulogy,
congratulations, praise, compliments, or insults, rebukes, criticism, accusations, slanders, etc.”42
Bourdieu’s sensitivity to the types of everyday utterance that agents use to affirm (or contest) the
meaning of the social world parallels Bakhtin’s theorization of the ways in which the social
valences of the dialogic sign are mediated through speech genres. But where Bakhtin and
Volosinov are focused on the horizon of class struggle between self-conscious social classes,
Bourdieu’s concern is with the communicative conditions underlying the formation and historical
transformation of such groups—with the possibility “of publishing, of making public.”
The shift that I propose from Bakhtinian stylistics to Bourdieuian sociology thus demands
engagement with the larger field of early modern print culture, and its role in articulating new
forms of identity that crossed local or feudal boundaries. Here the various urban literatures that I
discuss may be situated in the context of the larger emergence of a commercial (woodblock)
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print culture beginning in the mid-17th century. Mary Elizabeth Berry has theorized this
development as the emergence of a “library of public information”: information about the
contemporary social world that provided the populace with images and knowledge of itself.
Berry’s study is rooted in a theoretical and historical concern with the roots of national
consciousness and, less explicitly, with the role played by the conceptual and administrative
frameworks of the Tokugawa polity in shaping such incipient consciousness. In keeping with this
project, she ultimately traces the “library of public information” to Hideyoshi’s cadastral and
land surveys during the unification period, and more broadly to a culture of top-down
bureaucratic knowledge production by the state, adopted by civic-minded intellectuals, and
gradually spread among the commoner populace.43 But it is not self-evident that the corpus of
popular fiction and its various genres, should be conceived as part of the same culture of topdown knowledge production. Rather, I will argue that the images of urban commoner practice
that emerge in narrative texts represented efforts to think through issues of the identity from a
bottom-up perspective. Similarly, where Berry’s discussion is concerned largely with the
possibility of print media interpellating a (proto-) national consciousness, I will contend that the
identities articulated within the texts I examine, while at times spatially diffuse, are stratified in
terms of class and status. In this sense, my project seeks to understand the ways in which
theorizations of status group and those of early modern media (most centrally the woodblock
print, but also manuscripts and oral media) can productively inform one another.
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Another question raised by Bourdieu’s theorization of class is whether (or when, or how)
representations of collective identity give rise to politicized class consciousness. If symbolic
practice may in some cases “make public” a sense of shared identity in the face of political
domination, it is equally likely to articulate and reinforce social tensions within the dominated
population. Bourdieu’s theorization of social class is also rooted in an awareness that conflict in
the social world takes place largely over proximal positions and incremental position-takings:
except in cases of social crisis or revolution, symbolic contest is oriented not toward the distant
political horizon of revolution but toward the nearer social horizon of upward mobility, in terms
of an everyday contest over access to economic, cultural, or social capital. This approach allows
the theorization of social class consciousness and identity without the Marxian assumption of an
imminent telos of class struggle. Indeed, texts produced by and for chōnin—both informational
and narrative, or both at the same time—were focused on topics of everyday, mundane concern:
with how to make a living, how one should (or should not) exist within one’s family or
community, how to advance (or merely maintain, or imprudently spend and exhaust) one’s
social, economic, or cultural capital. In a word, such texts were concerned with self-definition
and self-assertion within a relatively limited political horizon. This is not to to say, as Nakano
would have it, that they simply reproduced and affirmed the status quo: they were concerned
with the social and cultural opportunities that were immediately available, and with those that
were just beyond reach. Genres of popular narrative often acted as a place for the playing out of
new social possibilities and emergent roles, a kind of vicarious social exploration of behaviors,
lifestyles, and values on the border of what was possible and what was imaginable. Here I seek
also to correct the assumptions of literary realism that have carried through approaches to so-
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called chōnin literature with an image of a field of multiple writings and rewritings, each
articulating different possibilities, boundaries, and configurations of chōnin identity.44
My final reason for drawing on Bourdieu is for his attention to the ways in which the
symbolic construction of the social world takes place not only through linguistic discourse but
also through lived practice, by which agents embody, perform, or diverge from and transgress
the categories of the social doxa. Inquiry into the structure of the social space requires looking
beyond the level of explicit linguistic utterances (as suggested by Bakhtin) to examine the larger
field of social practices, of which language is only one sub-field. As he explains, “the essential
part of one’s experience of the social world and of the labour of construction it implies takes
place in practice, without reaching the level of explicit representation and verbal expression,”45
namely through the operation of the habitus in shaping conduct, taste, and disposition. An
inquiry into the social dimensions of embodied practice can thus provide access to inchoate
identities that have not yet been given conceptual labels or formed their own independent
registers of sociolect. This approach thus provides critical conceptual tools for sociological
readings of texts that lack the full linguistic diversity lauded by Bakhtin but nevertheless
I draw inspiration from Hans Robert Jauss’s concept of a “horizon of expectations.” While this concept is often
applied to literary reception in a historical perspective, Jauss’s original theorization of the concept was as a way of
interpreting historically distant texts without reducing them to transparent reflections of social realities. To do so he
observes a critical gap between the horizon of expectations of literature and that for lived social experience: “The
horizon of expectations of literature distinguishes itself before the horizon of expectations of historical lived praxis
in that it not only preserves actual experiences, but also anticipates unrealized possibility, broadens the limited space
of social behavior for new desires, claims, and goals, and thereby opens paths of future experience.” Hans Robert
Jauss, “Literary History as a Challenge to Literary Theory,” in Toward an Aesthetic of Reception (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1982), 41. Following Jauss, I propose to construct social contexts in which literature
carries the possibility of operating precisely at the horizon of what the reader assumes to be socially probable.
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contribute to the production of social knowledge through the narrative representation of
embodied social practices and spaces.
Reading the evolution of chōnin identity in early modern literary texts requires grappling
with the complex and heterogeneous ways in which urban identity was constructed—in
discourse, practice, space, and language. In terms of discourse, I move away from top-down,
elite or official definitions of chōnin identity (whether in terms of Neo-Confucian thought or
shogunal regulation) to focus on the ways in which chōnin values were shaped from the bottom
up: by merchant house-codes, didactic tracts, and other informational or instructional genres that
defined social and cultural norms for a chōnin readership. In particular, my readings are attentive
to the ways in which identity was conceived in relation to the discursive construction of work
and leisure. One of the main ways in which chōnin identity was figured was in terms of a “house
trade” (kashoku 家職 or kagyō 家業), a term used to refer to the livelihood associated with a
given household, usually passed down to the first son in a hereditary fashion (later sons might be
allowed to set up lesser branch houses, apprenticed, or married off as adoptive sons to houses
lacking male heirs). Typically, this trade was associated with a shop name, indicating the
intimate links between trade and identity. But certain forms of identity performance and trespass
were possible through leisure practice, whether through the sartorial adoption of subcultural
styles, the nominal anonymity of the licensed pleasure quarters, or through cultural training in
the leisure arts (yūgei 遊芸).46 Popular literature bore links both to the culture of work—through
the emergence of a commercial publishing industry in the mid-17th century, and eventually to the

Here I am inspired by Eiko Ikegami’s groundbreaking study of the role played aesthetic production and
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emergence of concepts of authorship as a form of intellectual labor—and to that of play—as
literary production and consumption were often viewed (alternately embraced and stigmatized)
as forms of leisurely recreation. My readings examine the ways in which chōnin identity was
shaped by the dynamic interplay between these cultures, both at the level of narrative content and
in terms of social configurations of authorship, readership, and textual circulation.
Early modern identity was also heavily shaped by the structures of urban space. As is
well known, urban space in early modern Japan was divided largely into commoner districts
(chōnin-chi 町人地) consisting of commercial avenues and storefronts, warrior districts (bukechi 武家地) consisting of the estates of major warrior houses, shrines and temples (jisha 寺社),
along with various leisure spaces like the licensed prostitution quarters, theater districts, open
spaces, and public gathering spaces. Less commented upon, however, are the internal divisions
within commoner districts: for example, the significance of the individual urban ward as a local
community; the distinctions between the commercial space of the main street lined with
storefronts and the lower-class, residential space of the rear tenements (ura nagaya 裏長屋); the
semi-private “new alleys” (shinmichi 新道)—unauthorized residential streets that began
appearing in the 18th century as sites of intermediate residences ranking in class between the
main street store and rear tenement; the quasi-public nature of the space of the storefront,
situated liminally between the public space of the street and the private space of the merchant
house; or even the internal divisions within the chōnin house itself, between the work-centered
space of the store, the family space of the interior bedroom, and in the case of the wealthier
chōnin home, the leisure space of the parlor (zashiki 座敷) and the rear-dwelling for retired
parents. These manifold, internally differentiated topogrophies may be seen as an embodied
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writing of chōnin identity in space, and my readings reconstruct the ways such spaces inflected
the identities of chōnin who moved through them and acted within them.
I also give attention to language. By the early 19th century, narrative fiction came to
incorporate a rich range of phonetic renditions of spoken dialect, deployed by writers as a way of
signifying the social positions of characters. But even before such techniques had developed,
writers incorporated different registers of language—Sinitic versus vernacular, or styles
associated with specific genres or forms of oral performance—that often suggest class-specific
literacies, structures of thought, and worldviews. In my readings, I show the ways in which the
incorporation of such linguistic registers into literary texts offers insight into the social positions
and literacies of their authors, readers, and the characters they depict.

Structure of the dissertation
The works I examine in this dissertation have been chosen for two reasons. First, because
they have often or influentially been used as examples of “chōnin literature. In this sense, my
readings are polemical, engaging with existing scholarship to offer new social readings of
canonical texts that both retain and question the category of chōnin as a literary hermeneutic
while liberating it from teleological narratives of literary and social history. More importantly, I
have chosen these texts because they appear at key turning points in the evolution of chōnin
identity, and because they are exemplary illustrations of how their genres, authors, and readers
were embedded in the social dynamics of those moments. I reconstruct these embeddings
through close readings that situate texts recursively in the urban social worlds that they depict.
In Chapter 1, I offer a polemical reading of Ihara Saikaku’s Nippon eitaigura 日本永代
藏 (Japan’s Eternal Storehouse, 1688; below, Eitaigura). Among all of Saikaku’s stories,
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Eitaigura is most regularly used by both historians and literary scholars alike as a transparent
document of chōnin values. Instead, I show the ways in which Saikaku’s text—its paratextual
structure as embodied in the organization of stories and table of contents, its narratorial voice,
and the structure of its individual narratives—retains traces of the social diversity, class tensions,
and shifting values within this heterogeneous and stratified social body. In particular, I argue that
this text represents a dramatic shift in chōnin consciousness, wherein the nature of chōnin
identity, which was originally a function of the urban ward (chō) as a local and organic urban
community based on the concrete social relations of its members, is rewritten by Saikaku into a
universalizable category of values and economic practice, prioritizing the interests of the house
(ie) over the community of the chō. I also offer an examination of the circumstances of
Eitaigura’s publishing and distribution to show how Saikaku’s text was itself embedded in the
transformations of urban space that it depicts: from a community to a market.
In Chapter 2, I examine the culture of the chōnin house in a study of the life and writings
of Ejima Kiseki 江島其磧 (1666-1735). The most successful writer of popular fiction to follow
in the wake of Saikaku, Kiseki was born into a wealthy Kyoto merchant house, and had taken up
writing as a form of leisure, but in his lifetime he saw his family business decline and was forced
to make a living as a writer and publisher of ukiyo-zōshi. His fiction, written in the genre of
humorously didactic narrative pioneered by Saikaku and earlier writers, likewise depicts
eccentric and profligate chōnin protagonists driven to disownment and dereliction by obsessive
involvement in leisure practices. Focusing on Seken musuko katagi 世間子息気質 (Characters of
Worldly Young Men, 1715) and Ukiyo oyaji katagi 浮世親仁形気 (Characters of Old Men of
the Floating World, 1720), I situate these texts in the context of the gradual normalization of
chōnin values in the early 18th century, a development mediated through the print genres of
36

informational almanacs and didactic tracts and carried out through the overdetermined discursive
opposition between “house trade” and “leisure arts.” Tracing the discourses and genres upon
which Kiseki’s narratives build, I argue that he playfully inverts the hierarchy of work and play
in an attempt to imagine new possibilities of chōnin self-definition. I also discuss how Kiseki’s
status as author was embedded within the same dynamics of work and play.
In Chapter 3, I examine the confrontation between bushi and chōnin concepts of social
and cultural capital against the highly codified and performative topos of the Edo pleasure
quarters. Here I focus on the sharebon, a genre of short narrative sketches that grew in close
dialog with the guidebook literature of the pleasure quarters. In its earliest iterations, the
sharebon took a highly parodic form, often written in literary Sinitic by bushi intellectuals, that
humorously imagined the topos of the Yoshiwara and other pleasure quarters through erudite
allusion to the Chinese classics. As it evolved, its form shifted toward a dialog-centric style that
depicted the pleasure quarters in concrete detail, focusing especially on the comportment of
different types of customers: the “sophisticate” (tsū 通 or tsūjin 通人), the aspiring but
buffoonish would-be-sophisticate (hankatsū 半可通), the boor, and so on. But where existing
scholarship has assumed that these terms reflect concrete styles and leisure subcultures, I argue
that the tsū was an empty signifier used by authors of differing social positions to make
competing claims for the nature of cultural capital. Here I do not focus on a close reading of one
or two major texts, but rather show how the figures of sophisticate and would-be-sophisticate
take on subtly different inflections in a series of lesser known works, unfolding as a dialog
between authors of distinct social positions. The humorous debates carried out in the pages of the
sharebon set bushi intellectual ideals of classical erudition, written language, and specialist
knowledge against chōnin cultures of improvisational wit, spoken language, and conspicuous
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consumption. I also examine the circumstances of sharebon publishing, distribution, and
readership to argue that the sharebon (and the larger corpus of informational media within which
it was situated) played an overdetermined role in these contests for cultural capital,
communicating exclusive norms to a wide and indeterminate audience while also throwing into
question the authenticity of social performances based on such mediated knowledge.
In Chapter 4, I turn my attention to the lower margins of Edo commoner society: the
substratum of low-ranking craftsmen, street-peddlers, day-laborers, performing artists, and
practitioners of other subsistence occupations, who populated the rear tenements of the late 18th
and early 19th-century. Here I offer a reading of the fiction of Shikitei Sanba 式亭三馬 (17761822), focusing on Ukiyoburo 浮世風呂 (The Floating World Bathhouse, 4 vols., 1809-1813)
and Ukiyodoko 浮世床 (The Floating World Barber, 2 vols., 1813-1814). Written in the dialogbased genre of kokkeibon—a later evolution of the sharebon focused on the humorous depiction
of contemporary manners in everyday urban topoi—these works depict the interaction of a range
of generic middle- and lower-class social types in the context of the public spaces of Edo
tenement society. Tracing the links between Sanba’s fiction and the newly emerging performing
art of otoshi-banashi (the antecedent of modern rakugo storytelling) and the performance space
of the yose, both of which emerged out of lower-class craftsman culture, I argue that Sanba
constructs an image of a sociolinguistic universe organized around the position of the lowranking laborer and oriented and harmonized through a shared culture based on the performative
use of the voice.
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Chapter One

Taking the Town out of the Townsman:
Ihara Saikaku and the Synthesis of Urban Identity

Introduction
Turning the cover page of Ihara Saikaku’s Nippon eitaigura 日本永代藏 (Japan’s Eternal
Storehouse, 1688), an urban reader of late 17th-century Japan would be confronted with an image
at once unexpected and profoundly familiar (Figure 1.1).1

Figure 1.1. Nippon eitaigura, vol. 1. Table of contents. (Waseda University Library)

These images are from the Waseda University Kotenseki Sōgō Database. The edition depicted is from a line of
texts referred to as the Morita edition in reference to their use of the woodblocks from the text’s initial publication
by the Osaka publisher Morita Shōtarō; this will be cited as “Morita” in the footnotes below. (For further discussion
of different editions of the text, see below.) The page images depicted are from the recto (omote) and verso (ura) of
the first leaf; with the image continuing as the reader turns the page. Below, in keeping with Japanese practice, these
will be indicated as 1o and 1u.
1
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Unexpected, because the illustration crowning the table of contents for this work was nearly
unprecedented in the popular literature of the time—in the corpus of humorous, vernacular
fiction that modern scholars refer to as ukiyo-zōshi (books of the floating world)—nor would any
later work be so lavishly illustrated. Saikaku, originally a haikai poet of the Osaka-based Danrin
school, had inaugurated this new style of fiction with the ribald Kōshoku ichidai otoko 好色一代
男 (The Life of an Amorous Man, 1682), and following the resounding success of that work had
ceaselessly experimented with new social content, linguistic styles, and generic forms. Released
at the peak of Saikaku’s popularity, Eitaigura shows from its very first page the attention to
detail of a work that was expected to be a success, going so far as to manipulate the paratextual
structure of the table of contents to frame the themes of the text.
The six volumes of Eitaigura narrate the rising and falling fortunes of the commercial
classes through a series of thirty amusing anecdotes, many of which are thinly fictionalized
exploits of historical figures or allegorical personifications of transformations in the 17th century
economy. Detaching these episodes from their historical contexts, Saikaku places them side by
side as models or cautionary tales for contemporary readers. Saikaku draws the reader into this
world by turning each story into a storefront, with the name or crest of each protagonist adorning
the shop curtains. The reader enters Saikaku’s work by way of a stroll through the familiar
landscape of the urban ward (chō 町): a series of shopfronts, neighboring one another under
shared eaves, each inviting the passerby inside with the offer of different goods—here, stories.
Eitaigura is the first of a series of Saikaku’s late works—also including Seken
munezan’yō 世間胸算用 (Worldly Mental Calculations, 1692) and the posthumously compiled
Saikaku oridome 西鶴織留 (Fragments of Saikaku’s Cloth, 1694)—that modern scholars refer to
as “chōnin pieces” (chōnin-mono 町人物) for their focus on the lives of the urban, commercial
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classes. Among these, Eitaigura in particular is read in terms of the social category of chōnin
(“townsman” or “urban commoner”), taken as a transparent reflection of chōnin values in the
form of a cluster of ethical keywords—physical and mental wellness (kengo 堅固),
entrepreneurial inventiveness (saikaku 才覚), thrift (shimatsu 始末), judgment (funbetsu 分別),
patience (kannin 堪忍), and uprightness (shōjiki 正直)—that combine to make a rational,
materialist ethos of upward mobility.2 Eitaigura invites these readings as a seemingly didactic
text that juxtaposes and evaluates a variety of economic activities, employing a narrative voice
that often seems to endorse certain materialist values. But these values did not simply appear out
of nowhere: they replaced earlier regimes of economic practice and social affiliation. What kind
of shift in consciousness of status and identity enabled Saikaku’s depiction of this so-called
chōnin ethos? And what tensions within commoner society did it serve to legitimate, or obscure?
Does the text unequivocally endorse such an ethos, or is its engagement with chōnin values more
complex? What kind of social and ideological ground was Saikaku writing within and against,
and what symbolic transformations or distortions did he carry out as he rewrote socioeconomic
history into the literary image of a class?
To answer these questions, I take as my conceptual starting point a notion of chōnin
identity as defined in relation to the local community of the urban ward (chō 町). Against this
historical basis of chōnin identity, the latter half of the 17th century saw the decline of the chō as
a social unit in the face of a plurality of emergent urban lifestyles, including an underclass of
renters working as street peddlers or day laborers and a growing class of interregional merchant

For example, see Nakai, Chōnin, 211-249; Takao Kazuhiko, Kinsei no shomin bunka (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten,
1968), 110-139; Moriya Takeshi, Genroku bunka: yūgei, akusho, shibai (Tokyo: Kōbundō, 1987), 1-15. In English,
see for example Donald H. Shively, “Popular Culture,” in The Cambridge History of Japan: Volume 4 Early
Modern Japan, ed. John Whitney Hall (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 761.
2
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capitalists. The characters populating Eitaigura offer detailed and nuanced images of these
categories, placing them in narratives that follow their careers toward commercial success or
failure. By examining Saikaku’s depictions of these types alongside reconstructions of 17thcentury socioeconomic practice, I show how Saikaku transforms a complex and competitive field
of social relations into the rationalistic image of a shared ethos—how he transforms social
history into didactic narrative. I argue that Eitaigura ultimately represents the formation of a new
consciousness of chōnin identity based as on individual lifestyle rather than community
membership. Though the category of “chōnin” is often identified with that of “merchant”
(shōnin/akindo 商人), I historicize this understanding as a product of symbolic labor, carried out
by texts like Eitaigura. By teasing out traces of the forms of identity that it displaced, I show that
the image of the chōnin as merchant capitalist is predicated on a symbolic renunciation of the
chō community—on taking the town out of the townsman.

Transformations in 17th-century urban space: from community to market
The space of the chō is of profound importance for understanding urban life in 17thcentury Japan because this space and the community it embodied provided the social basis for
urban commoner identity. In its proper sense, the term referred to what is now often called the
“two-sided ward” (ryōgawa-chō 両側町): a small clustering of households consisting of two
rows of storefronts facing each other across a shared thoroughfare, delimited at each end by a
gate with a guard post. As noted in the introduction to this dissertation, Asao Naohiro, examining
neighborhood regulations of early 17th century chō, has observed that the right to membership in
a chō was dictated by the council of existing members, and that within the context of such
regulations the term chōnin itself often referred exclusively to house-holding members of the chō
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in question.3 The townsman’s identity was rooted in his involvement in this local community.
Yoshida Nobuyuki groups the governing principles expressed in chō regulations into three
categories: promotion of goodwill between members, exclusion of outsiders, and regulation of
architectural appearances. Regulations promoting goodwill between members include those
mandating collective decision making and encouraging regular hosting of neighborhood
meetings for both administration and collective observance of social rituals (marriage,
retirement, etc.). Those relating to the exclusion of outsiders include regulations on selling or
renting property or hosting houseguests. But of particular interest for us in understanding
Saikaku’s text are those regulations regarding the regulation of architectural appearances:
examples include limitations on the size of total frontage allowed to a single member,
presumably as a means of enforcing a formal and symbolic expression of equal status.4 This is
precisely the visual symbolism of urban space drawn on by Saikaku in the table of contents to
Eitaigura. By visually citing the architectural space of the chō in his table of contents, Saikaku
evokes a utopian ideal of the 17th century chō as an egalitarian community.
Of course, Saikaku’s text does not present a real space but what might be called a “virtual
chō,” each “resident” of which comes from a distinct historical moment, geographical topos, and
social milieu. In the table of contents for each volume, each story contains a subtitle, marking its
protagonist as “renowned” (kakure-naki) in his geographic locale. The first volume is as follows.
Good Fortune Comes Riding on the First Horse of Spring
An overnight millionaire renowned throughout Edo
Interest paid to the Mizuma Temple in Izumi
A Fan-maker’s Fortune Lost in the Second Generation
Asao Naohiro, “Kinsei no mibun to sono hen’yō,” in Mibun to kakushiki, ed. Asao Naohiro, vol. 7 of Nihon no
kinsei (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1992), 24-35.
3

Yoshida Nobuyuki, “Chōnin to chō,” in Kinsei 1, vol. 5 of Kōza Nihon rekishi, ed. Rekishigaku Kenkyūkai and
Nihonshi Kenkyūkai (Tokyo: Tōkyō Daigaku Shuppankyoku, 1985), 164-169.
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A frugal man renowned throughout Kyoto
A son who found a coin and lost a fortune
Gentle Waves for the Good Ship Jinzū
A merchant renowned throughout Izumi
A woman in Kitahama who prays to her broom
In the Past on Credit, Now Money Down
A branch store renowned throughout Edo
Business starts at one-inch-square
A Worldly Lottery Brings Fortune to the Greedy
The legacy of Matsuya, renowned throughout Nara
The lodgings of his widow, a paragon among women
For the reader, strolling through Eitaigura’s virtual chō, each locale proudly announces the name
one of its most renowned residents, much in the fashion of offering a local delicacy (meibutsu).
Indeed, the auspicious label of kakure-naki—“renowned throughout Edo!”—carries the ring of a
shopkeeper’s cry, inviting the reader to step in for a closer look. The locations described in this
volume include the old capital of Kyoto, the emerging commercial hub of Osaka, the shogunal
seat of Edo, and the lesser Kamigata city (and ancient capital) of Nara. The “three cities” (santo
三都) of Kyoto, Osaka, and Edo get repeated attention throughout the remaining volumes, but
Saikaku’s vision extends to the provinces, examining developments in rural market towns, ports,
castle towns, and fishing villages. Saikaku’s incorporation of these diverse and disparate forms
of urban (and occasionally rural) space into the paratextual image of a virtual chō was already an
imaginative act of social synthesis, one enabled by the development of interregional networks of
communication and trade in the latter half of the 17th century.5 The increasing interconnectedness
of late 17th-century society enabled a shared sense of urban experience and identity—a sense

Regarding the development of communications networks, see Katsuhisa Moriya, “Urban Networks and
Information Networks,” in Tokugawa Japan: The Social and Economic Antecedents of Modern Japan, ed. Chie
Nakane and Shinzaburō Ōishi (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1990), 97-114.
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that, notwithstanding the ample differences between Kyoto, Osaka, and Edo, they all offered
comparable entry points into the culture of commerce.
One of the most unique characteristics of Saikaku’s writing is his ability to comprise a
wide range of diverse and conflicting perspectives, social positions, and narrative developments
in a single work. The literary scholar Hirosue Tamotsu takes this as a manifestation of the
standard form of fiction at the time, which was printed, like Eitaigura, in collections of multiple
short stories. Hirosue notes that Saikaku was unique in making full use of this potential,
incorporating multiple perspectives and diverging voices even in each individual story; he refers
to this capacity for synthesizing diversity as “the space of the collection” (“shū” no kūkan). The
form that this space takes in individual stories is generally characterized by a very diffuse
narrative with more lateral than forward motion, and a somewhat arbitrary collection of
characters lacking a sense of necessity or totality. According to Hirosue, who attributes this
narrative diffusion on a microscopic level to the thematic and imagistic associations of haikai
linked-verse practice, this unstructured and unbounded space allows for distinct value systems to
interact in a fashion that resists total closure or ideological unity.6 In the case of Eitaigura, this
“space of the collection,” though amorphous and never exhausted, is coterminous with urban
space in its various forms: the metropolis, the castle town, the port city, the highway station, the
rural town, and so on. This is the social space comprised within what I have called the “virtual
chō.”

Hirosue Tamotsu, Saikaku no shōsetsu: jikū ishiki no tenkan o megutte (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1982), 36-50. Though
Hirosue posits this diffuse and unstructured space in contrast to what he perceives as the closure and narrative telos
of the modern Japanese novel, his characterization of the “space of the collection” and its ability to put distinct
values into dialogic relation nevertheless recalls Bakhtin’s characterization of language in the novel.
6
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The sense of an increasingly integrated conception of urban space can be seen in the
publication of Eitaigura itself. The table of contents shown above is from what is considered to
be the text’s initial printing, released in the first month of 1688 through a joint venture by the
Osaka publisher Morita Shōtarō, the Kyoto publisher Kaneya Chōhei, and the Edo publisher
Nishimura Baifūken. The practice of joint publishing had appeared as early as the 1650s as a
way of mitigating risk and capital outlay, and it was not long before joint ventures appeared
incorporating publishers from different cities. These publications typically list one publisher
from Kyoto (or, starting in the 1670s, Osaka) and one from Edo; generally, the Kamigata partner
is believed to have been the lead publisher (providing most or all of the capital outlay and
retaining the blocks, and with them the copyright), with the Edo partner acting as an exclusive
distributor for the Edo market. The earliest known three-city printing appears in 1684; among
Saikaku’s works, Eitaigura was the first to employ this model. Ichiko Natsuo has argued that the
development of such interregional joint ventures was a response by Kamigata publishers to the
circulation of pirated editions in the developing Edo market.7 Certainly in Saikaku’s case, the
presence of a high-profile pirated edition of Kōshoku ichidai otoko, released in 1684 by the Edo
publisher Kawasaki Shichirōbei with new illustrations by the popular artist Hishikawa
Moronobu, suggests that the development of interregional publishing agreements was linked to
an awareness of Edo as an emerging market for print fiction. The phenomenon of three-city
editions, which rapidly became standard after Eitaigura, indicates an evolving awareness of the
three cities as parts of a larger, integrated network of urban markets.

Ichiko Natsuo, “Nito-ban, santo-ban no hassei to sono imi: Saikaku-bon ni soku-shite,” in Kinsei shoki bungaku to
shuppan bunka (Tokyo: Wakakusa Shobō, 1998), 305-320.
7
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But Eitaigura in particular went further than this in its attention to the integration of
geographically distinct urban markets. The initial printing cited above was followed in a mere
four months by a separate edition, printed by the Osaka publisher Nishizawa Tahei, that differed
from the initial Morita edition in numerous ways. Aesthetically speaking, the Nishizawa text is
unquestionably inferior. Whereas the Morita edition was printed in the larger ōhon format
(standard for ukiyo-zōshi), Nishizawa’s was printed in the slightly smaller hanshibon format;
while this format was standard in Edo, in this case it seems equally likely that Nishizawa used
the smaller format to limit the cost of raw materials. In comparison to the Morita edition,
Nishizawa’s severely compresses the lettering in an apparent effort to shorten the page count;
where the Morita edition starts each new story on a new page, the Nishizawa edition inserts each
new title right where the last story ended. The Nishizawa edition also eliminates all Sinitic
graphs requiring phonetic glosses; rather than suggesting a different level of literacy for the
intended reader (the Morita edition gives full phonetic glosses for all but the most basic
characters) it suggests, like the other changes, a commercial impulse to cut costs and lower the
price point, allowing the text to reach a wider (less elite) audience. But most importantly, the
Nishizawa edition rearranges the order of the stories, compiling them in volumes based on six
distinct regional topoi: Kyoto, Osaka, Edo, Eastern Japan, Western Japan, and the Kamigata
hinterland. Due in part to the short time between the publication of the two editions, it is believed
that the Nishizawa edition was produced roughly simultaneously, with the purpose of dividing
the work up into geographically distinct volumes. In other words, the content of the work was to
be liquidated and repackaged for consumption by targeted geographic markets.8 The existence of

8

For an illuminating discussion of the differences between these two editions, including a critical synthesis of
previous scholarship, see Nakajima Takashi, “Saikaku to media: Nippon eitaigura ihan o meguru shuppan jōkyō,” in
Saikaku to Genroku bungei (Tokyo: Wakakusa Shobō, 2003), 83-87. Based on an analysis of the difference between
these editions, Nakajima argues that Saikaku was involved in the decision to repackage the work for different
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the Nishizawa edition thus evokes the synthesis of multiple urban communities into a socially
stratified and geographically differentiated but nonetheless increasingly integrated national
marketplace.
The social stratification and regional differentiation of the market for fiction parallels that
of urban space itself. Despite the utopian image presented by Eitaigura’s table of contents, such
an ideal was far from the reality of most of these urban spaces. For one, the structure of
communities showed significant geographic variation. The egalitarian ideal was most descriptive
of older communities like those in Kyoto and Sakai, whereas castle towns (including Edo)
tended to be more stratified, as special economic and social prerogatives were granted to the
privileged merchants and artisans who were placed in the new towns as quartermasters and
purveyors of luxury goods for the local authorities.9 Even among the older communities of
Kyoto, status differentials had formed over the course of the medieval period: amid an
overwhelming majority of small shop-owners, there had emerged an upper class of warehouse
holders and sake brewers who used their wealth to engage in money-lending, along with
miscellaneous guild heads and merchants who engaged trade with the continent. This class of
powerful providers of financial services, referred to at the time as utokujin 有徳人 (literally,
“men of virtue,” where virtue is a euphemism for wealth), would evolve into the urban upper
crust known as chō no shū 町衆 (alternatively chōshū, chōshu, or machishū; literally, “people of
the chō”) who in the late medieval period, through their connections with the aristocracy and
markets. Responding to (Naturalist-inspired) approaches to Saikaku that set his agency as an author in opposition to
the commercial impulses of his publishers, Nakajima argues that Saikaku’s authorial subjectivity was predicated on
an awareness of commercial concerns. This approach to authorship, as being heavily shaped by a consciousness of
regional markets and the networks that link them, offers further inspiration for my approach to Eitaigura as a text
whose themes directly comment upon the commercial circumstances of its production.
Yoshida, “Chōnin to chō,” 163-164. Yoshida notes that all surviving neighborhood regulations are from the
former, older type of urban community.
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warrior classes, became part of the capital’s social and cultural elite.10 By the early 17th century,
the members of this stratum had gained so much cultural capital that they had more in common
with the Kyoto aristocracy than they did with other commoners, but, though the influence of
these privileged classes declined over the course of the 17th century, the symbolic status of these
groups in the social imagination would continue to be seen throughout the century, for example
in the use of the term chō no shū as a synonym for town elders (machi-doshiyori 町年寄). More
generally speaking, the legacy of a de facto status hierarchy within the class of nominal chōnin
would persist in the terms rekireki 歴々 (elite or long-established) and yoishū 能衆 (sometimes
yoishu; literally, “good people”), both more general labels that were used in the late 17th century
to refer to the historical class of long-established, house-holding community members. These
terms appear throughout Saikaku’s writing as metonyms for the older sense of the chō as a local
community.
Building upon this historical stratification, over the latter half of the 17th century, the
community of the chō underwent a series of major structural changes. The same communication
networks that underwrote transregional conceptualizations of urban space gave rise to migration
and urban population growth, as huge numbers of peasants from the urban periphery either
engaged in cottage industry for urban markets or absconded to find work in the cities as daylaborers, street peddlers, or other forms of unskilled urban labor. These rural immigrants entered
the urban social world as a class of renters whose relation to the community of the chō was
ambiguous but who, in at least a few success stories, were able to rise over the course of a

The standard source on this category is Hayashiya, Machishū, esp. 83-109. In English, see Kozo Yamamura, “The
growth of commerce in medieval Japan,” in The Cambridge History of Japan: Volume 3 Medieval Japan, ed. Kozo
Yamamura (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 377-379, and Suzanne Gay, The Moneylenders of
Late Medieval Kyoto (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2001).
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generation or two into the urban middle class. Meanwhile, due to the gradual, relative decline of
the historical class of elite, house-holding chōnin in the face of increasingly robust interregional
merchant capital, the meaning of chō membership (originally primarily a reflection of house
ownership) was transformed and commodified, as multiple lots were gathered under the
ownership of single merchant houses who managed them in absentia through proxy landlords—
in other words, whose socioeconomic practice was not bound to the chō community.11 The
ultimate result of these shifts was the formation of a diverse and highly stratified urban society
comprising a range of economic practices, social affiliations, and geographical variations.
An awareness of these shifts in the nature of urban communities and social practices runs
throughout Eitaigura. For example, “A Worldly Lottery Brings Fortune to the Greedy” (Yo wa
yoku no irefuda ni shiawase, vol. 1-5) depicts the widow of a Nara bleached cloth merchant
named Matsuya, introduced as one of the established local urban elite whose stature is evoked by
the loaded label of utoku-jin. His fortunes decline as a result of profligate spending, and he dies
leaving an attractive wife of thirty-seven or -eight saddled with five kanme of silver in debts and
a house worth at most three kanme.12 Despite possessing a sharp mind and the looks of a woman
ten years younger, she insists on honoring her husband’s memory by refusing to remarry but
lacks the means to support herself, and the house continues to decline. In the end she offers her
house as prize in a lottery arranged by the town elders. The story thus sketches the social
dynamics and tensions within a stratified urban society: one can feel the presence of both the

Regarding shifts in lot ownership in the chō, see Yoshida Nobuyuki, “Chōnin to chō,”182-186. For more general
background on the evolution of 17th century urban spaces, see Nakai Nobuhiko, “Commercial change and urban
growth in early modern Japan,” in The Cambridge History of Japan: Volume 4 Early Modern Japan, ed. John
Whitney Hall (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 538-568.
11

One kanme 貫目 of silver was equal to 1000 monme 匁, and the exchange rate between silver and gold hovered
around 60 monme per gold coin (ryō 両).
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large sub-stratum of non-house-holding but upwardly-aspiring urban residents (the ticket
buyers), as well as the higher stratum of money-lenders who, as the owners of her husband’s
debts, stood in a position to absorb, along with her house, her now commodified status as a
community member.
The lottery is a smashing success: she sells three-thousand tickets at four monme each for
a total of twelve kanme, essentially liquidating her house for four times its value, allowing her to
pay off her debts and “become a millionaire once again.”13 The wit of the widow is in using the
institution of the neighborhood lottery to liquidate her property for more than its value. Behind
that trick is her realization that giving up her status as a house-holder (ie-mochi 家持)—the
heritage of the chōnin—can liberate her to embrace the economic independence of liquid capital
in the figure of the millionaire (bugen 分限). Meanwhile, a serving maid receives the winning
ticket and becomes a house-holder for a mere four monme.
This is certainly an auspicious ending, both for the Matsuya widow and for the servant
girl who wins the lottery. But who loses out? Here the nature of the neighborhood lottery
(tanomoshi) as a social institution is key. The lottery was originally a form of community welfare
conducted collectively by a small association or community group to provide individual
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members with rotating access to a shared fund of capital (the name tanomoshi phonetically
suggests “reliable,” indicating its use as a system of welfare). According to this practice, all
members of the group would contribute a fixed sum and be entered into a lottery; the winner of
the lottery would use the capital thus generated to fund a business venture or pilgrimage.
Winners would be obliged to contribute to future rounds but would be ineligible for the lottery,
guaranteeing all participants access to the shared capital.14 Seen in this light, the nature of the
Matsuya widow’s strategy comes into clearer relief as an appropriation of a community ritual of
mutual support for the purposes of personal enrichment. And it works because the number of
tickets she sells far exceeds those in a traditional lottery, exceeding also the spatial boundaries of
the community that might have originally organized such a lottery as it reaches toward the city at
large as a market of potential buyers. Purchase of a lottery ticket here shifts from a rational
investment in a communal fund of shared capital to a literal gamble to get rich quick: her buyers
hardly know the odds, thinking rather that “in any case it’s only four monme.”15
One way to summarize these social transformations is as a shift from a conception of
urban space as a community (the chō) to one of the city as a market. In Saikaku oridome,
Saikaku quotes the aphorism, “A thousand households can make a living together” (sen-gen
areba tomo-sugi 千軒あれば共過), indicating an awareness that once an urban community
reaches a certain size, it can sustain itself in reciprocal relations of supply and demand. But
Saikaku twists the proverb further, replacing the character tomo 共 (“among companions” or
“together”) with the homophonous character for “friends” (友).16 The image of a city of a
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Nihon Fūzokushi Gakkai, eds., Nihon fūzokushi jiten (Tokyo: Kōbundō, 1979), 399.
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thousand households as “friends,” like the intimate image of the “virtual chō,” must be taken
ironically, as a reflection of the vestiges of a community mentality faced with the demands of
economic survival in a competitive market. And the character types that Saikaku champions in
Eitaigura are precisely those who cross the boundaries of the chō and the geographical
boundaries between cities, to explore and exploit the markets they find. Just as the community of
the chō is replaced by the city as market, the privileged chōnin is replaced by the interregional
merchant capitalist.

Townsmen, merchants, peddlers
Standard narratives of 17th century socio-economic history tend to characterize these
shifts in the structure of urban communities as a change of guard between two classes of urban
commoner: from the “privileged chōnin” (monbatsu chōnin 門閥町人), corresponding roughly
to the socially elite class of house-holding community members, to the “newly emerging chōnin”
(shinkō chōnin 新興町人), the latter term used interchangeably with “newly emerging
merchants” (shinkō shōnin 新興商人): the new class of entrepreneurs that emerged in response
to the consumer economy of the late 17th century. This narrative is in some ways imprecise: for
one, it tends to obscure significant genealogical connections between old and new money,
wherein many of success stories of the emerging money economy and consumer markets
centered on members of the established elite who were able to adapt their ample resources to
these new fields of opportunity; it also effaces critical class differences within the supposed
category of new entrepreneur, namely between those entrepreneurs who enjoyed the benefit of
such pre-existing socio-economic capital and those who did not. Meanwhile, the stratum of
“privileged chōnin,” while being impacted by shifts in the structure of the Japanese economy, did
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not simply fade away but continued to persist in the form of the elite commoner leisure class
evoked by the term yoishū, reproducing itself through inter-marriage with the higher ranks of the
newly wealthy. Nevertheless, the narrative of a shift from old chōnin to new merchants is helpful
in mapping the internal diversity of urban society in the late 17th century.
In Eitaigura, Saikaku brings together and synthesizes this field of socioeconomic
competition. Despite the breadth of the urban social milieu that Saikaku depicts in this work, one
can identify within it certain archetypal classes and paradigmatic relations between them. One
such class can be found in the historical sense of the chōnin as a privileged member of the local
chō community, while another may be found in the interregional merchant capitalist. A third may
be found in the figure of the itinerant peddler, who appears throughout the text as a projection of
the fantasy of upward mobility—a means to accumulate wealth with little initial capital. If we
compare relations between the historical classes underlying these archetypes with the relations
constructed between them in Eitaigura, the ideological positioning of the text begins to emerge
into clearer relief.
Saikaku offers an example of the historically privileged chōnin in “Shippers and
Packhorses in the Courtyard of Abumiya” (Funabito umakata Abumiya no niwa, vol. 2-5), based
on a historical family line, the Abumiya of Sakata. After introducing the setting as a remote port
city on the Japan Sea, Saikaku describes Abumiya’s business as follows.
In the town of Sakata, there dwelled a great broker by the name of Abumiya. He
had once run a humble inn, but by his wit in recent years the house had come to
prosper, and he now drew guests from every province. He was the foremost
receiver of rice from the northlands, and there were none who didn’t know the
name of Sōzaemon. With a frontage of sixty yards and a lot a hundred-thirty yards
deep, his warehouses were built up against his lodgings, and the scene of his
kitchen was truly a sight to behold. He had an administrator of rice and miso, a
receiver for firewood, a director of firewood, a chef, a supervisor for the
lacquerware cupboards, a controller for sweets, a tobacco officer, a tea-room
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officer, and a dedicated errand-runner. (...) The master wore formal overskirts
throughout the year and was never seen to slouch.17 (Emphasis added.)
Despite Saikaku’s allusion to Abumiya’s humble origins, the historical Abumiya line appears in
historical records of Sakata as a rice toiya 問屋 (alternately “broker” or “wholesaler;” here the
former is more appropriate) as early as the 1590s, and by the time of the third household head,
Sōzaemon (d. 1635) had become a town elder, a post held until the end of the Edo period.18
Tsukada Takashi has used an examination of this very category of toiya (often pronounced as
tonya in the Edo dialect) to tease apart the connotations of the terms “chōnin” and “merchant”
(shōnin/akindo) as distinct and often opposed categories of socioeconomic practice. According to
Tsukada, the medieval antecedent of the toiya—the toi 問い or toimaru 問丸—was something
like an inn: a place of lodging for merchants that doubled as a site of commercial exchange. As
the process of exchange grew more regular in the early modern period, these establishments
developed into receivers of goods and brokers of deals, but though the toiya might facilitate
commerce by mediating between buyer and seller, he himself was not a merchant: his function
remained that of providing warehouse facilities and hospitality services to merchant clients, who
paid him in fixed transaction fees. Tsukada takes the toiya as paradigmatic of the chōnin (as
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opposed to the merchant) in that his main form of capital was urban property and his main
function was maintenance of that property for markets that would benefit the community.19
Returning to the story of Abumiya, Saikaku’s use of the term “humble inn” (wazuka-naru
hito-yado), while distorting the historical status of the Abumiya line, suggests the historical
function of the toiya as a place of merchant lodging that doubled as a physical marketplace.
Indeed, Saikaku describes Abumiya explicitly as a “greater toiya” (ōdoiya), a term used to refer
to an elite class of marketplace proprietors who offered services as inns, shippers, and
warehouses, in contrast to the “lesser toiya” (kotoiya), roughly synonymous with the
“middlemen” (merchants) who used such marketplaces to conduct smaller transactions.20 The
quality and scale of Abumiya’s business as rendered by Saikaku is a reflection of precisely this
role as a professional first and foremost in the business of what would now be called hospitality.
Saikaku stresses Abumiya’s modest comportment, but a degree of ostentation was necessitated
both by the nature of his trade and by his status within the community: his propensity for visible
displays of wealth is shown to overlap with his status as a town elder (machi-doshiyori),
signified by his everyday wear of hakama trousers as the formal attire of a public functionary. As
the narrative closes, Saikaku alludes to the difficulties that come with the elevated status of the
toiya.
Brokers always resemble millionaires, but wherever you find them their finances
are in trouble, because they find the income from their transaction fees too tepid
and set out to do their own business with the goods entrusted to them. These
ventures mostly fail, bringing losses to their clients as well... All in all, a broker’s
finances are never what they seem from the outside, for unanticipated expenses
The toiya’s status as chōnin is also reflected in the fact that both his income and taxation were conceived in
relation to property rather than commercial exchange: the former from rent and transaction fees, the latter based on
frontage. For a comprehensive synthesis of research on the categories of chōnin and merchant, see Tsukada Takashi,
“Mibunsei no kōzō,” in Kinsei 2, vol. 12 of Iwanami kōza Nihon tsūshi, ed. Asao Naohiro, Amino Yoshihiko, Ishii
Susumu, Kano Masanao, Hayakawa Shōhachi, and Yasumaru Yoshio (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1994), 111-135.
19
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crop up all over. But if he were to keep a more humble profile, his businesses
would inevitably decline and the house wouldn’t last for long... Abumiya was a
broker like any other, but on years when fortune had been kind to him, he would
purchase all of his catering stock for the coming year before the twelfth month
was over. He then cut a hole in the lid of a long wooden chest, and whenever he
received any cash, he would stuff it in, safe in the knowledge that his expenses
would add up when the year was out. With a reliable broker like this, one can
leave one’s money and sleep soundly at night.21 (Emphasis added.)
According to Saikaku, the difficulty of Abumiya’s business is that, since the toiya himself is not
a buyer or seller, his income comes only from fixed transaction fees, and thus seems humble in
comparison to both the volume of goods he manages and the variable expenses associated with
the business of hospitality.22 However, these expenditures are obligatory if he wants to attract
customers, so he cannot abide by the merchant virtue of thrift. Instead, many toiya are tempted to
do side business with the goods entrusted to them (a ubiquitous practice at the time, though
naturally frowned upon). Saikaku’s protagonist finds a partial remedy for this dilemma by
inventing accounting systems to separate both expenses and profits from disposable assets: the
former by executing purchases for a whole year in the last month of the previous year, the latter
by placing his gross profits in a locked box. In contrast, the historical resolution to this problem
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was simply that the role of the toiya gradually merged with that of the middleman (nakagai 仲
買), resulting in the more familiar sense of the toiya-as-wholesaler (that is, toiya-as-merchant).23
If the story of Abumiya is emblematic of Saikaku’s treatment of the privileged chōnin,
then his treatment of the interregional merchant capitalist may be seen in “In the Past on Credit,
Now Money Down” (Mukashi wa kake-zan ima wa tōza-gin, vol. 1-4), where he describes the
invention of the consumer department store—Echigoya, the ancestor of the modern Mitsukoshi.
The story is framed with a discussion of the increasing decadence of commoner fashion, evoking
the emergence of a consumer economy in the latter half of the 17th century. Saikaku then narrates
the rise and fall of the clothiers of Hon-chō in Edo, who had once thrived as appointed daimyō
clothiers—an economic practice that recalls the privileged chōnin in both its elite status and its
emphasis on personal relationships to authority. However, Saikaku notes, as the rising money
economy strained daimyō finances, the privileged relationships that had originally underwritten
the clothing business were liquidated and clothiers gradually were forced to bid for contracts,
driving down profit margins. Meanwhile, clothiers were obliged to take large orders with low
margins simply for the prestige of association, and, since these orders were taken on credit with
payments frequently withheld by struggling daimyō households, many shops declined. It is in
this context that Saikaku introduces a character named Mitsui Kurōemon.
He set up shop on a policy of selling everything for cash with no markups. He had
over forty resourceful clerks running about, one for each product... If a warrior
appeared in need of a formal waistcoat for an unexpected attendance with his lord
or a last-minute gown for dress occasion, he would have the messenger wait, and,
with a staff of dozens of tailors on hand, would assemble the garment and hand it
over on the spot... The shop was truly a treasure. To all appearances, the master

Tsukada, “Mibunsei no kōzō,” 133-135. See also Miyamoto Mataji, Nihon shōgyōshi gairon (Tokyo: Sekai
Shisōsha, 1954), 208-216. Because of the complexity and frequent ambiguity of this category, care must be taken to
examine exactly the nature of the economic practices involved rather than just relying on the label of toiya.
23
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was no different from any man—eyes, nose, hands, feet, and all—but he was
exceptionally brilliant at his trade. He was the model of a great merchant.24
In Saikaku’s rendition, Mitsui’s key innovation is the model of storefront sales. Rationalizing his
operations into different departments headed by individual clerks, he is able to respond to
demands from a larger consumer clientele and thereby conduct enough business to profit without
the large markups associated with orders on account. In other words, Mitsui invented the
consumer department store. To Saikaku’s narrator, these innovations, framed as a response to the
emerging consumer clothing market, make him the model of the merchant entrepreneur.
How does Saikaku’s narrative compare with the historical circumstances of Mitsui’s
department store? Though Saikaku mentions only one Echigoya location (in Suruga-chō, close to
the location of the modern Mitsukoshi in Nihonbashi), this was neither the first nor the only shop
run by the Mitsui family. In 1673, Mitsui Takatoshi (1622-1694), then a wealthy moneylender
based in Matsusaka (Ise province), had simultaneously opened two clothiers: one in Kyoto
(Muromachi Yakushi-chō) acting as supplier and managed by his eldest son Takahira, and one in
Edo Hon-chō acting as vendor to the Edo market, managed by his second son Takatomi; both
were referred to by Takahira’s shop name of Hachirōemon (fictionalized by Saikaku as
Kurōemon) but were likely heavily directed by Takatoshi himself. These stores, both rented
spaces with relatively few clerks, initially lacked daimyō clients, instead surviving by auctioning
goods to street peddlers, who would sell the goods to individual (non-elite) consumers in Edo
and the surrounding areas. The margins for this business were lower than those for the traditional
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model of selling on account to elite clients, but direct access to supply from the Kyoto store
allowed Mitsui to keep costs low. Building on this success and taking the same model to its
logical extension, Mitsui then invented the model of storefront sales described above.25
In contrast to Saikaku’s glowing description, Mitsui’s fellow clothiers were naturally less
enthusiastic about his successes. Mitsui’s (literally) disruptive innovation of the Edo clothing
market solicited violent backlash from many sides. When one of the dominant Edo clothiers lost
a major daimyō contract to Mitsui, the local clothiers conspired to expel him from the trade
association and block his supply of goods from Kyoto. When these measures failed to slow his
success, they supposedly called upon the cooperation of Mitsui’s landlord (a chō member
alongside Mitsui’s competitors) who installed a toilet for the neighboring property to drain
directly past Mitsui’s kitchen, in an effort to drive him out of the neighborhood. Whether in
response to these altercations or to damage incurred by a fire in 1682, Mitsui purchased a new
property a few blocks away in the money-lending neighborhood of Suruga-chō, where he opened
shop in 1683 to establish the business described by Saikaku. But tensions with the surrounding
neighborhood continued to afflict Mitsui’s business: soon after the move, threats of arson were
repeatedly posted on the chō gate, stating that if Suruga-chō were to allow Echigoya to move
there, the store would be burnt to the ground. The source of these threats is unclear (Mitsui had
by then made many enemies), but the Suruga-chō council, deliberating on the matter, concluded
that “allowing a clothier into a neighborhood of money-changers is like mixing oil and water,”
and that Echigoya should cease business. Likely in response to these pronouncements, the new

A brief overview of these developments is given in Yoshida, “Chōnin to chō,” 175-176. For more detailed
background on Mitsui’s Hon-chō locations, see Mitsui Bunko, eds., Mitsui jigyō-shi: hon-pen dai 1-kan (Tokyo:
Mitsui Bunko, 1980), 18-30. For a thorough discussion of Mitsui’s early business models, see Yoshida Nobuyuki,
“Furi-uri,” in Nihon toshi-shi nyūmon 3: hito, ed. Takahashi Yasuo and Yoshida Nobuyuki (Tokyo: Tōkyō Daigaku
Shuppankai, 1990), 125-132.
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Echigoya added a money-changing service to its operations, thus following the letter of the law if
not the spirit.26 In the following decades, Mitsui would buy out some of his former competitors
in Hon-chō while purchasing extensive property in Suruga-chō, decisively demonstrating the
domination of the chō as a self-governing local collective in the face of the expansion of
merchant capital across community boundaries.27
Saikaku’s rendition rewrites this conflict of social values into an endorsement of
entrepreneurial talent while effacing the fact that Mitsui’s innovation, for which he is lauded as a
“model of a great merchant” (dai-akibito no tehon), was predicated on a rejection of established
social norms surrounding the collectivist economic practice of local urban communities. In other
words, Saikaku’s rewriting of this episode in economic history effaces the fact that the rise of
merchant capital displaced the moral and social universe of the chō as a coherent unit organized
for the protection of its members. And, as a didactic episode that attributes Mitsui’s success
solely to his individual commercial brilliance, it also effaces a number of key historical
conditions that enabled this success. First, that Echigoya was only one part of an interregional
family conglomerate spanning multiple trades and cities and built on the ample pre-existing
financial clout of the Mitsui house.28 Second, that Mitsui’s competitors, having formed a cartel to
protect their collective livelihoods by controlling daimyō clothing supply in Edo, were bound to
a socialized commercial practice that Mitsui actively defied; the failure of Mitsui’s competitors
26

Mitsui Bunko, Mitsui jigyō-shi, 31-38.
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Yoshida, “Chōnin to chō,” 177.
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Takatoshi was the fourth and last son of Mitsui Norihei, a Matsusaka money lender and dealer of sake and
soybean paste, whose occupation and status recall the elite townspeople of the late medieval period. Norihei’s heir
Toshitsugu had established the first Echigoya dry-goods store in Edo Hon-chō 4-chōme by the 1620s before
expanding to several other locations in Edo and Kyoto. Takatoshi was apprenticed to Toshitsugu before returning to
Matsusaka to become a daimyō financier, but opened his own shops when his brother died in 1673. Takatoshi was
not the main heir, but still had access to ample hereditary stores of social and economic capital. See Nakada
Yasunao, Mitsui Takatoshi (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1959), 16-70.
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to respond effectively to declining daimyō consumption was shaped at least in part by a social
commitment to collective rather than individual benefit. Mitsui, as an Ise transplant and renter
who was an outsider to the Hon-chō community, clearly felt no obligation to eschew an
opportunistic resolution to the classic prisoner’s dilemma.
Mitsui’s success had another side as well: his supposed invention of the model of
storefront sales. As stated above, Mitsui’s initial business consisted primarily of wholesaling to
street peddlers. As the primary retailers of cloth goods for anyone other than daimyō houses and
elite commoners, these peddlers had from early on formed their own trade associations to
collectively control wholesale supply from stores like Mitsui while exerting monopolistic control
over sales territory. As for what that territory comprised, it had become subject to regulation
limiting it to largely public spaces like riverbanks, bridges, crossroads, and so on, but it was also
not uncommon for peddlers to set up temporary shops in front of the wholesalers from whom
they procured their wares. Yoshida Nobuyuki argues that this practice provided the template for
Mitsui, who incorporated the paradigm of literal “store-front” (tanasaki 店前) cash sales into his
own establishment, resulting in the archetypal department store, a model that was soon followed
by his competitors. However, in the process he infringed on the existing privileges of the
peddlers, claiming their business of consumer retail while also enacting private enclosure of the
storefront, which had heretofore been a semi-public space between the private space of the shop
and the public space of the street itself.29 By accomplishing a total vertical integration of the
clothing supply chain, Mitsui’s innovation did not just threaten the monopoly of the Hon-chō
clothier’s association but also infringed on the more precarious position of street peddlers, whose
trade associations had existed in a symbiotic relationship with those of the clothiers themselves.
29

Yoshida, “Furi-uri,” 132-137.
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Incidentally, Eitaigura offers an example of the category of peddler in the soy-sauce
dealer Kiheiji, protagonist of “A Winter Thunderbolt Brings Injury” (Kega no fuyu-gaminari,
vol. 2-2). Kiheiji is a humble but reflective person who is able to enjoy a life of simple means.
Whether because of or despite his humble occupation, Kiheiji recognizes that neither good
judgment (funbetsu) nor honesty (shōjiki) will necessarily result in good fortune (shiawase—a
euphemism for wealth), and that someone in his position must do these things simply to survive.
It is later revealed that, thanks in part to the support of a shrewd wife, he is able to support his
family comfortably and get through each year without debt, but also without savings. All is well
until one year, on the 29th day of the 12th month, lightning strikes his lodgings and destroys his
cooking pot—one of the few absolute household necessities—and he must finally go into debt to
buy a new one.30 The thunderbolt here is a very plain allegory for the kind of unexpected
misfortune and contingency to which those making a subsistence living are particularly
vulnerable, belying the myth of happiness within humble means. But when juxtaposed with the
story of Mitsui’s success, it becomes difficult to dismiss this misfortune as a matter of simple
bad luck. Though Eitaigura suggests a conceptual identity and functional continuity between the
street peddler (lionized as a path into commerce requiring minimal capital investment; see
below) and a “great merchant” like Mitsui as comparable members of the universe of urban
commerce—neighbors in Eitaigura’s “virtual chō”—in fact such categories were often in direct
competition with one another. This was a competition that the street peddler, a low skill
profession that was closer in position to the day-laborer than to the merchant, had little hope to
win. To the clothing peddlers who lost their “storefront” sales space and likely their livelihoods
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Morita vol. 2, 6o-9o. NKBT 48, 63-67.
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to the Echigoya department store, the “winter thunderbolt” bringing injury was none other than
Mitsui’s historic innovation itself.
There is thus some irony in Saikaku’s framing of the stories of Eitaigura within the
visual iconography of the chō. What Saikaku narrates in this work is in fact the breaking down of
concepts and practices of identity rooted in the chō community. And the entrepreneurial values
that were coming to take their place—values that justified the operation of capital between
regions and across community boundaries—also functioned to obscure the fact that the field that
they opened up was one of competition between social positions with unequal access to social
and economic capital. The chōnin of Eitaigura are not neighbors, nor are they neighborly.

Didactic language and historical contingency
The poor soy-sauce dealer Kiheiji is a vivid illustration of the difficulty of understanding
the complexities of economic causality using the conceptual structures available to commoners
of his status. Introduced as a character who finds happiness in humble means, he stops amid his
itinerant rounds, he stops to reflect on his lot.
“Nothing in the world shows such heights and depths as the fortunes of men,” he
thought, setting his load down and reflecting on the sad nature of existence. “As I
make my rounds, I see joy and sadness, wealth and poverty, but none of it is as
one would expect. The wise often wear paper rags, and fools adorn themselves in
fine silks. I suppose that there’s more to good fortune than good judgment. But if
you don’t put yourself to work, money won’t just fall from heaven or bubble up
out of the ground—not even a single copper. Then again, just doing an honest job
won’t get you anywhere, but you still have to find a business suited to your station
and not slack at it.” Thinking this, he lived happily day by day.31
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Attempting to understand the arbitrariness of the distribution of wealth, he cycles through
maxims—“The wise often wear paper rags, and fools adorn themselves in fine silks,” “If you
don’t put yourself to work, money won’t just fall from heaven,” “You still have to find a
business suited to your station”—in a kind of semiotic supplementation, each aphorism appended
to compensate for the explanatory deficiency of the last. Though he is able to satisfy himself in
this way, the economic causality and historical contingency underlying the unequal distribution
of wealth ultimately elude him, remaining as a sublime surplus until they are expressed in the
highly allegorical form of the winter thunderbolt.
In an effort to understand his situation, Kiheiji’s interior monolog reproduce a style of
language seen throughout Eitaigura, especially in the language of Saikaku’s narrators, one that is
best described as didactic discourse: “Abandon your distant ambitions and devote yourself to
your house trade! Fortune is found in a sound body, so never slack from dawn ‘til dusk!”32 The
structure of thought underlying this didactic discourse might be described as a kind of aphoristic
rationalism. It is a style of rational explanation that seeks to account for history and causality
through discrete, concrete, commonsensical principles—“Money won’t just fall from heaven,”
“You still have to find a business suited to your station”—but always reveals a slippage, a gap
between ideal and reality. In an effort to compensate for this gap, it calls in more, further, and
often contradictory principles, expressed in handy maxims, always spilling forward in a play of
logical supplementation. Though aphorisms may be enumerated, they may never be exhausted,
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and come with no obligation of explanatory totality (the aphorism is never a guarantee, nor does
it apply in all circumstances) nor of coherence (one aphorism may be contradicted by another,
equally valid in the situations where it applies). Though they make claims for causality, they are
ultimately more explanatory than predictive. Typically applied ex post facto, it is a style of
rational-ization that subjects the complexity and contingency of history to the stable forms of
common sense. Modern scholars have often taken such aphoristic statements as representative of
Saikaku’s authorial intent, but by putting these principles in dialog with narrative representations
of socioeconomic practice, Saikaku in fact opens the possibility for an ironic inversion of
didactic principles, played out in the tension between narration and plot.
This didactic style of language, and the structures of thought it makes manifest, are
appropriated by Saikaku from the large and heterogeneous corpus of 17th-century vernacular
fiction referred to by modern scholars as kana-zōshi 仮名草子 (kana booklets). In particular, it
builds upon the genre of didactic get-rich guides: bearing the subtitle, “The Great Ledger and
New Millionaire’s Sutra” (Daifuku shin chōjakyō 大福新長者教), it alludes to “The
Millionaire’s Sutra” (Chōjakyō 長者教), a vernacular guide that had been first printed early in
the 1620s and had seen multiple reprintings throughout the century.33 Though it never resembles
a direct sequel, Saikaku’s work seems positioned to update the didactic wisdom of such texts to
describe the new, entrepreneurial consumer economy of the late 17th century, while taking an

By appending the term daifuku to shin chōjakyō (“new millionaire’s sutra”), Saikaku suggests daifukuchō,
referring to the main ledger of a merchant house. For an annotated Japanese edition of this text, see Nakamura,
Kinsei chōnin shisō, 7-16. Regarding this text and its relationship to Eitaigura, see G. W. Sargent, The Japanese
Family Storehouse, or The Millionaire’s Gospel Modernised (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1959),
xxxix-l. Sargent also provides a translation of this text as an appendix; see 239-244. For a detailed publication
history, see Noma Kōshin, “Chōjakyō kō,” in Saikaku shinkō (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1948), 358-382. Further
discussion may be found in Fujiwara Noboru, “Chōjakyō kara Nippon eitaigura e: ie ishiki o chūshin ni,”
Nōtorudamu Seishin Joshi Daigaku Kokubungakka Kiyō, vol. 7 (March, 1974), 25-48. Page numbers below are
given from the Nihon shisō taikei edition and from the National Diet Library’s copy, upon which it is based.
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entertaining, narrative form. But more importantly, Saikaku’s text dialogizes the language of
earlier didactic texts like Chōjakyō, putting their world-views into confrontation with economic
history and causality to show the limits of didactic discourse.
To understand the nature of aphoristic rationalism as a form of language and structure of
thought, we may begin with a brief examination of Chōjakyō. The text begins as an “intelligent
lad” pays a visit to three wealthy men, Kamadaya, Nabaya, and Izumiya, to ask them how they
achieved such great worldly success. The three give brief explanations in response, all of which
stress above all the virtue of thrift and the slow accumulation of wealth through saving and
lending. The former is accomplished through personal austerity, which here takes the very
concrete form of reduced consumption (literally) of rice, a commodity that functions as both
capital and nourishment: Kamadaya describes working for a carpenter for five cups of rice per
day, and by eating only half, he is able in half a year to save enough to lend out at ten-percent
interest. He explains economic causality through an aphoristic description of gradual
accumulation: “One gives way to two, and two leads to three; as dust piles up, it grows into a
mountain.”34 Nabaya later reiterates the same point “When climbing a ladder, you take one step
at a time; if you think to go more quickly and take two at once, you will fall.”35 Izumiya then
offers a handful of negative didactic principles, marking ways to avoid expense or disaster on the
path to wealth: “One’s karmic merit is limited but one’s potential for vice limitless; one desires
the wealth of others because he is careless with his own... To be without suffering is no blessing,
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一二をうけ二三をうく。みじんつもつて山となり。 NDL, 4o; NST 59, 9.

35

はしのこを。一つゝあかるに。いそかんとて。二あかるゆへに。おつるがごとし。 NDL, 5o; NST 59, 9.
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better to endure a little; if one pursues only pleasure, bad things are sure to follow.”36 The
comments of the three millionaires give way to a series of lists, evolving from a simple
enumeration of virtues to more substantive aphorisms.
Principles to practice at all times:
1. To use judgment.
2. To be upright.
3. To be patient.
4. To regard every man as a thief and every fire as a conflagration.
5. To restrain one’s emotions and follow advice.
6. That regret is without benefit.
7. That conceit is to be despised.
8. That small-talk is useless.
9. That restraint is only half a virtue.
10. That one need not be intimate with all men. However, one should make close
acquaintance with the great and the virtuous alike. The skilled socialite knows to
act like a chicken—never too distant nor too close.37
The remainder of the text consists of several series of didactic verses in tanka form on topics
such as “things to study,” “reliable people,” “useless things,” and “cautionary verses,” a list of
the names of “the ten sons of the god of fortune” and the “ten sons of the god of poverty” (all
mnemonic devices evoking various virtues and vices), and so on. The piece closes with an
abortive intervention by the god of poverty, who invokes his own aphoristic logic to make a
spirited case for a humble but happy life, but whose advice is soundly mocked by the three
millionaires as mere sour grapes. This is not at all to say that the god of poverty is wrong or that
his statements are rejected—aphoristic rationalism is always able to accommodate contradiction.
くわほうははかぎりあり。ごうはかきりなし。わかたくわへをみたりにつかふゆへに。たのたくわへ
ほしゝ（…）又くｎなき事はあしゝ。かろきくをは。かんにんすへし。さのみらくをきわむれは。あし
き事いでくるものなり。 NDL 5u-6o, NST 59, 10.
36

つねにたしなみの事 第一 ふんべつの事 第二 しやうじきにすべき事 第三 かんにんすへき事
第四 人はぬす人、火はじやうまうと。こゝろへへき事 第五 しやうしきをやめ。いけんにつくへき
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7o-8o; NST 59, 10-11.
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This style of discourse crops up throughout Eitaigura, but nowhere is it clearer than in
“Medicine prepared in abnormal fashion” (Senji-yō tsune to wa kawaru toi-gusuri, vol. 3-1).
Here Saikaku begins by echoing the framing of Chōjakyō: with an anonymous protagonist
addressing a wealthy man for worldly advice. The query is posed in terms of a “cure for the
pains of poverty-sickness,” and the wealthy interlocutor replies with the following recipe for
“millionaire pills.”38
* Early rising: five parts * House trade: twenty parts * Midnight oil: eight
parts * Economy: ten parts * Good health: seven parts
Grind these components to a fine dust, and follow the instructions
precisely with great care not to err in calculation of quantities. If you ingest this
morning and night, you will become rich without fail. However, it is of great
importance that you abstain from the following poisons!
* Rich foods, sexual dissipation, and silken garments worn casually *
Private palanquins for wives, koto and poem-card lessons for daughters *
Percussion lessons for sons * Kickball, archery, incense, and linked verse * Parlor
renovations and fondness for tea * Flower-viewing, boating excursions, and
daytime bathing * Nighttime outings, gambling, and board games * Martial arts
among chōnin * Religious faith and pilgrimage * Mediating in others’ troubles *
Lawsuits over reclaimed fields, speculation in mines * Sake with meals, tobacco,
and unwarranted trips to the capital * Backing and organizing sumo matches for
charity * Schemes outside of one’s house trade and fancy sword accessories *
Socializing with actors and spending time in brothels * Borrowing at monthly rate
of more than eight to the thousand.39

The title parodies the instructions conventionally found on bags of medicine: “Boil in the normal fashion, with
one slice of ginger” (senji-yō tune no gotoshi, shōga hitohira). The standard method of preparation for medicine was
to add the medicine to a cup and a half of water along with one slice of ginger and boil the contents down to one
cup. See NKBT 48, 85.
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Articulated humorously in the form of a medicinal recipe, this litany of advice enumerates and
elaborates the aphoristic platitudes of merchant virtue common to Chōjakyō: rise early, be
diligent at your given trade, be frugal, and avoid the evils of sumptuary excess, leisure diversion,
religious devotion, risky speculation, and so on. The anonymous protagonist, revealed to be a
poor resident of Edo somewhere in his forties, takes this advice enthusiastically and sets out to
make his fortune, but the economic causality implied by the narrative development diverges
subtly from the moral principles conveyed by the recipe.
He took in these words as if they were solid gold, and resolved to follow this
wealthy man’s advice and work tirelessly from morning to night. “This is Edo, so
whatever I do I’ll have competition. If only I could come up with something
unusual.” With these thoughts in mind, he went to the southern end of Nihonbashi
at the crack of dawn and spent a whole day watching the crowds. Sure enough,
people gathered from various provinces, and the bridge was like a mountain
swarming with movement. It was like watching the Gion festival in Kyoto or the
Tenma festival in Osaka... Over the bridge would pass a horseman, a priest, a
spearman, the procession unceasing from dawn ‘til dusk. However, no one
dropped anything of value, and no matter how intently he looked, he couldn’t find
a single coin. Money is truly not something to be spent lightly.
“In any case, I must try my hand at business.” In spirit he was toiling
away, but these days the only way to make money with empty hands is as a
grappling instructor or a midwife. Without planting a few seeds, you can’t grow a
single cent. Then it occurred to him: “If only there were a way to make something
from nothing!”40 (Emphasis added.)
The enthusiasm with which the protagonist is claimed to embrace the wealthy man’s advice is
mirrored comically by his progressively increasing reluctance to engage in any kind of actual
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labor. Though he initially resolves to leave his fate up to the advice he has received, “working
tirelessly from morning to night,” (chōbo yudan naku), he instead spends the day (indeed, from
morning to night) watching the crowds at Nihonbashi, nominally looking for inspiration but
actually waiting for someone to drop something of value. At the end of the day, as the narrator
sardonically remarks that “in spirit [at least] he was toiling away” (kokoro wa hataraki-nagara)
he continues to insist on finding a way to “make something from nothing” (nani to zo tada toru
koto o). In keeping with this posture, when the protagonist encounters a group of tradesmen
coming back from a day of construction on daimyō mansions, the narration, which apprehends
the appearance of this group through the protagonist’s eyes, evokes a strong aversion to the
outward manifestations of manual labor associated with the craftsman (shokunin).
Chattering loudly with their hair in comical disarray, dirt around their collars,
waistbands tied around their coats, and sleeves fraying at the cuffs, some used
leaned on their measures as walking sticks, while most held their hands in their
pockets, bent at the back from the day’s work. One hardly needed a signboard to
see that they were craftsmen.41
The narrator’s underhanded closing remark evokes the protagonist’s understated scorn for the
identity of the laboring craftsman, but it is this same critical gaze that finally leads him to
discover the opportunity that becomes his path to wealth: collecting and reselling wood scraps,
an enterprise that exists in parasitic relation to the aforementioned labor.
Behind them were apprentice lads carrying shavings and wood-ends, with no
regard for any precious scraps of cypress they happened to drop. “Only in the
sovereign’s own castle-town would you find this kind of generosity,” he thought,
and, following along from the Suruga-chō crossroads to the Sujikai bridge in
Kanda, took great care to pick up each and every scrap, and ended up with more
than he could carry. Selling these off as they were, he made off with two-hundred
fifty mon of copper. Lamenting how long he had gone without realizing the
たつ み
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opportunities that had been falling at his very feet, every day from then on he
eagerly awaited the dusk, watching for when the carpenters would return,
whereupon he would gather up all he could from the roadside, and there was
never a day when his haul was less than five loads. On rainy days he would carve
the scraps into chopsticks and sell these wholesale to the grocers of Suda-chō and
Setomono-chō, and before long he had accumulated great wealth, renowned
throughout the Kamakura bank as Chopstick Jinbei. Soon these wood scraps grew
into great trees, and he purchased a great mansion in Zaimoku-chō [the timber
merchant’s district], where he kept more than thirty clerks. The forests he bought
up were no less impressive than those of Kawamura, Kashiwagi, or Fushimiya,
and his spirit was as broad as the sea: once he had made a sturdy fortune, he
bought up materials for ships’ masts, and his profits were all he could have
wished. Before long forty years had passed, and his coffers held a hundredthousand ryō. All this was truly a testament to the millionaire pills he had taken in
his younger days.42 (Emphasis added.)
The narrator’s explanation of Jinbei’s success as “a testament to the millionaire pills he
had taken in his younger days” (wakai toki nomikomi-shi chōja-gan no shirushi) invites an
interrogation of precisely what lessons the protagonist learned from those pills, and how they
aided in his success. Though the narration remarks in passing on Jinbei’s daily efforts, the
observation that “every day he eagerly awaited the dusk” (higoto ni kure o isogi) is somewhat
inconsistent with the didactic injunction for “early rising”; his opportunistic adoption of a new
trade seems to defy the initial recommendation of diligence at one’s “given trade” (kashoku 家職
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or kagyō 家業), while his use of rainy days to carve the scraps into toothpicks (and the ultimate
efficacy of this use of time) defies the injunction against “schemes outside of one’s given trade”
(kagyō no hoka no kozaiku); and the other virtues of “working into the night” (yozume), thrift
(shimatsu), and health (tassha) are nowhere to be seen. In place of these didactic platitudes,
Jinbei succeeds through entrepreneurial opportunism: the irony is not simply that, after
enthusiastically taking in the “millionaire pill” recipe as precious advice, he sets out to
Nihonbashi to wait for a windfall of “something for nothing,” but moreover that he succeeds in
this hope, flouting most of the advice he had initially received.
In Jinbei’s case, this means identifying value in material that had heretofore been treated
as waste, in an instance of the mercurial virtue of entrepreneurial wit to which Saikaku alludes
elsewhere with the term saikaku. This virtue of opportunistic cognition or entrepreneurial wit is
categorically distinct from the virtues that Saikaku cites at the beginning of the episode. Unlike
the individual lifestyle virtues of thrift, diligence, and hard work at one’s hereditary trade, the
commercial virtue of saikaku demands perpetual engagement with the specificity of one’s
geographic and social position. Jinbei’s success comes from his correct apprehension of the
opportunities unique to the setting of Edo—thus his conspicuous observation that, “Only in the
sovereign’s own castle-town would you find this kind of generosity” (korera made ōyō naru
koto, tenka no go-jōka nareba koso)—and from his agility in moving from one form of business
to another (from peddling scraps of wood to wholesaling chopsticks to forestry and so on) as his
capital resources increase. More importantly, the mercurial quality of this cognition is a
reflection of the fact that its viability is historically contingent. The historical frame of this
particular narrative is not made explicit, but the character of Hashiya Jinbei is believed to be
based on the historical personage of Kamakuraya Jinbei, a Zaimoku-chō lumber merchant who
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had established himself by at least the 1640s and subsequently served as an appointed lumber
provisioner for the shogunate.43 If the character Hashiya Jinbei is to be taken in this historical
frame, then the historical contingency of his entrepreneurial success comes into clear relief: the
business of collecting wood scraps and selling them for a profit becomes viable against a
historical background of extensive construction, as of Edo in the first half of the 17th century or
in the wake of the great fire of 1657.
This episode sets the language of didactic discourse in dialog with economic history. In
contrast to the didactic premises of thrift and diligence contained in the recipe for the
millionaire’s pill, Jinbei’s success is revealed by the narrative to derive from opportunistic
entrepreneurial cognition (saikaku) based on the explicit rejection of productive labor. This
entrepreneurial opportunism has as its condition of possibility the historical contingency of
economic opportunity—what Saikaku refers to elsewhere as shiawase, or good fortune—that
resists any attempt to reduce commercial success to a matter of individual agency. The unfolding
tension between didactic narration and the content of economic causality reveals the ways in
which aphoristic rationalism acts as a compensatory mechanism, never totally capable of
accounting for the historicity of the distribution of wealth: in a series of conceptual shifts that
recall the unstable vision of haikai practice, thrift and diligence give way to entrepreneurial
opportunism (saikaku), which bears behind it traces of the historical contingency of opportunity
and good fortune (shiawase)—the mirror image of Kiheiji’s winter thunderbolt, as the sublime
surplus of didactic discourse.

Mayama Seika, “Saikaku to Edo chiri,” in Mayama Seika zuihitsu senshū, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Dainihon Yūbenkai
Kōdansha, 1952), 88-89.
43
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Social mobility and the moral legitimacy of labor
What does one do then, if not blessed with the historical opportunity of shiawase or the
benefit of hereditary capital? Despite the deep socioeconomic tensions and historical
contingencies separating the positions of established chōnin, interregional merchant, and lowly
peddler, Eitaigura is full of stories of rags-to-riches. But though Saikaku’s narrators
categorically attribute these successes to the individual performance of an ethos of personal
diligence and austerity, most are predicated on morally questionable business practices. The
possibility of upward mobility is inextricably bound with questions surrounding the moral
legitimacy of labor. In “Paltry offerings and prayers answered,” (Inoru shirushi no kami no
oshiki, vol. 4-1), the “god of poverty” rewards the devotion of the impoverished Kyoto dyer
Kikyōya with inspiration for a new form of dying with results strikingly similar to (but
presumably less expensive than) red safflower dye (hon-momi). Kikyōya then begins dying “in
secret,” and travels to Edo to sell goods; the subtext is that in Kyoto his product would likely be
discovered to be an imitation, at best inferior and at worst essentially counterfeit.44 In “Making a
living off of Yodo carp” (Yo-watari wa yodogoi no hataraki, vol. 5-2), an oil dealer named
Yamazakiya from the village of Yodo falls into ruin but returns to wealth by selling Yodo carp
(known as a delicacy) in the capital. Once he has gained the confidence of his customers, he
simply buys his fish in Kyoto out of supplies from Tanba and Ōmi, passing it off as the same;
eventually he abandons his fish business to become a money-lender, and thereafter “no one
would bring up his past as a peddler of carp.”45 Saikaku’s text thus opens up an ambiguous space
in which moral transgressions can be re-imagined as economic strategies; those who fail to make
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such transgressions, like the soy-sauce dealer Kiheiji, are trapped in a perpetual state of
subsistence.
An elaborate case study of upward mobility and its moral (and social) stakes may be
found in “Daikoku, Who Wore Wit as His Shelter” (Saikaku o kasa ni kiru daikoku, vol. 2-3). In
this episode, Saikaku offers an itinerary that traverses several categories of socioeconomic
practice and traces the very limits of commoner status. The story concerns a certain Shinroku, a
Kyoto merchant son who travels to Edo and builds a fortune. Shinroku’s story is predicated on a
closing off of hereditary wealth, here by disownment for profligate spending in the pleasure
quarters: when he refuses to mend his ways, his father gathers the town elders (chōshū) and
publically disowns him (kyūri o kitte), a legal process that not only nullified the bond between
parent and child but also removed the child from the family name register, disqualifying him or
her from any support by the community.46 Shinroku’s rise to wealth through individual ingenuity
is predicated not only on the impossibility of inheritance but also on exclusion from the support
network of the chō.
Upon his disownment, Shinroku’s first recourse is to theft. As he leaves Kyoto with only
the clothes on his back and no funds with which to travel, he stops at a teahouse, where “for the
first time he felt the urge to steal” (hajimete nusumi-gokoro ni natte), nabbing a sip of tea and a
straw raincoat that someone had cast off. This impulse—nusumi-gokoro—frames the exploits by
which he makes his way to Edo. At his next stop, he finds a group of children mourning the
death of a large, black dog, the carcass of which he wraps in his straw raincoat and carries away.
He came across some men digging in the fields. He called them over, saying,
“This dog is a miracle cure for colic! For three years I’ve been feeding him all
kinds of medicines, and now I’m going to burn him black!”
“Well that’s something all kinds of folks could benefit from!” Gathering
46
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brushwood and dry bamboo grass, they took out their tinder-boxes and burnt it up.
He gave a bit to the village people, slung the rest over his shoulder and moved on.
He screwed up his voice up into the local dialect, shouting, “Charred Wolf
Powder!” (...) He foisted his wares on everyone, and even savvy travelers like
needle peddlers and brush-dealers were taken in.47 (Emphasis added.)
According to the encyclopedia Wakan sansai zue, the charred remains of a dog, especially a
large dog, were believed to be an effective cure for kan, a form of childhood colic.48 However,
Shinroku moves clearly into the realm of fraud: by asserting that he had been feeding the animal
medicine, by passing it off as charred wolf (thought to be a cure for abdominal pain), and by
impersonating the local dialect.49 Saikaku’s narrator likewise remarks that his business is one of
“foisting” (tsuki-tsuke akinai) his wares on unwitting customers, who are “taken in” (katararete).
At the same time, this fraud is situated by Saikaku as a form of economic practice that can
provide access to capital when one lacks access to legitimate forms of economic activity.
Yokota Fuyuhiko has observed that one of the distinguishing marks of the early modern
commoner worldview was an ideology of labor as “livelihood” (nariwai 生業). In such an
ideology, economic necessity (“getting by”) is sufficient to justify labor as morally legitimate.
Yokota contrasts this with the social thought of the warrior class, which required that labor
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perform a social function, or “occupation” (shokubun 職分).50 As an example of the ideology of
occupation, the Nagasaki merchant-intellectual Nishikawa Joken writes the following in the
didactic Chōnin-bukuro 町人嚢 (The Townsman’s Satchel, 1719; preface dated 1692), regarding
the meaning of the term shōbai 商売 (commerce).
The meaning of the character shō is that of shōryō [judging the needs of a
situation]. Making estimation of the quality and quantity of things, and making a
profit by accomplishing a purpose, these are the types of things that are meant by
shō. In ancient times, no one used money, but simply exchanged one thing for
another. This was known as “trade” (kōeki). The true merchant is the one who
judges the quality and quantity of goods, and, without concern for loss, gain, or
interest, takes goods from places that have them to places that lack them; he takes
the goods of his country and exchanges them for the goods of other lands, and by
bringing wealth to the realm fulfills the needs of the state.51 (Emphasis added.)
To Joken, who despite his merchant status has clearly internalized the elite, Neo-Confucian
ideology of occupation, the merchant carries out a social mandate to redistribute resources from
places of surplus to those of need, thus contributing to the functioning of the realm. Shinroku
likewise carries out a series of exchanges as he moves from Kamigata to Edo, but rather than
redistributing resources—and despite the local peasant’s ironic declaration that “that’s something
all kind of folks could benefit from”—Shinroku relies on interregional distance and the
anonymity of the itinerant merchant to obfuscate the origins and true identity of his goods,

Yokota Fuyuhiko, “‘Heijin mibun’ no shakai ishiki,” in Nihon shakai no shi-teki kōzō: kinsei, kindai, ed. Asao
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foisting counterfeit medicine on unsuspecting locals.52 From this perspective, Shinroku’s
itinerary is a parody of commerce-as-occupation in the form of commerce-as-livelihood:
exchange of resources, but purely for personal benefit, and at the expense of the trading partner.
Meanwhile, Shinroku’s itinerary also skirts the boundary between the status of commoner
and outcast. Yokota notes that outcasts were excluded from the ideology of livelihood; despite
their legitimate social functions, which were occasionally recognized by bushi authorities, they
were often denigrated as useless and morally illegitimate by commoners.53 Though the
appropriation of the dog carcass conjures unspoken associations with outcast status, Saikaku is
careful not to identify Shinroku’s practice too closely with that of the outcast: the identification
of his business as “foisting” (tsuki-tsuke akinai) still remains within the space of “trade” (akinai),
though at its margins, rather than in the space of outcast practice (disposal of corpses and
preparation of animal hides). Shinroku carefully navigates the boundary between moral
liminalities that can be resolved into the amoral space of everyday economic practice and those
that are inexorably excluded from commoner society. In the end, Shinroku both maintains and
profits from the boundary separating commoner from outcast. In appropriating the dog carcass,
Shinroku in fact infringes on the privileges of local outcasts, who would be guaranteed exclusive
rights to all animal carcasses within their recognized territory, in a fashion that recalls Mitsui’s
opportunistic appropriation of the “storefront” sales model from the class of street peddlers.

Shiomura Kō argues that the series of exchanges that mark Shinroku’s rise to success, beginning with his theft of
a straw raincoat (which he uses to haul away the dog, which he turns into medicinal ash, which he passes off as wolf
powder, and so on) recalls the folkloric mode of the “rice-stalk millionaire,” a genre of folktale in which a
protagonist initially acquires a single stalk of rice and comes to wealth through a series of exchanges: see Shiomura
Kō. “Saikaku no anji-teki shuhō,” in Kinsei zenki bungaku kenkyū: denki, shoshi, shuppan (Tokyo: Wakakusa
Shobō, 2004), 208-213. I would go further to observe that Saikaku ironically appropriates this narrative type by
taking it as a metaphor for interregional commerce, and playing out a very cynical commentary on the moral
legitimacy of such exchange.
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The narrative concern with outcast status deepens as Shinroku arrives in Edo. Reaching
Shinagawa with a small reserve of cash, he disposes of the remains of the dog and spends the
night in the company of a group of beggars. All are former chōnin who have fallen through the
cracks of chōnin society. One in particular is described as a “born and bred Edo local” (Edo no
jibae) whose income from rent (tanachin) identifies him with the privileged chōnin; having
squandered his wealth on wild living, he is described as “a beggar, and not even one of Kuruma
Zenshichi’s guild,” referring to one of the heads of the Edo beggar community.54 Remaining
outside of the jurisdiction of official beggar administration, these characters belong to what was
a distinct category from that of official and hereditary outcast status, namely that of lumpencommoners who had been eliminated from their local name-registers and thus, like Shinroku,
expelled from the community of the chō and from the legal protection of local authorities, but
not yet incorporated into the social order of outcasts with its own limited protections.
After explaining his situation, Shinroku solicits his companions for ideas on novel ways
to do business without capital. They reply with three suggestions: collecting discarded shells to
burn into lime ash, peddling shredded seaweed and shaved strips of dried bonito, and buying
cotton cloth in bulk to be cut up and sold as hand-towels. Shinroku takes inspiration from this
advice, giving the three beggars three-hundred coppers for their trouble—the last in a series of
exchanges, here taking the form of (under-)payment for information on local market conditions.
Though he does not share his inspiration with the three beggars, it turns out that he has settled on
the third option. In typical elliptical form, Saikaku does not explain why, inviting the reader to
speculate on Shinroku’s reasoning. Taken in historical context, the first two options may be
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taken as serving a legitimate social function—the public logic of “occupation.” Lime ash was
used in housing plaster, which, following the great fire of 1657, was mandated in 1660 to be
applied to all roofs in Edo as a fire retardant; shredded seaweed and dried bonito were easily
prepared dishes that found a ready market in Edo’s predominantly unwed male population.55
Instead, Shinroku chooses the hand-towel business, using association with the Tenjin shrine (and
a fortuitous position by the wash-basin) to distinguish himself as a unique brand that customers
take to have talismanic properties.56 Shinroku’s success as a towel peddler is not only contingent
on his earlier practices of theft and fraud (as stages in his series of fortuitous exchanges), but in
fact parallels that practice in his use of the shrine to give his towels a veneer of magical efficacy
and to bring him a ready supply of (gullible, anonymous) travelers as customers. For his success,
Shinroku is ultimately bandied about by Edo locals as “a singular case of entrepreneurial wit”
(hitori no saikaku-mono), but Saikaku’s narrative reveals that this wit is never more than a few
steps away from fraud, as the most opportunistic interpretation of the commoner ideology of
livelihood. And while pushing the boundary of moral legitimacy in economic activity, Shinroku
nevertheless maintains and exploits the division between commoners and outcasts, whose
presence is effaced from the narrative like the street peddlers in Mitsui’s story.
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Conclusion
While this tour of Eitaigura’s “virtual chō” is far from complete, by now we can make
out most of its key contours. It is a place where the local community of the 17th-century chō is on
the decline, its social rituals and collective obligations being abandoned or appropriated in the
service of the individual house. The old house-holding elite is finding it more difficult to resist
the influence of interregional merchant capital. New classes of entrepreneurs are finding ways to
cross both geographic and social boundaries, but while the former are quite flexible, the latter are
still resilient, and most of the people getting rich from the new economy are those who were not
so poorly off to begin with. Those who are actually managing to move up in the world are doing
so by navigating ever-so-carefully through the moral ambiguities of commerce—appropriating
morally questionable forms of economic practice while maintaining and reinforcing the social
boundaries that exclude outcasts, among others. Meanwhile, didactic texts offer clues on how to
move up in the world through individual effort, but this new consciousness of wealth as a
consequence of individual effort is gradually obscuring the difference between the haves and the
have-nots. In short, the “virtual chō” of the late 17th century as dramatized in Eitaigura is a space
of competition, but one wherein the cutthroat nature of socioeconomic life is obscured by a sense
of shared values of upward mobility—of “making a living among friends.”
Saikaku is remarkably subtle in his rendering of the complexities of commercial practice
and the social diversity of urban space in the late 17th century. Yet in my reading of Eitaigura, I
have argued that Saikaku stops short of putting competing practices into meaningful social
relation. Rather, he simply enumerates them, implicitly juxtaposing its protagonists as would-be
neighbors in the “virtual chō.” And he explains the distribution of wealth as a consequence of the
degree to which each individual embodies personal virtues such as thrift and hard work. Such
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representations perform a function of social legitimation insofar as they explain the status quo as
a legitimate social and moral order while also providing an image of a shared ethos that can be
performed regardless of one’s socioeconomic position; they provide a sense of shared identity
that simultaneously obscures and legitimates class differences. But I have also shown that
Saikaku’s writing bears traces of the complex realities that lie beneath that unity.
Having deconstructed Saikaku’s narratives to reveal such traces, many questions remain
surrounding what place they should be given in interpretations of Saikaku’s fiction. How did
Saikaku come into knowledge of historical figures like Abumiya and Mitsui, and how reliable
were his sources of information—if his depictions are in some sense “distortions” of socioeconomic history, then was that distortion part of his own literary practice or something that had
been heavily mediated and become a matter of common knowledge? Given how little is known
of Saikaku’s life, these questions must be left largely to speculation. Taking the case of Mitsui,
Saikaku is believed to have traveled to Edo in his capacity as a haikai poet, but it is unlikely that
he would have had firsthand, insider information regarding internal chō politics. Certainly in
some cases, Saikaku effects an intentional revision of common sense (if not of history per se),
but regardless, my purpose has not been to ask whether the gaps between Saikaku’s
representations and common sense (or historical reality) were intentional or not but simply to
show that his fiction embodies a confrontation between didactic principle and economic history,
and that in doing so it exemplifies the symbolic labor of synthesizing and legitimizing new
identities and social relations.
Second, if Saikaku’s text retains traces of the social tensions and historical contingencies
underlying the internal stratification of late 17th century commoner society, then should it be read
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as an act of social criticism—or more importantly, was it at the time of its publication?57 Without
denying the possibility of alternative readings, the answer here seems to be no: in an editor’s
preface to the posthumously published Saikaku oridome, Saikaku’s protégé Hōjō Dansui writes
that “Nippon eitaigura, Honchō chōnin kagami, an Yo no hito-gokoro... were meant as models
for emulation, so that merchants and artisans who examined them would find an aid for their
everyday lives.”58 Dansui goes on to explain that, in response to a publisher’s entreaties that the
manuscripts not go to waste, incomplete fragments of Honchō chōnin kagami (A Mirror for the
Chōnin of Japan) and Yo no hito-gokoro (Hearts of Men in the World) were merged to make
Oridome. If Dansui’s interpretation of the work is to be believed, and if the original title of
Honchō chōnin kagami in particular is to be taken at face value, we may conclude that these
works were received at the time of their publication as didactic texts that would hold
instructional value for a nominal chōnin audience. The deconstructive reading that I have
proposed above should be taken not as a reflection of authorial intention or a reconstruction of
historical reception but rather as a critical perspective on the social stakes underlying a set of
representations and social values that were in the process of becoming (or had already become)
normalized as common sense. The purpose of my reading is to reveal the constructed nature of
representations that Saikaku’s readers, both in his time and in the modern day, have tended to
take at face value.
For confirmation of the fact that these representations quickly came to be taken at face
value, we need look no farther than Chōnin kōkenroku 町人考見録 (A Record of Things Seen
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and Heard about Chōnin, 1728), a collection of anecdotes recalled by Mitsui Takahira
(Takatoshi’s heir) and recorded by his son Takafusa as a didactic guide for future generations of
the Mitsui house. Takafusa opens his preface to the work as follows.
The people of the realm are divided into warriors, peasants, craftsmen, and
merchants. Each plies his allotted craft (shokubun), and as his descendents inherit
his talents (gyō), the house is sustained. Among these, the commercial dealings
(shōbai) of the chōnin are variously divided, but all are merely a matter of making
money on interest.59 (Emphasis added.)
Like many of his contemporaries, Takafusa begins his discussion with the Neo-Confucian trope
of the four estates, defined in terms of their “occupations” (shokubun)—namely, the social
function they are mandated to play in sustaining the realm. But Takafusa’s attention immediately
shifts from occupation to livelihood, and from the public logic of the estates and the realm to the
private concerns house and its ability to reproduce itself in future generations. Takafusa tacitly
identifies the category of chōnin with the act of commerce (shōbai), as the activity of the
merchant in contrast with that of the peasant or craftsman, but his attitude toward the nature of
labor could hardly be farther from that of Nishikawa Joken, who had presented an orthodox
vision of commerce as the distributor of resources to fulfill the needs of the realm. To Takafusa,
the activity of the chōnin-merchant is virtually devoid of social content, conceived of only in
terms of the function it performs for the house: the accumulation of wealth through interest.
Incidentally, one of the paradoxes contained within the literary image of the chōnin-asmerchant-capitalist is a highly ambivalent relationship to work itself. One of the key tenets
endorsed didactically in Saikaku’s text (and throughout 17th century didactic literature) is a
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ceaseless devotion to one’s “house trade” (kashoku/kagyō), but, as we have seen in the readings
above, “house trade” was in fact a very fluid concept. Many of Saikaku’s exemplars shift trade
opportunistically throughout their careers, with the successful ones graduating to the level of
financial services, and in sum it seems that “house trade” is not a fixed trade but rather simply a
way of referring to the act of economic activity on behalf of the house (ie), as the social and
economic unit that ultimately overshadowed the chō as the atomic basis of urban commoner
society. Mitsui Takafusa’s artless statement of the nature of capital accumulation—“merely a
matter of making money on interest”—belies the fact that the upper crust of the chōnin status
group had become a leisure class that was largely alienated from any concrete manifestations of
labor. In this light the didactic obsession with a semantically empty “house trade” appears as a
neurotic attempt to compensate for this alienation. In the chapter that follows, I will turn my
attention to another way in which members of the early 18th-century chōnin attempted to
compensate for alienation from meaningful labor by experimenting with alternative identities:
the culture of leisure, in the form of amateur artistic training in the “leisure arts” (yūgei 遊芸),
that emerged around the turn of the 18th century in opposition to “house trade” as an object of
both anxiety and desire.
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Chapter Two

The Woe of Being Saved by One’s Arts:
Play as Work in the Life and Writings of Ejima Kiseki

Introduction
One of the most vivid descriptions of the field of publishing at the turn of the 18th century
comes from Genroku taiheiki 元禄大平記 (A Record of the Great Peace of Genroku, 1702), an
ukiyo-zōshi by Miyako no Nishiki 都の錦 (1675-?), one of Ihara Saikaku’s few competitors. The
work opens with a conversation between two booksellers, one from Kyoto and the other from
Osaka, discussing a recent slump in the publishing business. Blaming the situation on a flood of
derivative vernacular editions of Chinese classics, produced cheaply and far exceeding demand,
the Kyoto publisher concludes that, “these days you need to forget about those stiff books...
you’re better off with smut (kōshoku-bon) or almanacs (chōhōki).”1
The term chōhōki 重宝記 (literally, “record of treasures” or “record of conveniences,”
connoting a collection of items of great practical value) refers to a genre of popular instructional
almanacs that experienced a booming popularity in the 1690s. Compiled on a range of topics
(daily affairs, letter-writing, elementary instruction, Chinese characters, manners, arithmetic,
medicine, and so on) these guides proposed to give readers key information for use in everyday

Nakajima Takashi, ed., Miyako no Nishiki shū, vol. 6 of Sōsho Edo bunko (Tokyo: Kokusho Kankōkai, 1989), 95.
The term kōshoku-bon here should not be taken to refer to pornography narrowly but to the kind of amorous fiction
popularized by Saikaku, namely the ukiyo-zōshi, which had been flooded by derivative and titillating works
following Saikaku’s death.
1
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life. Among the most popular in this genre were the texts Onna chōhōki 女重宝記 (A Record of
Treasures for Women, 1692) and Nan chōhōki 男重宝記 (A Record of Treasures for Men,
1693), which claimed to offer the fundamentals of polite cultivation for young women and men,
respectively. The popularity of such texts was predicated on the internal stratification of the
chōnin status group, which, as we saw in the last chapter, had in the late 17th century come to
include recent rural transplants and low-ranking shop-hands and clerks alongside nouveau riche
merchants and long-established townsman houses. Within this stratified social space,
informational and didactic texts performed functions of social normalization, instructing newly
affluent and literate commoners in the mores of urban society while appealing to readers’
aspirations for upward mobility.2 And the chōhōki were only one variety of this much larger
body of vernacular, informational texts directed at these readers, including dictionaries (setsuyōshū 節用集), illustrated encyclopedias (kinmōzui 訓蒙図彙), models of correspondence (ōraimono 往来物) and more. With the rise of a culture of traditionalist moralism leading into the
Kyōhō Reforms of the 1720s, these informational texts came to be complemented by didactic
treatises like those of Kaibara Ekiken, who popularized Neo-Confucian moral principles as
guidelines for commoner behavior.3 In sum, the turn of the 18th century saw the formation of a
variety of textual genres dedicated to the production and dissemination of social norms for
commoners.4 In this chapter, I ask: how did writers of fiction for chōnin audiences work within

For background on the genre, see Nagatomo Chiyoji, Chōhōki no chōhōki: seikatsushi hyakka jiten hakkutsu.
(Tokyo: Rinsen Shoten, 2005), 1-54.
2

3

Ikegami, Bonds of Civility, 327-330.

4

In many ways, the production of such norms was always already a re-production. This was true first of all in the
sense that the social norms promoted by many of these texts were modeled on the culture of the upper (aristocratic
and warrior) classes, but more importantly in the sense that the texts themselves were heavily derivative. The
chōhōki as a genre consisted in the compilation of the most useful and universal tidbits from a variety of sources,
reflecting a lowest common denominator, as it were, of the knowledge expected of adults in polite commoner
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this discursive environment? Did they endorse these new norms or satirize them, and how? What
alternatives, if any, did they offer?
In the early 18th century, fiction likewise came to fixate on the evolving social norms of
urban commoner society. Nowhere was this truer than in the sub-genre of ukiyo-zōshi known as
katagi-mono 気質物, or “character pieces.” Consisting of collections of short, humorous
narratives centered on the idiosyncratic behaviors of various common social types, this genre
was pioneered in the 1710s by Ejima Kiseki 江島其磧 (1667-1736), whose Seken musuko katagi
世間子息気質 (Characters of Worldly Young Men, 1715; below, Musuko katagi), Seken
musume katagi 世間娘容気 (Characters of Worldly Young Women, 1717; below, Musume
katagi), Ukiyo oyaji katagi 浮世親仁形気 (Characters of Old Men of the Floating World, 1720;
below, Oyaji katagi), and Seken tedai katagi 世間手代気質 (Characters of Worldly Clerks,
1730; below, Tedai katagi) are considered the genre’s exemplary texts.5 As the ukiyo-zōshi
gradually declined throughout the 18th century, the katagi-mono remained a perennially fertile (if
not always original) genre, with minor authors producing variants on types such as mothers,
mistresses, poets, scholars, and many more.6 Even after the demise of the ukiyo-zōshi, the katagi

society. And, as the quote above should suggest, these texts cannibalized one another endlessly, giving rise to
different labels and brand names that repackaged the same norms in different forms and for different audiences. The
reproduction of social norms went hand in hand with the (verbatim, often plagiaristic) reproduction of informational
texts.
For transcriptions in this chapter, I have relied on Hachimonjiyabon Kenkyūkai, eds., Hachimonjiyabon zenshū, 23
vols. (Tokyo: Kyūko Shoin, 1990-2000): Musuko katagi and Musume katagi in vol. 6 (below, HZS 6), Oyaji katagi
in vol. 7 (below, HZS 7), and Tedai katagi in vol. 11 (below, HZS 11). I have also referred to the following
annotations: Noda Hisao and Shinohara Susumu, eds., Yōchū Seken musuko katagi (Tokyo: Musashino Shoin,
1979); Hasegawa Tsuyoshi, ed., Keisei iro jamisen, Keisei denju kamiko, Seken musume katagi, vol. 78 of Shin
Nihon koten bungaku taikei (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1989); Hasegawa Tsuyoshi, ed., Ukiyozōshi shū, vol. 65 of
Shinpen Nihon koten bungaku zenshū (Tokyo: Shōgakukan, 2000).
5

A large percentage of the works now classified as katagi-mono (most by the writer Nagaidō Kiyū) are treated as
such largely for their use of the term katagi in the title and in fact consist of miscellaneous narratives having little
meaningful connection to the titular category. See Hasegawa Tsuyoshi, Ukiyo-zōshi no kenkyū: Hachimonjiya-bon o
chūshin to suru (Tokyo: Ōfūsha, 1969), 517-521, 530-541.
6
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concept remained influential: it was adapted by later gesaku authors in works such as Shikitei
Sanba’s Namaei katagi 酩酊気質 (Characters of Drunkards, 1813), and would be revived once
again (if perhaps only in name) amid the literary reforms of the 1880s in works such as
Tsubouchi Shōyō’s Tōsei shosei katagi 当世書生気質 (Characters of Contemporary Students,
1885-1886).7
Though these works were immensely popular to contemporary readers and influential on
later authors, they have been received more critically by modern scholars, who tend to regard the
genre as a whole as a commercially-driven rehashing of clichés drawn from Saikaku’s work;
Kiseki in particular is criticized for being excessively focused on idiosyncrasies of external
behavior, and for being heavily derivative (if not an outright plagiarist) of Saikaku. While these
criticisms are not without merit, they miss the fact that Kiseki was writing amid a field of social
discourse that, as exemplified by the texts discussed above, conceived of identity in heavily
normalized and largely exteriorized terms of class and status, and that within this field, textual
reproduction (copying and the production of derivative works) was itself the means through
which social norms were reproduced and adapted to new audiences. In this sense, the katagimono is emblematic of the ways in which social norms were created and circulated at this
moment.
In this chapter, I examine Kiseki’s katagi-mono, focusing on Musuko katagi and Oyaji
katagi, to show the ways in which these texts drew from and responded to normalizing
discourses surrounding urban commoner identity as were being disseminated in the genres
discussed above. Kiseki’s katagi-mono are centered on depictions of eccentricity: cases of

Regarding the afterlife of the genre, see Charles E. Fox, “Old Stories, New Mode: Ejima Kiseki’s Oyaji Katagi,”
Monumenta Nipponica, Vol. 43, No. 1 (Spring, 1988), 77, and Hasegawa, Ukiyo-zōshi no kenkyū, 543-547.
7
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individuals who defy the norms of urban commoner culture in various amusing ways. I argue
that Kiseki’s characters offer playful explorations of norms surrounding work, leisure, and the
roles that these spheres of activity were supposed to play in defining commoner identity. By
playfully inverting the norms of urban commoner society in unexpected ways, Kiseki’s fiction
seeks ways to conceive affirmatively of the social diversity existing within the rapidly
normalizing chōnin status group.

“Character” and the thematics of transgression
In the preface to Musuko katagi, Kiseki evokes the fallen mores of contemporary young
men before declaring that he wishes to offer his text “as an aid in the promotion of filial piety”
(kō ni susumuru ichijo). To anyone familiar with the ribald nature of the ukiyo-zōshi, it will be
clear that this was facetious: a conventional posturing for popular fiction that proposed to justify
the works in question as performing a legitimate social function. The moralizing pose was at best
pro forma and at worst (or most entertaining) parodic. Kiseki’s case was very much the latter—
the statement itself was a verbatim borrowing from Saikaku’s Honchō nijū fukō 本朝二十不孝
(Twenty Unfilial Exemplars of Japan, 1686)—raising the question of what particular discourses
his parody was targeting. The preface opens as follows.
One begins the Lesser Learning at the age of eight and arrives at the Greater
Learning at fifteen: this has been the way since ancient times. Children these days
have tobacco pipes in their mouths at eight and by the time they’re fifteen are
scheming to take loans on their inheritance to buy up the contract of some
courtesan, thinking all the while that this is truly how a man should live. How
true! A child if untaught is born knowing nothing, played up as “the young
master,” brought up with everything as he pleases and endlessly made much of,
only to deride his family trade—“How dull!”—as he dissipates himself in the
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pursuit of pleasure and the various arts, convinced that “a wealthy man does it just
so.”8 (Emphasis added.)
Kiseki begins with a description of an elementary Confucian education that had become a
commonplace description of the proper educational curriculum. For example, the opening to Nan
chōhōki quotes the same curriculum before remarking, in a fashion similar to Kiseki, that,
“people these days, however, grasp from a young age that nō chanting and drumming are ‘good
arts,’ and there is not a single child who would give a moment’s attention to reading or
scholarship, nor a parent who would make them.”9 The author goes on to lament the fact that
people today prize the “various arts” (shogei, referring to the amateur leisure arts of nō chanting
and drumming, linked verse, flower arrangement, tea, board games, and so on) over traditional
scholarship. Kiseki’s preface variously cites and draws upon the discourse of social and moral
normalization that was circulating in didactic and informational tracts; in particular, he draws on
discourse surrounding the “various arts” (shogei), their proper place in commoner education, and
their relationship to “house trade” (kagyō) in determining the identity and behavior of the
commoner male. As the preface continues, he proposes to enumerate the ways in which
contemporary “characters” (katagi) of young men transgress against these norms.
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Humorous depiction of social and moral transgressions had long been a central theme of
popular fiction. In the corpus of 17th century vernacular booklets, representations of misbehavior
served a didactic function of social satire: Asai Ryōi’s Ukiyo monogatari (Tales of the Floating
World, 1666) depicts the intransigently profligate son of a Kyoto merchant who, in defiance of
all sensible advice, spends his fortune on pleasure seeking and becomes a wandering lay priest.
However, despite the nominally didactic purpose of instructing readers in Confucian and
Buddhist principles by showing the consequences of vice, the text takes an ambivalent stance
with regards to the disposition of its protagonist, whose carefree attitude is the text’s central
theme and source of appeal. But if Ihara Saikaku’s Kōshoku ichidai otoko (The Life of an
Amorous Man, 1682) was less equivocal in its embrace of a fantasy life of pleasure-seeking, this
was still the exception rather than the rule. Saikaku himself embraced didactic form with Honchō
nijū fukō (Twenty Unfilial Exemplars of Japan, 1686), a text that projects the ethical principle of
filial piety into the workings of the chōnin class, pursuing questions of the possibilities and
consequences of good and evil actions in the context of economic activity and everyday life. This
work was itself a parody of the genre of filial piety tales, which demonstrated the principle that
filial piety was rewarded by heaven; Saikaku’s work, while retaining an ethical concern, took the
more entertaining position of showing that unfilial behavior never goes unpunished. The nature
of this text is clarified by its preface.
Meng Zong’s bamboo shoots can now be found in the vegetable shop, and Wang
Xiang’s carp are swimming in the fish dealer’s tub.10 Without praying for
anything but what was given them by birth, ordinary people exhaust their filial
obligations as they carry out their family business, provisioning their households
with all manner of goods. Such ordinary people are rare, however, and villains
abound. No one living who remains ignorant of the path of filiality may escape
10

Meng Zong and Wang Xiang were among the most famous of the twenty-four filial exemplars: the former dug
bamboo shoots out of the frozen ground during winter to provide them to his ailing mother, while the latter lay on a
frozen river to melt the ice and catch carp for his stepmother.
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the censure of heaven. Examining cases collected from various provinces, one
finds that the unfilial have their crimes exposed before their very eyes. Putting
these stories into print, I hope to aid in the promotion of filial piety.11
Saikaku’s inversion of the filial piety genre is played out through a pun on the term tsune
(normal, common, ordinary), which first juxtaposes ordinary people with legendary filial
exemplars, and then is twisted to mean that, among such ordinary people, good ones are far from
ordinary—to paraphrase a bit liberally, that commoners may be filial, but filial commoners are
hardly common. Saikaku proposes to promote filial piety by demonstrating the punishment of a
range of transgressive behavior, doing so primarily (though not exclusively) in the context of the
chōnin status group.
This text contains several episodes that anticipate Kiseki’s interest in the capacity of
leisure practices to transgress the norms of chōnin society. “Shifting diversions: a judge for
storytelling” (Nagusami kaete hanashi no ten-tori, vol. 1-4), begins with the narrator’s
meditation on “the characters of monks these days” (imadoki no shukke katagi). The monks in
question are not men of faith but rather incompetent sons: bushi who have no skill in the martial
arts or chōnin who lack ability in arithmetic, and who are thus pushed by their houses to take the
tonsure as a form of early leisure retirement. The narrator then introduces the feckless heir to an
Osaka merchant house who becomes absorbed in competitive storytelling, a leisure pursuit in
which participants were required to extemporaneously string together a tale linking a series of
given topics. “Though it was nothing more than storytelling,” the narrator notes pejoratively, “he

雪中の笋八百屋にあり、鯉魚は魚屋の生船にあり。世に天性の外祈らずとも、それ〳〵の家業をな
し、禄を以て万物を調へ、孝を尽せる人、常也。此常の人稀にして、悪人多し。生としいける輩、孝な
る道をしらずんば、天の咎を遁るべからず。其例は、諸国見聞するに、不孝の輩眼前に其罪を顕はす。
是を梓にちりばめ、孝にすゝむる一助ならんかし。 Fuji Akio, Inoue Toshiyuki, and Satake Akihiro, eds.,
Kōshoku nidai otoko, Saikaku shokoku banashi, Honchō nijū fukō, vol. 76 of Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei
(Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1991), 390. (Below, SNKBT 76.)
11
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set his heart upon it... his fancies flitted from one thing to another, and the soul within him could
not sit still. In a daze, he took to his pillow, but with no thought of sleep.”12 Following through
on one of his fancies, the lad takes the tonsure and leaves Osaka to study in a distant temple, but,
since it was after all a passing fancy, he soon returns, only to find that his parents have died of
worry. Though Saikaku’s elliptical narrative style leaves much to interpretation and though the
extreme ending of the story in which his parents die of grief is somewhat improbable, the story
nevertheless has at its core a belief that obsessive involvement in leisure arts, especially one as
minor as storytelling (hanashi), is unbecoming of a chōnin son.13
In another episode, titled “A useless show of strength” (Muyō no chikara-jiman, vol. 5,
no. 3), a chōnin son becomes obsessed with sumo wrestling. His parents reprimand him for this
and try various means to break him of the habit, including finding him an attractive young wife
to absorb his masculine energy, but he refuses. He meets with some success as a wrestler but in
his hubris he is defeated, crippled, and takes out his frustration by abusing his parents. In the
background are a taboo against exposing one’s body in public (which was seen as vulgar), and
perhaps the Confucian belief that the body is a gift from one’s parents and should be kept out of
harm’s way, but what is made explicit is the fact that sumo is not an appropriate leisure activity.
Here we have a man who calls himself “Tall Pines on a Rough Coastline” and
boasts only of his strength. In fact, his name is Saihei of the Kameya house, a
long-established townsman (rekireki no chōnin) who runs a moneylending
business. This was truly unbecoming to someone known in the world (seken ni
shiretaru mono), however amusing it may have been. His father reprimanded him
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sternly. “All in all, you should amuse yourself with the koto, chess, calligraphy,
and painting, or with tea, kemari, archery, and nō chanting. Stripping down and
putting your body in harm’s way for a little competition? That’s just no good!
From now on, put a stop to this, find some respectable friends, and start learning
the Four Books.”14
Saikaku clearly associates a number of elite arts with the protagonist’s status as a “long
established townsman,” setting these in contrast to the humorously vulgar practice of wrestling.
As the narrative progresses, the protagonist refuses to mend his ways and finally, as karmic
punishment, is crippled by an injury received in the ring.
Kiseki drew heavily from Honchō nijū fukō in conceiving of his katagi-mono. As noted
above, in the preface to Musuko katagi, Kiseki adopts the themes of filiality and transgression
while foregrounding his allusion to Saikaku’s text through direct quotation.
...From a young age the proper manners of parent of child are reversed; parents
exhaust their filial obligations, earning and providing for their children with the
sweat of their brows, only to have those very children despise them as “boorish”
for the effort: “You can’t get by in today’s world being so stiff like that. I’ve told
you a thousand times... who taught you to be so stubborn!” Having written down
various eccentric characters of worldly young men from here and there, I rushed
to title this work and put it into print, in the hopes that it would become an aid to
the promotion of filial piety.”15 (Emphasis added.)
Kiseki clearly adopts the theme of transgression from Saikaku’s text, but while he refers
repeatedly to filial piety, the focus is slightly different. Kiseki’s katagi-mono depict almost
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exclusively characters of the mid- to upper chōnin class, and whereas Saikaku’s text shows grave
transgressions such as theft, physical assault, and murder being punished by death, Kiseki deals
with more minor eccentricities that are met at worst with social censure, disownment, and
perhaps poverty.16 As is suggested by the phrase “eccentric characters of worldly young men”
(kawattaru seken no musuko katagi), Kiseki is concerned less with universal ethical norms such
as filiality but more with norms of identity associated with urban commoner status.
Scholars have long observed that Kiseki was likely the first writer to apply the Sinitic
compound kishitsu 気質 (C. qizhi) to the vernacular katagi, and that this compound derives from
the metaphysics of the Song Neo-Confucian scholar Cheng Yi (J. Tei I), whose writings strongly
influenced Zhu Xi.17 Nakamura Yukihiko, relying on commentaries by Zhu Xi’s later followers
and on Hayashi Razan’s interpretation of the same, explains this terminology as follows. Every
being has at its core a spiritual essence (心 C. xin, J. shin) that possesses both latent or passive
(体 C. ti, J. tai) and manifest or active (用 C. yong, J. yō) aspects. The latent aspect, also referred
to as disposition (性 C. xing, J. sei), is divided further into innate disposition (本然之性 C.
benran zhi xing, J. honzen no sei) and particular disposition (気質之性 C. qizhi zhi xing, J.
kishitsu no sei). Whereas the former consists of an unadulterated quantity of universal principle
(理 C. li, J. ri), the latter consists of a quantity of that principle that has been differentiated and
reshaped according to the particular circumstances of the being in which it is found. According

Saeki Takahiro, “Katagimono no sōshutsu,” in Ejima Kiseki to katagimono (Tokyo: Wakakusa Shobō, 2004), 2326.
16

Ishikawa Junjirō, “Ejima Kiseki katagimono josetsu,” Kokubungaku kenkyū, No. 17 (March, 1958): 121-122. For
a helpful bibliographic summary of Japanese scholarship on Cheng Yi’s thought and its influence (or lack thereof)
on Kiseki’s writing, see Saeki Takahiro, “Katagi: kinsei shōsetsu no jinbutsu keizō,” Edo bungaku, No. 34 (June,
2006): 171.
17
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to Zhu Xi’s philosophy, when innate disposition is made manifest as feeling (情 C. qing, J. jō), it
is purely good, whereas particular disposition tends to manifest as evil feeling.18 The
metaphysical category of kishitsu thus represents the particularity of phenomenal reality amid a
heavily normalized ethical system centered on transcendental moral ideals, and it is this
particularity, not metaphysically innate but practically speaking a condition that humans are born
into, that must be corrected and resolved into innate goodness through personal moral
development.
Kiseki seems to have come by the compound kishitsu not by direct engagement with
Neo-Confucian scholarship as such but rather with the popularization of Neo-Confucian morality
in didactic tracts like those by Kaibara Ekiken.19 The preface to Musuko katagi at many points
echoes Ekiken’s moral discourse in works like Wazoku dōjikun 和俗童子訓 (Vernacular
Lessons for Children, 1710): in the initial reference to the Lesser and Greater Learning, in the
warning against spoiling children, in the prioritizing of family trade (kagyō), and in the criticism
of the various arts (shogei).20 All of Kiseki’s katagi-mono follow the premise, inspired by
Honchō nijū fukō, of promoting proper behavior by enumerating cases that transgress against
social norms, but though Kiseki’s use of the compound kishitsu recalls a Neo-Confucian

Nakamura Yukihiko. “Bungaku wa ‘ninjō o iu’ no setsu,” in Nakamura Yukihiko chojutsushū, Vol. 1 (Tokyo:
Chūō Kōronsha, 1982), 58-59.
18

Tsutsumi Kunihiko, “Seken musuko katagi to Ekiken kyōkunsho—chōnin rinri no bungeika,” in Edo no kaiitan
(Tokyo: Perikansha, 2004), 242-243. In response to Ishikawa Junjirō’s claim that Seken musuko katagi was a
popular adaptation or allegory of Cheng Yi’s ethics, Tsutsumi asserts that a popular adaptation already existed in
Ekiken’s didactic works, which Kiseki cited parodically.
19

For a detailed comparison of this preface and other passages from this text with Ekiken’s work, see ibid., 230-237.
Tsutsumi claims that Kiseki parodied Ekiken’s didactic works explicitly to capitalize on their popularity, but it
should be kept in mind that most of the moral principles Kiseki cites and inverts were accepted as common sense,
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deviance from norms of proper behavior, this citation, mediated through the genre of popular
didactic tracts, is fundamentally parodic.
The vernacular katagi in its oldest sense had originally referred to a carved wooden board
or block, used to impress patterns on cloth, later to characters (as in the case of a Buddhist sutra)
on paper (in other words, as a woodblock for printing), and more figuratively to a pattern or
norm for emulation.21 By the 17th century, the term had come to refer to external behavior or
manner with no particular moral valence; this usage can be seen throughout Saikaku’s fiction, for
example in his rendition (cited above) of “the characters of monks these days” (imadoki no
shukke katagi), where the term is most often written with the characters kata 形 and ki 気.
Though Kiseki uses the Sinitic compound kishitsu in the title of Musuko katagi (and later in
Tedai katagi), he otherwise uses it very rarely (the use of kishitsu for the term seems to have
become more regular among later works in the genre by different authors). In most cases he
prefers to use the characters kata 形 and ki 気, with the same connotations of exterior behavior
described above. The nature of Kiseki’s usage is clear from the section titles of Seken musuko
katagi, each of which consists of a relative clause modifying the katagi of a certain class,
occupation, or other social type. The following are a few examples.
Parrying disownment: the character of a samurai, pulled from his father’s house
like a sword from its sheath. (vol. 1-2)
Unheeded advice makes for ineffective medicine: the character of a doctor who
couldn’t mend his own ways. (vol. 2-1)
Great strength brings harm to its owner: the character of a sumo wrestler who
tossed his own fortune. (vol. 2-3)

The former sense is often written 形木, the latter appears as a vernacular gloss for characters such as 楷, 模, and
規. See Shinmura Izuru, “Nihon katagi,” in Nihon no kotoba (Osaka: Sōgensha, 1940), 137-143.
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Strung along by those better versed in the ways of the world: the character of a
poet. (vol. 3-1)22 (Emphasis added.)
Other examples include the character of a jester (taiko, short for taiko-mochi), monk (shukke),
peasant (hyakushō), and so on, but in contrast to these nominal categories, the overwhelming
majority of protagonists are heirs to wealthy merchant houses: these stories take as their premise
an assumption of the mid- to upper-class chōnin status group as a normal or unmarked social
state. It is against the norms of this status that the protagonists transgress, in the Neo-Confucian
sense of the compound kishitsu, and they do so by modeling their behavior on that of other
classes and occupations, in the sense of the vernacular katagi. What is normal for a doctor,
peasant, or sumo wrestler is deviant for a chōnin—this katagi is always an objectification of the
behavior of another as a model for performance.23 Kishitsu in the form of katagi is transgression
by way of performance.
What forms does this performance take? While the title of each story suggests the
character of certain social identity (status group or occupation), in most cases, these identities are
practiced and performed through the mediation of amateur cultural training in the arts—what at
the time were referred to as “the various arts” (shogei 諸芸) and are referred to by modern
scholars as “leisure arts” (yūgei 遊芸). The character of the samurai is performed by practicing
the martial arts, that of the doctor by the arts of medicine and Confucian scholarship, that of the
jester by the art of flattery (the techniques of banter and flirtatious manipulation taught as part of
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katagimono.
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the art of iro-asobi or whoring), that of the poet by the art of waka composition, and so on.24 To
understand the significance of these narratives, then, we must first understand the discourses
surrounding the leisure arts in chōnin society.

Conflicting constructions of the leisure arts
The social functions of the leisure arts have been elucidated by Eiko Ikegami, who argues
that these arts enabled the formation of what she calls “enclave publics”: sites of aestheticallymediated socialization across social boundaries like those of status group, rank, or occupation.
Ikegami emphasizes the liberatory quality of aesthetic socialization, observing that, “Once
aesthetic publics were accepted as important components of the private life in Tokugawa Japan,
they quietly produced individuals who considered their aesthetic enclave identities to be more
profoundly rooted to their true selves than were their feudal categorical identities.”25 She
contrasts this liberatory experience with an orthodox culture of “hierarchical civility” in which
social relations and interactions were supposedly determined strictly based on relative positions
within the hierarchical social system. Ikegami’s discussion is suggestive of the ways in which the
leisure arts allowed for temporary renegotiation of the categories of identity, but in taking for
granted the existence of “true selves” possessed of a desire for expression that is satisfied by
aesthetic activity, she fails to fully interrogate the ways in which early modern selfhood was

24

Not all of the stories in Musuko katagi share this focus, which becomes increasingly diffuse in the later volumes.
Saeki Takahiro, observing that two of the later stories are borrowed more or less wholesale from earlier ukiyo-zōshi
by Ihara Saikaku and Yashoku Jibun, suggests that Kiseki simply lacked the ability to carry the work’s central
conceit through and thus relied on filler. This is indeed a pattern in Kiseki’s work. See Saeki Takahiro, “Seken
musuko katagi kō: sono omoshirosa to atarashisa,” in Saikaku to ukiyozōshi kenkyū, v. 3 bessatsu furoku, ed.
Ukiyozōshi Kenkyūkai (Tokyo: Ukiyozōshi Kenkyūkai, 2010), 7.
Ikegami, Bonds of Civility, 37-43. Ikegami’s attribution here of “aesthetic publics” to “private life” speaks to the
idiosyncratic nature of the notion of public as applied to Tokugawa Japan. For Ikegami’s treatment of the culture of
leisure arts, see ibid., 140-170.
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constituted by categories such as status group, rank, and occupation. In practice, the cultures of
leisure and aesthetic sociality were always deeply intertwined with the structures of the social
hierarchy.
In contrast to Ikegami’s approach, Moriya Takeshi, whose work pioneered modern
scholarship on yūgei, stresses the stigmatization of the arts in the chōnin context while admitting
their value as a vehicle for social prestige.26 The social economy of desire and risk associated
with the arts must be understood in the context of the internal stratification of the upper chōnin
class in the late 17th and early 18th century, a topic that I touched upon in the previous chapter.
Saikaku evokes this stratification in a famous passage from Shoen ōkagami 諸艶大鑑 (The Great
Mirror of Myriad Elegance, 1684).27
The pocket directories of the capital make three distinctions: the well-born
(yoishu), the wealthy (bungensha), and the newly rich (kanemochi). According to
popular custom, the well-born are those who have not practiced a trade for
generations and simply pass on exquisite antiques from one generation to the
next, enjoying tea with the snow and poetry with the flowers, sparing no thought
from morning ‘til night of worldly affairs. The wealthy are those recognized by
local society, who do not cease business but leave the matters of the house up to
their clerks and do not involve themselves in the details. The rich are those of
recent good fortune, who have profited from the rising price of rice, met with
success in speculation, or made money through lending, and still check even the
ledgers themselves. But the mere possession of 10,000 kanme of silver hardly
means that one can enter the company of the more established families.28
(Emphasis added.)

26

For an economical introduction to Moriya’s work on this topic, see Moriya, Genroku bunka.

Shoen ōkagami, often referred to by its subtitle of Kōshoku nidai otoko (A Second-Generation Amorous Man), is
framed as the story of one of the illegitimate children of Yonosuke, the protagonist to Saikaku’s Kōshoku ichidai
otoko. However, it eschews the biographical conceit of the earlier work, consisting rather of a miscellaneous
collection of anecdotes relating to the pleasure quarters, and seems to have drawn inspiration from guidebook
literature.
27
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As noted in the last chapter, the term yoishū 能衆 (sometimes read yoishu) refers to the upper
crust of commoner society: the elite class of historical chōnin who had weathered the economic
shifts of the 17th century and whose image in the social imagination carried vestiges of the late
medieval machishū. In referring to tea and poetry, Saikaku makes explicit the association
between this class and the leisure arts. Below them, the bungensha 分限者 (sometimes simply
bungen or bugen) were those merchants who had gained enough wealth to leave the family
business to their clerks, and finally there were the nouveau riche or kanemochi 金持, sometimes
called niwaka bungen 俄分限 (sudden millionaires) or ima chōja 今長者 (literally, “wealthy
men of the moment”), who had pulled themselves up from humble origins within the current
generation, often riding the price of rice or succeeding in speculative investing. The distinction
between the latter two terms is generally one of degree and should not be taken too technically,
but the distinction between these two and the more cultured yoishū is very clear: it is the patina
of cultural refinement acquired over successive generations. Saikaku states this distinction
negatively, observing that there are social boundaries within the upper chōnin class that cannot
be overcome by wealth alone. But if the old guard of established merchant families could hold
onto their training in the arts to distinguish themselves from the nouveaux riches, then the latter
group could use their newfound financial resources to join the ranks of the social elite, or at least
to allow such access to their children. Within the stratified upper reaches of the chōnin status
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group, the leisure arts took on the value of a formally optional but practically obligatory form of
cultural refinement or finishing.29
This function of the arts is best demonstrated by the booming popularity in the 1690s of
the chōhōki discussed in the introduction of this chapter. For example, Nan chōhōki devotes a
full two of its five volumes to them, while Onna chōhōki includes an overview of “arts a woman
does well to learn” (jochū tashinamite yoki gei) in its first volume and dedicates its fourth to the
arts, including writing, waka poetry, koto, poem card games, incense, medicine, and dying (the
inclusion of the last two in a volume on “the various arts” (shogei) reveals the continuity
between aesthetic training and other kinds of learned skills).30 The popularity of such texts,
which ultimately give only the most rudimentary introduction to terminology and entry-level
knowledge to the arts discussed, indicates a demand for even a basic level of textually-mediated
instruction in the arts, likely among a class of readers who had not yet enjoyed or could not
afford direct training with a tutor, and suggests a need for adult chōnin to be at least conversant
in a small range of leisure arts.31
But even as they responded to a desire for cultural instruction, these texts gave voice to a
strong ambivalence regarding the value of the arts. The opening to Nan chōhōki, after giving a
schematic outline of the proper Confucian education, offers the following perspective.
People these days grasp from a young age that nō chanting and drumming are
‘good arts,’ and there is not a single child who would give a moment’s attention to
reading or scholarship, nor a parent who would make them... Upon deep
consideration, no arts are superior to those of reading, writing, and scholarship
29

Regarding this function of the arts, see Ikegami, Bonds of Civility, 149-153.

30

Both texts can be found transcribed with light annotation in Nagatomo, Onna chōhōki, Nan chōhōki.

31

Kumakura Isao, citing references to the arts in the diary of the Kawagoe merchant Enomoto Yazaemon,
emphasizes the semi-obligatory quality of the arts in this context, which he summarizes under the term kokoroe. See
Kumakura Isao, “Kinsei ni okeru geinō no tenkai,” in Dentō geinō no tenkai, vol. 11 of Nihon no kinsei (Tokyo:
Chūō Kōronsha, 1993), 45-46.
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(yomikaki gakumon). All the other various arts (shogei) will be of no use to you in
your old age. When you are young, even if you have not reached the limits [of
proper involvement], you should stop at just grasping the basics (omomuki).32
And indeed the text aids the reader precisely in “just grasping the basics,” providing just enough
knowledge so that the reader will not be caught up should a relevant topic arise in conversation.
(This is not to say that the reader would not be compelled to pursue further training.)
Other didactic sources were less equivocal in expressing anxiety over the proper degree
of commoner involvement in the arts. Kaibara Ekiken writes in Wazoku dōjikun that commoner
children “should only be taught arithmetic and writing, and should focus on their house trades
(kagyō),” and that “one should not expose them to the harmful, useless, miscellaneous arts
(itazura, muyō-naru zatsugei).”33 Indeed, didactic texts written explicitly for a chōnin audience
tended to stigmatize the arts. For example, the mid-Edo period Shōka kenmonshū 商家見聞集
(Collected Observations for Merchant Houses) offers its readers the following warning.
Among the myriad skills (waza), one’s hereditary craft (kagyō) exceeds all others
and is the greatest art a man can learn. Second to this are the Six Arts, among
which the three arts of literacy, arithmetic, and decorum are of great importance
to commoners. All the arts outside of these six are leisure arts (yūgei), and are no
good for those of the lower ranks.34 (Emphasis added.)
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Here the arts are conceived of in terms of a larger category of gei that is comparable with
waza/gyō 業 (skill, craft, or ability) and thus put in relation to work—specifically, in negative
relation to “house trade” (kagyō 家業) as the only legitimate form of work. Outside of “house
trade,” the author allows that chōnin may learn the “Six Arts” (rokugei 六芸, usually read
rikugei) of etiquette (originally rites), music, archery, horsemanship (originally charioteering),
composition, and arithmetic—though of course only the more pragmatic arts of etiquette,
writing, and arithmetic are actively endorsed. Indeed, there is a great irony in this author’s
juxtaposition of the Six Arts with the “no good” (itazura) leisure arts: in the Confucian tradition,
the term yūgei had long been defined as referring precisely to the Six Arts, as the skills properly
cultivated by the Confucian gentleman, and this was how it continued to be interpreted in bushi
contexts. This inversion suggests the degree to which the values of the chōnin came to valorize
work and stigmatize leisure.
This utilitarian conception of the arts can be traced back to merchant house codes of the
early 17th century, which expressed anxiety that obsession with a particular leisure art would
distract heirs from their obligations to the house as an economic unit. The Hakata merchant
Shimai Sōshitsu, writing in 1610, forbade board games, martial arts, nō chanting and dancing,
and any sort of leisure excursion to anyone under the age of forty or fifty, while the code of the
Kōnoike house states that those who pursue the leisure arts end up wasting their free time,
growing lazy in their house trade, and going to ruin.35 As the century progressed, the image of
the decadent chōnin elite became a commonplace of both fiction and instructional texts, blamed
(whether accurately or not) for the relative decline of this class in the late 17th century. In Nippon

For the complete Shimai text, see Yamamoto Shinkō, Kakunshū (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2001), 234-250; for
Kōnoike, see ibid., 251-268.
35
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eitaigura, discussed in Chapter 1, Saikaku depicts a former Sakai merchant who boasts of an
impressive cultural pedigree, having trained with leading authorities in the arts of calligraphy,
tea, Chinese poetry and belles lettres, linked verse, nō acting, nō drumming, Confucian
scholarship, traditional football (kemari), Japanese chess, shamisen, the shakuhachi flute, jōruri
chanting, dancing, whoring, and pederasty; however, lacking any practical training in the skills
of commerce he has been reduced to begging.36 Mitsui Takafusa’s Chōnin kōkenroku (which was
quoted at the end of the previous chapter as a document of solidifying merchant values),
detailing the decline of established merchant houses in the 17th century, likewise attributes the
failure of a sizable minority of ruined merchants to excessive indulgence in the leisure arts.37
The overdetermined nature of the leisure arts in the chōnin context was a product of the
collision between several conflicting, overlapping commoner cultures: an elite culture that
conceived of the arts in relation to learning as an obligatory qualification for public life, an
upwardly aspirational culture that sought to use artistic training to enter that elite, and a
utilitarian, commoner culture that viewed the arts in (negative) relation to work, as a distraction
from one’s economic obligation to the house. The interaction of these conceptions produced an
idiosyncratic culture of the arts shaped by numerous constraints regulating what kinds and
degrees of involvement were appropriate for people of different standings. The standard of being
conversant was key: one only needed to be as competent as one could expect one’s peers to be,
and by the same token, functional competence in a modest range of arts was more desirable than
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NKBT 48, 70-72.
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For example, in a characteristic entry, he describes a certain Daikokuya Zenbei who ruined his house over a love
of jōruri and ended up making a living as a jōruri chanter. Nakamura, Kinsei chōnin shisō, 189-190. However, in
the majority of cases, the decline is attributed to economic reasons, most often to daimyō failing or refusing to pay
back loans. For a longer discussion of both Nippon eitaigura and Chōnin kōkenroku, including additional examples
from both, see Moriya Takeshi, “Yūgei and Chōnin Society in the Edo Period,” Acta Asiatica, No. 33 (November,
1977), 38-43, 49-51.
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a very high level of specialization in one. Kaibara Ekiken gives this anxiety a Confucian color,
stating that, “Even for the useful arts (yō aru geinō), if you give excessive affection to only one...
then your spirit will become biased toward it (sono hitokoto ni kokoro katabukite) rather than
commuting with all things.”38 This constraint is nowhere better exemplified than in the chōhōki,
which ultimately give only the most rudimentary introduction to terminology and entry-level
knowledge to the arts discussed.
More importantly, the various arts were ranked hierarchically and according to status
group, and the value to be gained from practicing a particular art was largely dependent on
whether the social opportunities afforded by training in that art were proximal to one’s current
position in the social field. Nan chōhōki, for example, situates artistic training within a
comprehensive social order: the first volume consists of a discussion of the “four estates”
(warriors, peasants, artisans, and merchants) followed by a thorough enumeration of the ranks of
the imperial court, the shogunal household, the Buddhist clergy, the aristocracy, and the military
bureaucracy; the second volume then introduces the arts associated with elite (aristocratic and
warrior) culture (calligraphy, Chinese poetry, waka poetry, linked verse, and nō chanting) while
the third volume presents popular, commoner arts (tea ceremony, flower arrangement, and board
games). Of course each discipline had its own particular social profile: waka was strongly
associated with the aristocracy, martial arts with the bushi (and generally, no doubt for political
reasons, seen as inappropriate for anyone else). Some arts crossed boundaries: nō chanting and
related arts of drumming and acting were popular among bushi but trickled down into the elite
commoners as well, while the tea ceremony had seen great popularity among the elite warrior
class, and, associated with connoisseurship of tea antiques, had high financial barriers to entry.

38

Kaibara, Yōjōkun, Wazoku dōjikun, 215.
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Scholarly arts such as Confucian learning, medicine, and Chinese poetry were broadly respected
but had less popular appeal (or were used as a pretense for less erudite forms of leisure—the
common figure of the urbane dandy posing as a Confucian doctor); and arts like jōruri chanting
and shamisen were popular but likely to be seen as vulgar.
In the terms of Bourdieu’s theory of fields, the chōnin class was a space in which the
cultural field, the positions of which consisted of levels of competence (as well as affiliations
with particular disciplinary lineages or instructors) in the various leisure arts, was highly
dependent on the social field, the positions of which consisted of more or less advantageous
personal relationships and position in the community, and of course social categories like status
group. Cultural capital, in the form of legitimate knowledge of particular arts, did not assume
value in an autonomous cultural field but functioned rather as a medium of exchange between
economic and social capital: by investing surplus wealth and time in training in the appropriate
arts, the newly wealthy merchant hoped to both place himself in the company of his social
betters and furnish himself with the cultural literacy necessary to enter that company as a peer.
The value of cultural capital was also highly contingent on the agent’s position in the social field
and on whether or not the social opportunities it offered were proximal to that position: if
knowledge of waka poetry was valued among the highest of the elite, in lower ranks it would be
seen as affectation, whereas arts like jōruri recitation or shamisen playing, popular among lower
ranks, would be seen as vulgar among the elite.39

39

Here my interpretation diverges again from that of Ikegami, who argues that the leisure arts offered liberation
from the social hierarchy because they came to constitute an autonomous cultural field. However, her argument is
based on the emergence of the iemoto system, which was a later 18th century development. See Ikegami, Bonds of
Civility, 160-170. Regardless, one must distinguish between the arts as practiced by professionals and by amateurs,
the latter of which was often done for social rather than independent cultural capital.
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The social hierarchy among cultural professionals reflected that within the arts
themselves. The occupational encyclopedia Jinrin kinmōzui 人倫訓蒙図彙 (Illustrated
Encyclopedia of Humanity, 1692), like Nan chōhōki, dedicates its first volume to the aristocracy,
warriors, and clergy, with the second volume dedicated to specialist practitioners of the arts.
These can be generally grouped into those associated with the court (waka, court ceremony,
Chinese poetry, classical linked verse, kemari, Shintō learning), those associated with Confucian
scholarship (calligraphy, medicine, decorum, arithmetic), martial arts (archery, horseback riding,
spear, sword drawing, riflery, horse medicine, strategy), commoner arts (tea, gardening, flower
arrangement, incense, antique connoisseurship, board games), classical performing arts (classical
music and dance; nō music, acting, dancing, and chanting), and miscellaneous others
(shakuhachi, cooking, swimming, blind musicians).40 Meanwhile, professionals associated with
the demimonde (including jōruri chanters and puppeteers) are treated separately in the seventh
and final volume, which concludes with a section dedicated to mendicant performers.41 Yokota
Fuyuhiko has shown that, despite the text’s hierarchical organization, the presentation of
individual entries reflects a utilitarian, commoner-centric worldview wherein aristocratic and
warrior arts are deemed inappropriate for commoner readers, while the arts of the demimonde
and especially those of mendicant quasi-religious performers are heavily stigmatized.42 The field
of independent cultural production was thus situated at the margins of commoner society.
This is not to say that the only reason commoners pursued artistic training was out of an
opportunistic desire for social capital. Ikegami is correct in observing that the arts provided
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Asakura Haruhiko, ed. Jinrin kinmōzui (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1990), 51-85.
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Ibid., 247-292.
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Yokota, “‘Heijin mibun’ no shakai ishiki,” 125-138.
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access to forms of public intercourse that crossed the boundaries of status group, and that this
access was likely to be experienced as liberating. However, it must be kept in mind that this
liberation came in the face numerous and conflicting discourses that variously sought to control
the disruptive potential of ludic experience by either putting it in the service of social capital or
by suppressing it altogether. An individual who felt that his artistic persona represented his “true
self”—or, in more historically precise terms, who sought to legitimate and prioritize that self in a
truly public sense by turning it into the basis of his livelihood—was likely to face significant
resistance and social censure. The liberatory experience of aesthetic acculturation came at the
cost or at least the risk of transgressing widely accepted social norms of the urban commoner
status group. As Moriya Takeshi notes, for a chōnin to make a career as a cultural professional
was in all but the most exceptional cases considered a mark of his failure as a chōnin.43 Thus
goes the proverb, “the woe of being saved by one’s arts” (gei ga mi o tasukeru hodo no
fushiawase).

Ejima Kiseki and the social context of chōnin authorship
Modern scholars of Ejima Kiseki and his work have tended to depict the author as a
prodigal son who drove his family’s business to ruin by dissipating himself at the theater and in
the pleasure quarters until he had to resort to writing to make a living.44 This portrait is clearly a
stereotype, one that projects onto the author one of the central tropes of his fiction: the dissolute
merchant heir. While documentary evidence of this portrait is questionable, it has nevertheless
been adopted by Kiseki’s modern critics because it seems to resonate with the themes of his best
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known works.45 Without suggesting that our interpretation of his writing should be determined
by authorial biography, a more thorough investigation of his social origins and the trajectory of
his career will allow us to flesh out this stereotype and shed important light on the dynamics of
the social field in which he lived and which, as we will see, formed the parameters of his very
practice of writing.46
Ejima Kiseki was born Murase Gonnojō to a successful rice-cake business in Kyoto,
taking the shop name of Shōzaemon when he became the fourth household head in 1694. The
Murase family line had been established in Kyoto during the unification period by Kiseki’s
great-grandfather Shinzaemon, who had begun by selling sake in front of the Hōkōji temple. In
his will, written in 1615, Shinzaemon recounts that he experienced a series of oracular dreams in
which the Buddha Nyorai instructed him to make mochi as an offering to the Great Buddha
statue; his cakes then gained popularity among the court and warrior classes, and the so-called
“Great Buddha mochi” came to be renowned as a local specialty. In part as a response to the
appearance of imitators of his business, his will makes clear that the family line is to be
established on a principle of sole inheritance. His heir Shōzaemon (Kiseki’s grandfather), would

This portrait can largely be traced to an entry from the early 19 th century miscellany Tōyūshi (At the Eastern
Window, 1803) that remarks: “One of the descendants naturally became quite decadent and spent enormous fortunes
in the pleasure quarters, a witty and fashionable fellow;” it then briefly summarizes his activities as an author. See
Nihon Zuihitsu Taisei Henshūbu, eds., Nihon zuihitsu taisei, dai 1-ki, vol. 19 (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1976),
186. Many of the details in this entry have been shown to be factually inaccurate; see Noma Kōshin, “Daibutsumochi raiyūsho,” Kinsei sakkaden kō (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1985), 259-277.
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in his own will declare that “the secret of our distinctive flavor will be passed down to our
descendants, establishing this as our house trade (kashoku) for all generations.”47
Records of Kiseki’s genealogy and family connections reveal that the Murase house held
a position among Kyoto’s socio-economic elite. Kiseki’s wife was the daughter of Yamashita
Hachirōemon (Sukenari), an Osaka-based lumber wholesaler and son of one of Kyoto’s premier
clothiers. His wife’s relatives also included a number of the powerful moneylenders whose
careers are recounted in Mitsui’s Chōnin kōkenroku, to which I referred above in relation to the
stigmatization of the leisure arts. Though the exact relations are unclear, these connections
include, for example: Nabaya Kurōzaemon, the heir to what had been one of Kyoto’s wealthiest
houses during the mid-17th century, who purchased daimyō houses and took on other aspects of
bushi comportment and was subsequently severely punished by the local authorities; Ikawa
(Daikokuya) Zengorō, the premier moneylender of the Kamigata region during the 1670s, who
operated by borrowing from wealthy commoners to finance high-interest loans to daimyō and
was ruined in the 1690s when many daimyō defaulted on such loans; Tsuji Jirōemon, another
great moneylender to follow in the footsteps of Zengorō in borrowing from commoners to
finance daimyō lending and was ruined by the early 1700s; and Chigiriya Yozōemon, heir to a
clothier that was one of the capital’s greatest fortunes of the 1670s-1680s, who branched into
daimyō lending and drove the house to ruin.48 As Noma Kōshin notes, the links between the
Murase line and these elements of the capital’s socio-economic elite should lead us to assume
that at its peak the Great Buddha mochi business was of comparable standing. It also suggests
that later attributions of the decline of the house to Kiseki’s personal profligacy should not
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necessarily be taken at face value: Kiseki’s house was part of a social milieu—the historically
elite chōnin of the Kamigata region and Kyoto in particular—that experienced a decline in the
late 17th century due in part to general shifts in the nature of the economy and the culture of
commerce (as discussed in the previous chapter) and in part due to excessive reliance on highrisk lending practices (loans to daimyō). If Kiseki is likely to have spent some portion of his
family’s fortune in the pleasure quarters and theater, it is equally possible that his house suffered
the consequences of dealing with moneylenders like Daikokuya Zengorō and Tsuji Jirōemon,
who financed their daimyō loans by borrowing from commoners; he is also likely to have been
socially obliged to spend large portions of his fortune in negotiating marriage and adoption
arrangements within this elite milieu for his ten children.49
In keeping with the stature of an elite urban commoner house, Kiseki’s relatives had from
early on been deeply involved in the leisure arts. Kiseki’s grandfather, better known by his
retired Buddhist name of Sōkyū, was an enthusiastic practitioner of classical linked verse, once
scolded by the poet Satomura Shōtaku for being too open in correcting his fellow poets (Shōtaku
is said to have remarked, “Let the mochi shop stick to making mochi.”). Kiseki’s father likewise
was a haikai poet, affiliated with Matsunaga Teitoku’s disciple Ogita Ansei, and is believed to
have also been a practitioner of tea and a student of classical verse under Kitamura Kigin.50
Of Kiseki’s own cultural training less is known except that he was an enthusiastic patron
of the kabuki and puppet theaters. His earliest forays into writing were with a series of puppet
plays written for the chanter Matsumoto Jidayū and released by the Kyoto publisher Andō Jishō
(shop name Hachimonjiya Hachizaemon), who would become his ongoing patron. The
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publishing house Hachimonjiya had begun in the mid-17th century as a publisher of early jōruri
scripts, but as the nature of the jōruri field changed in the late 17th century with the rise of the
chanter Takemoto Gidayū and playwright Chikamatsu Monzaemon, Hachimonjiya was edged
out of the jōruri publishing market by other publishers like Yamamoto (Shōhon’ya) Kuhei. It
was at this point that Jishō, the second house head, responded to the growing popularity of the
kabuki theater by developing a new form of illustrated playbook (e-iri kyōgen-bon), consisting of
abbreviated synopses of kabuki plays accompanied by lavish illustrations.51 He then entered into
the market for actor reviews, which had been growing, rationalizing, and consolidating since the
late 1680s. Here he called upon Kiseki’s expertise and enthusiasm as a patron of the theater with
mild literary aspirations, and together with the support of artist Nishikawa Sukenobu as
illustrator, they produced the massively popular and influential Yakusha kuchi jamisen 役者口三
味線 (The Actor’s Vocal Shamisen, 1699).52 Based on the success of this and subsequent
reviews, the duo of Hachimonjiya and Kiseki soon branched into popular fiction with Keisei iro
jamisen 傾城色三味線 (The Courtesan’s Amorous Shamisen, 1701).53

For a detailed discussion of this genre in relation to Kiseki’s early writing practice, see Ishikawa Junjirō,
“Yakusha kuchi jamisen seiritsu zengo: Ejima Kiseki no shūsaku jidai,” Kokubungaku kenkyū, vol. 20, no. 10
(October, 1960), 33-45. Ishikawa suggests that Kiseki may have written or been involved with Hachimonjiya’s
illustrated playbooks prior to undertaking writing actor reviews.
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Kiseki’s early works for Hachimonjiya were all written anonymously, a fact that modern
scholars have often attributed to the relatively low status afforded to fiction at the time: Kiseki,
as the master of an elite chōnin house, would not wish to be known to be moonlighting as an
author of actor reviews and amorous stories. While this may be true, I would like to emphasize
instead the absence of a coherent notion of authorship for popular fiction at the time. Inchoate
forms of copyright (hankabu) had been developing since the 1680s in response to piracy and the
emergence of derivative works and by the turn of the 18th century were established among
regional publishing guilds (these guilds, and thus the rights that they recognized, would be given
official status in the Kyōhō Reforms of the 1720s), but these rights were essentially a matter of
publishing rather than authorship. Linked to possession of the woodblocks themselves, copyright
represented the right to portions of profits derived from printing and selling from the blocks (the
only way writers could retain such rights and control over works they produced was by
producing the blocks themselves).54
A work of popular fiction was more likely to be associated with its publisher than its
author, who generally went unnamed. The great exception to this rule was Saikaku, but even his
emergence as a popular author is deeply embedded in the concerns of publishing and sales rather
than authorship as such. During his life, the only work to be associated directly with his name
was Saikaku shokoku banashi 西鶴諸国話 (Saikaku’s Stories of the Provinces, 1685), and this
use of the Saikaku name is generally believed to have been a marketing strategy implemented by
Saikaku’s publisher, Ikedaya Saburōemon, to compete with Sōgi shokoku monogatari 宗祇諸国
物語 (Sōgi’s Tales of the Provinces, 1685), put out roughly concurrently by Saikaku’s imitator
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and competitor, the Kyoto publisher-writer Nishimura Ichirōemon; though Saikaku’s name was
not used in connection with his fiction, he was popularly known as the author of Kōshoku ichidai
otoko and as an eccentric haikai poet, so Ikedaya may have concluded that the name would sell.55
Nishimura, on the other hand, exemplified a more typical paradigm of authorship: publishers
who either produced derivative works themselves or had them produced informally by close
(family) associates, likely viewing textual composition as a relatively minor part of their trade.
Authorship of popular fiction at the turn of the 18th century was viewed not as intellectual
labor but as a form of play: a ludic surplus growing off of more established leisure identities
(Saikaku as haikai poet) or commercial trades (Nishimura as publisher). (It would be nearly a
century before the subjectivity of the professional author would crystallize in the form of the
gesakusha.) This fact worked out to the advantage of an enterprising publisher like
Hachimonjiya, who could turn the enthusiastic leisure pursuits of an amateur theater aficionado
like Kiseki into great profit, while retaining for himself not only the right to reproduce the text
but also the positive publicity of being the publisher of popular works. Even so, Jishō was not
unaware of the value that the name of a proven author could have as a form of advertisement for
new texts. According to a later account by Kiseki in the preface to Yakei tabi tsuzura 野傾旅葛
籠 (Traveling Palanquins of Lads and Courtesans, 1712), Jishō once requested that he be allowed
to use Kiseki’s name in connection with his works, but Kiseki deferred that, “In the first place,
they were not works that I had composed myself, but rather made by borrowing phrases from
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Saikaku, so it would seem truly impudent to put on airs and declare my own name [as the
author].”56 Instead, he deferred that the works could be released under Jishō’s own name.
Matters changed in 1710 when Kiseki, likely motivated by financial difficulties, opened
the publisher Ejimaya Ichirōzaemon under the name of his son, entering a period of rivalry with
Hachimonjiya that would last until 1718. The details of this rivalry, which seems to have
included elements of both personal enmity and financial necessity, have been discussed at length
and are not of immediate concern here except insofar as they reflect on the social determinations
of Kiseki’s writing practice and authorial identity.57 Kiseki initially pursued a collaborative
relationship with Hachimonjiya, proposing to jointly publish future actor reviews; given the fact
that Kiseki had previously been primarily a creative talent, it seems likely that this would be his
primary role in the joint venture as well, with Kiseki providing manuscripts and Jishō providing
publishing capital.58 While the details of the prior financial relationship between Kiseki and Jishō
regarding possible manuscript fees are open to speculation, Kiseki’s establishment of the
Ejimaya imprint clearly represents an effort to claim the ability to profit from his own writing as
a form of intellectual labor. Whether Kiseki proposed collaboration out of respect for their
longstanding relationship or simply out of a lack of his own capital, the nature of joint publishing
at the time was that each publisher would hold a specified stake (kabu) in the venture,
representing rights to a given percentage of profits; a joint publishing deal would put Kiseki’s
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rights to profits on if not equal then at least comparable terms to Jishō’s, amounting in modern
terms to a share of royalties.59 Jishō naturally balked at such a proposal, which represented
deviation from a precedent that had long worked greatly to his favor, one in which payment for
manuscripts, if it existed at all, was established by informal agreement between publisher and
writer (largely at the former’s convenience) and which likely did not include any formal
conception of rights to profits from sales. Refusing Kiseki’s offer, Jishō nevertheless continued
to publish Kiseki’s manuscripts under his own name.60
After witnessing the great success of one such work, Keisei kintanki 傾城禁短気
(Courtesans Forbidden to Lose their Tempers, 1711), Kiseki ceased providing manuscripts to
Hachimonjiya, and in the aforementioned Yakei tabi tsuzura, released in 1712 through the
Ejimaya imprint, he declared that he was the author of Keisei iro jamisen, Keisei kintanki, and
several of his other successful early works. In the same work, he used the pen name Ejima
Shishō 江島市笑, a portmanteau that links to his identity as a publisher (Ejima from Ejimaya,
Shi- 市 from Ichirōzaemon 市郎左衛門) while recalling the association of his earlier work with
the name of Jishō (-shō 笑 from Jishō 自笑). As this rivalry escalated, Kiseki began to
collaborate with other Kyoto publishers like Tanimura Seibei while releasing actor reviews
through his own imprint, continuing to assert that these works were all written by the same
author (dōsaku 同作) as Kiseki’s early successes. In the preface to the first such review, Yakusha
mekiki kō 役者目利講 (Lectures on the Appraisal of Actors, 1714), he finally revealed at
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excruciating length the nature of his past relationship with Hachimonjiya, initiating a new level
of hostility between the two former collaborators.61
Significantly, it was at precisely the same juncture that he began to use the name by
which he is now known, Ejima Kiseki.62 Moreover, in the very same year, on the 27th day of the
second month, he bequeathed his long-standing mochi business to the husband of a cousin,
renouncing any links to his former “house trade.”63 The authorial subjectivity represented by the
pen name Ejima Kiseki was thus predicated on a renunciation of hereditary house trade but
simultaneously could only exist as an extension of a new public identity as a publisher—the most
socially proximal form of legitimate labor. Put more simply, the chōnin Murase Shōzaemon
found himself in a position where he had to turn his practice of leisure (writing) into a means of
livelihood (nariwai), and the resolution of this dilemma was the creation of the authorial persona
of Ejima Kiseki.
Unfortunately, Kiseki’s efforts to establish his independence as an author and publisher
would not meet with great success. Ejimaya, lacking the capital to compete with an established
publishing house like Hachimonjiya, was never able to establish itself as a fully independent
imprint and continued to rely on collaboration with Hachimonjiya’s competitors, while
Hachimonjiya weathered the loss of its premier creative talent by cultivating new ghost writers.
The feud between Kiseki and Jishō persisted for several years, playing out through a
combination of aggressive market strategy, competition over release dates, and use of prefaces as
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a forum for petty bickering and mud-slinging: Hachimonjiya regularly criticized Kiseki’s work
as derivative, while Kiseki blasted Hachimonjiya’s new writers as “amateurs.” However, the
feud seems to have come to a close around 1718, as the following years saw a series of joint
publications between Ejimaya and Hachimonjiya, with prefaces signed by both Kiseki and
Jishō.64 The Ejimaya imprint seems to have ceased business around 1722 or 1723, but Kiseki
would continue to release fiction and reviews through Hachimonjiya and other publishers,
effectively embracing the socially-sanctioned leisure role of retiree (inkyo 隠居).
The trajectory of Kiseki’s career straddled the boundary between work and leisure and
between the status of a chōnin and a cultural professional as he was forced to turn the socially
marginal act of fiction writing into a means of making a living (nariwai). This kind of
trajectory—the career path of the cultural professional—would be problematic enough in a more
respectable art like those practiced by his father (haikai, tea, Chinese poetry) and grandfather
(classical linked verse—though recall the undercurrent of classism in Shōtaku’s reprimand), but
Kiseki’s affinity was for the kabuki and puppet theaters, classes of performers who are classed in
Jinrin kinmōzui as part of the demimonde and a mere step away from beggars. In sum, Kiseki
could not make a living from his writing without transgressing the fraught boundaries separating
work from leisure and the status of a chōnin from that of a cultural professional. In doing so, he
would probe the possible configurations of the spheres of leisure and labor and carve a path for
the formation of new social subjectivities.

Nakamura, “Jishō Kiseki kakushitsu jidai,” 180-181. Nakamura speculates that this reconciliation may have been
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However, the exact circumstances are unknown.
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Alternative configurations of work and play
Kiseki’s katagi-mono link amateur leisure training within the commoner class to
performed identities of status and occupation outside of that class. In doing so, they chart
alternative career trajectories that invert the socially determined hierarchy of work and play.
However, such narratives are mediated through the thematics of transgression, and Kiseki’s
protagonists, if not subject to the karmic punishment that befalls Saikaku’s unfilial exemplars,
are subject to various forms of laughter, derision, and social censure. At times, this laughter
carries the connotations of satire, as a conservative form of humor that uses laughter to criticize
new behaviors that defy established social norms. At other times, it revels in nonsense, reflecting
an inability to imagine a meaningful reconciliation of self-image, cultural aspiration, and social
role. At still others, it reveals a sympathetic narrative desire to trace a character’s self-image and
artistic aspiration out of mainstream upper-class chōnin society in an “opting out” that finds
private pleasure, despite social censure, in marginal identities. Taken together, these narratives
constitute an exploration of the complex and overdetermined relations between work and play
and a humorous playing out of the possibilities of self-definition within the bounds of chōnin
social norms.
One of the more satirical cases may be found in “Unheeded advice makes for ineffective
medicine: the character of a doctor who couldn’t mend his own ways” (Iken wa kikanu kusuri
kokoro o naosanu isha katagi. vol. 2-1). Here a young man is warned against pursuit of the arts
simply in the service of chōnin vanity, and, following the advice put forward by popular pedants
like Kaibara Ekiken, abandons the more popular arts to pursue study of the Confucian classics.
However, when he has more or less learned how to enunciate the Four Books (that is, when he is
only able to read them phonetically, to say nothing for meaning), he takes on the affectation and
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moralizing posture of a Confucian scholar. This affectation stands in the way of business when,
in response to complements from customers, he criticizes them for flattery by quoting from the
Analects, in literary Sinitic: “It is said that ‘Benevolence is seldom found alongside skilled
words and an ingratiating countenance.’ People like you, who take insincerity as their principle,
miss my true virtue.”65 When his father later scolds him for spending every evening in teahouses
(this despite his moral posturing), the son responds again by quoting the Analects.
“It was Confucius who said, ‘A father conceals [misconduct] for his son and a son
conceals [misconduct] for his father; uprightness may be found in this.’ For a
father to conceal his son’s crimes and a son his father’s is the natural principle of
the relation between parent and child and the epitome of human feeling. To follow
principle is to be upright. You, however, have now, in front of many clerks,
revealed the crime of your son’s addiction to visiting teahouses. How can this be
called upright?”66
As the narrative progresses, the son begins to study medicine, and, as suggested by the preface,
hastens to set up shop as a neighborhood doctor, offering unsolicited examinations and free
treatments for his own amusement. These treatments inevitably go awry, and a neighboring
lodger, whose child has been made deathly ill, comes to complain. The clerks, knowing that the
protagonist can do nothing for the child, claim that he is sleeping, and attempt to send her to a
real doctor. The story concludes as follows.
She wailed on in a voice so loud that the neighbors could hear. The master,
overhearing this, thought to himself, “This is beyond idiocy,” and, thinking of his
regard in the neighborhood, disowned him where he slept.67
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The conclusion to the narrative indicates the limits of acceptable leisure: the son’s behavior,
while troublesome and ridiculous, remains acceptable until it brings harm to those outside his
own house. The fate of the son is left to the reader’s imagination as disownment forms the limit
of the narrative.
The narrative clearly lampoons the didactic discourse of figures like Ekiken, showing that
study of the more humble arts of Confucian learning is equally preposterous and disruptive as
any other. In the process, it draws humor from the son’s affectation and hypocrisy: a pretense of
intellectual sophistication which is plainly revealed to be nothing more than posturing. In the
guise of the chōnin son, Kiseki presents a proxy caricature of the would-be Confucian
intellectual, a doctor in name only, who lives a life of leisure under the pretense of erudite
detachment from worldly affairs. This caricature is presented through plays on language,
including use of literary Sinitic in quoting from the Analects. Moreover, in both instances the
son’s explanation draws from Hayashi Razan’s commentary Shigenshō, revealing the textual
basis for Kiseki’s projection of the Confucian scholar as a performed role, as well as the role of
textual mediation in the culture of leisure arts that Kiseki depicts. In contrast, the protagonist’s
father identifies his speech as nonsense, remarking, “That (Chinese) gibberish (chinpun kanpun)
interferes with the family business (kagyō). In plain language (kana), get cracking with the
abacus!”68 The father, who gives voice to a chōnin good sense, is also the one to recognize when
the son’s behavior has crossed the line (though, again reflecting chōnin common sense, his final
disownment of the son is not ethically minded but rather attentive to “his regard in the
neighborhood”). While the story opens by criticizing the chōnin culture of the arts as superficial
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and positing Confucian scholarship as a more substantive form of education, this position is
revealed as ludicrous as the narrative defers to the father’s good sense as an upstanding chōnin,
concerned for his family business and reputation.
The character of the waka poet, while also drawing humor from chōnin affectation,
moves away from satire and toward nonsense. In “Strung along by those better versed in the
ways of the world: the character of a poet” (Seken no hito ni hanage o yomaruru kajin katagi,
vol. 3-1), a bright and diligent merchant son named Suketarō eschews the usual youthful vices of
the pleasure quarters, taking his leisure instead in the study of waka; like the would-be doctor’s
initial pursuit of Confucian learning, this is presented as a sign of his good sense and modest
sophistication. One evening while on a boating outing with his father in law, he is moved by the
beauty of the Musashino moon over the water and composes a verse. He is overheard by a
certain Dōtetsu, a taiko-isha or amateur jester (someone who presents himself as a man of
learning but makes a living as a hanger-on and sycophant to wealthy pleasure-seekers) who
compliments him on the quality of his verse. Dōtetsu goes on to remark that his wife maintains
correspondence with an aristocratic household in Kyoto where she had once served, and that he
might include the verse in his wife’s next correspondence; if all goes well, the master might offer
his evaluation or even include the poem in a future anthology. Suketarō, floored by the
possibility, insists that Dōtetsu go himself and offers to pay for his trip and all its attendant
expenses. When Dōtetsu returns after several weeks, he reports the aristocrat’s response.
After taking some time reciting it, he responded, saying, ‘The idea is interesting,
but the poetry of a mere commoner (jigenin) after all can hardly be sublime,
possessing as it does a natural vulgarity. Chōnin always have their hearts set on
how to make a living and are caught up in their own lust for profit; thinking
intently on this day and night, their poetry is profoundly vulgar. Fun’ya no
Yasuhide’s poetry may have been like a merchant wearing silk, but this is like
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someone in cotton garb trying to judge incense. It’s regrettable however you look
at it.’”69
Dōtetsu has clearly fabricated the story and simply pocketed the money, but the supposed
response of the aristocrat is revealing, for it shows a stereotypically aristocratic attitude toward
the capacity for cultural production: the commoner can only make vulgar poetry because the
being of the commoner is fundamentally vulgar. Suketarō, not without pathos, takes the response
as earnest advice, interpreting it to mean that he will write better poetry if he distances himself
from commerce and styles himself as an aristocrat. While waka was presented initially as an
admirable alternative to the typical forms of leisure (to the licensed quarters) and one in keeping
with the image of the model son, his ambition as an amateur poet, to which the reader is not
entirely unsympathetic, leads him to pursue his hobby to excess, at the expense of his hereditary
trade. At the same time, since the social opportunities offered by waka are not appropriate or
even proximal to his social station, his investment in the art does not allow him access to higher
social realms, leaving him only to amuse himself with a caricatured performance of them. Here
the story devolves into nonsense, as Kiseki closes with a series of progressively more far-fetched
plays on words.
Thinking that he had no choice but to become an aristocrat (kuge) in body and
soul, he grew out his hair... he abruptly changed his trade, setting up shop as a
seller of “incense oil” (kyara no aburaya) and buying up a dealer in face powder
to boot. Whenever he wrote a poem, he would sign it with great delight, writing in
black ink: “Cheap Verse” Fujiwara, Deputy of Musashi. He was stricken by the
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plague called waka, and as soon as his father passed away, he fell rapidly into
ruin... his “mighty paper” jacket (chihayafuru kamiko) was in tatters, and he
became a “vagabond from a distant land” (hisakata no tenjiku rōnin). Going into
debt left and right, he didn’t have “one mouthful for a demon” (oni hito-kuchi),
but even if he furrowed his brow like Sarumaru Dayū, he couldn’t get by. In the
end, he broke the “ore-red earth” and, carrying a load of thirty scallions (misoji
hitomoji) on his shoulders, made a living selling his deeply-rooted (nebukaki)
poetic spirit.70
Like most puns, the wordplay here is virtually untranslatable. Suketarō switches his business to
selling hair oil, known as “incense oil” (kyara no abura or kyara-abura) simply because the term
kyara (incense) carries aristocratic connotations. His pen-name, Fujiwara no Yasubun 安文
alludes to the name of Fun’ya no Yasuhide while suggesting the literal meaning of “cheap
verses.” The nonsensical “mighty paper jacket” and “wanderer from a distant land” are plays on
pillow words: “mighty” (chihayafuru) on kami (originally “god” but here kamiko or “paper
jacket”) and “distant” (hisakata no) on tenjiku (originally “India” but here tenjiku rōnin or
“vagabond”). The reference to a “demon’s mouthful” (oni hitokuchi) alludes to the sixth
(Akutagawa) episode of Ise monogatari, wherein a woman is eaten whole by a demon. Sarumaru
Dayū was one of the thirty-six poetic immortals, “ore-red earth” another pillow word. The coupde-grace is a pun on misojihitomoji (thirty-syllables), an elegant term for waka that Kiseki breaks
into misoji (thirty) and hitomoji, a feminine term for Japanese scallions (negi); “deeply rooted”
(nebukaki) alludes to nebuka, another synonym for negi. Of course this passage is not intended to
make sense beyond the level of pure verbal play: it is simply a mosaic of miscellaneous words
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and images that performs a travesty of the languages of the poetic tradition, and by association
the aristocratic class. The collapse of narrative meaning in favor of this literally nonsensical play
of words reflects a failure to imagine, in more concrete terms, Suketarō’s proposed career
trajectory as a waka poet of chōnin status.
In contrast, the character of the samurai, while remaining in the realm of fantasy,
suggests that alternative identities are possible through proper training in the arts. In “Parrying
disownment: the character of a samurai, pulled from his father’s house like a sword from its
sheath” (Kandō wa ukedachi oya no ie o sayabashiru samurai katagi, vol. 1-2), Jinshichi, the son
of a successful Kyoto merchant of Buddhist robes, immerses himself in the martial arts,
particularly horsemanship, archery, and fencing, reading texts of martial history, and fashioning
his everyday comportment on the manners of the warrior class. His father criticizes this behavior
as out of keeping with his status as chōnin, giving particular attention to the compatibility of his
leisure activities with his house trade. His father chastises him as follows.
“You’re not likely to be given a government post [as a samurai], so all this
training in those useless martial arts (muyaku no bugei) is terribly eccentric.
Moreover, our house trade (kagyō) is in clothing, and our customers are men of
the cloth. Why don’t you spend your time reading some Buddhist texts for a
change? If some high-ranking bishop favored you as a conversation partner, you
might even be able to move an order of a seven-fold robe or a pataka banner.
From now on, put a stop to all this grappling and strategy and try to get us some
orders for robes!”71
The father proposes that Jinshichi’s leisure activities should aid the family business: he demands
that the leisure be not merely subordinated but actually put in service of work, thus undermining
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the independence of the category of leisure. Jinshichi naturally refuses, expressing a typical
bushi scorn for the commercial concerns of the chōnin. His father, fearing that he himself will be
held responsible for any violent incidents caused by his son’s martial inclination, calls in the
ward elders to intervene, but, upon seeing Jinshichi’s intransigent attitude and fearing the trouble
he will bring to their neighborhood, insist that the father legally disown his son.72 Jinshichi is
disowned and lives in poverty until one day a horse escapes from a passing bushi entourage; with
his martial training intact, he handily brings the horse to heel and is adopted as a vassal. This
conclusion is pure fantasy, but, in contrast to the cases of the doctor and aristocrat, it
demonstrates a sympathetic narrative desire to follow the protagonist out of the chōnin status
group and to see the proto-identity suggested by his involvement in the martial arts resolved into
the legitimate and stable identity of bushi service.
This episode raises questions surrounding proper relationship between the spheres of
work and leisure. A similar and somewhat more realistic treatment of the same issues can be
found in “Great strength brings harm to its owner: the character of a sumo wrestler who tossed
his own fortune” (Dairiki wa mi no kizu shintai nageta sumō-tori katagi, vol. 2-3). This story,
which in fact depicts three chōnin sons, each obsessed with a different art, acts as a microcosm
for the work as a whole. It begins with a description of a father who has all of the hallmarks of
the Kyoto elite: he is an appointed merchant who makes loans to daimyō and possesses an
extravagant collection of tea paraphernalia. Blessed with three sons, he retires early and passes
the household over to the eldest, Magotarō. However, Magotarō soon starts frequenting the
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Shimabara pleasure quarters and, refusing to listen to his father’s reprimands, is punished with
private disownment. Charge of the house is passed to the second son, who, unlike his brother but
equally problematically, is obsessed with sumo wrestling. His father, observing his strange
obsession, reprimands him in a passage that borrows directly and at length from Saikaku’s
Honchō nijū fukō.
“Now, among all the things one could do you for fun, you should be amusing
yourself with koto, shōgi, calligraphy, and painting, or even with tea, kemari,
archery, and nō chanting. But what’s so interesting about stripping down naked
and putting your body in harm’s way for sport? Is this the behavior of the son of a
long-established chōnin, someone who makes loans even to daimyō? From now
on, amuse yourself with something more proper.” Magojirō, however, showed no
sign of stopping. “But compared with sumo, nothing in this world is the slightest
bit amusing!”73
Magotarō’s father, thinking his conduct inappropriate for commercial dealings with daimyō,
disowns him and passes the household over to his third son, Magosaburō. However, this son is
only interested in jōruri puppetry, and the father finally gives up, adopts an heir from his
extended family, and cuts ties with his three sons. The narrative concludes with their subsequent
occupations: the eldest becomes the proprietor of a low-grade unlicensed brothel (kentan), the
second becomes a cart-driver (kuruma-tsukai), and the youngest becomes the door-crier
(kidoban) for a misemono side-show. In other words, Kiseki is attentive to the ways in which
these pastimes hypothetically transform into alternative professions.
It is tempting to read this conclusion, as with the character of the doctor, as a form of
satire, showing the ridiculous fates that befall dilettantish chōnin sons. As alternative
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professions, kentan, kuruma-tsukai, and kidoban are far from glamorous. Whereas the character
of the samurai projected the leisure practice of the martial arts (somewhat fantastically) into a
new identity as a samurai, this story refracts the arts of whoring, sumo wrestling, and jōruri
puppetry as marginal occupations, tracing a trajectory out of upper chōnin society and toward the
social periphery: The occupational encyclopedia Jinrin kinmōzui groups kuruma-tsukai with
agricultural occupations, while the other two are clearly associated with the lower rungs of the
demi-monde.74 From the perspective of mainstream chōnin values, these are individuals who
have fallen out of polite society and are forced to survive on its margins.
However, this is still a far cry from the fate of Saikaku’s amateur wrestler, who is
crippled as karmic punishment for transgressing the universal ethical norm of filiality. The fact
that these eccentric sons meet with social ostracization and become objects of the reader’s
laughter is virtually obligatory in light of the work’s engagement with the established thematics
of social and moral transgression. That laughter alone does not identify the work as a form of
satire, it simply indicates that the work and its genre anticipate a sense of propriety and identity
that finds humor in divergence from social norms. The question, rather, is how are those norms
manipulated, and how text directs the reader’s laughter and interest—who is laughing, and at
what? Kiseki’s depiction of alternative professions is novel in that it inverts the conventional
hierarchy of work and play. In the character of the samurai, the protagonist’s father encourages
him to take on a hobby (Buddhist scholarship) that will benefit his business relationships—the
early 18th century equivalent of a businessman playing golf to network with business partners. In
this schema, which the protagonist resists, the sphere of play is infused with and subsumed into
that of work, play becoming work under a different name. In the story of the three brothers, the
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transformation of leisure arts into alternative albeit humble occupations inverts the relationship
between these two spheres, positing the ludic as primary and depicting the possibility of play
occupying the space of work. The social trajectory from the upper chōnin class to the social
periphery is simply the failed career trajectory of the cultural professional. If this trajectory is
shown here to fail, it also indicates Kiseki’s interest in probing the possibility of alternative
configurations of work and leisure. Put more simply, Kiseki explores the possibility of
reconfiguring their “falling out” of chōnin society as an “opting out.”
A more subtle if somewhat glib alternative can be found in Tedai katagi.75 In a story
titled “Chanting his way into his clients’ pockets, jōruri became business capital” (Tokuigata o
kataritsukeru jōruri wa akinai no motode, vol. 2-3), two brothers are adopted as clerks for
different businesses: the elder to a seller of Buddhist robes, the younger to a dealer in sundries.
Both are diligent enough but become absorbed in their preferred leisure arts, the elder in jōruri
chanting and the younger in Buddhist learning. These cause problems for their respective
businesses when the elder brother, selling cosmetics and accessories to the maids of his
customers, attempts to lecture them on Buddhist morality, and when the younger regales his
customers (members of the Buddhist clergy) with jōruri gossip; the problems are resolved when
the two trade positions, each ending up in a job whose customers share his leisure tastes. When
the elder brother subsequently has a falling out with his new master, he sets up his own business
in sundries, relying on the popularity furnished by his amateur jōruri ability to steal his master’s
clients.76 The result, in which the protagonist’s leisure activities underwrite his business, is in
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form no different from that proposed by the protagonist’s father in the character of the samurai,
but differs to the degree that protagonist here has built a business on leisure activities of his own
choosing.
The characters in Musuko katagi—the playboy/brothel operator, sumo wrestler/cart
driver, and puppeteer/door crier—are less successful in this. However, despite the failure of the
career of cultural professional and the marginality of the occupations they end up with, the
narrative takes care to note their ongoing pleasure despite these circumstances. With regard to
the playboy, who has taken a retired prostitute as his wife, the narrator remarks that,
“Remembering his days among polite society, he taught his wife to make an entrance like a true
courtesan, and continued to enjoy the pleasures of proper whoring.”77 The waka poet likewise
takes great “delight” (yorokobi) in signing his poets with his preposterous pen name. In contrast,
in a later episode, a magnanimous father succeeds in discouraging his son’s dissipation by
treating it as a mere phase, giving him a generous allowance, and telling him to have fun and be
responsible; the narrative concludes by observing that, “The appeal of these places is really in the
challenge of keeping one’s doings secret, and to play around so openly takes most of the fun out
of it. The young man soon found the pleasure quarters quite distasteful and lost all interest,
lamenting that he’d rather visit a temple.”78 The young man’s lament (nagekarekeru) over the
loss of the transgressive pleasure of leisure stands in sharp contrast to the brothel owner’s
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ongoing delight (tanoshimeri) in the face of humbled circumstances. If the reader laughs at what
seems sometimes to be a perverse and selfish pleasure, it is Kiseki’s deviant protagonists
themselves who always seem to have the last laugh.

From transgression to disposition: leisure as vestigial habitus
The affective gratification of leisure, signaled in Kiseki’s katagi-mono by frequent use of
the verbs tanoshimu and yorokobu, is always an individual and a private experience. Like the
eccentric leisure habits it accompanies, it is usually asocial and often anti-social: regularly
modified by hitori (by oneself or privately), it is oblivious or indifferent to the social censure that
typically accompanies it. This experience of private pleasure stands in contrast not only to the
socialized, normalized discourse of the arts as a medium for social capital but also to the
liberatory, communal experience of Ikegami’s aesthetic publics.
The theme of private pleasure is particularly strong in Oyaji katagi, where the title of
each story is built on the verb tanoshimu (to enjoy), as in the following examples.
A sturdy old man who loved to eat (vol. 1-1)
A strong old man who loved sumo (vol. 1-2)
An amorous old man who loved young lads (vol. 1-3)
A high-interest old man who loved money (vol. 2-1)79
This stands in contrast to Musuko katagi, which uses the concept of katagi in relation to the
leisure arts to foreground the performative nature of alternative identities, and while some of
these stories (such as that of the sumo wrestler, discussed in detail below) revisit similar
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material, they do so from an inverted perspective. Whereas Musuko katagi depicts leisure arts as
a matter of individual choice and part of a trajectory leading from chōnin status to the social
margins, Oyaji katagi depicts private pleasure as a vestigial trace of one’s social origins,
persisting despite a trajectory into and upward through the chōnin status group. The affective
gratification of leisure is taken as a signifier of class-based habitus.
While still dealing with the affairs of the chōnin class, the social context of this work
differs substantially from that of Musuko katagi. The earlier work took place against a discursive
environment wherein the leisure arts were simultaneously condemned as useless and pursued as
a vehicle of social mobility. However, these determinations only applied for the adult male as
head of his household and family business. At the age of forty or fifty, when the chōnin male
passed the position of household head to his heir (often with the support of several experienced
clerks), he entered retirement, retreating formally from public to a nominally private existence, a
move symbolized by taking on a Buddhist name and often by moving to a rear residence, away
from the shop front. Whether retirement in all cases meant a retreat from public life is open to
question: in addition to offering (solicited or not) guidance and advice to their heirs, many
retirees continued to direct their businesses. But the ideal image of the retired chōnin, inverting
the configuration of work and play prescribed for the professionally active adult, was that of a
life free of work and dedicated to private leisure.80 This is not to say that the retiree was free to
do as he pleased: the expectation that he remove himself from the house’s public affairs and
devote himself to elevated leisure was itself a norm, and, as in the case of the younger male,
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social norms continued to shape what sort of leisure activities were viewed as acceptable. It is
against these norms that Kiseki’s old men transgress.
The most dramatic examples can be seen in stories of characters who have risen to wealth
from humble origins. In the final story of the work, titled “A fortunate old man who enjoyed his
old age” (Oi o tanoshimu kahō oyaji, vol. 5-3), the daughter of a day-laborer goes to serve in the
household of a daimyō’s senior retainer, and, following the death of her master’s wife, becomes
his mistress, gives birth to a son, and finally becomes his official wife. Having thus come into
significant wealth and status as the wife of a high-ranking bushi, the daughter, now fulfilling her
filial obligations, summons her father to live with her in luxury. The father, however, balks at a
lifestyle that seems alien to him.
When [his daughter] Nogiku lectured him on proper etiquette, he replied, “Just let
me go back to my old home. If I stay here, eating this fancy white rice day and
night, living in tatami rooms without doing any rough work, my life won’t last
very long.” At night, rather than sleeping in his lavender bedding, he crept out to
the garden, taking care not to wake anyone, spread out a rough straw mat, and lay
down naked. “This is really heaven,” he thought delightedly (yorokobinu).
Since he was the father of the young mistress of the house, the retainers
could hardly laugh at his behavior, but the greater the pains they took to
accommodate him, the more flustered he became. “Just let me go back to my old
burrow. My old bones are aching from sitting idle and eating all this fancy food.”
“Well then, for your honorable amusement, why not try pounding the
earth a bit?” The retainers promptly fashioned a black-lacquer pounding rod for
him.81 Delighted (yorokobi), he rolled up his silken sleeves and with his tycoon’s
hat in place, set to work, humming a working tune as if pounding the earth were
more amusing than contemplating the moon and the flowers.82
The reference to “pounding the earth” (senbonzuki) and a “pounding rod” (jitsukibō) are to the labor of pounding
lumber into the ground to create a firm foundation for construction. The creation of a black-lacquer pounding rod
humorously emphasizes the contrast between this kind of labor and the elevated setting.
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His habitus as a day laborer comes out in his taste—in food, in clothing, in bedding—but further
underwrites his experience of leisure activity: taken out of his former lifestyle and faced with the
possibility of a life of leisure, he finds that his greatest pleasure comes from the work he has
always done.
Returning to the chōnin context, a more textured example can be found in the two-part
series that begins the work, “A sturdy old man who loved to eat” and “A strong old man who
loved sumo.” The protagonist of this sequence, a retired merchant referred to by his Buddhist
name of Zekyū, is characterized as an archetypal “wealthy man of the moment” who has risen to
elite status from origins as a farmer and laborer through increases in the price of rice and
speculative investing. In contrast, his son, born into wealth and raised into culture, is an image of
polite refinement, versed in various leisure arts and comfortable in polite society. The narrative,
which centers on the son’s marriage to the daughter of an elite family, draws out the contrast and
conflict between Zekyū and his son’s more refined in-laws. On the occasion of the wedding, as
those present are making polite conversation about nō, incense, linked verse, tea, kemari, and
archery, Zekyū boasts loudly of his ability to eat large quantities of food; when the bride’s father
challenges him to a game of chess, he responds by lifting the heavy chessboard by one corner, a
typical feat used to demonstrate strength. Things continue to escalate as the host offers a refined
performance of nō dancing; Zekyū responds with his own brand of performance, stripping down
to give a show of his skill at sumo wrestling.
His son felt as if he wished he could simply vanish, and the in-laws simply sat
there sweating nervously. All those in attendance entreated him, “It would be
terrible if you were to catch a cold at your age! Please put your clothes back on.
But how fortunate of [your son] Kyūgorō to have a father with such vigor.” The
をき づ きん

せば。是〳〵と悦び。身には小袖をまとひ。置頭巾にて。
がり。 HZS 7, 509.
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old man was delighted (yorokobi)... However much he was asked to change his
ways, it only had the opposite effect, and he showed no signs of stopping his
shows of strength.83 (Emphasis added.)
Zekyū is not unaware of the social distance separating him from his son’s in-laws, and both his
behavior and internal monolog reveal a degree of insecurity with respect to that. However, rather
than concluding that he must increase his social capital through training in the proper leisure arts,
he instead refuses to recognize the legitimacy of the social capital of the chōnin elite, declaiming
it as affected and effete while boasting of his own cultural refinement—in sumo wrestling. Of
course it is not recognized as such by his peers, but, rather than allowing them to shame him, he
delights at having awed them with his masculine powers. Zekyū treats the leisure of retirement
not as an opportunity to place himself in more polite society, nor as a liberatory space outside of
the reach of social norms, but rather as a space in which he can assert the legitimacy of an
identity rooted in his social origins as a farmer and laborer.
The example of Zekyū naturally recalls Kiseki’s use of a very similar trope earlier in
Musuko katagi (vol. 2-3), as well as Saikaku’s invention of the same in Honchō nijū fukō (vol. 53). These works comprise a series of nested citations wherein Kiseki borrows liberally and
directly both from Saikaku’s work and his own earlier works to progressively refine, elaborate,
and reproduce the figure of the chōnin sumo wrestler. In Musuko katagi, the portion dealing with
the sumo wrestler reproduces Saikaku’s work verbatim while adding a number of descriptive,
often physical details.
Magojirō bore not the slightest resemblance to his handsome brother, and instead
was tall and swarthy, his limbs gnarled and sinewy. He had boasted of his strength
since childhood, enjoying grappling and sumo wrestling; he would go to regular
まゝきへ
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matches of course, and even out to festivals in the surrounding districts to face off
with the local heavies, boasting, “I won’t take a single loss!” He wore a patterned
silk undergarment and took great pride in eating strange things from dawn to
dusk; both of his arms were so covered in tattoos that they looked like cloth dyed
with colored lettering, and his brow was plucked to be as broad as Mikenjaku.84
He threw the servants about and called himself “Rough Seas Magoji, known
throughout the capital and its environs.” He pulled up the willow by the kemari
court by the lesser residence, set up a ring, and would call over other wrestlers
even for casual sport. Thinking that mankind had no greater amusement, he
invented new techniques beyond the standard forty-eight, and didn’t cast even a
glance at the family business or anything else, declaring, “I don’t care which
daimyō pays back what, just so long as I break even in sumo.” Seeing all this, his
father knit his brow and scolded him...85
The closing line of this passage transitions into a direct quotation of Saikaku, which continues to
reproduce Saikaku’s narrative nearly in its entirety. What has been added here are a number of
details that flesh out the character’s disposition and image. Many of these, as well as his habit of
throwing the servants about and his invention of new sumo techniques, are reused in Oyaji
katagi, most of them elaborated to significant length. Perhaps the most suggestive example of
this is the treatment of his plucked forehead, which is presented explicitly as a reflection of his
internal disposition, expressed as the katagi of an otokodate—a commoner tough.
Leaving the household in the hands of his clever son Kyūgorō, he took the tonsure
and adopted the name Zekyū. However, he had always plucked his brow to look
like a horned devil, and though he now wore a monk’s robes, the outline where
his horns once were was still striking, and his appearance was just as if Mikenjaku

眉間尺 Usually taken to refer to the superhuman son of the swordsmith Ganjiang of Chinese legend, described as
being roughly four and a half meters in height, possessing the strength of five-hundred men, and having a face three
feet in height with a one-foot space between his eyebrows, hence the name.
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had become a priest.86 Likewise in spirit, even if society looked up to him as a
wealthy man and he joined in gatherings with those of good families, he wouldn’t
give up the bravado (otokodate-katagi) of his youth, and could at times be
colorful in speech.87
Other physical details are expanded further into even more lengthy descriptions or even subnarrative episodes, but these likewise function as examples of his general disposition. In
proportion to the rich elaboration of details relating to disposition, the larger narrative arc is quite
diffuse. The story of Zekyū, which takes place over the course of two sections of the larger text
(vols. 1-1 and 1-2), is centered on the son’s marriage to the daughter of an elite family, but this
background merely serves to set up the scene of the wedding feast, wherein Zekyū’s eccentric
behavior is juxtaposed with that of his son’s in-laws. Following Zekyū’s sumo performance, the
scene of the wedding feast is dropped with no further elaboration, and the narrative continues
discussing his sumo habit. Here it cleaves very closely to Saikaku’s narrative (and to Kiseki’s
earlier use of the same in Musuko katagi), paraphrasing and summarizing Saikaku’s story very
closely, as Zekyū’s family attempts to lessen his vigor by providing him with two young
mistresses. In the end, as in Saikaku’s story, Zekyū’s hubris gets the better of him and he is
defeated in the ring; he ends up dying from his injuries, but the tone remains light and humorous
throughout. The narrative arc of Saikaku’s story here occurs as but one reflection among several
of Zekyū’s disposition. Kiseki’s story begins with a social habitus—that of the day-laborer, fused

The phrase “horned devil” (tsuno-daishi) refers to a talismanic icon supposedly based on the severe visage of the
Tendai priest Ryōgen.
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with or refracted through the art of amateur wrestling—and illustrates that disposition through a
series of lesser sub-narratives.
Whereas Saikaku’s story proposed to illustrate the karmic principle that evil never goes
unpunished, and Musuko katagi explored the consequences and possibilities of minor
transgression of social norms, Oyaji katagi, which posits katagi as a reflection of a habitus
derived from social origins and shaped by lived experience, uses the conceit of the retired father
to provide a social space in which a diversity of social identities are (grudgingly) tolerated, and
in which private pleasure may be taken from forms of leisure that diverge variously from
orthodox chōnin norms.

Conclusion
Kiseki’s katagi-mono are remarkable for their fixation on the internal diversity of the
urban commoner status group at a historical moment when that group was being subject to
powerful discourses of social normalization. Kiseki’s adaptation of the thematics of transgression
from earlier and more didactically inclined fiction reflects an awareness that such diversity stood
in the face of new social norms that prioritized the upward mobility of the commoner house.
Reading these texts alongside earlier narratives like those of Saikaku, one can detect the subtle
shift from a moral culture concerned with binaries of good-evil and filial-unfilial—values shared
across status groups—toward an amoral, everyday, and distinctly commoner culture concerned
with normality and propriety. If Kiseki’s katagi-mono tend often toward trivialism and nonsense
in the ways in which they transgress those social norms, they nevertheless represent a playful
form of symbolic resistance to the increasing standardization of everyday life and conduct.
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Kiseki’s various texts carry out this resistance in different ways. Musuko katagi illustrates
a social trajectory from mid- to upper-chōnin society to the social periphery, depicting the leisure
arts as a means of transgressing norms of the chōnin status group and performing alternative
identities. In contrast, Oyaji katagi tracks a social trajectory from the social margins into and
upward through the chōnin (or in exceptional cases bushi) status group, depicting the affective
gratification of leisure as a lingering trace of social origins—an alternative class habitus that
persists despite incorporation into chōnin society and resists correction by means of social and
cultural education. In the former case, the katagi of the title—an alternative, transgressive,
performed identity—is aspirational, while in the latter case it is vestigial. Both focus obsessively
on the depiction of social eccentricity, but where the former text asks, what happens to people
who act strangely, the latter poses instead, what kind of things do strange people do, or more
broadly, what are different types of people like? By compartmentalizing individual eccentricity
within a socially sanctioned private sphere, Kiseki developed a technique of literary
characterization wherein external behavior could be read metonymically as a reflection of
something resembling an interior disposition. The theme of reading external behavior as a mark
of an original or true identity is a theme that I will take up again in the next chapter, against the
performative backdrop of the Edo pleasure quarters.
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Chapter 3

Who was the Sophisticate?
Status, Distinction, and Mediation in the 18th-Century Sharebon

Introduction
In the previous chapter, we saw how the culture of play, as represented by the
leisure arts, was both prized and stigmatized for the ways in which it allowed urban
commoners to transgress the boundaries of status-based identity. But we also saw that these
promises (or threats) were often belied by persisting status-based social practices, and we
saw the ways in which the popular literature of early 18th-century Kamigata was embedded
within these dynamics, not only at the level of content but also of authorship and
readership. In this chapter, I shift my focus from Kamigata to Edo, exploring similar issues
against the topos of the mid- to late-18th century Edo pleasure quarters.
Like the leisure arts, the Edo pleasure quarters seemed to offer a space in which
markers of status might be checked at the door like the bushi’s swords—so goes the
cliché—replaced by performative identities based on hierarchies of wealth, fashion, cultural
distinction, and social sophistication. Of course this was never totally true. As Nakano
Mitsutoshi has sardonically noted, everyday codes of conduct and decorum did not simply
dissolve away when one entered the Great Gate of the Yoshiwara; a bushi was as much a
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bushi, and a chōnin as much a chōnin, in the quarters as elsewhere.1 Nevertheless, the
quarters did promote certain limited fictions of anonymity—in the fashionable use of
leisure sobriquets, for example—and worked to create spaces for socialization across status
boundaries. Rather than being entirely upended or suspended, the everyday categories of
status were disguised, refracted, and transformed in complex ways. As individuals of
different social backgrounds mingled together, competing for the admiration of their peers
and the adoration of their courtesan lovers, their performances continued to be shaped by
status-based norms and social practices. And these dynamics were played out in the
literature of the 18th-century pleasure quarters: the corpus of short, humorous fiction that
modern scholars refer to as sharebon 洒落本 (roughly, “books of wit” or “modish books”).
The term sharebon refers to a genre of small, printed booklets, diverse in content
but most often taking the form of short narratives about the Edo pleasure quarters, that saw
booming popularity in Edo in the last several decades of the 18th century. Like any genre, it
is difficult to define precisely but can be approximated through a loose configuration of
characteristics, most but not always all of which apply to any of the 580 or so surviving
texts identified with it.2 Most often, the sharebon took the form of a small booklet in the
kohon 小本 (literally, “small book”) format, with the dimensions of a sheet of hanshi paper

1

Nakano Mitsutoshi, Edo bunka hyōbanki (Chūō Kōronsha, 1992), 70.

The most comprehensive anthology of sharebon (and related texts) is Sharebon Taisei Henshū Iinkai, eds.,
Sharebon taisei. 30 vols (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1978-1988), which I rely on for transcriptions and
bibliographic information (citations from this anthology will be abbreviated as ST, followed by the volume
number). More detailed discussion and summary, though for a smaller number of texts, can be found in
Takagi Kōji, ed., Sharebon taikei, 12 vols. (Tokyo: Rinpei Shoten, 1932).
2
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folded in fourths (about 10-12 cm by 14-16 cm, comparable to a modern Japanese
bunkobon paperback); indeed, this format was so closely associated with the genre that the
term kohon occasionally appears as a synonym for sharebon (though some texts now
classified as sharebon came in larger formats). Most works in the genre consist of roughly
20 to 40 printed leaves and run 10 to 20 pages in modern typeset editions, though some are
significantly longer. The narrative forms comprised by the genre are diverse, including
urban description (hanjōki), satirical sermons (dangi), humorous “mad” prose (kyōbun),
jokes (hanashi), and parodies of the Chinese or Japanese classics, but as the genre evolved
into the 1770s, it increasingly (though never exclusively) took the form of dialog-based
narratives, including detailed description of clothing and manner but otherwise only
minimal narratorial intervention, that tracked the itinerary of a night of pleasure: from
disembarkation, through banter en route, to arrival at a teahouse, brothel, pleasure boat, or
other site of leisure, and finally to a parting of ways at dawn. Along the way, these texts
reveal in concrete detail much of the culture of pleasure in 18th century Edo. The central
theoretical question surrounding this genre is whether these representations were satirical,
instructional, or simply descriptive. Who wrote them and with what intent, and who read
them and for what purpose?
These questions, and the approaches scholars have taken to them, play out around
the figure of the tsū 通 or tsūjin 通人, a social type representing the idealized paragon of
urban wit and fashion, often translated as “sophisticate.”3 The ubiquity of this figure in the

For example, see James T. Araki, “Sharebon: Books for Men of Mode.” Monumenta Nipponica, vol. 24, no.
1 (1969): 31-45.
3
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genre was recognized by contemporaries, who came to refer to the sharebon jokingly as
“tsū books” (tsūsho 通書). And the books themselves often demonstrated a self-awareness
regarding their own fixation on this figure: a character in the work Hitome tsutsumi 一目土
堤 (Away from Prying Eyes, aka The Embankment at a Glance 1788) remarks regarding
the cognate daitsū 大通 (great tsū) that, “It has been used since a while back, and starting
around Meiwa 6 or 7 (1769-1770) you would often hear urbane fellows using it, but
nobody knew what it meant, especially not the hicks. But then starting around An’ei 6
(1777), it spread all through the capital, and everyone who wanted to drop a bit of wit
would say it... you could have gathered it up by the barrelful.”4 During this same period, the
same term daitsū became a common trope for sharebon titles, with works like Daitsūden 大
通伝 (Transmission of the Great Tsū, 1777), Daitsū aisozukashi 大通愛想尽 (Spite for the
Great Tsū, 1779), Daitsū hōgo 大通法語 (Doctrine of the Great Tsū, 1779), to name only a
few, while the terms tsū and daitsū appeared as topics of discussion or character labels in
many more.5 But, as the author of Hitome tsutsumi notes, in proportion to the quantity of
わけ
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事大に流行す ST 14, 186. The title of the work is a pun, referring on one hand to offering a glimpse (hitome)
of the river embankment (tsutsumi) en route to a night of pleasure, and on the other to the desire to hide from
(tsutsumi) the eyes of others (hitome) while out in search of pleasure.
Nakano Mitsutoshi, “‘Tsū’ no hassei,” in Gesaku kenkyū (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1981), 394. See also
Jinbō Kazuya, “Tsū,” in Edogaku jiten, ed. Nishiyama Matsunosuke et al (Tokyo: Kōbundō, 1984), 296-297.
The explosive popularity of the term tsū seems indeed to anticipate only slightly the emergence of a clear
consciousness among writers and readers of the sharebon as its own genre: the term sharebon was first used
in 1778 as a flip neologism, parallel in both structure and conception to “tsū books.” But the label of sharebon
would be established as a term for the genre by the early 1780s. See Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Sharebon,” in
Kinsei, vol. 4 of Nihon bungaku zenshi, revised edition, ed. Ichiko Teiji (Tokyo: Gakutōsha, 1990), 374-375.
5
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discourse surrounding it, the meaning of the term was often opaque: “nobody knew what it
meant” (shiru mono nashi), and it was something primarily “said in wit” (share ni ii). Who,
after all, was the tsū? Was he a chōnin, or bushi, or an emergent form of performative
subculture that possibly crossed lines of status? Could tsū-hood be learned, or could it be
bought? In late 18th-century Edo, who was sophisticated, how, and why?
The historical tendency among modern scholars has been to see the tsū as
essentially a commoner figure, and the sharebon accordingly as a commoner genre that
served the instructional purpose of pointing aspirational readers toward the tsū as a socioaesthetic “lifestyle ideal.”6 These approaches generally point to the authority wielded by the
elite daimyō rice brokers (fudasashi) and waterfront wholesale fish merchants, who
dominated the social scene of the Yoshiwara pleasure quarters in the 1760s and 1770s with
ostentatious displays of wealth. Certainly, many of these notorious big spenders were
identified with a group of celebrated socialites known as the “18 Great Tsū” (jūhachi
daitsū): an amorphous line-up (the number 18 was simply a catchy and auspicious label) of
the era’s premier playboys, lauded at the time and later remembered equally for the
vulgarity of their sumptuary excess. However, this approach breaks down when one
For a detailed discussion of the term sharebon, see Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Sharebon meigi kō,” in Gesaku
kenkyū, 361-380.
6

Among literary scholars, the most influential advocate of this position is Mizuno Minoru. For example, see
“Tsū no bungaku: sharebon no seiritsu to tenkai,” in Edo chōnin bungaku, ed. Mizuno Minoru and Uzuki
Hiroshi, vol. 7 of Iwanami kōza Nihon bungakushi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1958), 19-35; “Tsū ishiki no
seisei to tenkai,” Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kanshō, vol. 26, no. 1 (January, 1961): 98-104; “‘Tsū’ no
bungakuteki kōsatsu,” in Edo shōsetsu ronsō (Tokyo: San’yōsha, 1974), 21-35. See also Jinbō Kazuya,
“Kinsei chōnin no biishiki: sui to tsū o megutte,” in Kinsei hen, vol. 4 of Kōza Nihon bungaku no sōten, ed.
Hisamatsu Sen’ichi (Tokyo: Meiji Shoin, 1969), 379-387; and Uzuki Hiroshi, “Zenki Edo chōnin bungaku to
sono dokusha-sō: sharebon kibyōshi no bungei-sei to unmei o kitei shita hito yōin ni tsuite no kōsatsu,”
Bungaku, vol. 26, no. 5 (May, 1958): 629-640.
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considers that this gallery of socialites also included bushi intellectuals like Morishima
Chūryō, and moreover that, though the majority of sharebon authors were anonymous, the
few who wrote under their own names or known pseudonyms were overwhelmingly bushi
literati.7 Accordingly, other scholars have argued to the contrary that the tsū is an ideal of
intellectual erudition and exclusivistic knowledge, rooted in the social subjectivity of lowranking, alienated bushi intellectuals. This is the position of Nakamura Yukihiko, for
example, who takes the sharebon itself as a direct product of the tsū ethos, written by tsūlike authors as a way of asserting their specialist knowledge of the pleasure quarters while
mocking those making competing claims.8 Of course, this approach fails to address the fact
that terms like tsū and daitsū were indeed used (at least sometimes) to refer to the chōnin
paragons described above.
The fact that such mutually exclusive interpretations are possible points to the
discursive complexity of the sharebon as a genre, and the subtle ambiguity of the tsū as a
character type and cultural figure. And it raises important questions about the relationship
between identites that were lived outside the quarters—the everyday categories of status
group, rank, occupation—and those that were performed within the quarters. To what
degree were performative leisure identities like the tsū able to transcend the everyday social

The result is the kind of rhetorical gymnastics embodied in status-bending assertions that “the aesthetic
consciousness of the tsū... was directly reflected in the everyday lifestyles and hobbies of the Edo chōnin,
including the bushi.” Mizuno Minoru, Kibyōshi, sharebon no sekai (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1976), 106.
7

See Nakamura Yukihiko, “Tsū to bungaku,” in Kinsei shōsetsu-shi no kenkyū (Tokyo: San’ichi Shobō,
1961), 230-244. Nakamura’s vision of the tsū is plainly modeled on his theorization of the gesaku author,
which I will discuss below.
8
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hierarchy, and in what ways did they reproduce, reflect, or refract it? And what role did the
media of the pleasure quarters—the sharebon—play in the evolution of those identities?
In this chapter, I use a study of the figure of the tsū to show the ways in which the
the sharebon reflected (and reflected upon) the identites of its writers and readers. Where
prior approaches to this figure and genre have considered the tsū to be a concrete subculture
defined by specific styles, I approach the figure as a discursive construction, shaped by
status- and class-based norms, literacies, and ideas of cultural distinction. More
specifically, I argue that the tsū was a floating signifier, an empty center that was never
definitively articulated but which was used to frame larger debates about the nature of
social and cultural distinction, used by authors of differing social backgrounds to assert
their positions within a competitive social field. To call someone a tsū (or to deny them the
same label) was to make a claim regarding the nature of sophistication, of who can possess
it and on what grounds. The figure of the tsū was rhetorically useful and discursively
productive precisely because he could be used to represent dramatically different social
positions: he could embody chōnin ideals of machismo and conspicuous consumption along
with bushi literati values of intellectual sophistication and exclusivistic claims for cultural
authority. Moreover, I argue that the sharebon was not simply a reflection of the culture of
the tsū, but rather, the culture of the tsū was predicated on the fundamentally mediated
nature of the pleasure quarters as a social space; it was produced and articulated through the
sharebon as media.
To understand the shifting references of this figure, I use a diachronic method,
tracing the social coordinates of authorship and readership in relation to the evolution of the
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genre, beginning with its antecedents in the guidebook literature of the 17th century, its
roots in the leisure scribbling of early 18th-century bushi intellectuals, its movement
between Edo and Osaka, and ultimately its formation in the late 18th century of a socially
diverse and heterogeneous body of authors and readers including both bushi and chōnin,
but shifting gradually toward the latter.9 My objective in this chapter is to map out the
social dynamics of this shifting field and trace how they evolved in time, and in doing so to
shed light on the forms of language, concepts of literary representation, and categories of
social practice that were at play in the sharebon.

Literacy and language in the early Edo sharebon
The prehistory of the sharebon as a genre (and the tsū as a figure) may be traced
back to a corpus of 17th-century guide literature referred to by modern scholars as
“courtesan reviews” (yūjo hyōbanki 遊女評判記). These texts were some of the first to
follow from the emergence of a commercial publishing industry in the early 17th century,
with the earliest surviving text dating to 1642. The yūjo hyōbanki were extremely
heterogeneous in form: some were miscellaneous collections of anecdotes surrounding the

In approaching the meaning of the term tsū diachronically, I follow Nakano Mitsutoshi’s influential
treatment of the topic, which puts the tsū into relation with the 17th century sui and the vernacular cognate
tōrimono; see Nakano, “Tsū no hassei,” and “Sui, tsū, iki: sono seisei no katei,” in Jūhasseiki no Edo bungei:
ga to zoku no seijuku (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1999), 285-324. But I diverge from Nakano in a number of
ways. First, Nakano assumes that at any given historical moment, each term basically has one unified social
referent, though this shifts over time; in contrast, I treat these terms, especially the tsū, as discursive
constructions and seek to understand not what they meant (in the sense of a dictionary definition) but rather
what they were used to communicate. Toward that end, I believe that the meaning(s) of the term tsū cannot be
detached from the functions of the sharebon as a genre—that it was always a literary figure, emerging and
evolving amid networks of writers and readers. In this regard, I draw greater inspiration from Nakamura
Yukihiko, who uses the tsū to figure the gesaku author.
9
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pleasure quarters, others took the form of a sort of tourist guide describing the quarters for
those who had not seen them, some offered consumer reviews of particular prostitutes, and
still others resembled instructional guides that proposed to educate the aspiring pleasureseeker on the norms of the pleasure quarters and proper conduct by customers therein.10
Like the sharebon in the 18th century, these texts reveal much of the culture of the pleasure
quarters in the 17th century, especially those of Kyoto and Osaka.
In these texts there emerged an aesthetic and ethical ideal of pleasure-seeking
referred to by the term sui, alternately written with the character for water 水 or that
evoking purity and perfection 粋. Especially in the more instructional texts, this term had
appeared as a label for an ideal sort of customer, characterized by an ability to understand
the subtleties of amorous exchange and read his partner’s wishes without being told; this
type was juxtaposed with the gachi 月, the boorish neophyte lacking any knowledge of the
mores of the pleasure quarters. One of the premises of the yūjo hyōbanki genre was to aid
the reader in developing from gachi to sui, a process that most such sources characterize as
one of gradual refinement through lived experience—the training of seducing and being
seduced, of breaking hearts and having one’s heart broken, at the hands of the experienced
courtesan. In perhaps the most canonical (if slightly eccentric) articulation of this ethos, the

For a brief introduction to this body of literature, see Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Yūjo hyōbanki to yūri annai,”
Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kyōzai no kenkyū, vol. 9, no. 2 (January, 1964): 59-67. In English, see William
David Fleming, “The World Outside the Walls: Morishima Churyō (1756-1810) and the Development of Late
Edo Fiction” (Ph.D. Dissertation: Harvard University, 2011), 105-109. Fleming approaches the genre from a
literary-historical perspective, putting it in genealogical relation to the later sharebon, but I believe that the
genealogical connections between these bodies of texts are more tenuous. Regardless, my concern is not with
the literary-historical evolution of guide literature but with its social and conceptual content—the links
between the 17th-century sui and the 18th-century tsū.
10
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virtuosic playboy Fujimoto Kizan, author of the pleasure-seeker’s encyclopedia Shikidō
ōkagami 色道大鑑 (The Great Mirror of Sex, 1678), would articulate the path from gachi
to sui through the (somewhat facetious) Buddhistic metaphor of an 18-stage path toward
amorous enlightenment. Regardless, the sui was largely a commoner culture, underwritten
by prodigious spending and refined over years of prodigal pleasure-seeking; as such, it
directly informed Ihara Saikaku’s depiction of the commoner world of leisure in early
erotic works like Kōshoku ichidai otoko (The Life of an Amorous Man, 1682). Though the
ethos of the sui was given diverse expressions and subject to some debate, it generally
comprised a kind of sensitivity to the desires and concerns of one’s amorous partner, a
refined social grace informed by years of experience. For example, where the term sui was
rendered with the character for water 水, sources often drew on Mencius’ analogy of water
flowing to match the shape of its container to describe the way the sui harmonizes in
repartee with his amorous partner. As we will see below, the early sharebon would draw on
this ethos in figuring new concepts of sophistication.
The yūjo hyōbanki had been produced for all three major cities—Kyoto, Osaka, and
Edo—but the trend in these texts was to take the culture of the Kamigata pleasure quarters,
especially those of Kyoto, as the norm. However, as the locus of cultural production began
to shift toward Edo in the early 18th century, the yūjo hyōbanki generally gradually
declined, replaced by less literary, more informational texts known as “detailed guides”
(saiken 細見). These were particularly popular in Edo, where the booming Yoshiwara
district led to increasing demand for “detailed guides of the Yoshiwara” (Yoshiwara
saiken). Originally printed on single sheets, these guides gradually expanded to the size of
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small booklets in the kohon format, designed to be easily portable for reference on trips to
the pleasure quarters, and included maps along with lists of establishments and courtesans,
with ranks and prices, and by the 1720s came to be standardized for regular revision and
periodical publication.11 One such guide, titled Ryōha shigen 両巴巵言 (Words from the
Wine-Cup of the Pleasure Quarters, 1728), included an elaborate narrative preface, written
in literary Sinitic over about ten printed leaves, that is generally taken as the earliest
prototype for the sharebon.12
Ryōha shigen was written anonymously under the pseudonym of “Master GongBanger” (Gekisei-sensei 撃鉦先生, possibly read in inverted kanbun kundoku order as
Dorautsu-sensei), a Sinicization of the phrase “bang the gong” (dora o utsu)—a colloquial
expression for the prodigal pursuit of pleasure. The publisher, otherwise unknown and
possibly operating at an amateur level, used the pseudonym “Hall of Play” (Yūgidō 遊戯
堂). Both evoke a playful sense of Sinitic sophistication, and the title likewise is prefixed

For a brief discussion of the saiken in relation to the earlier yūjo hyōbanki, see Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Yūjo
hyōbanki to yūri annai,” 62-67, and Wada Hiromichi, “Yoshiwara sharebon no shoki,” in Kinsei bungaku
ronshū, ed. Morikawa Akira (Tokyo: Izumi Shoin, 1993), 179-181. Wada argues that this genre ultimately
displaced the yūjo hyōbanki because it was more advantageous to the brothel owners: whereas the hyōbanki
were written by customers as consumers and could present a critical perspective on the performance of
individual courtesans, the saiken provided only information that would stoke interest in the quarters. Wada
links this movement to declining quality of the courtesans themselves beginning in the 1680s, as brothels
employed increasing numbers of less cultured women to serve a larger and less elite clientele.
11

12

This text was first cited as a proto-sharebon in Hana origami (Folded Flowers, 1802), a review book that
offered a history of the genre. As Nakamura Yukihiko notes, this armchair history should be taken as a work
of nostalgia, written in response to the massification and vulgarization of the genre as it evolved into the 19 thcentury kokkeibon; its authors were invested in tracing the sharebon to more aesthetically elevated origins.
However, despite these hedges, Ryōha shigen does seem to meaningfully anticipate the later sharebon in its
use of the kohon format, in its content, and in the social coordinates of its authorship. See Nakamura
Yukihiko, “Sharebon no hassei,” in Kinsei shōsetsu-shi no kenkyū (Tokyo: Ōfūsha Shuppan, 1961), 187-196,
and Nakano, “Sharebon,” 374-377.
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by the label of “amorous writings” (enshi 艶詞), evoking antecedents in Chinese courtesan
literature (C. yanshi 艶史). A short preface explains the title: Ryōha, literally “two ha,”
refers to the use of the radical ha 巴 in both characters of irozato 色邑 (pleasure quarters),
while the phrase “words on the wine cup” (shigen 巵言) is explained to be taken from “The
Scripture of Southern Florescence” (J. Nanka kyō, C. Nanhua jing 南華経), an alternate
name for the Zhuangzi.13 Though the author does not elaborate this allusion further, the
citation of Zhuangzi is significant as it situates this text in the context of the booming
popularity of Daoism in general and Zhuangzi in particular in intellectual circles, especially
among Ogyū Sorai’s followers, in the wake of the Kyōhō Reforms of the 1720s.
Nakamura Yukihiko, in his magisterial theorization of the gesaku corpus, traces the
emergence of gesaku to the spread of bunjin consciousness among bushi intellectuals
during this period. According to Nakamura, the popularity of the bunjin persona was a
response to the limitations of a feudal social system wherein advancement was largely
based on heredity rather than merit. Low-ranking bushi intellectuals, frustrated by the
limited opportunities for official advancement, came to embrace self-expression in a range
of leisure arts, a broad and at times dilettantish artistic dabbling that could be
philosophically justified by recourse to Daoist thought, especially that of Zhuangzi. But

This text actually uses a variant character of the original “wine cup” 卮. The allusion is to Zhuangzi’s
discussion of language, in which “words on the wine cup” are juxtaposed with “metaphor” (C. yuyan, J.
gūgen 寓言) and “quotations” (C. zhongyan, J. jūgen 重言). In contrast to these rhetorical devices, which are
used to imbue meaning, the “words of the wine cup” are semantically neutral, flowing as necessary to
harmonize with the world. The significance of the allusion here is unclear; perhaps the significance does not
extend beyond the use of the word “wine cup,” suggesting the escapist world of the pleasure quarters.
13
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such literary play was always governed by an awareness of a cultural hierarchy among
literary genres: “playful composition” (gesaku) was a ludic surplus expressed in low,
popular genres that built off of traditional literacies in Confucian scholarship, often taking
the form of parody.14 In this regard, Ryōha shigen is an extremely characteristic early
gesaku work, and generally speaking the early sharebon—until at least the 1750s or so—
followed very closely in the model it set. Though the authors of most of these texts are
unknown, the few known cases suggest that these works were written by and for lowranking intellectuals or students in the Sinitic tradition—a conclusion that may be drawn
also from the literacies embodied in the texts themselves.
Ryōha shigen begins by introducing an anonymous pleasure-seeker, named with the
Sinitic pseudonym Taijin-sensei 大人先生, a pun that plays the Confucian sense of the
“great man” (J. taijin, C. daren 大人) against Yoshiwara slang for a customer who spends
prodigiously (daijin 大尽). After describing this character’s attire, the narration then
follows him on what would become the standard itinerary for a trip to the Yoshiwara:
disembarkation, traveling up the embankment from the Sumida River to the main gate, and
on into the night. The information offered is highly schematic and stylized, defined largely
by its stylistic travesty of literary Sinitic prose. About Taijin-sensei in particular we learn
little outside of the opening description: “Because there was nowhere his faculties did not
flow, he was known in the world as a sui.”15
14

Nakamura, Gesakuron, 36-80. Regarding the popularity of Zhuangzi at this time, see ibid., 64-70, and
Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Kinsei chūki ni okeru rōsō shisō no ryūkō: dangibon kenkyū (ichi),” in Gesaku kenkyū,
78-101.
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This description clearly draws on the discourse of the sui from 17th-century
courtesan reviews, but the sense of the term is altered slightly. Just as the yūjo hyōbanki
would use Mencius’s metaphor of water matching to the shape of its container, the author
of Ryōha shigen also uses an analogy with water, but here the suggestion is that, just as
water flows everywhere, the mental faculties of the sui commute with all things. The verb
that I have translated above as “flow” is the Sinitic tsū 通 (vernacular tōru), more literally
rendered as “to commute,” “to connect,” “to commune,” or “to be versed in”. This sense
has roots, indeed, in Zhuangzi, which states that “the Gentleman is versed in the Way; this
is what it means to be versed.”16 Compared to the almost bodily quality of Mencius’s water
matching its shape to a container, the sense here is of the ability of the mind and spirit to
commute freely, gaining intellectual mastery over a wide range of knowledge. In Edoperiod Confucian discourse and especially among the self-identified bunjin, the breadth of
such “commuting” was highly prized; as we saw in the previous chapter, Kaibara Ekiken
wrote that, if one focuses too much on one particular leisure art, then “one’s heart will
invariably become biased toward it, rather than commuting with all things.”17 The author of
Ryōha shigen refracts the 17th-century sui through the values and lifestyles of the early 18thcentury literatus, effecting a shift toward a more intellectual concept of sophistication.
The use of the term tōru 通る here also shifts slightly from its prior usage in the
context of the pleasure quarters. In Shikidō ōkagami, Fujimoto Kizan had defined the

16

君子通於道之謂通

17

必其一事に心かたぶきて、万事に通ぜず。 Kaibara, Yōjōkun, Wazoku dōjikun, 215.
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phrase ki no tōru (literally describing someone whose “mind/feelings commute”) as
“equivalent to smooth (sharetaru), able to understand things quickly without being shown
or told.”18 In the same volume, he defines sharetaru as “a word that describes the fresh
demeanor of someone accustomed to people’s moods, as compared to a skeleton or
withered tree, weathered by rain and dew.”19 Leaving aside the oddly grim imagery, the
sense here is of practical savoir-faire, a subtle patina of worldly experience characteristic of
the sui. In keeping with these connotations, the nominalization tōrimono 通り者 (literally,
“one who gets around”) came to be used in the pleasure quarters, especially in Edo, as a
synonym for sui. The use of the character tsū/tōru 通 in Ryōha shigen displaces these
connotations with a sense of broad intellectual mastery, of an intellect commuting widely.
One of the ways this intellectualism played out was in an attitude toward language:
the language of the contemporary pleasure quarters, like that of the Chinese classics, came
to be viewed as an object of exclusivistic knowledge, something to be flaunted as a sign of
cultural sophistication. Shirin zanka 史林残花 (Lingering Blossoms in the Forest of
History, 1730) a follow-up to Ryōha shigen released by the same publisher and possibly
written by the same author, takes the form of a parody of Sinitic historical writing. The
preface claims facetiously that the work is merely the last surviving fragment of what was
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once a monumental “history of courtesans” (gishi 妓史), wherein only the sections on
geography, arts, and rituals have survived. Needless to say, this was a frame for presenting
information about the Yoshiwara in the form of a parody of the Chinese classics, and as
such, it plainly reveals the literacies of the author and his expected readers: students and
scholars of the Sinitic tradition, who would be able to fully appreciate the humorous
juxtaposition of erudite form with vulgar subject matter. This parodic framing was shared
by many of the early sharebon, which dressed up their material in the guise of various
Chinese classics and contemporary works of scholarship.20 In doing so, they also
constructed new relations between the elevated language of scholarship—particularly that
of literary Sinitic—and the contemporary, colloquial language of the pleasure quarters.

Figure 3.1. Shirin zanka. Yoshiwara jargon. (National Diet Library)
For further discussion of the types of parody seen in these texts, see Fleming, “The World Outside the
Walls,” 113-118.
20
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Shirin zanka remarks in its preface upon the text’s attention to “popular sayings,
variant spellings, dialect, and provincial songs” (seigen, zokuji, hōgen, riyō), and the most
memorable section of the text consists of an enumeration of Yoshiwara jargon, translated
through sophisticated glosses into literary Sinitic (Figure 3.1, left-hand leaf). The glossing
here is so total that the section can virtually be read without advanced knowledge of Sinitic
syntax, suggesting that, despite the assumed literacy of readers in the Chinese classics, the
text may have been written with the possibility of secondary, less literate readers in mind—
those for whom the colloquial language of the pleasure quarters was in fact more familiar
than literary Sinitic. Incidentally, this section also includes an explanation of different types
of customers, including that of the sui: “A knowledgeable customer is called a tōrimono or
a sui. This is because there is nowhere that water does not flow.”21 The definition clearly
reproduces that offered in Ryōha shigen, but here the intellectual transformation is even
clearer: the sui/tōrimono is a customer who possesses knowledge, and, as the very existence
of this section of the text suggests, one of the key forms that such knowledge took was a
knowledge of language: of the unique dialect and jargon of the pleasure quarters, a
prerequisite of someone who wished to be (or to be seen as being) “in the know.”
Also of note here is the parallel use of the terms sui and tōrimono. As noted above,
the term tōrimono had emerged early on as a synonym for the sui—the refined pleasure
seeker, here transmogrified into the intellectual form of the “knowledgeable customer.” But
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the tōrimono had other connotations as well. In the rough dialect of Edo commoners, the
term tōrimono referred to a man of influence, a man-about-town, someone whose name and
face carry some clout—something like a local gang boss. Ogyū Sorai in his Seidan
(Treatise on Government, ca. 1726-1727), identified the term as referring to gamblers and
extortionists, objects of both fear and admiration by local commoners.22 Sorai’s highly
biased identification of the tōrimono as a criminal element cannot be taken at face value,
but rather reflects his deep anxiety, shared among warrior intellectuals and administrators,
about local social authority wielded by commoners: specifically, by the Edo rice brokers
and wholesale merchants, who were alternately celebrated (by their peers) and stigmatized
(by warrior administrators) for their rough demeanor and profligate spending in the
pleasure quarters. In any case, this sense of the tōrimono, emphasizing machismo and local
social influence, suggests connotations along the lines of “big shot” or “high roller.” In the
humorous sermon-books (dangibon) of the 1750s, the tōrimono appears in both senses: in
the generally pejorative sense of the local tough-guy and the positive sense of the sensitive,
model Yoshiwara customer.23

Yoshikawa Kōjirō et al, eds., Ogyū Sorai, vol. 36 of Nihon shisō taikei (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1973),
421-422.
22

Nakano, “‘Tsū’ no hassei,” 383-391. Here Nakano claims that the 1760s saw a new usage, as a boom in
things-Chinese saw people transposing the vernacular tōrimono 通り者 into the Sinitic tsūsha 通者, and
Nakano argues that this was ultimately abbreviated into tsū. However, says Nakano, the critical and satirical
attention directed at such figures in earlier genres like the dangibon continued in the sharebon, which poked
fun at the posturing of such figures. In Nakano’s reading, this critical reaction to the excesses of the “Great
Tsū” resulted in a return to a more modest sense of the tsū as a sensitive and sensible playboy. Nakano’s
narrative is informative in linking the figure of the tsū, by way of the “18 Great Tsū”, to earlier cultures of
commoner machismo in the form of the tōrimono, but understates the influence of the warrior-intellectual
cultures of intellectual sophistication that are addressed by Nakamura. My approach seeks to integrate these
two perspectives.
23
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To summarize, the decades of the mid-18th century saw the confluence of a series of
competing discourses of socio-aesthetic distinction, each rooted in different positions in the
social field and linked to different literacies and linguistic practices. One was the sui as a
seasoned pleasure-seeker in the older Kamigata commoner tradition, whose refinement was
a product of years of experience, expressed in sensitivity to the emotional subtleties of
amorous exchange. Another was an intellectual sense of exclusivistic knowledge, rooted in
the leisure habits of the lesser bushi literati, linked to the character tsū and closely
associated with knowledge of the Chinese classics, especially Daoist texts, and with the
written language of literary Sinitic. And the third was a culture of machismo and
conspicuous consumption, rooted in the social practices of Edo’s elite commoners and
linked to the term tōrimono. Though these socio-aesthetic positions each are linked to
distinct lexemes—sui, tsū, tōrimono—the foregoing discussion should make clear that
these terms were subject to frequent semantic intermingling, each refracting the meanings
of the others. The result was a growing sense of ambiguity over the nature of aesthetic
distinction. Occasionally, this would take the form of debates over the social reference of
the terms in question. For example, in 1738, the Yoshiwara brothel owner Shōji Katsutomi
wrote the following reflection on the meaning of the term tōrimono.
People these days point at these debased gamblers and call them tōrimono.
This is wrong. To state it boldly, someone who is not unversed in any matter
in the realm is called a sage. Even among common people, someone who is
familiar with many things and possesses good judgment, this is what is
known in Kantō as a tōrimono. The phrase is borrowed from that sense of
“not unversed in any matter.”24
世人皆放埓成博奕の徒をさして通り者といふ。然らず。爰に大言せば、天下の事に於て不通所な
きを聖といふ。世俗の人においても諸事に事馴れて能く捌けたる者を、関東にて通り者といふ。か
の不通所なしといふ通の字を借り用ゐたるもの也。Katsutomi, a descendant of Yoshiwara founder Shōji
24
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Katsutomi puts the sense of the tōrimono as a gambler or “big shot” in dialog with the
intellectualized sense of “being versed in all things.” Of course, his tōrimono is not the sage
to whom he alludes, but rather someone possessed of a more pragmatic sort of
knowledge—“familiar with many things and possessing good judgment”—that recalls the
experiential ethos of the sui. In quoting this, I do not mean to suggest that Katsutomi was
singularly correct in this definition—the definition given here is pure armchair philology—
but rather to demonstrate that there were a range of competing concepts used to figure
socio-aesthetic sophistication, and that any of the terms in question, or the social types they
were used to describe, could take on different valences depending on who was using them,
how, and for whom. As we will see below, the confrontation between these concepts would
play out in the pages of the sharebon.

Influences from Osaka: orality and commercialism
Early works in the elevated, parodic style of Ryōha shigen and Shirin zanka saw a
brief flourishing in Edo until roughly the 1750s, when they gradually dwindled in numbers,
replaced by less erudite, more popular genres like the dangibon. However, they saw

Jin’emon, was a brothel owner and ward elder of Shin-Yoshiwara Edo-chō 1-chōme, as well as an
accomplished linked-verse poet. This passage is taken from Dōbō goen 洞房語園 (Words of the Inner
Quarters, 1738), a collection of Sinitic and vernacular verses, including those by himself and his
acquaintances, combined with miscellaneous notes on the history and customs of the Yoshiwara. (Katsutomi
would later write a dedicated miscellany on this topic, bearing the same title Dōbō goen, that remains one of
the standard historical sources on Yoshiwara history and culture; both works would heavily influence later
Edo sharebon authors.) Since modern typeset editions of this text are unavailable, I have used the edition in
the National Institute of Japanese Literature’s online database; v. 1, 32o-32u. Quoted in Nakano, “‘Tsū’ no
hassei,” 384.
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continuing popularity in Osaka, where the genre was reinfused with influences from the
Kamigata literary tradition, including the vernacular language of the earlier ukiyo-zōshi and
the colloquial, dialog-based style of theatrical scripts. An Osaka work called Gekka yojō 月
花余情 (Vestiges of Moon and Flower, 1746) begins in the same fashion as the earlier Edo
works, with a preface and several leaves of descriptive prose in literary Sinitic. However,
the second half of the work consists entirely of dialog written in a strikingly colloquial
style, with dialog delineated orthographically by a box around the name of the speaking
character, and brief descriptive notes given in a half-size, interlinear script, in a fashion that
suggests stage directions (see Figure 3.2).25

Figure 3.2. Gekka yojō. Sharebon dialog format. (Waseda University Library)

25

For a reproduction of this text, see ST 3, 103-113.
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This format would later become the standard form for the genre, but in its original
appearance it occurs as part of a humorous juxtaposition of the high, erudite language of
literary Sinitic with the vulgar, spoken language of the actual pleasure quarters.
Nevertheless, in contrast to the clear posture of glossing and translation that we see in Edo
texts like Shirin zanka, this text suggests a linguistic world that is centered in the pleasure
quarters themselves—an authorship and readership for whom the spoken language of the
pleasure quarters is perhaps more accessible than that of literary Sinitic.
One of the most important features of this linguistic world was a culture of
spontaneous verbal wit referred to by the term share 洒落. As we observed above, this term
had been used by Fujimoto Kizan to refer to a degree of aesthetic refinement through lived
experience (analogous to his ki no tōru), but it had always also had another sense that
referred to quick-witted or humorous speech and behavior. These two senses combined
during the Edo period, leading to usage of the term share in the sense of “fashionable” or
“modish,” but the connotation of verbal play remained particularly strong. The term
sharebon itself seems to have originated, indeed, as a witty neologism: the preface to a
work called Keiseikai shinansho 傾城買指南所 (A Whoring Instructor, 1778) by Tanishi
Kingyo 田螺金魚 refers to other works in the genre as nitayama no sharebon—“posing
witty-books”—where nitayama is a share slang term for an imposter (like the would-besophisticate), and sharebon is Kingyo’s own sardonic witticism, one that would eventually
be adopted as a term for the genre. (I will return to this text at greater length below.)
Generally speaking, works in the sharebon genre frequently document uses of fashionable
new slang, often in the form of handy abbreviations for Yoshiwara terms—sha for geisha,
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kei for keisei (courtesan), shin for shinzō (apprentice courtesan), among others.26 The
Yoshiwara, as the forefront of Edo fashion and the locus of literary production, was also on
the cutting edge of the creation of new popular slang, and one of the functions of the
sharebon was to communicate this linguistic world to readers, whom such language might
aid in their trips to the pleasure quarters.
In the early Osaka sharebon, attempts to represent this culture of verbal play
resulted in complex hybrids of oral and written culture. One of the more unique Osaka
sharebon is an instructional work called Sentō chinwa 穿当珍話 (Strange Words and
Contemporary Lampoons, 1756).27 This piece proposes to offer a schematic introduction to
the art of punning (kuchiai 口合い), a style of verbal performance that was booming in the
pleasure quarters of the time.28 The text begins as the hapless narrator visits a punning
instructor, hoping to gain the kind of spontaneous wit that would make him a hit in the
pleasure quarters. The instructor admits him, opening with some basic instructions. Puns,
he says, should be delivered casually and smoothly, without much set-up, and when
delivering something prepared in advance, you should still make an effort to appear

For further discussion of the term share, see Fleming, “The World Outside the Walls,” 127-130, and
Nakano, “Sharebon meigi kō,” 361-366. As Fleming notes, the term share had a range of connotations,
including most notably a sense of being fashionable or refined in a contemporary style—the sense retained in
the modern “fashionable” (oshare). But where Fleming’s discussion is focused on explaining the
appropriateness of this term as a label for the sharebon as genre, I am more interested in identifying the
particular linguistic cultures that it expresses, one of which was the culture of improvisational verbal wit
represented by (one of the senses of) the term share.
26

The title Sentō chinwa is a play on Sentō shinwa 剪灯新話 (C. Jiandeng xinhua), an early-Ming collection
of supernatural tales that was well known in early modern Japan.
27

28

For background on kuchiai, see Watatani Kiyoshi, Gengo yūgi no keifu (Tokyo: Seiabō, 1964), 297-313.
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spontaneous—rather than giving a long set-up, just deliver it in one line. In any case, as a
beginner, one should just deliver whatever one has with confidence.29 Punning, part of the
unique linguistic culture of share, appears here as an exotic object of aspiration and
instruction. The irony, which may well be intentional, is that the text transforms what is
supposed to be a sign of effortless wit into a labored, practiced performance. In doing so, it
also shows how a spontaneous culture of oral performance can be transformed by writing,
and moreover by the mediation of print. Later sharebon abound with examples of aspiring
sophisticates who unleash well-practiced punnery, only to have their performances be
called out as clichéd posturing.
In Edo too, the sharebon evolved to incorporate more influences from the oral arts.
As noted above, the sharebon had declined in Edo in the 1750s, replaced by more broadly
popular genres like the dangibon, and these two genres would cross-fertilize one another
into the 1760s. Even into the 1770s and 1780s, many works released in the sharebon format
were, in terms of content, a repackaging of shorter, dangibon-style sermons (some
examples of these will be discussed in more detail below). But the more decisive influence
on the later sharebon was from the art of oral mimicry, or ukiyo monomane 浮世物真似
(literally, “floating world impressions”). This minor performance genre consisted of vocal
impressions of a range of social types common to the pleasure quarters; it had evolved out
of actor impersonations (kowairo) and interbred with gestural mimicry (miburi) and
improvisational theater (niwaka) to become a popular parlor art, practiced especially by
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ST 2, 203-204.
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professional jesters in the licensed quarters. The ultimate form that the sharebon took in
Edo was a fusion of techniques of ukiyo monomane with the playscript style of earlier
Osaka sharebon like Gekka yojō.
The work to decisively establish this style was the celebrated Yūshi hōgen 遊子方
言 (The Playboy Dialect, 1770), which quickly came to be regarded as a classic of the
incipient genre, a status that it still enjoys today. Written by a minor but enterprising Osaka
publisher named Tanbaya Rihei 丹波屋利兵衛 (?-?) who moved to Edo sometime in the
late 1760s, this work established the basic template for the genre as it would evolve into the
19th century: a series of sketches of a night of pleasure, consisting almost entirely of dialog
and short descriptions of clothing and comportment, focusing on the differences between
stock types of pleasure seekers—the tsū, the posturing “would-be-sophisticate” (hankatsū),
the boor (yabo), the rural samurai (asagi-ura, literally “pale yellow lining,” in reference to
the basic garb of the lower-ranking samurai, among other shorthand names for the same
type), and so on—and their interactions with courtesans and other Yoshiwara locals.30
Honda Yasuo has shown that Yūshi hōgen in particular drew heavy inspiration from ukiyo
monomane in its use of speech to depict a range of Yoshiwara types; this influence would
continue to shape the sharebon as it evolved into the 1780s and beyond.31 In adapting this

The identity of the author of Yūshi hōgen has often been the subject of confusion, because many of its
surviving editions seem to have been printed by the similarly named Tadaya Rihei, an Edo-based book lender.
Nakano Mitsutoshi has argued convincingly that these two figures were different individuals, that Tanbaya
was the likely author, and that Tadaya purchased the blocks for Yūshi hōgen, along with several other
sharebon, from another Edo publisher in 1791. See Nakano Mitsutoshi, “Yūshi hōgen no sakusha,” in Gesaku
kenkyū, 341-360.
30

Honda has written at length on this topic; for example, see “Kaiwatai no sharebon no seiritsu ni tsuite no
shiron: niwaka to ukiyo monomane, kowairo no hatashita yakuwari,” Kokugo to kokubungaku, vol. 36, no. 11
31
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oral performances art to the printed page, the mid-period sharebon adapted the content and
narrative structure of earlier proto-sharebon like Ryōha shigen into an easily readable form,
reaching in the process a much wider audience.
In literary histories of the sharebon genre, the publication of Yūshi hōgen is
generally taken to represent the beginning of a middle period, one in which the genre
moved away from the erudite intellectual play and Sinitic influnces of the early works and
toward the distillation of the generic form inaugurated by Yūshi hōgen, consisting of
colloquial dialog between a range of stock types in the context of the Edo pleasure
quarters.32 In the standard narrative, this middle-period is the genre’s Golden Age, seeing
the publication of its most celebrated works before the temporary suppression of the genre
in the the Kansei Reforms of the early 1790s. When the sharebon revived later in the
1790s, its focus had shifted away from the wit and fashion of the previous decades.
Sharebon would continue to be published well into the 19th century, evolving in two
parallel directions: on one hand, toward the earthy, low-brow humor of the kokkeibon, and
on the other, toward the sentimentality of the ninjōbon.
One major question regarding this periodization is the possibility of shifts in the
social coordinates of authorship and readership. As we have seen, early sharebon
authorship (like that of gesaku more broadly) was largely the purview of low-ranking
intellectuals (mostly of bushi stock), probably writing for small circles of like-minded

(November, 1959): 51-60; “Sharebon no seiritsu ni tsuite no ichi kōsatsu: keitai no hensen to sono imi,”
Kokugo to kokubungaku, vol. 38, no. 4 (April, 1961): 35-46.
32

For example, see Nakano, “Sharebon,” 378-384.
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intellectuals with similar literacies. In contrast, one of the effects of the Kansei Reforms
was to virtually eliminate bushi participation in the popular literary arts, resulting in a postKansei literary field dominated by professional or semi-professional chōnin authors like
Santō Kyōden 山東京伝 (1761-1816). The question is what happened during the heyday of
the 1770s and 1780s.
Here we may return to Nakamura Yukihiko’s influential narrative of the evolution
of the gesaku corpus. According to Nakamura, the alienation of low-ranking intellectuals
initially gave rise to booming fields of scholarship and elite cultural production, but as the
cultural field became more saturated and competitive, some of these intellectuals came to
embrace a posture of superficial, ironic detachment as a way of sublimating their frustration
at the absence of substantive opportunities for professional advancement, increasingly
leaning toward vulgar genres like the sharebon as an outlet. During this period,
Nakamura’s gesaku author is essentially a fallen bunjin literatus: in the best case, using
popular genres as an outlet for legitimate social criticism, and in the worst using an affected
posture of erudite detachment to justify a petty sense of superiority, writing mildly satirical
works that find fault in others while obscuring his own identity and thus protecting himself
from criticism.33 The formal expression of this posture was the technique of ugachi 穿ち,
or “poking holes”: finding minor faults or “holes” (ana) in others without offering
substantive positions of one’s own. The exemplars of this mode were authors like Koikawa
Harumachi 恋川春町 (1744-1789), a retainer to the Matsudaira house of Ojima domain,

33

Nakamura Yukihiko, Gesakuron, 81-99.
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Hōseidō Kisanji 朋誠堂喜三二 (1735-1813), a retainer of Akita domain, and Hōrai Sanjin
Kikyō 蓬莱山人帰橋 (?-?), believed to have been a retainer of Takasaki domain.
According to this narrative, the sharebon remained during its heyday a fundamentally elite,
exclusive, insider art—an exemplary expression of the Edo salon culture of the late 18th
century—until bushi participation in such circles of cultural production was suppressed in
the Kansei Reforms.
But this cannot be the whole picture: as early as Yūshi hōgen, the genre was being
transformed by a commercial impulse that sought to reach a wider audience by repackaging
its content into more accessible, colloquial forms of language. Here the influence from
Osaka is key. The author of Yūshi hōgen, writing under the pseudonym “Just an Old
Country Bumpkin” (Inaka Rōjin Tada no Jijii 田舎老人多田爺), was an emigrant who
brought with him a new kind of sharebon shaped by the vernacular, commoner literary
traditions of Kamigata, along with the perspective of a “bumpkin” outsider to the Edo
literary scene. Literary scholar Wada Hiromichi has identified in the Osaka sharebon the
emergence of a commercial culture of textual reproduction and repackaging, wherein works
were not composed by authors as a form of literary expression but rather compiled by
publishers from existing texts and repackaged in order to respond to market demand. Wada
argues that Yūshi hōgen was Tanbaya Rihei’s attempt to adapt this model of textual
production to the Edo market, using the existing format of the sharebon while addressing a
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much broader audience.34 The force of increasing commercialism can be seen in the more
in-jokey, cliquish Edo works as well: Suzuki Toshiyuki has noted that, whereas authorship
(and publishing) during the early period was largely anonymous, the 1770s and 1780s saw
the rise of public authorial personas, like those of Harumachi and Kisanji. This suggests
that the genre was already shifting from a form of leisure practice by like-minded amateurs
to a more commercialized literary field, wherein a small number of semi-professional
authors directed works at a wider audience, and wherein the names of such authors could be
used to sell works.35 The commercialization and commoner-ization of the genre, generally
dated to the Kansei Reforms, was in fact in process as early as the 1770s.
Concomitant with this, readership was likely increasingly broad and heterogeneous,
resisting reduction to a single category of social subjectivity. The 19th-century author
Takizawa Bakin would later write that the sharebon was adored by publishers because its
production costs were very low in comparison to its selling price. Since the genre (in its
later forms) consisted mostly of phonetic kana, it did not require the extra effort (and
expense) of carving phonetic glosses for kanji, nor did it ever bear sophisticated
illustrations, so the cost of printing a single leaf was around 2 or 3 monme of silver.
Moreover, the overall number of printed leaves—usually only 30-40—was rather short, and
the covers were unadorned—typically a simple, brown cover in the Chinese style, likely a
holdover from its early roots—so the overall cost of producing a volume was quite low.
Wada Hiromichi, “Yūshi hōgen koron,” Kokugo to kokubungaku, vol. 9, no. 6 (June, 1982): 26-38. For
further background on the relationship of the Osaka sharebon to earlier literary traditions of Kamigata, see
Nakamura Yukihiko, “Sharebon no hassei,” 200-213.
34
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Suzuki Toshiyuki, Shinpan Tsutaya Jūzaburō (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2012), 142-143.
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According to Bakin, sharebon were typically sold for 1½ monme—as a comparison, this
was more than ten times higher than sales price of the illustrated kibyōshi (yellow
booklets)—so a publisher could expect to recoup its investment after selling (in the worst
case—Bakin’s account of the cost per page may be high) a mere 80 volumes. Certainly, this
suggests a narrower and more elite audience than the kibyōshi, which had evolved out of
what was originally essentially a form of children’s literature requiring minimal literacy.
However, Bakin also notes that the sharebon was equally loved by lending libraries
(kashihon’ya), who would lend it out for a fraction of the selling price—a mere 24 coppers
for a new release, 16 for an older work—and that rentals of sharebon far exceeded those of
other genres.36 If on one hand the high price of the sharebon likely reflects its relatively
elite origins, what Bakin’s account should suggest to us is: first, that Edo publishers in the
late 18th century had every incentive to invest in broadening the audience of the sharebon,
and second, that the kashihon’ya provided a ready means of access to just such an audience.
Regarding publishing, the sharebon had originated as an erotically charged,
underground, amateur genre that most mainstream publishers would be reluctant to be
associated with. Most early works were published unofficially and likely on a quasiamateur level, either as self-funded vanity enterprises by intellectuals and professionals on
the margins of mainstream publishing or as under-the-table printings by larger presses.
Given these conditions, the kashihon’ya provided an ideal system of distribution, allowing
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Kyokutei Bakin, Kinsei mono no hon Edo sakusha burui, edited by Tokuda Takeshi (Tokyo: Iwanami
Shoten, 2014), 121-122; regarding the kibyōshi, see 25-28. For reference, a bowl of noodles would cost about
16 coppers.
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for a modest return on the investment of a relatively small print run. At the same time, over
the course of the 1770s and especially in the early 1780s, more mainstream booksellers like
Urokogataya and Suwaraya and up-and-coming publishers like Tsutaya Jūzaburō began
publically printing sharebon, indicating that the genre was both becoming more respectable
and finding a wider audience than it once had. Suzuki Toshiyuki further notes that the
maturation of the genre coincided with the merging of publishing and distribution networks
for printed materials associated with the Yoshiwara—heretofore a relatively niche
market—with those for more mass-audience genres like the kusa-zōshi.37 These
developments neatly parallel the gradual merging, over the course of the 1770s, of the
authorship and readership of the sharebon and the kusa-zōshi, which during this period
matured from a form of children’s literature into a more urbane and sophisticated literary
art—the kibyōshi—that, despite some differences in tone and format, shared much with the
sharebon in content and theme.
The widening of the sharebon audience in some senses paralleled the widening of
the customer base for the Edo licensed quarters. The latter half of the 18th century saw the
gradual decline of cultural standards within the Yoshiwara, as the highest rank of
courtesans (tayū) gradually disappeared, replaced by rapidly increasing numbers of lowerranking prostitutes, while the increasing purchasing power of the Edo commoner
population meant that increasing numbers of urban commoners sought to experience the

Suzuki, Tsutaya Jūzaburō, 133-156. Suzuki credits the merging of these networks largely to the influence
of Tsutaya himself.
37
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pleasures that had heretofor been the exclusive purview of the elite.38 The sharebon, which
had come to be cheaply and widely available through the distribution of the kashihon’ya,
served to fan their readers’ desires with subtly erotic images of the Yoshiwara. Or perhaps
more precisely, the sharebon (along with the theater, and other genres that represented the
world of the Yoshiwara) gave shape to the reader’s desire, giving an image of what a
proper customer should aspire to be, and hope to experience, during a night of pleasure—in
this sense, the sharebon served an instructional function, though one more subtle than a
mere how-to guide. As genres like the sharebon and the saiken proliferated to reach ever
wider and more diverse auiences, the experience of the Yoshiwara itself came to be
inseparable from the images of it that circulated in print media.
To summarize, by the time the sharebon began to stabilize as a genre in the 1770s,
it was shaped by two distinct cultures of textual production, each related to its own sets of
media literacies and social subjectivities. On one hand was the culture of the low-ranking
Edo bushi literati, rooted in knowledge of the Chinese classics and of literary Sinitic, that
approached gesaku either as a kind of erudite literary parody or petty satire. On the other
was a commoner culture shuttled in initially through the influence of Osaka sharebon,
linked to arts of oral performance that were often extemporaneous in character, and that
often took an instructional form (as in Sentō chinwa) of communicating information to a
wide and aspirational audience. These competing cultures in some ways paralleled,
complemented, and amplified the competing constructions of aesthetic distinction we saw
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earlier in the discursive constructions of sui, tsū, and tōrimono. In the second half of this
chapter, I will discuss the ways in which these complex dynamics shaped the discourses
surrounding the figure of the tsū as it was articulated in the texts of sharebon’s heyday.

From distinction to authenticity
The pleasure quarters of 18th-century Edo were the site of a complex network of
desires, including both the heterosexual desire for validation by courtesans and the
homosocial desire of the male customer to be admired by his peers, and the sharebon
appealed to a wide range of readers by speaking to, and in some sense giving shape to,
those desires. Even in its earliest, most elite forms, the sharebon had evolved out of and in
tandem with a variety of more bluntly informational forms of instructional guides,
published in the cheap and portable kohon format. If on one hand there was likely a core
demographic of like-minded amateurs who may have been writing (and purchasing) works
themselves, there was also likely a broad and indeterminate readership of curious outsiders
who sought, perhaps through the use of lending libraries, to use the sharebon to gain access
to a world of leisure that remained exotically new to them, and the figure of the tsū
embodied the desire for such access.
Ironically, though the sharebon was recognized even at the time as being
excessively focused on the tsū ethos, the tsū himself as a character type is conspicuously
absent from most narrative works. Yūshi hōgen, the exemplar for the genre, would
famously focus on the tsū’s buffoonish doppleganger—the hankatsū—while offering
snapshots of a range of different Yoshiwara types, and most narrative works would follow
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this mold. While these works have been argued to have served an instructional function,
pointing readers toward the image of the tsū by negative example, other texts offered more
explicit perspectives on what made a true tsū. Most significant among these were works
that were blatantly informational or instructional in character, whether taking the form of
informational fashion guides or humorous lectures on proper Yoshiwara etiquette. More so
than the narrative works, these instructional pieces give vivid perspectives on the multiple,
conflicting discourses shaping the figure of the tsū, and the different social positions he was
made to take.
Among the most plainly instructional of these texts are a series of illustrated fashion
guides attributed to the bushi literatus Hōseidō Kisanji: Tōsei fūzoku tsū 当世風俗通 (The
Complete Guide to Contemporary Fashions, 1773), and its sequel, Kōhen fūzoku tsū 後編
風俗通 (The Complete Guide to Fashions, Continued, 1775).39 The first work gives
illustrations and descriptions of contemporary fashion in a range of grades, from “Super
Deluxe” (gokujō) to “Inferior” (ge), with detail provided on hairstyle, hats, coats,
undergarments, swords, footwear, umbrellas, and other accessories. The text opens with an
introduction that states that fashion begins with “an elegant person” (jinpin takakaru beshi)
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There remains some debate regarding the authorship of these works, which were written under the
pseudonym of Kinkin Saeru 金錦佐恵流, a combination of Yoshiwara slang: kinkin (bling-bling), an
onomatopoeia evoking the flashing of gold, and saeru (cool), a slangy descriptor to the effect of “hip” or
“groovy.” Early critical sources attribute both to Koikawa Harumachi, in part based on striking similarities in
visual style between the illustrations of this work and Harumachi’s Kinkin-sensei eiga no yume 金々先生栄
花夢 (Mr. Bling-Bling’s Dream of Splendor, 1775). However, competing early accounts also attribute the
work to Kisanji, who had experience writing prefaces to “detailed guides.” Most modern scholars follow this
latter attribution, crediting the text tentatively to Kisanji and the illustrations to Harumachi, but for my
purposes the social position of these authors was very similar. For further discussion and citations, see ST 6,
391-394.
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and that one must “first master an elevated art like incense, tea, or kickball, and only then
consider one’s appearance.”40 As we saw in the previous chapter, incense and kickball were
among the most elite leisure arts, generally discouraged for commoners; the latter in
particular so antique as to raise the question of whether this is even a serious
recommendation, but in any case the audience is plainly elite and likely, like the author, of
bushi stock.

Figure 3.3. Tōsei fūzoku tsū. The “super deluxe” customer. (National Diet Library)

Furthermore, the description of the “super deluxe” fashion suggests bushi status in its use
of full, formal jacket and trousers (Figure 3.3), and includes instructions like: “If you wish

しうきく
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むねに香茶の湯あるひは蹴鞠のおもむきをおさめて而して后にこの姿をなすへし Ibid., 69.
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to be elegant, stick to the old styles. However, if you go too far, this is boorish (yabo). You
should carefully measure a balance between new and old. Old and new styles, as it were,
are like the literary and martial arts.”41 The reference to “the literary and martial arts”
(bunbu) points to the bushi ethos of cultural training promoted by the shogunate to educate
warriors as bureaucrats, and the fact that the text makes casual use of such bushi-specific
imagery strongly suggests that its intended readers were bushi, for whom such a metaphor
would make intuitive sense. In contrast, the lowest grade of “inferior” is described as a
“street knight” or “commoner tough” (kyōkaku) recalling the image of the tōrimono “high
roller.” Overall, the work thus clearly suggests an intended readership among the lower
bushi intellectual class: people like the authors themselves who possess stable discretionary
income to spend on fashion, as well as training in the polite arts, while looking down upon
the vulgar fashions of commoners.
Ironically, the sequel, released two years later, would decry many of the premises of
this work in its own preface, which states the following.
Since I put out the Complete Guide to Contemporary Fashions, boorish and
unsophisticated young men have come out of the woodwork... they try to
become hip all of a sudden, but they don’t know what makes a tsū a tsū.
They look all fancy, but put them in front of a woman and they’ll fall right
over. Who would call this a tsū? Sometimes you can manage to seem hip by
flashing a lot of cash around, but really that’s all a waste.42
や ぼ
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There are a great many ironies to this preface. The earlier work proposed to communicate
norms of contemporary fashion to a wide and aspirational audience, but that premise is
rejected here wholesale as resulting only in superficial imitation. Second, the earlier work
at least implicitly endorsed fashion as a means of conspicuous consumption, but this work
explicitly rejects a conception of sophistication based on wealth. Sophistication here is seen
to be overdetermined, on one hand subject to demands of material display of wealth and on
the other bound up in anxieties over substance and authenticity. Nevertheless, the work still
proposes that true sophistication can be gained through reading this book, as the preface
goes on to state that, “Here you can find the manners of women... and if you can just learn
this much, you won’t make any major mistakes. My disciples should read this carefully,
sampling all its varieties, and thus become great tsū.”43 The proposed resolution to the
anxiety over authenticity—an anxiety in which the reader himself is implicated—is to argue
that true masculine prestige is to be found in display of heterosexual prowess.
While the Fūzoku tsū series was unique as a set of informational texts on the fringes
of the sharebon genre, other more mainstream works show similar dynamics unfolding in
dialogic fashion. In Keiseikai shinansho 傾城買指南所 (A Whoring Instructor, 1778)—
mentioned above as the origin of the term sharebon—Tanishi Kingyo takes the opposite
position to Tōsei fūzoku tsū, emphasizing the importance of conspicuous consumption. The
preface states:
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If above all one’s appearance and clothing are elegant, one’s heart spirited,
and one’s words and demeanor splendid, a courtesan will yield, and ordinary
people will follow. If one hopes to bend a courtesan’s will by spending
millions in gold but with an improper spirit, the courtesan will still despise
you, but all the more so if you neglect to spend those thousands, thinking
that you alone are a paragon of elegance. This is what we call a vain poser,
and it is a thousand times worse than a mere boor.44
Kingyo begins by stating the importance of fashion, and though he disclaims that wealth
alone is not enough to win a courtesan’s heart, he quickly makes clear that this is not to say
that generous spending is unimportant—rather, it is simply the first condition for amorous
success. The height of vanity is to assume that one can succeed with a courtesan simply by
one’s own sophistication, a charge leveled at “vain posers” (unubore nitayama), more
literally, “self-absorbed imitations,” namely those who simply imitate the manners of the
true connoisseur. Significantly, Kingyo goes on to declare that his work is different from
the “posing witty-books” (nitayama no sharebon), using the neologism sharebon as a
pejorative to suggest that these books, themselves mere imitations, can only produce
imitators.
The text opens as a disowned merchant son sets up shop as a whoring instructor,
taking as his first client a naive samurai of about 30 years of age. His first instructions are
to remove his formal trousers and swords to become more casual, thus contrasting sharply
with the image shown by Kisanji as the “Super Deluxe” customer, in full formal garb. The
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instructor proceeds to dictate a series of basic norms for a low-profile, casual style, and this
is followed by a critique of the “poser” (nitayama) whose style is dismissed as too
ostentatious. The work concludes with a discussion of etiquette for dealing with courtesans,
but where Kisanji’s work presents sneaky tactics for seduction akin to a modern pick-up
artist, Kingyo’s whoring instructor presents basic instruction on how to be a respectful
consumer. The overall message is to not try to be a star, and not to seduce women with
cheap tricks, but to be a conscientious customer, respectful of the norms of the prostitution
trade and moderate but generous with one’s money. Kingyo also takes care to include an
extended listing of major cultural professionals in all the polite arts, a who’s-who that
informs the reader on where to go if he should desire to become more cultured himself.
Overall, it is a very practical, informative text that could be read profitably by a wide
audience.45
Other works were much less subtle in endorsing a materialist, commoner
perspective. The author of Tōsei han’ei tsūhō 当世繁栄通宝 (Prosperous Tsū Treasures of
the Present Day, 1781) writes in his preface that “only those who dwell around Odawarachō or by the warehouses”—namely, the Edo merchant elite—“know what it means to be a
tsū.”46 Outside of the preface, this work, the name of which is a pun on the name of the
copper currency printed in the Kan’ei period of 1624-1644 (Kan’ei tsūhō 寛永通宝),
generally eschews detailed discussion of the tsū ethos, offering instead a bland description
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of the commercial prosperity of the city of Edo, and indeed the preface situates the work
within this commercial culture, as “promoting the fees of the lending libraries.”47 In a more
extreme example, the author of Daitsū aisozukashi 大通愛想尽 (Spite for the Great Tsū,
1779) would declare (certainly facetiously) that the term daitsū actually derives from the
term “great road” (ōdōri 大通り), for example one like the broad avenue running up
Nihonbashi. The true “great tsū” is the wealthy merchant who can afford to live on a “great
road,” and the rest of the text encourages readers to abandon pleasure seeking and devote
themselves diligently to the pursuit of wealth.48 This is a tongue-in-cheek conclusion,
lampooning the culture of the tsū by pursuing one of its valences ad absurdum, but the
valence in question is plainly of a chōnin variety, suggesting an intended merchant
readership.
Other texts would take just the opposite position. In Ikan tsū seppō 無頼通説法
(The Sermon of the Errant Tsū, 1779), Koikawa Harumachi (as noted above, the illustrator
of Tōsei fūzoku tsū) parodically assumes the voice of a priest offering a sermon for young
men.49 He begins the work with a Sinitic preface, addressing the young men of Edo: “the
great tsū, the lesser tsū, and all the tsū below them.”
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The title uses the term ikan tsū—one of many Yoshiwara slang terms for the “would-be-sophisticate”
(hankatsū)—written with the characters of the Sinitic burai 無頼 (which I have translated as “errant”) as ateji.
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As I look at all of these various tsū, they abandon the root and pursue the
branches; their heads are dull and they focus only on appearances; they
struggle to master the leisure arts but exhaust themselves with whoring.50
Harumachi takes the opposite position to Kingyo and the other sources mentioned above.
Whereas Tanishi Kingyo advocated the adoption of certain sartorial and social norms as a
baseline for successful pleasure-seeking, Harumachi decries these as mere appearances,
using the Confucian metaphor of pursuit of mere “branches” (sue) rather than the “root”
(moto). The nature of the root itself is rendered only obliquely but seems to refer to
intellectual erudition, as suggested in the parallel Sinitic construction juxtaposing “heads”
(atama) with “appearances” (mie, rendered with the characters for “beautiful clothing” 美
衣), and “leisure arts” (yūgei—this not in the commoner sense of transgressive leisure but
rather the bushi sense of cultural training) with “buying sex” (baishoku). Later, in response
to positions like that articulated in Daitsū aisozukashi, Harumachi declares that there are
some fools who “take the term daitsū to refer to the road through Ōdenmachō”—another
major avenue, intersecting with that through Nihonbashi—“and take the term tōrimono to
refer to those gamblers” (emphasis added).51 Those gamblers (kano shōbushi): the old sense
of the tōrimono as elite commoner-toughs, who Harumachi criticizes for their outlandish
clothing and masculine posturing.
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Though Harumachi dismisses commoner conceptions of socio-aesthetic distinction,
he offers little substantive guidance in how to become a true tsū. He notes that it does not
come cheap, but also criticizes wealthy merchant commoners for saving money without
spending it. In the same breath, he criticizes the “poser,” who shows off his fashionable
refinement and training in the arts. In short, he cycles through all of the possible social
constructions of cultural capital, and denies them all. This was a very pure case of the
technique of ugachi, or “poking holes”: criticizing others while shielding oneself from
criticism by not taking any clear positions. Nakamura Yukihiko has shown that this
technique was absolutely central to 18th-century gesaku, arguing that it reflects the
superficial and petty sense of superiority of the gesaku author, an alienated, derelict
bunjin.52 But in Harumachi’s case, this posture is not merely a reflection of the author’s
sense of personal superiority, but rather leads to an awareness of the limitations of the
sharebon as informational media. After the priest rattles of his criticisms of all available
social positions as options for emulation, he offers a series of skeptical comments on the
nature of the prescriptive enterprise of guidebook literature, in which he implicates the act
of reading itself.
Someone whose attire is just so, precisely set to specification, with this vest
and that underwear... we call these sorts fakes, posers, and fraudsters. If
being a tsū and getting girls were all about looks, then what about men who
are born ugly and or don’t look good with shaved foreheads? People have
different taste in clothes; some have no fashion sense at all, and others aren’t
allowed by their positions to wear what’s in style. Will they never be called
tsū, or never get a girl? In the world there are a lot of people claiming to
teach the one true path, and lots of books have come out on the topic, but if
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you believe them all, you’re worse off than not reading any. Don’t rely on
them!53
According to Harumachi’s priest, people (or rather texts) that propose to prescribe specific
norms for the pursuit of pleasure inevitably fall short because they fail to provide options
that are universally accessible. The passage shows Harumachi’s awareness that a single
unitary set of norms cannot address a diverse social field; his remarks on people whose
positions (as constrained by bushi or chōnin house codes) do not allow them to wear the
latest fashions are particularly suggestive, pointing to the variability of sumptuary standards
between status groups and even between individual houses. The only solution Harumachi
offers (very unhelpful and quite ironic to be sure) is to observe that books offering sartorial
prescriptions are categorically not to be trusted. The work thus gives very clear voice to one
of the most interesting dynamics emerging out of the discourse of sophistication: a concern
for authenticity, and an anxiety about the veracity of print media.
This awareness was not at all unique to Harumachi: paradoxically, for a genre that
so often proposed to disseminate cultural norms to a wide audience, the sharebon reveals a
deep skepticism for mediated knowledge across the board. This was the fundamental
problem faced by a form of media that proposes to communicate cultural norms to a
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widening reading public that still remains fragmented on lines of class and status. If authors
disagreed on the nature of the norms that they aim to disseminate, then so much more their
readers, whose individual social positions may have precluded participating in particular
forms of culture, and whose literacies may have even prevented them from grasping those
norms in the terms they were communicated. The technique of ugachi reveals an awareness
of this problem by offering equal criticism to all, while absolving the author of any need to
render a solution—to offer positive norms that cross boundaries of class or status. Instead,
the author’s critical eye is turned onto the media itself, and onto the gullible readers who
would be taken in by its claims.

Figuring readership: the would-be-sophisticate
In many senses, Harumachi was right to be skeptical of the veracity of information
proffered by the sharebon. As the above examples should suggest, the late 1770s and early
1780s saw a profusion of texts trumpeting the figure of the tsū, but few that did so seriously
or with constructive guidance for the reader. Perhaps more importantly, this period also saw
a subtle increase in the commercialization of the genre: anonymous publication became less
common, major publishers entered the sharebon field, and, most critically, this period saw
increasing numbers of reprints of older works and releases of slightly altered or highly
derivative texts. Amidst these shifts, the term tsū acted as a handy catch phrase: a
fashionable piece of slang to drop into the title, to claim a piece of the tsū zeitgeist—even if
the content of the work had little to do with the topic. To give just a few examples:
Daitsūden 大通伝 (The Transmission of the Great Tsū, 1777) drew heavily from an Osaka
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text called Honzō giyō 本草妓要 (Beauties of Materia Medica, 1754).54 Tsūshisen 通志選
(Selected Tsū Ambitions, ca. 1781) was a partial reprinting of Ana chidori 穴知鳥 (Ah, the
Cuckoo! 1777) with minor revisions.55 It is only natural that, as the term tsū became a hip
form of marketing copy, it would gradually come to be evacuated of meaning: something
said in wit, but no one knew what it meant. The identity of the true tsū remained a mystery,
the source and nature of his sophistication seemingly eluding rational discourse.
The tsū was a sublime figure in the narrative sharebon as well. With very few
exceptions, narrative works in the style of Yūshi hōgen generally eschewed depicting the
true tsū in his element. Hints of the tsū’s presence dance on the horizon of these texts, and
often in the form of references to real people and proper names, faces passing by a teahouse
and commanding the admiration of all the locals, before disappearing to pursue their own
effortlessly sophisticated leisure. In a word, the tsū has an auratic quality, one that the
sharebon, a genre built on the propagation of norms and the reproduction of images, could
not grasp. The world of the sharebon was one of aspiration and emulation, and the figure
that took center stage was the would-be-sophisticate, or hankatsū. Just as the image of the

More specifically, Daitsūden is a somewhat abbreviated and revised version of one section of Hōnzō giyō.
Mori Senzō argues that this was not the original, but rather both texts drew from an original manuscript; see
Mori Senzō, “Hyōyū sōgi to Honzō giyō,” Shomotsu tenbō, vol. 9, no. 1 (January, 1939), 2-6, and “Hyōyū sōgi
to Daitsūden,” Shomotsu tenbō, vol. 9, no. 2 (February, 1939), 116-119. Daitsūden can be found in ST 7, 131140; Honzō giyō in ST 2, 109-129, with the relevant passage on 125-129. The earlier text takes the form of a
parody of the medical text Bencao beiyao 本草備要 (Basics of Materia Medica, J. Honzō biyō, 1682).
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In fact, the later text uses many of the same woodblocks, which were likely purchased from the original
publisher, revised slightly, and released under a different title. The title of the first is a pun on the exclamatory
“Ah, the Cuckoo!” and the term “hole” (ana), referring to the kind of minor quibbles that were the object of
satirical “poking holes” (ugachi); the title of the second is a pun on the Tang poetry collection Tōshisen 唐詩
選. The texts may be found in ST 7, 141-158 and 159-173. Discussion of the precise differences may be
found in the kaisetsu of the same volume.
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tsū became more obscure over time, the image of the hankatsū became increasingly precise,
eventually differentiating into ever more specific variants. In this last section, I will sketch
an image of the hankatsū from a selection of exemplary narrative works, spanning the
decades of the sharebon’s maturity.
The first work to foreground the hankatsū was the influential Yūshi hōgen.56 This
work opens with a detailed description of a man in his mid-30s meandering about
Yanagibashi. He is decked out in the latest fashions but with conspicuous signs of wear—
“a slim sword with a slightly grimy hilt, a kimono of black silk with somewhat dingy
crests”—suggesting the casual (or forced?) patina of fashionably ripped jeans. In the
hankatsū, appearance becomes a cipher: is he too sophisticated to care, or has he
intentionally let his clothing become a bit “distressed,” as it were, as a performance of
such—or can he simply not afford new clothes? The narration does not leave the reader
hanging for long before passing underhanded judgment, describing him as “glancing about
arrogantly, as if thinking that there could be no greater playboy than he.”57 The character is
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given the label tōrimono—here applied ironically—and the narrative follows his
interactions with a younger, mild-manned, and respectable-looking man of about 20.58
The so-called tōrimono demonstrates some elements both of the culture of
exclusivistic knowledge that we have seen emerging in relation to the term tsū and that of
experiential knowledge associated with the term sui. The tōrimono presents himself as a
hardened regular, deeply versed in the customs of the licensed quarters, and in the process
flaunts his knowledge in a ploy for the homosocial admiration of his companion; mirroring
the lecture-like tone of other sharebon, he repeatedly describes how he wishes to “transmit”
(denju) the proper etiquette. The knowledge he projects in this fashion is of course the most
banal and trivialistic. As the two board a boat from around Yanagibashi, the boatman
instructs them to sit and relax, and the tōrimono interjects.
Now then, lover-boy, let me impart the proper way to ride on a skiff. Just
cross your legs real good and lean right back on your elbow, then let your
head hang down and take a puff or two of tobacco, or the boat won’t float
right. The boatman’ll thank you for it, too. Oh and by the way, just over the
hill, that’s where the mime Ippyō lives.59

Nakano Mitsutoshi argues that the (facetious) use of the term tōrimono here is a reflection of a decline in
the value of the Edo “big shot” tōrimono, and that this critical perspective was an extension of that seen in the
dangibon; see Nakano, “‘Tsū’ no hassei,” 389, and Nakano, “Sui, tsū, iki,” 311. However, given the nature of
the character as depicted in Yūshi hōgen, I do not see any reason to associate this character with one particular
valence of distinction over the others; rather, I see him as a combination of various discourses in inverted
form. As noted above, the terms tōrimono and tsū, while having their own associations, were frequently used
interchangeably.
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まず

船頭がうれし

The tōrimono insists that the proper pleasure-seeker does things just so. The effect is as if
he were describing a mental image of a scene from a woodblock print or a highly stylized
gesture from the kabuki stage: the true sophisticate reclined in a posture of effortless
leisure, puffing away at his tobacco as his skiff glides across the water. In the hackneyed
performance of the would-be-sophisticate, custom is transformed into a set of hard and fast
rules that distinguish the urbane from the boorish.
There is another element to this performance as well. The knowledge that the
tōrimono displays is not just of customs but also of people, of social connections—here, he
mentions the mimic Ippyō, an oblique reference to the text’s roots in the oral arts, but also a
performance of the tōrimono’s effortless command of social capital. Throughout the text,
the tōrimono makes a regular show of knowing and being known; when another group of
pleasure-seekers passes by, the narrator remarks that he “makes an expression as if he knew
all of them, as if they had called out something to him,” before he remarks to his
companion, “I don’t know any of that bunch, I only recognized the faces of two of them.”60
(But, he wishes to imply, they all of course recognized me.) Thus, he performs the role of
the Edo tōrimono, in its original sense: the Edo local who gets around, whose name and
face carry clout: “When I go out on the town, everyone makes an appearance—all the
tōrimono at all the brothels, to say nothing for the Yoshiwara jesters.”61 Of course this is a
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mere act, which is repeatedly exposed throughout the narrative. Indeed, all of his acts fall to
pieces as the night goes on—his posturing leaves the brothel owners perplexed and
nonplussed, he is rebuffed by his courtesan, and leaves in a huff the next morning. (His
young and artless companion has much better luck.) We can thus see in Yūshi hōgen the
confluence of multiple, distinct conceptions of socio-aesthetic distinction, all inverted in the
buffoon-like figure of the would-be-sophisticate.
Despite the satire directed at this figure, he serves an important function in
communicating basic information to the reader. He models basic standards of fashion,
though taking them to caricature; he takes the reader (in the proxy of the young companion)
on a guided tour of the Yoshiwara, from disembarkation at Yanagi-bashi, to the walk up the
embankment to the Yoshiwara, to the teahouse and ultimately brothel, and the information
imparted on the way is basically accurate; he introduces the reader to Yoshiwara slang,
though again taking it to excess. In sum, he embodies all of the fundamental norms of
pleasure-seeking; his mistake is simply that this will make him a great playboy, admired by
his peers and worshipped by his lovers. His younger companion then becomes a model for
the reader: follow the rules, be a respectful and unassuming customer, and a modest night
of pleasure will await you. This was the message, for example, of Tanishi Kingyo’s
Keiseikai shinansho.
The instructional function of the hankatsū character type is even more pronounced
in works dealing with Edo’s lesser (and occasionally unlicensed) entertainment districts
(okabasho): Fukagawa, Shinagawa, and Shinjuku. For these locales, which lacked the
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historical prestige and cultural presence of the Yoshiwara, the rise of the sharebon provided
an important means of promotion, reaching (through lending libraries) a broad readership
that might then be tempted to patronize the local nightlife.62 Such being the case, the
sharebon that represented these locales—likely published with the support of local
businesses—had strong incentives to instruct readers on local customs, including those that
differed from the Yoshiwara.63
Kōeki shinwa 甲駅新話 (New Stories of the Kōshū Station, 1775), written by Ōta
Nanpo 大田南畝 (1749-1823), depicts the entertainment district at Shinjuku, which had
been suppressed in the early 18th century but relicensed in 1772.64 When Nanpo wrote the
work, this was an up-and-coming spot on the Edo leisure map, more exotic than the
somewhat played-out Yoshiwara, and thus a prime target of exclusive tsū knowledge for a
bushi literatus like Nanpo. The publisher Tomitaya was situated in Ichigaya (slightly to the
east and en route to the Shinjuku district), and seems to have picked up on the rising
popularity of the Shinjuku quarters as a business opportunity, releasing a series of sharebon
and other informational pamphlets on the locale, the first of which was Kōeki shinwa.65

Hamada Keisuke, “Shōsasshi no hankō ni kansuru bashoteki kōsatsu: sharebon no baai,” in Kinsei shōsetsu:
keii to yōshiki ni kansuru shiken (Kyoto: Kyoto Daigaku Gakujutsu Shuppankai, 1993), 195-198. For further
background on the emergence of works regarding Edo’s unlicensed entertainment districts, see Mizuno,
Kibyōshi, sharebon no sekai, 31-47.
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This work centers on a hankatsū character who goes by the leisure sobriquet Yasui
谷粋—incorporating the character for sui, but also suggesting that the character is
something of a cheapskate. The work opens with a brief dialog by two locals in a rustic
dialect, setting the scene on Edo’s exotic outskirts. We are then introduced to Yasui, with a
description that parallels that in Yūshi hōgen, down to the dingy hilt of his sword, and to
another fellow named Kinshichi 金七, whose name and lack of a sword plainly suggest
merchant status. Overall, the narrative cleaves closely to the model set by Yūshi hōgen, as
the two make their way to the quarters, stop at a teahouse and move onto a brothel,
encounter other guests, and meet with varying degrees of success with their assigned
courtesans—Yasui, as might be expected, coming out much less successful than his
companion.
In comparison with the so-called-tōrimono of Yūshi hōgen, Yasui is a much more
complex, intimately rendered, and at times sympathetic character. Yūshi hōgen took every
opportunity to embarrass its protagonist, not even waiting to the end of the opening
description to reveal him as an arrogant poser. But while Yasui inherits some of that
posturing—his fashionable dress, and an occasional performance of being a local “big
shot”—the text suggests that Yasui is not merely posturing. When the two companions
arrive at their teahouse, Yasui makes a show of being on familiar terms with the proprietor,
a widow, and in some sense he is. The widow, for her part, knows him well enough to
know that he will not be a very profitable customer, so she shows him “a perfunctory
treatment” (taigai no ashirai), but nevertheless, the two chat comfortably. When Yasui and
Kinshichi are selecting their brothel, it is revealed that Yasui has seen girls at many
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establishments, to the point at which he is unwelcome at most (the proper customer was
expected to patronize one girl at a time)—not an ideal customer, but very much a local,
and, as it were, part of the scene. He shows a verbal inclination toward share, but one that
matches with his companion: the two get into a game of kuchiai punning, and complement
one another on their wit. And he provides his companion with important, concrete
information regarding how to distinguish between different types of establishments, which
have luxurious appearances but inferior service, and what one’s options are when selecting
a companion for the night.66 Unlike the protagonist of Yūshi hōgen, Yasui is not a phony,
he simply thinks himself a bigger fish than he actually is.
Where Yasui goes wrong, however, is in his interactions with women. Yasui selects
an attractive courtesan named Tsunagi who he observes to be “a bit stuck up” (chitto
kentēburu yō da), but he qualifies that “once you get the hang of that kind of girl, that’s
when things get interesting” (ā yū yatsu o kaikonasu to, omoshirē mon da yo).67 This is
mere bluster, and the chilly reception that Yasui receives leaves him increasingly frustrated
and jealous of his more amicable and amorous companion. When Tsunagi simply goes to
sleep without making herself sexually available, Yasui explodes into a profane, misogynist
rage, insulting her and the Shinjuku quarters as a whole. (This movement, wherein an
appearance of fashion and wit gives way to a misogynist desire to dominate women, neatly
parallels the movement, for example, in the Fūzoku tsū series, from sartorial instruction to
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seduction techniques, as a mark of what makes a real man.) Yasui has a troubling sense of
superiority—that a developing, second-tier pleasure district should be grateful for whatever
patronage they can get, and that his studied wit and fashion make him naturally deserving
of female affection—and with it a sense of entitlement, that “this is my room” (meaning:
my woman) “that I’ve paid for with my own money,” and so he should be able to do and
say what he wants.68 Even when not expressed in such blunt terms, the hankatsū sees the
performative courtship of the pleasure quarters as fundamentally a kind of transaction,
though not of the monetary kind: if the customer does things just so, then he will be
rewarded with homosocial admiration and heterosexual gratification.
This sense of transactional entitlement is a clear consequence of the functions of the
sharebon and its attendant informational genres as media. These texts set down the rules of
play, and the hankatsū figures the readerly misapprehension that, by simply playing by the
rules, one was entitled to win the game. Indeed, many sharebon implicate textual
consumption in the figure of the hankatsū. In Kōeki shinwa, when the teahouse madam
guides Yasui and Kinshichi to the brothel to select their companions, she offers to make
selections for them, and Yasui replies that, “even the guidebooks tell you not to do that!”69
Yasui is eager to show that he’s no fool—that he’s in the know—but in the process reveals
that he only knows what the guidebooks (shinanshū 指南集) have told him. This would be
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fine of course—the text Kōeki shinwa itself is acting as just such a guidebook—if he did
not assume that this knowledge entitles him to admiration and sexual gratification.
In terms of status, the identity of the hankatsū is generally obscure. Yūshi hōgen in
particular offers few concrete clues as to whether its so-called-tōrimono is of bushi or
chōnin stock. In Kōeki shinwa, hints are dropped that Yasui may be a low-ranking bushi:
after he and Kinshichi have retired with their respective companions, Kinshichi’s partner
asks if Yasui “comes from the New Residences,” referring to a set of daimyō estates
converted into housing for low-ranking bushi in the late 17th century.70 Kinshichi responds
with a noncommittal grunt, but, certainly in the contrast with Kinshichi’s own character
(clearly an Edo merchant), the implication rings true, and one gets the sense that Nanpo
was engaged, if not in self-satire, then at least in poking fun at people from similar social
circles to himself. There is a tendency in the works of this period to obliquely suggest that
these posturing buffoons are low-ranking bushi—the tsū in Nakamura’s sense.
Nevertheless, like the tsū, the hankatsū could reflect different and competing social
valences and conceptions of aesthetic sophistication—inverted of course—and moreover,
these images differentiated and proliferated over time. The gradual diversification of the
character type is nowhere more evident than in the work of Santō Kyōden, the premier
chōnin gesaku author. Here we will examine just one work, titled Shigeshige chiwa 繁千話
(The Rustle of Pillow-Talk, 1790), written on the eve of the Kansei Reforms.71 Though the
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hankatsū had been a tacit fixture of the sharebon since Yūshi hōgen, this work was
particularly explicit in foregrounding the hankatsū as a type qua type: it opens with a “list
of characters” (jinbutsumyō mokuroku 人物名目録) modeled after the format of a saiken
guide, and the main character, a man by the sobriquet of Bakotsu 馬骨 (literally “Horse
Bones”), is identified as a hankatsū (see Figure 3.4; Bakotsu is on the upper right of the
right-hand leaf). In typical Kyōden fashion, the narrative offers a more sympathetic and
intimate view of the Yoshiwara courtesans than their customers, depicting the hapless
Bakotsu’s attempts to woo a high-ranking courtesan as a display of his tsū-esque savoirfaire.

Figure 3.4. Shigeshige chiwa. List of characters. (Waseda University Library)
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Bakotsu is not alone in his buffoonery, however. In the same work, Kyōden depicts
a variant on the type in a “doctor’s son” (isha musuko) named Ken’etsu. Ken’etsu is a
friend of Bakotsu whose training in Sinitic scholarship leads him to pepper his speech with
fashionable Sinicisms (and even the occasional Dutch-ism) that others are at a loss to
understand. Meanwhile, Bakotsu, who Kyōden’s narrator describes as a “total illiterate,” is
afraid of appearing ignorant, so he plays along, pretending to understand his friend’s
erudite banter, but inevitably betraying his lack of learning. Bakotsu, meanwhile, flaunts his
knowledge of proper playboy etiquette, as well as his handy mastery of Yoshiwara slang
and punnery. The conversation between the two, virtually devoid of communication, is a
very pure dialogism of the competing languages that we saw shaping the discourse of the
tsū—the privileged written language of literary Sinitic and the spontaneous,
improvisational wit of share culture—but both taken to excess, revealing their speakers as
posturing buffoons. Every concept of sophistication can be inverted to produce an
embarrassing imitation.
Bakotsu’s downfall comes when he tries to impress his courtesan, Soragoto 空琴 (a
pun on soragoto 空言, “lies,” suggesting the courtesan’s deceptions), by rattling off the
names of all of the fashionable fellows and famous people that he rubs elbows with, an
exhausting list of proper names that runs over several leaves of text. A thinly-veiled who’swho of the Edo cultural scene, the listing here recalls, for example, a similar list of cultural
experts in Tanishi Kingyo’s Keiseikai shinansho, where it appeared as a reference for
readers seeking cultural training. But Bakotsu, rather than pursue such training in fact (the
narrator notes that he is a “total illiterate”), simply flaunts that knowledge, even going so
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far as to act as if he knows them personally. Soragoto, sensing something fishy, begins
making up names off the cuff, and Bakotsu, “thinking that this must surely be a tsūjin, and
that it would be humiliating to admit he didn’t know him” (sadamete kore mo tsūjin naran,
shiranu to iu wa haji to omoi), declares that he knows each of them well. Finally, Soragoto
mentions the name of one of her own clients, and Bakotsu declares that they are best
buddies, and that in fact he had run into him on the way there. At this, Soragoto is taken
aback, and bids a hasty retreat. Bakotsu is left at a loss, until an attendant comes in and
scolds him: courtesans are forbidden to fraternize with friends of clients, and he should
have known this and let them know in the first place. When the narrative concludes with his
ultimate humiliation and rejection, the Kyōden’s narrator interjects: “This truly is what is
known as a hankatsū”.72
At the heart of Kyōden’s work is an understanding that to be a tsū is to be a proper
name. The tsū exists as a social reality before it exists as a rational category; the legendary
socialites called the “18 Great Tsū” existed empirically before they came to be called by
that name, or before anyone questioned what that name might mean. The tsū resists
abstraction into a type, for when it becomes a type, it loses the aura that defines it. Bakotsu
understands that the difference between a tsū and a hankatsū is the difference between
being somebody and being nobody. His mistake is to think that he can become somebody
simply by acting like one, and his performance is inevitably undone when confronted with
the reality of proper names—you know people, or you don’t.
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Incidentally, the name Bakotsu 馬骨 is a Sinicization of an idiomatic expression
(uma no hone 馬の骨), referring to a person whose identity is unknown, carrying
connotations of being lowly or useless. In other words, a nobody. In an author’s postscript,
Kyōden explains his protagonist’s sobriquet, as follows.
Who knows what horse’s bones this Horse Bones came from? Horse Bones
is the name of one man, and yet not just one. Horse Bones examines himself
without realizing that he is Horse Bones. If Horse Bones were to examine
himself and realize that he were Horse Bones, he would no longer be Horse
Bones. Thus it is said.73
Here Kyōden is plainly addressing the reader, who he figures as a hankatsū, a nobody.
Kyōden’s point, in suggesting that this is the “name of one man, and yet not just one”
(ichinin no na ni shite ichinin no na ni arazu) is that Bakotsu is a type—that anyone could
be like him. The reason he is a hankatsū is simply because he fails to realize that he is
one—not realizing that he’s a nobody, he acts like he’s somebody. Kyōden’s work has an
instructional purpose, though a much more humble one than the earlier tsū guides: whereas
earlier sharebon claimed to teach readers how to become a tsū, Kyōden encourages his
readers to accept and embrace the fact that they never will be.

Conclusion
The sharebon as a genre was in many ways shaped by the same tensions and
contradictions that defined the Edo pleasure quarters as a whole. The pleasure quarters were
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built on the commodification of erotic experience, and since their very inception in the
early 17th century, this experience had always been about more than the sexual act itself: in
its most idealized forms, in the rituals surrounding the highest-ranking courtesans, the act
of “whoring” (iro-asobi 色遊び) was a sophisticated erotic performance of courtship,
requiring complex cultural training, social experience, and of course a prodigious
investment of money and leisure time. Nevertheless, the experience was still at its heart a
transactional one, and the cultural anxieties surrounding that transaction gave rise to
complex discourses about the nature of aesthetic sophistication, and about the dialectic
between performance and feeling—between the elaborate fiction of courtship and what lay
behind it, whether real feeling or mercenary transaction. By acculturating themselves to the
norms of the pleasure quarters, aspiring pleasure seekers sought to cross from fiction to
reality—to make the performance real, to win the heart of the courtesan, to experience
authentic feeling. And the institutions of the pleasure quarters—the brothel owners, the
teahouses, and the courtesans themselves—exploited and relied upon this image (not to say
illusion, for it surely happened occasionally) of an authentic, auratic experience to attract
their customers.
I have argued that the overdetermination of the tsū as a socioaesthetic norm and as a
character type was a consequence of a broadening of gesaku authorship, but more
importantly of the reading public, which came to cross lines of class and status. This
development no doubt paralleled a broadening of the pleasure-seeking public as well: as
new generations of less elite consumers of both warrior and commoner classes attained
degrees of discretionary income, the Edo pleasure quarters gradually introduced new, lower
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ranks of cheaper and less-cultured courtesans to reach this broadening consumer base.
Nevertheless, the ideal remained of the perfectly cultured courtesan and her exemplary
customer, the great tsū. Every pleasure seeker wanted to be him, and the sharebon, which
had emerged out of and evolved in parallel with other genres of informational pamphlets
and instructional guidebook literature, flourished in response to that desire. But no one
knew quite who the tsū was, or how to become like him. Each writer had a different idea of
who the tsū was supposed to be—one reflecting the writer’s own cultural (and linguistic)
literacies, and reasonably proximal to his own position in the social field. At the same time,
the sharebon was shaped by a complex confluence of different genres from both Edo and
Kamigata, incorporating languages, discourses, and character types derived from distinct
social fields. I have argued that, in some sense these discourses canceled one another out,
and the identity of tsū remained opaque. What emerged in place of concrete socioaesthetic
norms was a paradox-ridden discourse of authenticity: the tsū became a sublime figure
whose auratic presence resisted emulation and rational explanation.
Put differently, the idiosyncratic culture of the tsū was a product of mediation. The
anxiety of authenticity surrounding this figure reflects a historical moment at which media
representations of the pleasure quarters—the sharebon and its attendant genres—could be
consumed (for example, via the lending libraries) by a much wider audience than could
actually experience the Yoshiwara firsthand, at least in the ideal form in which it existed in
the cultural imagination as an erotic playground for wealty, cultured playboys. These
representations did not simply reflect the reality of the pleasure quarters: insofar as they
produced desires that the institutions of the quarters would have to address, they
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contributed to the production and evolution of the Yoshiwara and its culture, of which the
tsū was an integral part. The sharebon projected desire to a broad and aspirational
readership, and the conflicting forms that such desire took played out in the discourses
surrounding the tsū, but at the same time, the desire to become a tsū, and in particular the
consumption of media to that end, was precisely what marked one as an imitator. The
hankatsū, though not simply a reflection of the reader as such, emerged as an
objectification of readerly desire—both in the sense that he communicated directly to
readers, and in the sense that he satirized their naive reliance on informational media.
Though I have only touched briefly on matters of literary technique, the anxieties
surrounding the tsū and the hankatsū saw a corollary in the emergence of a style of
characterization concerned with reading appearances, with judging the authenticity of
social performances and interpreting the true identities that lay behind everyday acts of
posturing and dissembling. In the next and final chapter, we will examine how these
techniques evolved to depict a different social milieu—that of Edo’s lower, laboring
classes—in the kokkeibon (humorous booklets), a genre that evolved out of the sharebon in
the early 19th century.
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Chapter 4

Mapping the Edo Tenement:
Identity and Community in the Fiction of Shikitei Sanba

Introduction
In the last chapter, I argued that the discourses of sophistication that formed in the
pages of the sharebon reflected a widening readership, one that crossed lines of status and
class. But even in the liminal, performative space of the pleasure quarters, where everyday
categories of identity might possibly be suspended, these discourses nevertheless failed to
provide a coherent and compelling sense of shared values and identity, reflecting instead
the diverse anxieties and insecurities of its authors and readers. Regardless, despite the
complex and conflicting social valences at play in these discourses, it is difficult to avoid
getting from the sharebon a sense of a relatively narrow and rarefied social spectrum.
Reading along as these affluent pleasure-seekers and petty literati of late 18th-century Edo
squabble over the finer points of Yoshiwara hipsterism, it is easy to lose track of the larger
social currents of the 1770s and 1780s. The flourishing of an urban (and urbane) literary
culture during these decades had been underwritten by the economically and socially liberal
administration of Tokugawa senior councilor Tanuma Okitsugu (1719-1788), but, as one
might expect of an era characterized above all by the decadent pursuit of consumer
pleasure, Edo under the Tanuma administration had a growing underside as well.
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The middle decades of the 18th century had seen the explosive expansion of Edo’s
lower-class population as peasants emigrated from the rural hinterland to participate in the
booming urban economy, but, as the city’s wealth increasingly flowed into the hands of
Edo’s elite merchants, these years saw an ever-widening gap between the merchant elite
and the urban poor. In 1787, following half a decade of famine and exploiting a power
vacuum left by Tanuma’s resignation, these tensions finally erupted into violence. Late in
the fifth month, the city was enveloped in riots over the price of rice for five straight days.
Urban commoners of the lower classes attacked and destroyed the property of rice dealers
and other elite merchants suspected of hoarding rice, and the authorities did nothing to stop
them. Though thousands participated in the riots, in the aftermath the authorities only
convicted thirty-seven individuals, consisting of mostly construction workers, day laborers,
petty craftsmen, street peddlers, servants, boatmen, one barber, and several homeless or
unemployed.1 These were the faces of Edo’s lower classes—a far cry from the sophisticated
playboys and would-be-dandies of the sharebon—and it is to them and their literary image
that I turn in this final chapter.
Thanks in part to a wide-ranging reform program carried out in the wake of the
riots, the city recovered quickly, and better harvests and a stable economy gradually
brought prosperity once again to the capital. The population continued to grow, especially

Takeuchi Makoto, “Kansei Kasei-ki Edo ni okeru sho-kaisō no dōkō,” in Edo chōnin no kenkyū, vol. 1, ed.
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University of Arizona Press, 1986), 120-149, and Iwata Kōtarō, “Uchikowashi to minshū sekai,” in Chō, vol.
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among the lower classes, but, in part thanks to a more robust system of social welfare
established in the wake of the riots, tensions between the classes eased somewhat, bringing
on a blossoming of lower-class urban culture. Let us jump then a decade or two to the
peaceful years of the Bunka era (1804-1818).
You are out for a stroll in the commoner quarters of downtown Edo, maybe a mile
north or northeast of the commercial strip at Nihonbashi, on the way to get your hair tied up
in the latest style. As you approach the barber, you stop to take in your surroundings.
Before you is the entrance to what is called a “rear tenement” (ura nagaya 裏長屋): a
densely-packed complex of small, low-rent housing, inhabited by the urban lower classes.
The air is full of the chatter of the locals—children arguing, street peddlers hawking their
wares and haggling with stingy merchant customers, day laborers boasting about their
romantic conquests, mothers bragging about their daughters’ accomplishments—while the
seductively plucked tunes of a shamisen emanate from the dwelling of a private geisha
instructor somewhere in the block.
This is the landscape (and soundscape) with which Shikitei Sanba 式亭三馬 (17761822) opens a work called Ukiyodoko 浮世床 (The Floating World Barber, 2 vols., 18131814), using an elaborate frontispiece to situate his readers in the urban scene (Figure 4.1).
Sanba, who had begun his writing career in the wake of the reforms of the 1790s, had
developed what might be called an art of caricature, writing works consisting of vivid but
fragmentary sketches of the manners and foibles of a range of contemporary social types.
This style had roots in the sharebon tradition, which had used dialog to depict and
differentiate types of Yoshiwara customers, but Sanba applied these techniques to a broader
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swath of urban humanity. Ukiyodoko and its sister work Ukiyoburo 浮世風呂 (The
Floating World Bathhouse, 4 vols.,1809-1813) were the apex of this literary art,
incorporating a diverse library of social types into intimately rendered portraits of the
typical community spaces of early 19th-century Edo, represented through the meandering,
plotless conversations among the locals that inhabit them.

Figure 4.1. Ukiyodoko, vol. 1-1. Tenement gate. (Waseda University Library)

The image of the tenement that opens Ukiyodoko, and Sanba’s work as a whole,
give a profound, almost jovial sense of local harmony. But where are the tensions that had
defined the previous period? Had they been so effectively suppressed by the reform
administration, or has Sanba simply effaced them to create a feel-good image palatable to
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readers and acceptable to censors? How does Sanba’s fiction figure the social diversity of
urban space in early 19th-century Edo and the latent class tensions within it?
In this final chapter, I argue that Sanba depicts the barbershop and bathhouse as
sites of community socialization organized for Edo’s lower, laboring class of tenement
dwellers. These spaces had origins as institutions of the chō community as a whole, but
over the course of the 18th century, as the atomic unit of the chō became further fragmented
due to increasing stratification and class tensions within commoner society, public spaces
like the bathhouse and barbershop became subtly detached from the chō as an
administrative unit. In Sanba’s works, the propertied townsmen (chōnin) are only a passing
and ambivalent presence, viewed with suspicion and occasional mockery. Instead, Sanba
writes these spaces as institutions oriented around the dispositions, tastes, literacies, and
social subjectivities of the Edo tenement class. And, in the face of the social fragmentation
of urban space in an increasingly stratified time, Sanba’s works present what might be
called a utopian vision of a local community, organized from the ground up and integrated
through an oral culture that produces harmony through collective rituals of oral
performance. The purpose of this chapter is to map out this community vision—its social
coordinates, the positions it comprises, how it integrates them, and what it excludes.

Sociocultural contexts of early 19th-century Edo literature
The sociocultural environment of early 19th-century Edo was in many ways formed
in the wake of the riots of 1787, when a new shogunal administration under senior
councilor Matsudaira Sadanobu (1758-1829) undertook a wide-ranging reform program
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known as the Kansei Reforms. The most important policies were economic in nature,
designed to improve the finances of the shogunate and daimyō administrations and alleviate
the poverty of the lower classes. In the case of Edo city administration, these involved
deconstructing the privileged position heretofore held by the daimyō rice brokers
(fudasashi) and other elite merchants, as well as breaking up a range of merchant and
artisanal guilds. The latter measure in particular was intended to alleviate the growing class
tensions within the urban commoner status group: over the course of the 18th century, Edo
commoner society (especially that of laborers and petty craftsmen) had stratified into a
privileged managerial class of propertied merchants, labor headmen, and licensed guild
members, while increasing numbers of lower-class workers languished in precarious
positions as private subcontractors (shitajoku 下職), wage-earners (temadori 手間取り),
and other forms of casual labor. Invisible to the shogunal administration and dependent on
the authority of the privileged commoner class, these laboring classes inhabited a
precarious social position and were often subject to a fluidity of occupation, moving as
necessary between various forms of unskilled work as day-laborers or street peddlers.2 The
shogunate’s aim in breaking up the guilds was to mitigate this stratification by publically
registering all practitioners of any given trade. At the same time, this policy was also a
security measure that was intended both to accomplish surveillance of the lower classes—
Inui Hiromi, “Edo no shokunin,” in Edo chōnin no kenkyū, vol. 3, ed. Nishiyama Matsunosuke (Tokyo:
Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1974), 227-242. For further description of the structure of Edo’s lower classes, see for
example Yoshida Nobuyuki, “Nihon kinsei toshi kasō shakai no sonritsu kōzō,” in Kinsei toshi shakai no
mibun kōzō (Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1998), 191-218. As Yoshida notes, each stratum of lowerclass Edo society also comprised a range of substrata, differentiating (for example) between “professional”
day laborers who were organized under labor bosses and those who engaged in manual labor irregularly, to
augment other forms of income.
2
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the agents of the riots—who would now all have to be registered, ostensibly in fixed
occupations, to give some fixity and clarity to what had become a fluid melting pot of
lower-class livelihoods. In the same breath, the shogunate attempted to send recent and
unregistered immigrants back to their villages, thus stemming the flood of Edo with
unregistered individuals who were seen (perhaps rightly) as a source of potential unrest.
Most of these measures saw at best middling success. Following the break-up of the
guilds, the rights to practice a given trade (kabu 株) simply became commodified and
rapidly gathered in the hands of merchant capitalists, if anything reinforcing the
stratification of Edo commoner society. Nevertheless, thanks in part to the institution of a
new and largely effective system of social welfare (and perhaps equally thanks to a period
of relatively mild weather and successful harvests), the decades following the Kansei
Reforms saw a general alleviation of the tensions that had led to the riots of 1787. At the
same time, the shogunate, believing that future unrest could be prevented by educating the
populace with proper respect for patriarchal authority, aggressively promoted popular
education through commoner schooling, while corralling the burgeoning literary field into a
program of moral education through didactic writings.
Toward this end, the economic elements of the Kansei Reforms were accompanied
by a series of conservative cultural policies that would fundamentally transform the Edo
literary world. Among the most important of these were forceful restatement of the
shogunate’s policies of censorship, which had been put in place early in the 18th century but
rarely followed in spirit, let alone letter. While the contents of the policies were hardly new,
their execution was: following the unauthorized publication by Tsutaya Jūzaburō of a set of
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three sharebon by the popular author Santō Kyōden, both author and publisher were
severely punished—Tsutaya was fined half his personal wealth, and Kyōden placed under
house arrest in shackles for 50 days. In the same stroke, bushi involvement in the vulgar
literary arts came to be heavily stigmatized, resulting in the near total purging of amateur
bushi literati like Ōta Nanpo, Koikawa Harumachi, and Hōseidō Kisanji (Nakamura
Yukihiko’s canonical early gesaku authors) from the literary scene. The result was that, as
the literary field gradually revived in the 1790s, it was increasingly commercial in nature,
with texts being written by professional or semi-professional commoner authors. The
literature to come out of this field was initially heavily didactic in nature, but the 1790s saw
a gradual mellowing of the didactic element, complemented by the emergence of new
forms of humorous, entertainment-oriented writing that would address the literacies and
social positions of a much lower and broader readership than had existed in the previous
era.
Taken together, the social and cultural policies put forth in the Kansei Reforms gave
rise to a renewed blossoming of urban culture and literature—the vibrant “Edo chōnin
culture” of the early 19th century. Unlike the exclusive, fashionable, and often decadent
salon culture of the mid-18th century, this “Kasei Culture” (so named as a portmanteau of
the Bunka era of 1804-1818 and the Bunsei era of 1818-1830) addressed a lower, wider,
and more diverse public, one which truly comprised a diversity of status groups, classes,
and social positions.3 In the field of popular fiction, the heroes of this demotic moment

Regarding the tenement class as the agents of early 19th century culture, see for example Haga Noboru, “Edo
no bunka,” in Kasei bunka no kenkyū, ed. Hayashiya Tatsusaburō (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1976), 161-188.
3
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were commoner authors like Shikitei Sanba, Jippensha Ikku 十返舎一九 (1765-1831), and
Tamenaga Shunsui 為永春水 (1790-1844)—though these were accompanied and often
outshone by authors drawn from bushi stock, like Ryūtei Tanehiko 柳亭種彦 (1783-1842)
and, most famously, Takizawa Bakin 滝沢馬琴 (1767-1848). Indeed, the social bases for
authorship and readership in Edo during this period were so broad and diverse as to lead us
to question whether the term chōnin is appropriate for describing the literary culture of this
period at all. Rather, it would be more appropriate to say that, as this period saw the gradual
formation of an autonomous, commercial, and professionalized literary field, the same field
rapidly became internally differentiated as different genres evolved to address the distinct
literacies and tastes of different social subjectivities.

From sharebon to kokkeibon
Of these, the new genre of kokkeibon, which had evolved out of the 18th-century
sharebon, addressed the lowest and potentially broadest public. As we saw in the last
chapter, even the heyday of the sharebon saw a variety of efforts by authors and publishers
to reach wider reading publics that crossed lines of class and status. In the more extreme
cases, this meant abandoning the exclusive topos of the licensed quarters to depict spaces
closer to the everyday lives of Edo’s urban residents. In terms of character types, this meant
a shift from the Yoshiwara stock of tsū, boor, and would-be-sophisticate, toward a different
set of social types. Here many works focused on the figure of the country bumpkin,
whether provincial tourist or recent immigrant, as an object of laughter that could be shared
by a broad but generally Edo-based audience.
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Not long after Yūshi hōgen 遊子方言 (The Playboy Dialect, 1770) had established
what would become the basic form for the sharebon—an episodic depiction of the stages of
a night of pleasure, presented primarily through dialog between different types of
customers—a work titled Ryōgoku shiori 両国栞 (A Guide to Ryōgoku, 1771) had shifted
this formula to the entertainment district by the Ryōgoku bridge, while Yobuko-dori 呼子鳥
(The Whistling Bird, 1779) later did the same for the areas around Shinagawa and Ueno.
Both of these centered on the figure of the country bumpkin, a comical character whose
provincial mannerisms and incredulity at the bustle of the metropolis were intended to
inspire laughter in urban readers.4 This trope was elaborated further in Inaka shibai 田舎芝
居 (A Country Theater,1787), a sharebon by Manzōtei 万象亭 (1756-1810) that transposed
the structure of the sharebon to the setting of a rural theater in Echigo province (modern
Niigata prefecture), poking fun at the provincial manners of both audience and actors.5 In a
polemical preface to this work, Manzōtei had criticized the sharebon for going too far in
exposing the underside of the Edo pleasure quarters; as a remedy, he claims to have written
a sharebon about his home province of Echigo, one that would “loosen the jaws [with
laughter] of young and old, male and female alike.”6 Though Manzōtei presents his preface
For discussion of the structures of and similarities between these works, see Honda Yasuo, “Sharebon
kokkeibon no byōshahō: bungei to wagei,” Bungaku gogaku, vol. 187 (March, 2007), 12-14. Honda finds a
genealogical connection between these texts in their adoption of techniques from the oral arts; I will return to
this point below. The title of the former work is sometimes cited as Ryōgoku shibori or Ryōgoku no shiori.
4

Manzōtei (also known as Shinra Manzō 森羅万象) was the gesaku penname of Morishima Chūryō, a
rangaku scholar and kyōka poet who had studied with Hiraga Gennai.
5

おとがひ

とき

大となく小となく男となく女となく、 頤 を解 Hamada Keisuke and Nakano Mitsutoshi, eds., Iso
rokujō, Kokon niwaka sen, Kurōruri, Inaka shibai, vol. 82 of Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei (Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 1998), 330.
6
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with a tone of self-deprecation, proposing to reveal the backwardness of his own home
province, he himself was among the inner circles of the urban social elite, being listed
among the “18 Great Tsū” of the time, and his claims for the universality of his humor—
“young and old, male and female”—must be taken as reflecting a fundamentally Edo-based
social position on the part of the reader. The provincial topos as an object of laughter thus
evolved in dialog with the formation of a shared sense of Edo identity. Manzōtei’s work,
which was later reprinted in the larger hanshibon and chūhon formats, is considered by
most literary historians as one of the pioneering texts of the kokkeibon as a distinct genre
from the sharebon, consisting of longer (often serialized) works in the chūhon format
characterized by a broader, lower sense of humor (often of a slapstick or scatological
nature) and a focus on the spaces of everyday urban life.
The other pioneering kokkeibon, Jippensha Ikku’s Tōkaidōchū hizakurige 東海道中
膝栗毛 (Shank’s Mare on the Tōkaidō Road, 1802-1809), was also built on the use of the
provincial topos as an object of laughter, tracing the mischief caused by two lower-class
protagonists as they travel from Edo to Kyoto on the Tōkaidō highway. Ikku’s text is
particularly revealing in the regional ambiguity of its protagonists, Yajirōbei and Kitahachi:
though the text posits them as Edo locals, speaking in the Kantō drawl and dwelling in
“Kanda Hatchōbori” (an imaginary neighborhood associated in gesaku texts with the
dwelling of clownish characters), they are otherwise unmarked by occupation, class, or
region, only specified as an “idler” (nōraku-mono) and a “layabout” (isōrō), and thus
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function effectively as blank slates for identification by a wide but generally Edo-based
readership.7
Another vector from the urban lower classes that would shape the transition from
sharebon to kokkeibon was the newly emerging oral art of otoshi-banashi 落話 (comic
storytelling, literally “dropping stories,” referring to the punch-line that “drops” the
audience out of the fiction and back to reality), the antecedent of modern rakugo 落語.
Joke-telling had enjoyed increasing popularity in Edo beginning in the mid-18th century,
but initially was heavily mediated by joke-books, many based on adaptations of Chinese
sources, delivered by literati amateurs in a text-based style of reading-aloud. However, the
late 18th century saw the development of new practices of humorous storytelling based on
different relations of voice and text and rooted in different social subjectivities. While these
developments were complex, involving multiple agents and complex interchange between
performers from Edo and Kamigata, the contours of this new style of hanashi may be
grasped in the activities and influence of a gesaku author and amateur storyteller named
Utei Enba 鳥亭焉馬 (1743-1822).
Enba was a master carpenter by trade and had been employed by the shogunate’s
department of renovations. As such he occupied the unique social position of being a
Nakamura Yukihiko, ed., Tōkaidōchū hizakurige, vol. 49 of Nihon koten bungaku zenshū (Tokyo:
Shōgakkan, 1975), 75. Moreover, in the preface to a prequel released several years after the Ikku’s initial
serial run, Ikku writes that Yajirōbei was “just an old geezer” (tada no oyaji), but Kitahachi was born (like
Ikku himself) in Suruga (modern Shizuoka prefecture) and became a traveling actor and boy prostitute. Ikku’s
protagonists thus act as figures for the geographical and social margins that were being absorbed into the
melting pot of Edo’s tenement communities. In presenting such figures as blank objects of identification for
Edo readers while setting them in symbolic opposition to the rural topos as a regional other, Ikku’s text no
doubt aided in the formation of a generic sense of Edo identity among lower-class readers, many of whom
were themselves recent immigrants from the hinterland or even farther afield.
7
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member of the craftsman class who nevertheless possessed the leisure time, training, and
discretionary income necessary to mingle with the Edo literati. Enba’s debut as a performer
was at a literati gathering held on the twenty-fifth day of the fourth month of 1783, where
he offered an oral performance of an original composition titled Taiheiraku kibun 太平楽
記文 (roughly, “A Record of Holding Forth”). The term taiheiraku refers to the act of
holding forth in idle banter, often in the form of complaints and abuse—a type of verbal
performance of machismo and street-ready wit. In this work, which was later adapted for
publication in the form of a sharebon, Enba depicted a series of scenarios in which roughand-tumble laboring types lay out various forms of invective, whether in monolog or in
dialog with others.8 The tone and content of the composition was undoubtedly rooted in
Enba’s own voice as the upper crust of the working classes: as a master carpenter he would
have spent many years among the tradesmen and laborers from which the archetypal street
tough was drawn, and his work was revolutionary for offering a vivid rendition of the fresh
voice of a social type that had largely been excluded from the field of literary
representation.9 Riding on the success of this work, Enba would continue to organize

A full transcription may be found in Nobuhiro Shinji, Edo rakugo: tanjō to hatten (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 2011),
283-315.
8

9

Here it should be kept in mind that, though Sanba credits Enba with sparking the boom in otoshi-banashi, he
was neither alone in doing so, nor was his work the best example of early 19 th century hanashi. Enba, who
socialized with the literati of the late 18th century, was more socially elite than the professional storytellers
(hanashika) that followed him, and his style of performance still contained elements of the amateur, textbased practice of 18th-century joke-telling (his was after all a written text, though one written in a colloquial
style). Nevertheless, other pioneering hanashika seem to have come from similar if not lower working-class
stock. For example, Sanshōtei Karaku was a former petty comb-maker who had abandoned his trade to
become a performer. Ironically, he seems to have developed his trade as a storyteller in a literal “journeyman”
fashion: following an unsuccessful debut in 1798, he spent several years traveling the hinterland, performing
at villages to develop his craft. For a revealing study of this performer, see ibid., 200-240.
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amateur joke-telling meetings, mentor aspiring performers, and influence writers like Ikku,
Sanba, and Shunsui, who would adopt influences from otoshi-banashi into their writing.10
Sanba’s kokkeibon in particular were strongly influenced by the arts of oral
performance. Regarding these influences, Sanba scholar Honda Yasuo has argued that
Sanba’s kokkeibon, like the earlier Edo sharebon, grew out of the influence of ukiyo
monomane oral impressions. As noted in the previous chapter, this was a minor
performance genre consisting of impressions of a range of common social types, related
closely to actor impersonations (kowairo), gestural mimicry (miburi) and improvisational
theater (niwaka), and practiced most often by professional jesters in the licensed quarters.
Honda claims that Sanba’s kokkeibon began as a technical remediation of ukiyo monomane
performance that focused on caricatured depictions of eccentric types, but gradually
evolved into an independent “literary art” (bungei), based in a richly conceived and
unifying contemporary setting, that depicted ordinary social types from commoner society
and emphasized content (interesting topics of conversation) over technique (rendition of
character through stylization of speech).11 While this narrative is accurate in describing

10

The precise nature of the relationship between Sanba and Enba is unclear, but various anecdotal evidence
has lead scholars to conclude that Sanba was if not a formal disciple of Enba’s then effectively on similar
terms. For example, Sanba took the second (tei 亭) and fourth (ba 馬) characters of his penname from Enba’s
own. See ibid., 48-52.
Honda Yasuo, Shikitei Sanba no bungei (Tokyo: Kasama Shoin, 1973), 247-276, 287-298. Honda’s remains
the only comprehensive study of Sanba’s literary output, focusing largely on tracing the evolution of Sanba’s
“style of composition” (sakufū), with particular attention to his incorporation of influence from the oral arts.
For a more recent biographical study that introduces more of Sanba’s works with a focus on genres other than
the kokkeibon, see Tanahashi Masahiro, Shikitei Sanba: Edo no gesakusha (Tokyo: Perikansha, 1994). In
English, the only study is Robert W. Leutner, Shikitei Sanba and the Comic Tradition in Edo Fiction
(Cambridge, MA: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1985), an author study that draws
heavily on Honda’s work.
11
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Sanba’s shift away from monomane-style portraits toward more complex styles of
characterization and topics of conversation, it strangely discounts the possibility of
influence from other styles of oral performance. Curiously, Honda makes little distinction
between the art of ukiyo monomane and that of otoshi-banashi, regarding the latter simply
as a later evolution of the former.12 But as the case of Utei Enba shows, these two arts
represented distinct stylistic genealogies rooted in very different social positions:
monomane in that of the semi-professional entertainers of the theater and pleasure districts,
and otoshi-banashi in the storytelling, insult culture, and everyday linguistic performances
of the lower working classes. Sanba was an avid follower of the emerging art of otoshibanashi, having likely been mentored by Enba, even writing an amateur history of the
genre. Sanba’s later work shows growing influences from the otoshi-banashi tradition. For
example, Sanba writes in a preface to Ukiyoburo that the text was inspired by an otoshibanashi performance by Sanshōtei Karaku, whereupon Sanba’s publisher, “inspired by a
characteristic greed, asked [Sanba] to write [a work] based upon these bathhouse stories,
eschewing matters of the pleasure quarters and accentuating the humor in everyday
matters.”13

Honda, Shikitei Sanba no bungei, 251. In identifying Sanba’s kokkeibon with the techniques of the
sharebon and narrowly with the art of ukiyo monomane, Honda relies largely on Bakin’s comments to the
same effect; see ibid., 249-252. But Bakin’s comments on the kokkeibon as a genre and Sanba as an author
rather transparently reflect his personal bias against both. For example, see Bakin’s characterization of the
kokkeibon as “groundless rumors resembling something called ukiyo monomane performed by beggars,” and
“ultimately a variation on the sharebon, and nothing more than something to make readers laugh.” See
Kyokutei Bakin, Kinsei mono no hon Edo sakusha burui, ed. Tokuda Takeshi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten,
2014), 106-107. For further detail on Bakin’s attitudes toward the sharebon, kokkeibon, and towards Sanba as
an author, see ibid., 120-126.
12
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The precise nature of Sanba’s engagement with otoshi-banashi and the other oral
arts will be discussed in more detail below; for the time being it will suffice to observe that
Sanba’s kokkeibon synthesized these two vectors shaping the shift from sharebon to
kokkeibon. In terms of social topos, Sanba’s works assumed a form that was in some ways
the inverse of Ikku’s Hizakurige: where Ikku had offered lower-class but otherwise generic
protagonists as objects of identification by Edo readers, Sanba depicts a world in which
everyone is marked by class, status, gender, and occupation. Though (as will be shown
below) Sanba’s work does have what may be called dialogic centers—sociolinguistic
subjectivities that exert authority over others and around which others are oriented—they
never appear as totally natural or unmarked. This was an inversion of Manzōtei’s Inaka
shibai as well: in Kejō suigen maku no soto 戯場粋言幕乃外 (Sophisticated Words of the
Playhouse, This Side of the Curtain, 1806) Sanba depicts a theatrical performance, but here
the topos is back in Edo, not the provinces. The focus of the work is on the manners of the
audience rather than the action on stage, but unlike Inaka shibai, the reader cannot assume
the superior position of the urbane Edoite laughing at hickish provincial customs. Here,
members of an Edo-based audience can only laugh at one another, and perhaps, to a certain
degree, themselves. Sanba’s most famous works, Ukiyoburo and Ukiyodoko, appear as a

was something like a transcription of an oral performance; See Mitamura Engyo, ed., Kokkeibon meisaku shū,
vol. 10 of Hyōshaku Edo bungaku sōsho (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 1970), 150-151. Honda Yasuo responds that this
preface only reveals that an otoshi-banashi performance was the inspiration for the work, and that without any
document of Karaku’s performance, scholars must look elsewhere to theorize the intermedial quality of
Sanba’s writing; see Honda, Shikitei Sanba no bungei, 188-189. Honda chooses instead to focus on the
influence of monomane, but as I have noted above, he discounts the fact that monomane and otoshi-banashi
were distinctly different arts.
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direct extension of this framing, focalizing public spaces of contemporary Edo to present
readers with images of themselves.

Tenement publics of early 19th-century Edo
But just what were these public spaces—what were their functions, who made use
of them, and for what purposes? Were some more welcome than others? And what might
the social make-up of these spaces say about the significance of Sanba’s work? The
barbershop, for one, has been an object of frequent study and scholarly commentary, so to
better understand the social dynamics running through Sanba’s fiction, we may begin by
examining briefly this institution, its history, and its status in early 19th-century Edo.
As early as the mid-17th century, the barber had been established as a privileged
status and a mandatory institution of every ward, with one barber assigned to each chō and
vice versa. Prior to this, the barber had been considered a low-skill livelihood, not far from
a street peddler or day laborer, who would ply his trade at bridges, crossroads, riverbanks,
and other public spaces. The shogunate, perceiving the strategic importance of these spaces
for urban surveillance, granted the barber the exclusive right to exercise his trade in
exchange for performance of a number of public duties. First, he served as a guard post,
utilizing his location in public space to monitor comings and goings in the chō. Second, in
the event of a fire, it was his duty to report to the commoner ward office to protect
important ward documents. Third, he was obligated to provide specified terms of service in
shaving criminals, thus supporting the state’s system of incarceration. In exchange for
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fulfilling these duties on a per-chō basis, he was guaranteed a monopoly right to practice
the trade of hairdressing within the territory of the chō.
In Chapter 1, we saw the emergence of competing conceptualizations of labor: in
the face of the state’s conception of labor in terms of social function (shokubun 職分),
usually representing an economic function serving the direct interests of the state, there
emerged a commoner conception of labor as livelihood (nariwai 生業), merely a means of
making a living (or, in some cases, a profit). According to these terms, the barber’s
livelihood as a hairdresser was guaranteed on the condition that he carry out a legitimate
public occupation of surveillance and security in direct service of the state. The difference
between the logic of shokubun and that of nariwai may be thought of as one of public
versus private: the official recognition of shokubun was granted to forms of labor that
served the interests of the state as “the great public” (daikōgi 大公儀), and such recognition
was often institutionalized in a distinct set of rights and obligations—that is, a mibun as a
distinct place in the official social order. In contrast, forms of labor not granted the official
status of “occupation” were relegated to a private space of “livelihood,” which was more
fluid and contingent, only serving the need of a private individual to make a living. In these
terms, the barber performed a public occupation of chō surveillance and security in
exchange for a monopoly on his private livelihood of hairdressing.14

14

For further background on these concepts, see Howell, Geographies of Identity in Nineteenth Century
Japan, 45-66; and Hiraishi Naoaki, “Kinsei Nihon no “shokugyō” kan,” in Gendai Nihon shakai dai 4-kan:
rekishi-teki zentei, ed. Tōkyō Daigaku Shakai Kagaku Kenkyūjo (Tokyo: Tōkyō Daigaku Shuppankai, 1991),
47-58. Regarding the barber in this context, see Howell, Geographies of Identity, 62.
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Maeda Ai has taken up these issues in a provocative reading of Ukiyodoko.
Observing the role of surveillance that the barber theoretically owed to the state, Maeda
argues that, “The master barber, whose right to do business was guaranteed by the
organization of guild members on a one-barber-per-chō basis, was a powerful advocate for
the stable social order of the local community,” carrying out a critical function of
establishing social harmony between the upper class of house-holding merchants and the
lower classes of rear tenement residents. To Maeda, Sanba’s barber plays this role by
mediating the languages of these classes through dialog, playfully harmonizing his
conversation with the interests, dispositions, and literacies of all of his customers.15
Maeda’s reading is richly evocative of the social symbolism of early modern urban space,
mapping out a topography that sets the space of the rear tenement in opposition with that of
the chō as the terminal unit of shogunal administration, and taking Sanba’s barber as a
metaphor for the shogunate’s need to impose order in the face of the disruptive potential of
the lower classes who threatened to overflow the interstices of the status system.
However, if we dig deeper into the social conditions surrounding the barbershop in
early 19th-century Edo, there emerges a slightly different image from that proposed by
Maeda. Over the course of the 17th and 18th centuries, the barber’s trade evolved well
beyond the one-barber-per-chō specification. In addition to permanent facilities bound to

Maeda Ai, “Bokutō no kakureya,” in Toshi kūkan no naka no bungaku, vol. 5 of Maeda Ai chosaku shū
(Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1989), 11-19. Maeda’s reading is especially suggestive in his observation of the role
of the barber—and of Sanba’s fiction—of mediating between different forms of language: the literate space of
the street front and the oral space of the tenement. However, where Maeda sees this oral space as representing
only a “chaotic” alternative to the social order of the shogunate, I seek to reveal the internal order of these
communities and the performative logic of speech upon which they operate.
15
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the chō, there emerged private mendicant hairdressers who would go to clients’ residences
as well as those who set up temporary stalls in open spaces, both practicing hairdressing as
a livelihood unrecognized by the state. In other words, the position of the barber as a public
agent possessing an occupation (shokubun) authorized by the state was in fact in the
process of deconstruction, as the barber was relegated to a mere private practitioner of a
livelihood (nariwai). This was a status that he shared with the majority of the tenementdwelling class of low-ranking craftsmen, day-laborers, street peddlers, and other forms of
casual labor not protected by any kind of privileged status or official recognition: these
classes were largely defined by their alienation from the security of labor-as-occupation and
relegated instead to the private space of labor-as-livelihood. At the same time, as the right
to practice the trade (kabu) was commodified in the wake of the Kansei Reforms, there
emerged a widening gap between practicing barbers (private sub-contractors) and the
merchant capitalists, not attached to the chō in question, who possessed the public right to
practice (barbers in name only). As this gap widened, the territory served by an individual
barber gradually became unmoored from the community of the chō, overlapping in
complex ways with neighboring communities.16
Rather than acting as an institution representing the interests of the chō, Sanba’s
barber reveals a strong affinity for the community of the tenement. Sanba’s opening states

Yoshida Nobuyuki, “Kinsei no mibun ishiki to shokubun kannen,” in Shakai-kan to sekai-zō, vol. 7 of
Nihon no shakai-shi, ed. Asao Naohiro, Amino Yoshihiko, Yamaguchi Keiji, and Yoshida Takashi (Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 1987), 90-104. Yoshida elaborates an elaborate triangular system of interests and
obligations between barber, chō, and state: according to his analysis, the barber sought to secure his livelihood
by claiming a direct relationship to the state through the fulfillment of these duties, but these claims were
ultimately undermined by representatives of the chō, who claimed they were duties of the chō to the state,
executed through the barber as a sub-contractor.
16
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that there is “a barbershop on every corner,” (kamiyuidoko kanarazu yotsutsuji ni aru)
namely at the intersection of official roadways, reflecting the historical function of the
barber as carrying out surveillance within the chō as a service to the state. However, the
illustrations that open the work and the characters that inhabit it align the barbershop both
socially and spatially with the community of the tenement rather than with the chō proper.
The connections between these spaces can be seen vividly in the sequential frontispiece,
which consists of three illustrations. The first shows a tableau of the tenement gate, marked
with signs representing the livelihoods of its inhabitants and flocked by a handful of
residents and peddlers (Figure 4.1, above). As the reader turns the page, his (or her) vision
shifts naturally to a view of the frontage of the barbershop, the script on the paper screen of
the barber shop flowing seamlessly from one page to the next to spell out the eponymous
ukiyo (Figure 4.2). (The third image, not shown here, shows the inside of the barbershop.)
The main text of the work begins with a verbal description that links the name of the
barbershop (“floating world”) with the rhetoric of livelihood (nariwai), and thus aligns it
with the private livelihoods of the tenement dwellers. As a community facility linked
spatially and socially with the tenement, the barbershop becomes a gateway for the social
melting pot of the rear tenement to spill out into the space of the chō.
The path of virtue is straight with a barbershop at every corner, and
here next to the Floating World Bathhouse we find under the same shared
beams a barbershop called the Floating World Barber.17 The waist-high
screen of oilpaper running along its six-yard frontage is inscribed with the
characters “Floating World”—a fitting name for someone who must makes
“The path of virtue is straight” (daidō naou shite) refers to a passage from the kanshi collection Tōshisen:
“The path of virtue is straight like hair” (daidō naou shite kami no gotoku). Sanba develops this into a play on
“hair” (kami) and “barbershop” (kamiyuidoko).
17
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his way through life by oiling hair... and right next door to this barber is the
entrance to a large tenement.18

Figure 4.2. Ukiyodoko, vol. 1-1. Barbershop storefront. (Waseda University Libraries)

The opening line reflects a common-sense understanding of the social place of the
barbershop expressed in spatial terms: “a barber on every corner”—that is, at the
intersections of major roadways, where it performs a function of surveillance on behalf of
the chō as a whole. But this quickly gives way to a more concrete depiction of the
barbershop, both in the illustrations and the dialog of the text itself, where the barbershop is
linked not to the chō and its “public” spaces (the major roadway, the main intersection) but
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rather to the “private” space of the rear tenement. In this tension, one can observe the subtle
slippage and instability of the status of the barbershop in relation to the communities that it
served. Sanba’s text also subsumes the status of the master barber himself amid these social
ambiguities. At one point, one of the customers remarks dryly that the owner of the shop, a
master barber named Bingorō (Bin for short), is in fact quite well off, holding the right to
operation of barbershops in five or six chō as well as three open-space stalls (rights which
presumably he would rent out to wage-earning tradesmen). The other customers are slightly
incredulous, observing that Bingorō’s shop shows no great signs of wealth, and on this
point Bingorō himself is conspicuously silent, and the conversation shifts to a different
topic.19 But elsewhere, Bingorō identifies himself with the class of sub-contractors who
would be paying for the right to ply their trade. This leads him to comment on the social
nature of the barber’s profession.
Bin: If you’re a barber, I don’t care whether you’re making rounds or paying
for the right to run a shop, you always have to flatter your customers. In any
group of customers, there’s always a grouch. For each one, you gotta tease
out his quirks and find somethin’ that he likes to talk about. Same as being a
prostitute. To make it in this business, you have to be a real chameleon.20
The barber harmonizes through dialog, code-switching to match his customers. Maeda Ai
takes this practice as a reflection of the barber’s public occupation as an agent of security
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Ibid., 166.
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and surveillance—harmonizing to maintain order on behalf of the chō and by extension the
shogunate—but to the contrary, Sanba’s barber clearly situates this dialogic practice in
relation to the logic of livelihood: Bingorō must flatter his customers to “get by in the
world” (tosei 渡世, a synonym for nariwai). The logic of public occupation here is nowhere
to be seen. The comparison to the work of the courtesan is telling: it has the connotation of
matching one’s manner to a customer, but also the pejorative connotation of “whoring
oneself out”—a comment on the position of the low-ranking craftsman in an increasingly
commodified, stratified time. And, as the conversation continues, his customers observe
that the need to hustle and take on different roles to match the demands of different clients
this situation is by no means unique to him, but is a condition shared by Edo’s lower
classes: a fluidity of livelihood, where an individual, lacking in day-to-day job security, has
to put on a variety of different faces, play different roles, take on different jobs, and please
different people just to get by.
Sanba’s barber is a hybrid of propertied chōnin and lower-class tenement dweller:
his social position is heavily overdetermined and impossible to pinpoint, but precisely in
these ambiguities one can see the ways in which Sanba sought to navigate the shifting
status of the barber. In the face of conflicting determinations of his position as a chō
functionary, a merchant capitalist, and a laboring sub-contractor, Sanba chose to write the
barber as an exemplar of the fluid and precarious livelihoods of the lower classes, and as
providing a social space for the tenement community.
The same interest in the tenement stratum and the private identities expressed within
it structures Sanba’s treatment of the bath, one of the other public spaces that was most
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central to social life in Edo’s commoner districts.21 In the preface to Ukiyoburo titled “The
Greater Meaning of the Floating World Bathhouse” (Ukiyoburo taii), Sanba foregrounds
the public quality of this space.
Upon careful reflection, there is no [moral] teaching as efficacious as the
public bath. Why? Wise or foolish, righteous or wicked, rich or poor, high or
low, all men go naked into the bath; this is an innate truth of both heaven
and earth. Shakyamuni, Confucius, Osan [the maid] and Gonsuke [the
servant], all come just as they were born; shedding every trace of desire,
they give up their attachments and ambitions to the Western Sea.22 Purifying
themselves of the filth of worldly desire and rinsing off with fresh water,
master and servant alike stand naked, and who can tell them apart? ...The
Buddha-hating geezer enters the bath and chants Amida’s name, the lusty
young man is ashamed of his nakedness and covers himself discreetly, the
fierce warrior endures the water splashed upon his head, thinking it natural
for a crowded place, and the local ruffians whose arms are tattooed with
demons and gods say, “Pardon me!” as they stoop through the entryway to
the bathing area. Is this not all due to the virtues of the public bath? With
individual minds come private feelings, but the water of the bath has no
mind of its own and abides no privacy.23

Due in part to Edo’s population density and in part to the risk of fire associated with heated baths, only the
most elite commoners could afford to maintain private baths, and most residents of the commoner districts
relied on public baths for daily hygiene, many going to the local bathhouse every day, some in both morning
and evening. For male customers, the bathhouse also offered a second-floor lounge that could be used
casually for games and other social activities. For detailed discussion of the bath as social space, drawing
heavily from literary sources including Ukiyoburo, see Jinbō Kazuya, Ukiyoburo: Edo no sentō (Tokyo:
Mainichi Shinbunsha, 1977), 43-93.
21
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Sanba emphasizes the social diversity comprised by the bath, placing particular emphasis
on the lower ranks, including servants (Osan and Gonsuke were common bynames for
household servants) and local commoner toughs (here referred to by glossing the characters
kyōkaku 侠客 with the vernacular chūppara, elsewhere often labeled as isami-hada or kioi;
I will discuss this type and the various terms used to evoke it in more detail below).24
Though the bathhouse is often described as having a function similar to that of the
barber—contemporary observers wrote of there being “one for every chō”—it actually
served communities that crossed chō boundaries. When the bathhouse guild was recognized
by the shogunate in 1808, it consisted of 523 members and was likely increasing with
Edo’s growing population, while the number of individual chō at the time was roughly
twice that, meaning that there was nearly one bath for every two chō.25 While imprecise,
this ratio is suggestive of the nature of bath as a public space: while the bath was a central
institution to the community life of the chō that it served, its clientele was not limited to
those of a single chō community, but rather operated on what might be called a quasi-local

In this preface, Sanba draws on a similar treatment of the space of the bath in Kengu irikomi sentō shinwa
賢愚湊銭湯新話 (Gathering Pool of Sages and Fools: A New Tale of the Bath, 1802), a didactic kibyōshi
released by Santō Kyōden in the aftermath of the Kansei Reforms. In this work, Kyōden had used the space of
the public bath to construct a series of elaborate metaphors illustrating the premises of the non-sectarian
commoner moralism of the Shingaku movement: the moral message was primary, though couched in
humorous terms. For a transcription of this text, see Mizuno Minoru, ed., Santō Kyōden zenshū, vol. 4
(Tokyo: Perikansha, 2004), 513. Kyōden’s work in turn has been argued to draw from Sentō shinwa 銭湯新
話 (New Tales of the Bath, 1754), a dangibon by Itō Tanboku (1680-1758). Tanboku’s text does endorse the
eclectic moralism characteristic of the dangibon as a genre, but its use of the bath is only as a frame narrative:
in the preface, the author states that, as someone fond of stories, he goes to the bath every day to listen to the
stories that people tell there. See Hashikawa Shūichi, ed., Dangibon shū 2 (Tokyo: Koten Bunko, 1997), 9-10.
24

Jinbō Kazuya, Ukiyoburo: Edo no sentō, 28-35. For a more detailed discussion of the institutional
relationship between the bathhouse and the administration of the chō that it served, see Tozawa Yukio, Edo
chōnin no seikatsu kūkan: toshimin no seichō (Tokyo: Hanawa Shobō, 2013), 103-142.
25
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level. The public space of the bath thus crossed the local and administrative units that made
up the shogunate’s system of status administration, opening the boundaries of the chō to the
larger social potentialities and ambiguities of the early modern metropolis. These
differences between the barber and bath are reflected in the ways Sanba’s two works are
structured. Ukiyoburo, while incorporating scenes of dialog between friends, acquaintances,
and family members, tends toward anonymity, presenting a boundless series of
unconnected conversations between a much broader range of characters, often drawing
humor out of the tension between strangers of differing social positions.26 In contrast,
Ukiyodoko depicts a highly integrated community of individuals who, though labeled by
Sanba with bynames suggesting their social roles (“Retiree”, “Tough”, etc.), are familiar
with one another as friends and neighbors. Regardless, both works depict a social world
centered around the tenement-dwelling class.

The Edo tenement as oral space
Both bath and barber, in their affiliation with the space of the tenement and its
social milieu, resembled a new type of public media space that began to flourish at the
dawn of the 19th century: the yose. Shikitei Sanba himself would later write an informal
history of the Edo-based oral arts in which he gives the following succinct description.
There are houses where those who make a living by jōruri chanting, popular
songs, reading military texts, sleight of hand, one-man theater, sermons,
festival songs, and imitations, [these sorts of performers] set a fee and gather
audiences. Many of these places may be found on private streets and
26

For further discussion of the difference between these two spaces and how those differences are reflected in
Sanba’s style, see Honda, Shikitei Sanba no bungei, 287-298.
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alleyways, and are referred to popularly as gathering places (yoseba 寄せ
場), or yose ヨセ for short. Recently these yose houses primarily offer comic
storytelling (otoshi-banashi).27
A small number of such spaces had operated in Edo since at least the 1770s, but in the
wake of the Kansei Reforms the number of dedicated yose increased dramatically. Though
detailed records from this period are scarce, the numbers of yose are said to have risen to 75
by 1815 and 125 by the late 1820s.28 Moreover, whereas earlier yose had served primarily
as venues for forms of text-based lectures (kōshaku 講釈, which often focused on martial
tales), the new wave of yose that blossomed in the wake of the Kansei Reforms had at its
center the newly emerging plebeian art of otoshi-banashi.29
Like the bath and barber, the yose was situated in a liminal space between public
and private. Spatially, as Sanba notes, they were often situated on rear alleyways (kōji 小
路) in the fashion of Sanba’s barber, or on the semi-private “new streets” (shinmichi 新道),
referring to streets created in a given chō at the discretion of landlords and without

ミ

浄瑠璃、小唄・軍書読 、手妻、八人芸、説経、祭文、物まね尽しなどを業とする者を宅に請し
て一席の料を定め看客聴衆を集る家あり。此講席新道小路に数多ありて俗に寄セ場、或いはヨセと
略してもいふ。此ヨセといふ席に出て今専ら落話を講ずる事となりぬ。 Geinōshi Kenkyūkai, eds.,
Yose, misemono, vol. 8 of Nihon shomin bunka shiryō shūsei (Tokyo: San’yōsha, 1976), 136.
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In the Tenpō Reforms, the shogunate attempted to shut down the majority of these yose, licensing only
fifteen of the longest running establishments, but following the revocation of the edict in 1845, the number
shot up to a reported 700, with records citing two or three dedicated yose for every chō. See Hiruma Hisashi,
“Yose no hensen,” Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kyōzai no kenkyū, vol. 18, no. 4 (March, 1973), 82-84. One
reason for this increase is believed to be that the kabuki theaters, which had suffered a decline in fortunes due
to the influence of the Kansei Reforms, had responded by increasing ticket prices and decreasing the scale of
cheap seating; the lower classes who were thus excluded from the theatergoing audience responded by
flocking to yose, which exploded in number in the early decades of the 19 th century.
28
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Teruoka Yasutaka stresses the fact that the new yose of the early 19th century, based around the art of
hanashi, were of a distinct genealogy from those earlier spaces that served primarily as venues for “reading”
performances of kōshaku. See Teruoka Yasutaka, Rakugo no nenrin (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 1978), 106, 143.
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shogunal authorization; the residences and storefronts on such private roadways came to
constitute an intermediate class of dwelling between the chō storefront and the rear
tenement. Structurally, the yose evolved out of early ad-hoc performances in rented spaces
such as the second floors of teahouses, archery ranges, restaurants, and rented parlors;
dedicated yose spaces were likely little more than ordinary houses with some dividing walls
removed. Socially, though few records remain of the nature of yose management during its
earliest stages, records from the mid-19th century cite many yose being run by firefighting
chiefs: such individuals would typically live in two-story residences, with the second floor
being used for meetings among their firefighting teams, and these spaces could easily be
adapted as performance halls.30 This new class of performance space, rooted in the social
position of the laboring classes, was categorically distinct from earlier entertainment
facilities, integrated more closely into commoner residential space.
Here I would propose that the theoretical significance of the yose as a media space
in relation to the social space of the tenement (and Sanba’s representation thereof) might be
compared with that of the popular media that Walter Benjamin used to theorize the arcades
of 19th-century Paris: the panorama, the diorama, and above all the phantasmagoria. To
Benjamin, these new media spaces, themselves embedded in the urban spaces that they
took as their topoi and in the daily leisure practices of the people that they depicted, offered
phenomenological models for urban experience itself, constructing the city as an object of
knowledge while distorting traces of the social tensions and ambiguities that the unrelenting

Hiruma Hisashi, “Seiritsu-ki ni okeru rakugo no shakai-teki kihan,” Bungaku, vol. 28, no. 12 (December,
1960), 1306-1307.
30
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temporal pace and social density of urban experience threatened to expose. The
paradigmatic structure of this mediation is the phantasmagoria, a metaphor borrowed from
Marx for the industrial commodity form: a technology that supplants social reality with a
phantasmal social imaginary while effacing the presence of the mechanisms (in the
metaphor, labor and its exploitation by capital) that make such an illusion possible.
Benjamin and his followers see these structures reproduced in the literature of the time,
itself undergoing large-scale commodification: Parisian panorama writing and the popular,
disposable physiologies, a genre that used a vulgarization of the taxonomic premises of the
emerging social sciences to offer entertaining but ultimately vacuous and portraits of urban
social types.31
Suggestive parallels abound between Benjamin’s theorization of the literary
commodity and representations of urban space in early 19th-century Edo. Both describe a
historical moment at which explicitly political forms of satire have been repressed by
censorship and replaced by more innocuous representations of contemporary life; both also
occur at a moment of (as we have seen above) the increased commodification of labor and
through it of status-based identity. Both moments also saw the rapid commodification of
print fiction. At the same time, the differences between the two are equally suggestive.
Where Benjamin’s Parisian arcades are a commercial space, Sanba’s bath and barber are

For example, see Walter Benjamin, “The Flâneur,” in Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High
Capitalism, trans. Harry Zohn (London/New York: Verso, 1997), 35-40. For more concrete discussion of the
literary genres under Benjamin’s examination, see Judith Wechsler, A Human Comedy: Physiognomy and
Caricature in 19th Century Paris (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 20-39, and Richard Seiburth,
“Same Difference: The French Physiologies, 1840-1842,” in Notebooks in Cultural Analysis: An Annual
Review, ed. Norman F. Cantor. (Durham: Duke University Press, 1984), 163-200.
31
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sites of community socialization more proximal to the residential space of the tenement
(though it must be kept in mind that this space doubled as a site of commerce in the
movement of street peddlers—or rather that the rational differentiation of residential and
commercial space had not proceeded as far here as in an industrialized Paris). Concomitant
with this, Benjamin’s arcades are a primarily visual space, illuminated by the gaslight,
where Sanba’s bath and barber are largely aural; to invert Benjamin’s turn of phrase, they
prioritize the activity of the ear over that of the eye. Amid the dim, enclosed space of the
tenement, the ear extended farther than the eye, reaching (intentionally or not) across the
thin walls separating tiny apartment units, into arguments between family members or
lovers, into private music lessons, into parties—thus the common trope of overhearing as a
device of narrative transition—and into the alleyway where peddlers hawked their wares
and performing mendicants plied their arts and begged for alms.
So strongly was the rear tenement understood as an aural space that Terakado
Seiken 寺門静軒 (1796-1868) would use the same techniques of dialog and tropes of
overhearing to render the space of the tenement in his monumental work of urban reportage
Edo hanjōki 江戸繁昌記 (A Record of the Prosperity of Edo, 1832-1836). Proposing to
give one concrete depiction of a single tenement rather than try to describe the tenement
space in general terms, Seiken depicts a discussion between an anonymous nun and priest
over the price of rice; this is soon interrupted as a voice interjects from the other side of a
wall, telling them to “Stop it! Stop it! Stop it! Shut up with all that stingy talk” (Yameroe,
yameroe, yameroe... kechina hanashi nasu o yameyo)! In a strikingly colloquial language
that rings through despite the Seiken’s Sinitic syntax, the neighbor rails on the anonymous
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priest for the shortcomings of his economic logic before being drowned out by an itinerant
Shintōist beggar, and the focalizing ear then shifts to a group of mothers bargaining with a
fish peddler.32 The media space of the yose, itself embedded socially and physically on the
boundary between the private space of the tenement and the public space of the chō,
emerged out of this aural field to offer, like Benjamin’s phantasmagoria, a sensory
paradigm for urban experience. But where Benjamin’s media were technologies of visual
spectacle, the yose was rooted in the performative artifice of the human voice.
Historians of Japanese literature frequently distinguish between three primary
genealogies of oral performance: chanting (katari 語り), referring to sonorous and
rhythmic enunciation like that used in the jōruri theater, reading (yomi 読み), referring to
elocutionary performance based on written texts, and speaking (hanashi 話し), referring to
an extemporaneous style of delivering stories through colloquial speech. As the
contemporary accounts quoted above reveal, all three modes of oral performance were
comprised in the repertoire of the early 19th century yose, which exhibited the multiple
performative valences of the spoken voice.33 It must also be noted that the historical
relationships between these three modes were complex and dynamic as the various arts
comprised by these genealogies interacted and evolved in diverse ways. The “reading” arts,

Hino Tatsuo, ed., Edo hanjōki, Ryūkyō shinshi, vol. 100 of Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei (Tokyo:
Iwanami Shoten, 1989), 185-187.
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This is not to say that the yose was void of visual elements. Bodily performance genres such as gestural
mimicry (miburi) and sleight of hand (tezuma) were a standard part of the yose repertoire, and visual media
such as the magic lantern (gentō) had begun to be incorporated as early as the turn of the 19 th century; see
Teruoka, Rakugo no nenrin, 123-125. However, the overwhelming majority of yose arts were those based on
oral performance.
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largely comprised by text-based storytelling and lectures, were over the course of the 18th
century radically transformed by the influence of speech: lecturers like Fukai Shidōken 深
井志道軒 (1680?-1765) offered improvisational performances without a written base text,
while kōdan storytellers, who had originally offered popular renditions of the Taiheiki,
came to focus on contemporary dramas delivered in a hanashi-like style. The category of
“speaking” arts was also shaped by written and printed stories circulated in hanashibon 噺
本 (joke books), and performance of such stories often took an elocutionary form that was
essentially a form of reading. Bringing together these complex, hybrid performance
practices, the yose served as a creative crucible where distinct genealogies of oral
performance flowed together to give rise to new genres, styles, and works.34
Shikitei Sanba’s bathhouse and barbershop are yose-esque spaces. Evoking the full
range of hybrid orality embodied in the 19th-century yose, they offer a parade of
performances from different genres suggesting the ways in which multiple media literacies
and oral valences are digested and processed by the everyday spoken voice.35 Renditions of
the chanting arts are common: in the first volume of Ukiyoburo, Sanba depicts a pair of
blind performers offering a rendition of Sendai jōruri before transitioning to a dialog that

For example, performers often moved between the genres of otoshi-banashi, kōdan, and ukiyo monomane,
bringing about complex hybridizations like the longer and melodramatic ninjō-banashi (“human feeling
storie”), which incorporated oral impressions to a greater degree than conventional otoshi-banashi, and
kaidan-banashi (“ghost stories”), which incorporated sound and lighting effects.
34

Konta Yōzō offers a typology of the various forms of media literacy represented in the work; see Konta
Yōzō, “Jūkyūseiki no media jijō,” in Bunka no taishūka, vol. 14 of Nihon no kinsei, ed. Takeuchi Makoto
(Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1993), 269-284. Though Konta’s perspective is historical and not concerned with
the incorporation of these literacies and corresponding styles of language into the literary work, it offers a
helpful roadmap for approaching the genres that Sanba draws on, as well as their social affiliations.
35
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demonstrates their unique speech manners both as blind performers and as rural itinerants,
while volume three depicts a group of female jōruri chanters. In the fourth volume, he
depicts another blind performer in a rendition of one-man theater (hachinin-gei), a style of
extemporaneous performance in which a single actor performs the voices of multiple roles.
Here the annotation of different roles within the performance is no different from the
annotation of different characters within Ukiyoburo as a whole; this parallelism is all the
more apparent if one considers that the text was likely to be read aloud, whether by the
reader to himself or to others. The work thus closes with a meta-rendition of oral
performance functioning as a humorous mise en abyme that draws the reader himself (or
herself) into the world of oral performance.36
Within this oral space, low speech genres like the street-peddler’s cry become
performance genres in their own right. A ubiquitous part of the urban landscape, street
peddlers and other criers enter the public spaces of bath and barber, engaging in dialog with
other social positions. In Ukiyodoko, a sweets peddler comes by the barbershop, and as the
locals debate which sweets to buy, they invite him to give a performance of sales cries,
which he rattles off to an enthusiastic response.37 The same scenario repeats later in the
work, when a bird-seller comes by and offers an impressive sales pitch, rattled off over a
leaf and a half (two pages in a modern typeset edition) in a rapid-fire torrent of exhortation,
silencing the group with the nimbleness of his tongue.38 This style of roadside oratory
36

SNKBT 86, 287-288, 291-292.
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derives from the practice of the hawker (yashi/kōgushi 香具師), the sort of vendor who
would set up in open spaces and major thoroughfares, using a virtuosic style of orationcum-advertising to foist wares of questionable provenance on customers; the bird-seller
here is not himself a hawker, but has picked up the verbal style by memory from standing
around watching news-readers (yomiuri) and roadside hawkers, as both a playful
complement to his business and as a low performance genre to bring to the yose-esque oral
performance space of the barbershop. The scene then transitions seamlessly to another low
genre, as a teenage shophand comes by singing a popular tune, leading to a series of
transcriptions of Echigo country songs.39
Instances of oral lectures are littered throughout these texts, usually in the voice of
the “retiree” (inkyo): the cranky, elderly, retired merchant, presumably well-off but still
within the tenement class, who offers a discourse on both practical and moral principles,
usually to a reluctant and sardonic audience of lower-class types. In the fourth volume of
Ukiyoburo, a retiree given the iconic name Ban’emon 晩衛門 (the morpheme ban 晩
evoking his advanced age) lectures a group of toughs on why they cannot manage to save
any money. Modeled on lectures in the commoner morality of the Shingaku school, the
retiree’s lecture unfolds in monologic fashion. Extending over several pages, he offers no
opportunity for interjection by his skeptical audience, and even when he proposes to solicit
response (“do you understand”), the invitation is rhetorical, offering no chance for the
listener to intercede.

39
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Money runs away from you fellows because you treat it so badly. It’s no
different from how you handle an employee. If the master has no sympathy
and shows no kindness, treating him badly, the servant will lose the will to
tough it out; no matter what kind of person he is, he’ll see the extent of his
prospects, and in the end he’ll run off. The same holds for everything,
especially for money. You need to think of it as the greatest treasure in the
world, treat it carefully, and not use it carelessly even for a single moment.
Use it only for things you absolutely cannot do without. Do you understand?
If you avoid all needless expenses—entertainment goes without saying—
your wallet won’t be punished. Now, money is made to be used, so you
should use it for something useful. If you don’t use it, it won’t circulate, but
to spend it like water it on something useless... who could stand for this kind
of nonsense?40
The retiree goes on to articulate his position in terms of “faith” (shinjin) placed in money—
not in exclusion of the gods and Buddhas, but above them, for money brings immediate
success, and even the gods and Buddhas (the temples and shrines) depend on donations and
fund-raising. One can hear in this echoes of the “aphoristic rationalism” that characterized
the didactic language of Saikaku’s narration, here incorporated into an impromptu “lecture”
(kōshaku). And though the sermon is delivered monologically, giving its audience no
opportunity to interject, it is ultimately subjected to the dialogism of sarcastic responses
from his audience of ne’er-do-wells—“Yes, how truly I was mistaken!” “That’s for damn
sure!” “I’m with ya 100% but now...” “Aww just let it go...” (“Ie mō ayamari-irimashita”
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“Chigē gozēmasen” “Sorya hyaku mo shōchi sa ne. Sore da kedo” “Ee kore damatte iya
na”).
Regarding this tendency to subject authoritative or common-sense discourses to
dialogic inversion and mockery, Katsuya Hirano, whose theorization of early modern
culture draws heavily on Bakhtin, observes that “speedy and chaotic dialog created by a riot
of bickering voices delegitimates all authoritative claims and exposes the limitations,
contradictions, and absurdity of authoritative words.” But, he contends, this is not to say
that Sanba is engaged merely in a unilateral critique of hegemonic or official discourses,
rather that he “directs his fire against any authoritative and dogmatic truth claim,” including
those made by the lower-class members of the community. Thus, following Maeda Ai, he
characterizes the space of the Edo tenement as one of nonsense, reflecting the conceptual
collapse of official ideology and social order.41 To build on this astute analysis, we may
still ask: what kind of social order, if any, does it articulate? In my reading, symbolic
inversion through dialogic confrontation—what Maeda calls “nullification” (muka 無化)—
often appears as a tactical response used by the lower-class members of the community to
assert their own values, and while they often revel in antagonistic verbal sparring that
borders on nonsense in its sense of humor, this apparent nonsense nevertheless possesses its
own internal coherence and social logic. The dialogic relations between social positions and
languages in Sanba’s work unfold in a complex but ultimately comprehensible order, one in
which certain voices and subject positions effectively claim dominance over others.
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Sanba’s works present a heterogeneous but meaningfully integrated social and linguistic
universe, put into order by the dialogic play of the performative human voice. In the
remainder of the chapter, I will sketch out some of the basic positions and relations that
shape this space, and the ways in which its inhabitants use their own oral performances as
tactics of social integration and mobility.

Mapping the dialogic universe of the tenement
Here we may begin by focusing on the lower-class laborer identity referred to by the
term isami 勇み (macho, bold, or hot-headed), which forms one of the dialogic baselines of
Sanba’s fiction. Despite the shogunate’s efforts to symbolically fix the terms of lower-class
identity, this was one alternative, private form of identity and affiliation that had emerged
out of the melting pot of tenement society. Short for isami-hada 勇み肌 (macho-skinned)
and synonymous with kioi 競い or kioi-hada 競い肌 (terms that evoke a disposition of
agonistic confrontation), this was an urban, primarily male cultural style popular from the
late 18th century until the late Edo period. Modern scholars have often grouped this style as
one manifestation of the masculine peacocking of the otokodate 男伊達, or date 伊達 for
short, terms deriving from otoko o tateru, “to show one’s mettle as a man” (or, in the case
of the less common female onnadate, as a woman), linked to the figure of the kyōkaku 侠客
(the honorable outlaw, often translated as “street knight”) and the commoner virtue of
ninkyō 任侠 (gallantry). In this regard, isami culture was linked genealogically to the
righteous commoner toughs (machi yakko 町奴) of the 17th century, the defenders of the
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weak (commoner) from abuse by the strong (bushi), and indeed this image of the heroic
kyōkaku as honorable outlaw would become a central figure in the theater and literature of
18th and 19th century Edo.
However, though the terms listed above overlap significantly in their semantic
reference (and were often used as synonyms by contemporaries), it is important to
recognize a historical gap between the violently subversive culture of the machi yakko,
which had been largely suppressed by the early 18th century, and the more broadly
practiced isami culture of the later Edo period. The latter emerged in roughly the 1720s out
of the culture of low-ranking craftsmen associated with the shogunate’s department of
renovations (kobushin-kata 小普請方)—the same that Utei Enba came from, plainly
indicating the social roots of his hanashi practice—before spreading to become a style
shared throughout Edo’s lower laboring classes, and would be best exemplified by the
bravado of Edo’s firefighting teams.42 In the dangibon Heta dangi chōmonshū 下手談義聴
聞集 (Collection of Lousy Sermons, 1754), the author remarks that “These days no one is
stupid enough to be an otokodate, but there are a lot of these piddling kioi (koppa-gioi)—
when things get tough, they just hightail it, and as long as no one calls them a coward,
that’s the end of it.”43 Though this description is clearly intended to portray the posturing of

Jinbō Kazuya, “Otokodate,” in Edogaku jiten, ed. Nishiyama Matsunosuke et al (Tokyo: Kōbundō, 1984),
298-300. For a detailed discussion of historical shifts in otokodate culture, see Mitamura Engyo, “Kyōkaku no
hanashi,” in Mitamura Engyo Zenshū, vol. 13 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1975), 359-373. As Mitamura notes,
the kobushin-kata here is not the bureaucratic office of otherwise unemployed bushi nominally responsible for
such renovations but rather the laborers actually employed by the shogunate.
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the isami or kioi as (mere) bluster, it alludes to the fact that isami culture was not one of
violent confrontation as such, with the connotations of political resistance that such may
entail. Rather, the isami was what modern sociologists would call a subculture: a
performative bricolage of pre-existing cultural resources, primarily in the form of sartorial
and verbal expression, that gave symbolic coherence to marginalized social positions—it
allowed those at the bottom of the commoner hierarchy to tell, with a glance, who was “one
of them.”44 Yoshida Nobuyuki observes two central characteristics of isami culture: an
ostentatious sartorial style, distinguished by use of gaudy fabrics and above all by heavy
use of tattoos, and a culture of masculine prestige based on agonistic confrontation and
feats of bravery. To Yoshida, the performance of the subcultural identity of the isami
through expressions of sartorial flair and verbal or physical confrontation was a strategy of
lower-class solidarity, compensating symbolically for the exclusion of the lower laboring
classes from the public structures of protection and privilege associated with official
status.45 Isami culture thus functioned as a performative identity, emerging out of the
laboring classes and spreading throughout the melting pot of tenement society to offer a
new form of cultural identity to those at the margins of the status group system. If the Edo
kabuki theater would often celebrate the heroic and virtuous exploits of the outsized

original text, see Hashikawa Shūichi, ed., Dangibon shū 3 (Tokyo: Koten Bunko, 1999), 129-230; quote on
145.
I am drawing inspiration from Dick Hebdige’s theorization of the working-class subculture in the context of
post-war Great Britain: see Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd,
1979), 73-133.
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kyōkaku, Sanba’s fiction was unique in depicting the more modest and believable but still
critical social functions performed by the subcultural identity of the isami.
The figure of the isami is one of the social and linguistic baselines for Sanba’s
fiction. As Sanba states in a preface to Ukiyoburo, “the local toughs whose arms are
tattooed with demons and gods say, “Pardon me!” as they stoop through the entryway to
the bathing area.”46 (Here Sanba uses the compound kyōkaku 侠客 with the phonetic gloss
chūppara; the latter term, also used as a synonym for isami or kioi, evokes an irritable
disposition and readiness to take righteous offence.) The work then opens with a
developmentally disabled man, Butashichi (whose disability marks one of the other
margins of commoner society), who encounters two isami on the way to the bath. Sanba
depicts these two characters with what would become in his fiction a series of stereotypical
characteristics: broad foreheads, sauntering slowly with toothpick in hand, full of casual
verbal bluster that alternates between the playful and the confrontational. One, spitting as
he brushes his teeth, drops his hand-towel.
▲ “Hey jackass! Ya dropped ya towel! ‘the hell’s the matter with ya?” He
said laughing.
● Spinning around on the block of his sandal, he picked up his towel and
kept walking, but as he looked behind him, his eye on knot of the
other fellow’s belt, he tripped over a dog. “Woof!”
▲ “Jackass! ‘the hell you doin’ somewhere like that?”
● “Hey, it’s yer own damn fault for not payin’ attention! Why don’tcha
watch where yer goin’.”47
46
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▲

The two continue to bicker, each taking the other’s insults in stride; confrontation and
abuse are not provocations of conflict but rather baselines of communication. In the scene
that follows, Butashichi’s disability, marked by stuttered and slurred speech, is played for
laughs, but, when he rolls with the verbal punches of the two isami, they declare only halfironically, “This guy’s an isami!”—he’s one of us—and the three begin singing in unison
as they enter the bath.
Sanba’s works rely on the figure of the isami as an enforcer of local norms of
community etiquette and membership. They are usually the first to enter the community
space, and often the last to leave, getting the last word in. But more importantly, they
regulate access, ejecting interlopers who disrupt the local social order. In vol. 1 of
Ukiyoburo, the harmony of the men’s bath is periodically disrupted by mischief caused by a
drunken customer. When the drunk first enters, he playfully antagonizes the superintendent
(bantō) in a series of exchanges that suggest a straight-man routine out of the otoshibanashi repertoire, but as the volume progresses, the drunk becomes more mean-spirited in
his mischief, playing pranks on blind customers, and ultimately starts a fight with several
other guests. Here he collides with an isami, who responds with a tirade of abuse. Sensing
the threat of violence, the surrounding customers eject the drunk from the bath and placate
the isami’s righteous anger.48 In vol. 3, a parallel scenario unfolds in the women’s bath: a
group of young girls have been causing mischief and ultimately splash water on an
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onnadate—the isami’s female equivalent—who erupts with anger. In doing so, she gives
voice to the tacit rules of the bath as a community space.
“Hey! You little bitches oughta stop screwin’ around! What’s all the fuss
about? Look, you’re splashin’ water all over the place, and now you’ve
soaked this nice lady here [the onnadate speaking here] from the head on
down. You bitches don’t know when to quit. It’s not like you’ve rented out
the damn place to yourselves, so why are you acting like you’re the only
ones here? You kids are outta control. Mind your own business and let other
folks mind theirs, ya see? Maybe I think the water’s too hot, but if I cool it
down then someone else’ll complain, so I’m just dealing with it, but you
girls are just making a racket here with yer bitchin’ and moanin’. And now
here you’ve downright soaked someone who didn’t do anything to ya. [To
the Superintendent] I don’t know what kind of cash these girls [meaning,
their parents] must be throwing around to, acting like they own the place,
but ya know, if ya don’t do anything about these kids, before ya know it
they’ll be shittin’ in the bath and playin’ tag and hide-and-go-seek or some
such. You oughta kick ‘em out the door and let all the other baths know too
[that the offending parties shouldn’t be admitted]. I hope you girls are ready
for that!”49 (Emphasis added)
The girls are properly mortified, and the superintendent soon placates the onnadate, whose
anger was after all merely intended to teach the girls a lesson: the bath is a community
space. As with the drunk, a certain amount of mischief can be tolerated (even welcomed),
but it crosses the limits of etiquette when it causes trouble for other occupants of the space.
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The indignation of the isami, often dismissed as mere bluster, has the social function of
articulating the limits of acceptable behavior: “even for a screw-up, there are limits”
(mumenmoku mo hodo ga araa),50 “even for kids, there are limits” (wakee totte hodoree no
atta mon da). Usually, this boundary condition is the point of physical contact: verbal
confrontation is the norm and a cacophony of competing voices is accepted as a fact of life,
but when the confrontation becomes physical, the community steps in, acting through the
isami as agent. (This may be out of an awareness that physical violence was more likely to
attract the attention of the authorities, who were generally not very discriminating in
punishing the community at large for any disorderly conduct or interpersonal conflict
among its members.) But what is perhaps most interesting in the onnadate’s tirade is her
oblique and passing allusion to the class background of the girls: “I don’t know what kind
of cash these girls must be throwing around to get away with, acting like they own the
place” (ikappachi no zeni o maite, haba o suru ka shiranee ga). The suggestion, so brief as
to be almost missed, is that the girls are acting up because their parents are the wealthy,
propertied chō elite; but wealth does not trump community norms of etiquette.
If one of the dialogic centers of Sanba’s fiction is in the figure of the isami, then
another may be found in that of the Edo local, or Edokko. In fact, the two show significant
overlap. Like the isami, the Edokko as a self-professed identity was a highly performative
bricolage of earlier cultural forms. As Nishiyama Matsunosuke has shown, there existed in
the mid- to late 18th century earlier forms of Edo identity, centered on the social position of
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the fudasashi rice brokers as privileged and long-established Edo merchant commoners, but
this sense of Edo identity, articulated through a range of terms—Edo-umare 江戸生まれ,
Edo-mono 江戸者.—was rarely used as a term of self-identification. The turn of the 19th
century saw a newly widespread use of the term Edokko (along with synonyms like
Azumakko 東っ子, “child of the East”) among the urban lower classes, most iconically
among the isami.51 Takeuchi Makoto has cogently argued that this appropriation of Edo
identity by the lower classes, as a form of self-expression with exclusivistic connotations,
was likely a response to a flooding of the low- and unskilled labor market due to the rapid
influx of immigrants from the hinterland around the turn of the 19th century. The shogunate
had attempted to stop this movement during the Kansei Reforms by ordering immigrants
back to their hometowns, but these efforts were almost entirely ineffective, and the massive
influx of unskilled labor, putting pressure on the already precarious economic position of
Edo’s lower-class craftsmen and laborers, inspired the adoption of an exclusivistic Edobased identity as a form of regional chauvenism.52 How, then, did the figure of the Edokko
interact with other regional identities?

Nishiyama Matsunosuke, Edokko (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1980), 79-127, 182-200. Nishiyama
argues that there existed a more authentically local Edokko, formed around the mid-18th century and given
cultural expression in the 1770s-1780s, among the rice brokers, warehouse managers, and merchants of the
wholesale fish market; he holds the “self-professed Edokko” (jishō Edokko 自称江戸っ子) of the early 19th
century in lower regard. I question his nostalgic pursuit of an “authentic,” original identity—the 18th century
Edokko also relied on a bricolage of earlier forms—but follow his observation two distinct types of Edokko
appearing at different historical moments, with different class positions. Nishiyama also offers a lucid
summary of other scholarly approaches to the topic, see ibid., 79-91.
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In Ukiyodoko, the barber Bingorō himself is a professed Edokko, an identity that
aligns him closely with his isami customers. While this identity surfaces periodically
throughout the work (as in his response to the retiree’s lecture above), it is most clearly
seen in a conversation with a Kamigata merchant, which evolves rapidly into a heated
comparison of Edo versus Kamigata culture. The merchant, given the name Sakubei 作兵
衛, would be of the jigari 地借 class, a sort of middle class generally consisting of retail
merchants renting front lots on main avenues (in contrast to the upper class of householders and the large lower class of tenement renters). Within this class, Kamigata
merchants like Sakubei were usually operators of Edo branches of Kamigata firms, rotating
management regularly and thus never entirely naturalizing to their Edo communities, where
they remained outsiders.53 Bin’s relationship with Sakubei is one of cordial antagonism
based on regional rivalry. As the scene begins, Sakubei explains that the previous day he
had gone to the Yoshiwara—not for pleasure, but to collect on an account. This debtor
failed to pay, and he thought he might as well salve his disappointment with a night of
pleasure, but, realizing how much the entertainment would cost, simply had a quick drink
and ran home. Bin responds with the isami’s jocular abuse, insulting Sakubei as a “typical
Kamigata” cheapskate. The characterization of the Kamigata merchant as stingy is indeed
typical, especially in Sanba’s works. Sakubei responds in kind, calling out the aggressive
posturing of the Edokko as mere bluster: according to Sakubei, the Edokko just “shoots his
mouth off all over the damn place” (akutai bakari boi boi boyaki kusatte) without the real
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“guts” (shōne 性根) to back it up. Bin, his hackles up, then offers a long impression of two
Kamigata toughs getting in an argument—long-winded and exceptionally polite—playing
both roles in yet another remediation of otoshi-banashi narration. Following this caricature,
he offers his vision of proactive conflict resolution: physical confrontation, in the style of
the isami.
Bin: ..But now look at how fast an Edokko gets down to business! He’ll
have your eyes spinnin’. “Ya nitwit!” and before you know it,
someone’s gettin’ bonked in the bean, and while yer thinkin’,
“What’s the matter with this guy?” you just got your shins kicked in
too. An isami’s soul is in his kitchen knife! (deba bōchō wa isami no
tamasē da)
Saku: Come on now, what nonsense! Mess a guy up with a kitchen knife and
you’re not just giving him grief, you’re asking for trouble yourself!
First of all, if you’ve got a master it’s unloyal, if you’ve got a parent
it’s the peak of filial impiety. It’s beyond stupid or no-good, it’s just
unspeakably careless!
Bin: So what do you do when you get in a fight?
Saku: You don’t get it, that’s just the thing. That’s not a fight, it’s just being
unreasonable. You want to be a real man, use your mouth! You
overwhelm the guy with arguments and logic, and make him come
around. And if he’s not coming around, then there’s nothing you can
do anyway, so just leave it alone. Just figure he’s some idiot and
admit defeat... Don’t get dragged in and you won’t get hurt, no one
will bad-mouth you, and everyone comes out clean. That’s what you
could call being a real man (sore de koso otokodate to iwaren mo
sure). If you did the sort of thing you just said, you’d just be an
irritable jackass, what they’d call a “wild-boar warrior” in the old
military tales (gunsho de iwaba inoshishi musha ja).54 (Emphasis
added)
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Sakubei responds by attacking precisely the virtues of masculine prestige—otokodate—
upon which the isami ethos is based. In doing so, he also repeatedly veers close to the
orthodox morality articulated earlier by the retiree (filiality, loyalty), and, albeit only in
passing, to the same kind of literacy (military tales) underlying the more orthodox, textbased oral arts of kōshaku. More importantly, Sakubei, who criticizes the confrontational
bluster and abuse (akutai) characteristic of the isami’s linguistic style, embraces another
form of agonistic verbal performance that ironically shares many dialogic premises with the
language of the isami: argument. Where the isami’s ludic use of language is oriented
toward overwhelming the dialogic opponent (and gaining social prestige) through force of
expression (through a combination of wit and abuse), the Kamigata merchant’s practice of
argument seeks to overwhelm with reason. In practice, however, this style of argumentation
generally takes the form of aggressive bargaining; rather than pursuing logical superiority,
it focuses on claiming economic advantage through rhetorical subterfuge.
In the rest of the scene, Bin and Sakubei exchange casual insults as the latter tells a
few amusing anecdotes, all built with punch-lines in the otoshi-banashi style. Finally,
Sakubei takes his leave, exclaiming, “In any case I can’t chat too long!” (tonikaku hanashi
ga nago natte naran wa). Bin attempts to hold him back—“Just chat a bit more!” (mō chitto
o-hanashi nasē)—but Sakubei takes off because “in the time it takes to get my head shaved
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I could be making money” (sakayaki soru ma mo kane ga hoshii wai). Despite (or because
of) the casual antagonism between the two, Bin enjoys the verbal sparring carried out under
the banner of “chat” (hanashi), and though Sakubei can bring his own style of ludic verbal
performance to compete in the same arena, his ambivalent relationship with the community
space of the barbershop is reflected iconically in his reluctance to continue, in the face of
lost profits, in the collective ritual of hanashi.
If the Edokko is defined on one hand against the Kamigata merchant, on the other
hand he contrasts with the rural peasant, here taking the form of the recent immigrant. But
paradoxically, these works also show how the immigrant can, with proper mastery of the
oral culture of the Edo tenements, integrate as an Edokko himself. In Ukiyoburo, the
provincial topos appears in the figures of various bathhouse attendants, all of whom are
referred to by the standard byname of Sansuke. As Sanba himself notes in an interlinear
note, the majority of attendants (as well as supervisors and ultimately owners) were
immigrants from the northern provinces of Echigo, Ecchū, and Noto (roughly, modern
Niigata and Toyama prefectures and the Noto peninsula).55 As such attendants gained in
seniority, they would assume more responsibility in the bathhouse, becoming the
superintendent (bantō) and perhaps eventually establishing independence as proprietors of
their own bathhouses. Ukiyoburo shows several such Sansuke figures at various stages of
their apprenticeship, a period of training that is shown to be accompanied by a
naturalization to the social and linguistic norms of Edo. In one instance, a bathhouse worker

Jinbō, Ukiyoburo: Edo no sentō, 90-93. Sanba himself has one of his characters remark on this fact; see
SNKBT 86, 234.
55
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gets in a playful argument with a servant girl who has just slipped and fallen. (The girl is
unnamed, her dialog marked by a square symbol ■.)
■ Hurry up and bring some more water already, the days are short! What
time of year do you think this is, it’s the 10th day of the 10th month!
Attendant: Whatever, yer the clumsy one. Who slips in the bath these days?
That’s so old-fashioned it’s like somethin’ out of the ballad of
Otohime.56
Uncharacteristically, this attendant has the wit of an Edokko.
■ Forget about that, instead of lazing around why don’t you scrub the boards
down [to make them less slippery]? Lazy ass.
Attendant: Yes ma’am, yes ma’am.
■ What’s this, acting all polite when you’re just slouching around like that?
Attendant: Yes, I am indeed slouching. I’m slouching, but you’re the one
who’s slipping.
■ Insufferable...57 (Emphasis added.)
Though most attendants are recent immigrants, Sanba’s narrator remarks in an interlinear
note that this one “uncharacteristically” (mezurashii koto ni) has the “wit of an Edokko”
(Edokko no ki no kiita yatsu nari). The wit here is the isami’s verbal culture of casual
abuse: the remark, which refers to the lyrics of a popular song, has the effect of saying that
slipping in the bath is cliché. (“Who slips on a banana peel these days? What is this,
Looney Tunes?”) He exhibits not only the wit of the Edokko, but also the accent: the
characteristic Edo drawl that turns the ai dipthong into a long ē (Otohime jidē instead of
jidai in “somethin’ out of the ballad of Otohime”). At the same time, he shows a sharp
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ability to code-switch into a polite register—“Yes ma’am, yes ma’am” (hai hai
kashikomarimashita)—though this ability is used here ironically as a form of playful
mockery. The customer responds in kind, but of course this is not out of ill will, simply the
Edo culture of agonistic verbal sparring. Elsewhere, after a similar exchange of abuse, the
narrator remarks that, “This attendant is in line to move up to supervisor in the next year or
so; he’s been working here for four or five long years, and dotes on all the ladies, so they
don’t mind if he’s a bit rough in how he talks.”58 They don’t mind: in fact, this is precisely
why they feel so comfortable with him. In four or five years, the rustic speech and manner
of the immigrant may be replaced with the bluster of the Edokko. Sanba thus shows that
paradoxically, in spite of the exclusivistic and at times chauvenistic nature of Edokko
identity, it is ultimately something that can be learned, embraced, and performed. Sanba’s
fiction shows the logic according to which identities like the Edokko (or the isami), that
emerge out of the margins of urban space, provide performative tactics for social
integration.59
In a slightly altered sense, these tactics are also available to the not-yet-integrated
immigrant. In the women’s bath, an argument breaks out when “from the corner of the bath,
there came the sound of a countrified voice belting out a sad ballad of Chōshi in the style of

此ながしの男は、来年ごろばんとうにぬけやうといふ人物。このいへに四五年も長年するゆゑ、
女中がた一同に心やすく、詞づかひもいけぞんざいが通つたやつ也 Ibid., 86. It is not made clear if
this is the same character: both are labeled anonymously as bathhouse attendants (yukumi no otoko) and share
the same Edokko-like manner and speech.
58
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In this regard too, the social background (and integrating function) of the Edokko was reflected in the
structure of Edo language. As Sanba himself notes in several instances, the language of Edo’s lower classes is
not originally that of Edo but rather a conglomeration of influences from the rural hinterland of the Kantō
countryside. For example, see the postface to vol. 3 of Shijūhachi kuse: SNKS 52, 325-328.
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Shimofusa.” The voice belongs to a “maid fresh from the country” (yamadashi gejo), who
is reprimanded by a fellow bather; the latter’s identity is unmarked, but her comments
assume the position of an Edo local. (Both are unnamed, the maid being indicated in the
text by a triangle ▲ and the Edo woman by a circle ●.)
● “Now, now, what on earth are you singing? What kind of province is it
[that you come from] that has girls who sing in the bath? Do they
sing where you come from?
▲ “No, they don’t sing in my province.”
● “Then why are you singing?”
▲ “But I heard them singing in the men’s bath next door, so I thought that
Edo is the kind of place where you can just sing in the bath.”
● “Don’t be an idiot! They can sing because they’re men, but what kind of
woman gets away with singing in the bath? It’s downright absurd.”
▲ “Well then let’s forget about it. But what an odd place this Edo is, if men
can sing in the bath but it’s no good if a woman does the same.”
● “Who gives a damn!”60
The argument escalates until another customer, an acquaintance of the local, interjects in
the maid’s defense: “Oh never mind her, if you feel like singing just go ahead and belt it
out! You have a mighty fine voice” (ii yo utatte mo ii kara utaitakuba zuibun ōkina koe de
yanna. tonda ii koe da wa). Her friend soon comes around, and though the maid is
somewhat cowed at having been shut up, they eventually convince her to sing a number for
them, and the whole bath ends up clapping along. The Edo woman finally concedes, “That
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was just fantastic!” (tonda omoshirokatta) and all those in the bath laugh along with them.61
The warm reception for this sort of performance was a reflection of the popularity of rural
song in early 19th century Edo; country songs, as one of the oral genres that would find an
audience on the yose stage, thus provided social tactics for recent immigrants, a small part
to play in the oral symphony of tenement life.62 The maid, despite ostensibly coming from a
place where people do not sing in the bath, rapidly grasps the ways in which the bath as a
social space embodies the Edo tenement culture of oral performance, finding a place within
that space for her own voice.
In female society, status was at once more rigidly regulated and more fluid. Since
women lacked full legal status, subservient to the house as the atomic social unit and thus
to patriarchal authority (whether in the form of the father or husband, or, in the case of
courtesan or geisha, the master), the status of an individual woman was merely an extension
of that of the house of which she was a part. Conversely, however, this meant that female
identity was in many cases more fluid, as marriage or domestic service could allow motion
across conventional status boundaries. Given these opportunities, the performative use of
the voice was both a practical necessity and a tool for upward mobility, both within the
commoner class and between commoner and bushi. Many aspiring commoner families
sought to place their daughters in bushi service as a form of cultural finishing and thus as a
way to increase the value of their daughters on the marriage market. The third volume of
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Ibid., 189-190.
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Haga, “Edo no bunka,” 163-164.
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Ukiyoburo depicts a girl named O-Same: “an alluring girl of 24 or 25, on leave from a
bushi estate—apparently a quite lavish one—since perhaps last year.” Speaking with a
younger girl (O-Musu), seemingly of good status but somewhat of a tomboy, she instructs
her younger peer in the language, fashion, and manners of bushi service, remarking that,
“Soon you’ll go into service, and then you’ll truly gain the refinement of lady’s speech.”63
(O-Same’s speech, it turns out, is a bit too refined, marked by excessive use of honorifics to
flaunt her sophistication.)
Same: ...For formal occasions, one leaves one’s hair down, does one’s
eyebrows, and dresses in black or white, with a “cover” (kake)
according to the occasion.
Musu: What’s a “cover”?
Same: That’s an overcoat (uchikake).
Musu: At the mansion, do you wear an overcoat everday?
Same: No, there are days in active service and days off. Some mansions
require them every day of active service, but others only use them on
formal occasions. Between the fourth and ninth months, no matter
where you are, they use a “down-belt” (sageobi), so there’s no need
for a cover. Everyone just has a “down-belt”.
Musu: So is a “down-belt” something like leaving your hair down?
Same: No, no...64
O-Same clearly enjoys the attention, showing off her knowledge about the aspirational
world of bushi service, but at the same time serves a function of communicating that
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knowledge to a wider audience. Indeed, this function underwrote the appeal of Sanba’s
work, which (albeit not in a strictly instructional form) provided rich knowledge about
social norms and linguistic practices that were very desirable to a lower-class but
aspirational and upwardly mobile readership.
But while this training opened opportunities for social advancement—in some cases
perhaps by marriage into a bushi household, but more likely into a middle- or upper-class
chōnin house, or provisional support as a mistress—it also risked alienating young women
from both their families and their communities. Mobility between the space of the
tenement, the bushi mansion, and the chō required careful code-switching. Volume two of
the same work depicts two lower-ranking servant girls engaged in the agonistic banter
characteristic of the tenement.
● Say, the mistress of your house has quite the hand at o-gushi (hair
styling, in polite, female speech).
■ Well listen to you, all uppity with this o-gushi this and that. Get out of
here with all your “asobase-talk” and just say it straight: it’s “hair”! I
hate that stuff, you get talkin’ like that from yer position and then
you get all “thee” and “thou” and “thus, m’lord,” but poor folks like
us don’t need that kinda talk. At the very least, when you come to the
bath, use the language yer born with, or you’ll rub folks the wrong
way.
● Fine then, yer ol’ lady does ‘er hair up real nice-like.65 (Emphasis added.)
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The second maid rejects the register of polite speech she describes as “asobase-talk”
(asobase-kotoba), referring to the polite auxiliary verb characteristic of upper-class female
language. The code-switching depicted here is thus centered clearly in the linguistic
universe of the tenement, rather than the bushi mansion or the middle- and upper-class
commoner space of the chō proper. Conversely, Sanba’s works show a persistent cynicism
regarding the verbal performance of the upper-class chōnin wife, a figure who is
distinguished above all by her ability to dissemble and self-promote under the guise of
politeness. Of all the social performances Sanba depicts, hers is perhaps the only depicted
as disingenuous: one such figure in Ukiyoburo is described as “full of empty flattery,
uttered with a parade of asobases.”66 This is generally the image of the upper classes in
Sanba’s work: not only pretentious, but disingenuous.
The upper classes of the chō community are never quite at home in the spaces that
Sanba depicts. Though wealthy residents move through the bath and barbershop, Sanba
makes clear that these spaces do not exist for them. In Ukiyodoko, a gathering of isami is
interrupted when the employer of one—presumably a local merchant who has hired him for
construction labor—stops in for a practical joke. Entering the shop silently, the employer
sneaks up behind the isami in his employ and covers his eyes, forcing him to guess who.
The isami responds with typical abuse while his companions allow him to embarrass
himself, and he is of course mortified when he realizes that his employer has found him
chatting the day away. The employer only offers a teasing reprimand and goes on his way.
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While he has the right to enter the shop and those present recognize his authority, he in turn
respects the function of the barbershop as a social space existing, in spirit if not in law, for
the rear tenement community, and passes on his way.67 Similarly, Ukiyodoko closes as a
wealthy, elderly merchant wife comes by to offer seasonal greetings to Bin and his wife as
the year-end approaches. The woman, while speaking in an unimpeachably polite and
affectionate (if somewhat condescending) tone punctuated perpetually by “Now Dear...”
(nē omaesan...), dominates the conversation without letting Bin’s wife get a word in
edgewise, slipping in subtle boasts about her own family—“My husband has been wanting
to come by as well, but well, now dear, we have so many orders backed up at the [bushi]
mansions, well really dear, it’s so bad we barely have time to eat three proper meals.”68 Bin
and his wife humor her, and accept her apologies for not having visited throughout the year,
but laugh to themselves when she finally goes on her way. As she departs, she is sent off by
the snickering imitations of a pair of peddlers: “Now dear...” The representatives of the
tenement community have, both literally and figuratively, the last laugh.
The work of oral performance as a means of social integration for the community is
most apparent in the performative rituals through which the community addresses its
tensions and traumas. Here we may examine the role of the spirit medium whose
demonstration of spirit possession comprises the first fascicle of volume two of Ukiyodoko.
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Here an itinerant medium has been summoned to the tenement to aid in resolving a
domestic problem in one of the households: one member of the community, a man named
Hensuke, has recently abandoned his first wife and taken another, and the first wife, having
no recourse, has retreated to her home village, fallen ill, and passed away. Soon thereafter,
the new wife fell ill, and Hensuke, believing this to be due to his first wife’s lingering
resentment, has commissioned the medium to channel and ultimately exorcise the vengeful
ghost. At the same time, the medium also takes additional commissions from those present,
who may pay to channel spirits of their own loved ones, living or dead; one of the other
spirits to be channeled is another resident’s father, who has recently disappeared without a
trace. The medium’s visit thus unfolds as a public airing of private trouble, anxiety, and
grievance, played out through the performative mediation of the medium’s voice.

Figure 4.3. Ukiyodoko, vol. 2-1. The medium. (Waseda University Library)
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The medium herself is a performer of sorts, one relying on the power of the naked
voice and its capacity to channel a range of social identities. As she takes her seat in the
makeshift performance space—the audience sits around as if at a yose stage (Figure 4.3)—
the scene unfolds as a farce, with the residential unit behind Bin’s barbershop set up like an
ad-hoc performance space. Sanba’s narrator denounces the spurious nature of the
proceedings, remarking that those gathered are a superstitious, gossipy lot who have
gathered to “cry along with the spirits of the dead” (ono ono naki ni yoru hotoke no
kuchiguchi)—in other words, the women of the community, who Sanba’s narrator treats
with condescension typical of the time, but whose reasons for participating in this ritual are
recognized as ones of cathartic release through identification with the channeled voices.
The scenes of spirit possession are preposterously comic: the first spirit channeled is that of
an old woman’s beloved dog, speaking in what can only be described as the voice of an
Edo-period Scooby-Doo, punctuated occasionally with the medium’s specialized jargon.
The vanished father, described as having been born in Osaka and been a jōruri chanter, is
revealed to be living a happy life among tengu goblins, who have abducted him and then
invited him to join their ranks. Rambling on in a combination of Osaka dialect and jōruri
argot, he finally takes his leave.
You have made me so happy. But now, though I watch over you from the
the shadow of the cedars, you must not summon me again... It would do
neither of us any good, and would slow my ascetic progress with the filth of
the world. My attachment lingers, but I must say faaarewelllllll...69
のち

69

おれ

うれしや〳〵のう。杉葉の蔭からまもるほどに、この後「ぜめ
りやうほ

をばよせてくれな…再びよせて

ふ じやう

けがれ

呉れまいぞ。よせたら 両 方の為にならぬ。出世のさまたげ、不 浄 の 穢 、なごりはつきねどさア
らばぢア Ibid., 140-141.
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Using a convincing impression of the father’s distinctive style of speech—“That old man’s
talk was always full of jōruri jargon, but now he even made the medium use it too!”70—the
medium has offered a form of closure: your father is happy and wants you to move on.
Despite the comical nature of the performance as depicted by Sanba, one can see through
this the critical function played by the medium as a performer who is able to speak for
those who no longer can.
In this regard, it is revealing that Sanba chooses to omit the channeling of
Hensuke’s wife, which the reader is left to conclude has transpired in the interim between
volumes. The reader only experiences the scene second-hand, in the subsequent
conversations in the barbershop—notably, by the menfolk. (The characters here are
Zeni’emon, a respectable merchant, Doryū, a young man likely of the front-street renter
class, two isami named Take and Matsu, and two other men named Tan and Chō who are
otherwise unmarked but speak in the lower-class Edo dialect.)
Zeni: ...Just now she summed the ghost of Hensuke’s previous wife. It was
really quite frightening.
Doryū: What???
Matsu: Maybe it was just my nerves, but even her [the medium’s] face got
scary.
Take: That goes without saying, she was possessed by a ghost!
Tan: She sure laid out her resentment real good.
Chō: Even said she’d kill ‘im!
Tan: Said she wouldn’t even be satisfied then either, really frightening.
Zeni: Even if she said she’d kill him, the old wife is in the right. A heartless
fellow like that ought to be made into an example.

ぢい

へいぜい

くちぐせ

くち

あの爺さまはセンボをつかふことが平生の口癖だつけが、口よせにまでセンボをやらかした。
Ibid., 141.
70
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Take: You shouldn’t be so cruel to your wife.71
Bin’s wife later enters the conversation, rebutting unexpectedly that Hensuke’s wife had
been too jealous and thus brought her fate upon herself. Nevertheless, it is clear that the
purpose of the medium and the concern of the audience is not in the fate of the wife as
such, but rather in restoring the equilibrium of the community, which has been upset by the
private problem of one of its residents. Just as the reader does not need to see the
summoning itself (a chilling scene of possession would perhaps have disrupted the
otherwise cheery tone of the work and its utopian image of tenement society), the
community does not need or even wish to hear the actual grievance of the wronged wife
herself. The medium takes the amorphous, private problems of domestic strife (some
characters hint at domestic violence), sudden divorce, death, and illness, and gives them a
voice and a narrative. In doing so, she makes that which was (nominally) private public,
subjecting it to dialogic debate within the community—to the tenement court of public
opinion. The medium after all serves not the spirits she claims to channel but the
individuals and communities that will pay her fees. Here, then, we can perceive both the
strength and the limitations of the tenement’s capacity for social integration. Though
Hensuke’s peers may recognize and condemn his wrongdoing, their imperative is to resolve
the community problem of Hensuke’s errant behavior and the illness of his current wife,
し れう

71

おそろ

銭衛門「…今倚せた変助が先妻の死霊は、よつぽど 怖 しかつた」
せ ゐ

ヱ

土龍「

ハテナ

ア

」

いちこ

までが、気の所為かこはくなるぜ 」 竹「そりや その筈さ。死霊がのり移るのだものを」
「すてきと恨を云つたぜ」

長「とり殺すと云つたぜ」

かほ

松「巫女の顔
短

あき た

短「とり殺しても倦足りねへとは、おそ

もっとも

じやうなし

ろしや〳〵」銭「とり殺すといふも、先妻のが 尤 だ。あのやうな 薄 情 な男は、見せしめのため
い

に能いのさ」

したば

竹「女房はむごくしねへがいゝぜ」 Ibid., 129.
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not to offer restitution to his former wife. Hers is the irreconcilable marginality of the
tenement, a voice that haunts the margins (literally, on both counts—a ghostly voice heard
in echoes between volumes), only spoken for or spoken about.

Conclusion
In many ways, the depictions of tenement communities in Ukiyoburo and
Ukiyodoko bear parallels to Ihara Saikaku’s depiction of the world of urban commerce in
Nippon eitaigura. Despite being separated by over a century, both works are engaged in a
mapping out and cataloging of emergent social formations in the contemporary, urban
world. In doing so, both are remarkably sensitive to the diversity of social positions,
livelihoods, and economic and social practices that multiplied and proliferated in the cities
of early modern Japan. But in grasping the breadth of these positions and the relations
between them, Saikaku and Sanba use very different strategies.
As I argued in Chapter 1, Saikaku’s work tended to efface the concrete relationships
and latent tensions between different social positions—like that of the lower-class peddler
and the elite merchant—by juxtaposing them as neighbors in a “virtual chō”: a community
united by a shared set of values, an entrepreneurial ethos that might be followed to success
regardless of one’s particular position. This was fundamentally an act of social imagination,
taking place, ironically, in the face of the decline and fragmentation of the chō as a local
community arranged for the mutual support of its members. And though the language of
Saikaku’s narration—his aphoristic rationalism—registered the tensions within this ethos, it
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neither accounted for nor attempted to resolve them, resulting in a deeply contradictory
work that manifested structurally the contradictions of the emerging early capitalist system.
In contrast to Saikaku’s “virtual chō,” Sanba’s works depict urban communities in
intimate, concrete detail. I have argued that this was not the community of the chō, but
rather that of the rear tenement: as it were, the chō’s inner margin. The tenement
community was one that emerged out of the fragmentation of the chō as a community and
as the atomic unit of urban space; it was a sense of local unity that emerged among the
chō’s lowest members, those who were largely excluded from the securities of any secure
status or capital. Where Saikaku’s text effaced the stratifications within urban space, Sanba
articulates them, though in the refracted form of dialogic relations between different voices
and worldviews. And though this dialogic world may seem chaotic to outsiders—a
carnivalesque space in which orthodox values and hierarchies are ceaselessly overturned—
it nevertheless clearly possessed its own orders, rhythms, and hierarchies, configured and
set into relation through the dialogic interplay of voices. This was a world centered on the
local worldview of the Edokko, its boundaries and norms regulated by the in-group
mentality of the isami, and though these manifestations of local Edo identity could be
confrontational and exclusionary, they paradoxically also offered performative tactics for
integration by rural immigrants, by the physically and mentally handicapped, and by the
other margins of early 19th-century Edo society. Modeled on the oral media space of the
yose, Sanba’s kokkeibon articulated how a shared culture of oral performance could be used
both to provide tactics of code-switching that enabled social mobility—a “hustle” from the
urban margins—and to harmonize the divergent and potentially oppositional voices of the
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tenement community. To a far greater degree than Saikaku’s “virtual chō” and merchant
ethos, Sanba’s work offers a vision of how urban society can accommodate and integrate
the social diversity of urban life. In doing so, it offers a compelling and imaginative vision
of the reconstitution of the local community: not the chō that was already collapsing in
Saikaku’s time in the face of the integration of larger and more cosmopolitan logics and
economies of status, but the smaller, self-regulating communities that arose on the margins
of status society.
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Conclusion

In this dissertation, I have approached issues of class and status in relation to
authorship, literary form, and textual production and consumption, by tracing the range of
authors, works, and genres that represent the identities and lifestyles comprised within and
oriented around the category of townsman, or chōnin. The texts examined in the preceding
pages have offered only the most fragmentary sampling of the voluminous quantities of
texts that emerged in this period to articulate, reflect upon, and appeal to the diversity of
emerging urban lifestyles—from the flowering and gradual stabilization and normalization
of the culture of elite townsmen and entrepreneurial merchants in Kamigata from the latter
half of the seventeenth century to the early eighteenth century, to the appearance of a
decadent, aesthetically sophisticated, and socially multi-dimensional leisure culture in Edo
in the mid-eighteenth century, and finally to the emergence of broad publics crossing status
lines among Edo’s lower classes in the early nineteenth century. But in placing these
moments and their characteristic genres—the ukiyo-zōshi, the sharebon, the kokkeibon—
aside one another, my project has been to resist the impulse to treat them as distinct aspects
of a unified whole, whether in the form of a static chōnin identity given different forms of
expression, or a teleological progression toward, for example, more demotic bases of
cultural expression or more realistic styles of literary representation. Rather, I have worked
to maintain (in some sense to restore) a certain historical specificity, not only of the
category of chōnin as situated in its particular historical contexts, but also of the diverse and
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dynamic categories of lived social subjectivity that its use paradoxically tends to gloss over
or to efface—the complex and often contradictory anxieties, ambitions, desires of
individuals as they struggled to come to terms with and navigate the situations they were
born or otherwise placed into—and the ways in which narrative fiction, as an act of social
imagination, creatively mapped out and probed the possibilities that those situations might
afford them.
In order to situate these texts, genres, and authors better in the network of
discourses, practices, and ideologies shaping urban identity at their particular moments, I
have also resisted the perspective of literary history, choosing instead to put literary texts
into dialog with social history. In particular, I have tried to understand the ways in which
different textualities reflect concepts and constructions of personhood in the context of the
shifting matrix of discourses and practices that modern scholars refer to as the early modern
“status group system” (mibunsei). This is not to disregard the history of literary form, but
rather to interrogate at every point how the evolution of form is related to shifts in the
social and cultural environments in which literature is produced, circulated, read, and
interpreted. In this inquiry, my goal has been above all to create new possibilities of reading
that will use the age-old trope of status-group—one which, like most clichés, holds at its
core an element of truth—not as a handy metaphor for an oppressive and feudalistic (or
legitimate and utopian) social hierarchy, but as a historically specific mode of social being
that individual agents (and writers and readers) inhabited, moved through, and thought
about in complex ways. But by putting these texts into dialog with the shifting structures of
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urban identity, certain basic contours emerge of a larger narrative of the social functions
performed by the popular, low genres of early modern narrative.
In one sense or another, all of the texts I have examined grappled with the
unprecedented social diversity of the urban spaces of early modern Japan. This diversity
was not only a challenge to official ideology, which sought to fix society into static social
relations in a social hierarchy based on feudal appropriation of agricultural production; it
was also a challenge to the world-view of urban commoners themselves, who out of the
chaos and warfare of the medieval period had evolved senses of self and identity that were
radically local in character: the chōnin were propertied members of the chō as an atomic,
self-governing, local community of several dozen households. With the stability of the Pax
Tokugawa, the boundaries separating such communities naturally broke down, and the
shogunate implemented systems of registration and regulation to interpellate such local
communities into a larger, politicized social order, but it was only with the development of
robust transportation and communication networks and the concomitant transformation of
Japan’s disparate urban centers into an integrated network of urban markets that the
boundaries of the chō were supplanted by larger and more abstract conceptions of
identity—as chōnin writ large. And the same networks that allowed the integration of urban
markets also enabled the circulation of media (largely though not exclusively woodblockprinted media) by way of which a sense of shared identity could be articulated, circulated,
and established.
The formation of a generic, trans-local, universalizable sense of chōnin identity was
to some degree an effect of the circulation of printed (and other) media across local
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boundaries. In Chapter 1, I discussed these shifts through a study of Ihara Saikaku’s Nippon
eitaigura, which was itself imbedded within the trans-regional integration of the publishing
field. I argued that Eitaigura posits a shared sense of entrepreneurial values—a chōnin
culture—based on the trans-regional practice of the merchant, serving the capitalistic
interests of the individual merchant house with no regard to the community of the chō.
Saikaku’s fiction articulates and in many ways embodies the stratification of urban
commoner society into a tense and competitive set of class strata, and the simultaneous
formation of a sense of urban values that can be shared across and to some degree efface
(not to say mitigate) the tensions between those strata.
The subtle transformation of chōnin identity registered by Saikaku was one
symptom of a larger shift in the nature of the mibun system, taking place around the turn of
the 18th century, from a function of local community membership to one of culture and
lifestyle. At the shogunal level, this shift was expressed in the gradual embrace of
sumptuary edicts as a means of regulating status: since society had become more mobile
and community membership and residence was harder to pin down, at least the chōnin (or
bushi, or hyakushō) could be compelled, as it were, to dress their parts. But the shift from
communities to lifestyles was taking place in a bottom-up sense as well, in the ways in
which chōnin constructed their own identities. As urban commoner society stabilized and
stratified, and as new generations of entrepreneurial merchants gained access to literacy and
leisure, there emerged in the booming publishing field new genres of didactic,
informational, and instructional texts that articulated cultural norms—values, linguistic and
cultural literacies, standards of education, proper pastimes—defined by and for chōnin.
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Many of these sought to regulate individual chōnin conduct in service of the house,
which in parallel with the conceptual collapse of the chō community had emerged as the
atomic unit of urban social life and identity. They did so through an ideology of “house
trade”—legitimate labor performed on the behalf of capital accumulation by the house—
juxtaposed with “leisure arts,” referring pejoratively to any hobby activity or cultural
training pursued outside that framework. At the same time, however, the “leisure arts” were
prized as a form of cultural finishing that could enable mobility through the increasingly
stratified chōnin society; the result was a complex and overdetermined hierarchy of work
and play. In Chapter 2, I showed how Ejima Kiseki, whose own career navigated and in
many ways charted out the logics of this hierarchy, used the idioms of didactic writing and
the ukiyo-zōshi to humorously invert the positions of work and play, trying (usually in vain)
to map out alternative career paths through self-selected leisure. The ultimate trajectory of
Kiseki’s writing was to depict leisure practices as a kind of vestigial habitus in which the
lowly social origins (in the rural periphery or laboring poor) of nouveaux riches chōnin
could be retained as a private identity and source of pleasure. In this way, Kiseki’s fiction,
no less than Saikaku’s, confronted the problem of how to represent the actual social
diversity of the contemporary urban world in the face of a social system that was gradually
congealing around fixed cultural norms.
As this social system stabilized, it saw the progressive articulation of the categories
of status group into a set of distinct lifestyles—in Bourdieu’s memorable articulation, the
subjective incorporation and performative expression of the objective structures of the
social field. Thus as the 17th century gives way to the 18th we are presented with
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increasingly clear images of chōnin fashion, chōnin hobbies and pastimes, chōnin aesthetic
taste and disposition, and chōnin media literacies—and the same for bushi as well. At the
same time, the development of spheres of consumption, leisure, and fashion also offered the
possibility of a semi-autonomous cultural field, of spaces of public socialization that
crossed boundaries of class and status, and of forms of identity performance within these
spheres that might transgress or reconfigure the increasingly compartmentalized categories
of everyday identity. One of the most fertile and complex questions surrounding 18thcentury Japanese culture is whether the emerging cultural field ever truly transcended the
structures of the status group system (even if only temporarily or locally), or whether it was
simply another sphere in which those categories were sustained and rearticulated, even
reinforced.
These dynamics played out richly in the shogunal capital of Edo: rapidly emerging
as the new cultural hub, it was the only of the three major cities to have large populations of
both warriors and commoners. Moreover, both had vast majorities of adult males, and the
city’s leisure areas—the Yoshiwara district and the other pleasure quarters—became sites
of both comradery and rivalry, as would-be-playboys of both chōnin and bushi stock
competed for the heterosexual attention of courtesans and the homosocial esteem of their
peers. In the process, distinct status-based lifestyles, fashions, and ideas of distinction
entered a shared marketplace. The economic market did not simply invert the status
hierarchy, but rather that the space of leisure acted as a crucible in which distinct markets
of economic, social, and cultural capital were brought together and hybridized. The social
types that resulted from this interplay were the sophisticated tsū and the bumbling
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hankatsū. In Chapter 3, I argued that these types were not distinct cultural styles but rather
discursive figures and literary creations that emerged out of the media surrounding the
pleasure quarters, especially the sharebon, to play out debates over the nature of
socioaesthetic distinction. Putting a warrior-intellectual culture of exclusivistic knowledge,
erudite amateurism, and written language in dialog with a commoner culture of
conspicuous consumption, local influence, and extemporaneous wit, the discourse of the
18th-century tsū never resolved the tensions between these positions, instead simply
reiterating status-based lifestyles and values in subtly refracted forms. And ultimately, as
the circulation of the sharebon and other textual representations of the pleasure quarters
reached a larger and more diverse audience, these types transformed into metaphors of
authenticity and mediation—figures for authorship and readership at a time when the
audience for texts like the sharebon was expanding and diversifying.
One of the ironies of the status group system was that, as its categories gradually
came to be expressed in distinct lifestyles—externalities like fashion and manner of
speech—the administrative categories of status themselves became in some ways more
fluid. As the 18th century gave way to the 19th, certain privileges of status (such as guild
membership) became commodified, circulating on a relatively free market. But while these
developments opened up possibilities for limited forms of mobility among the capitalist
merchant elite, they only reinforced the class tensions that had long existed between the
propertied townsmen and tenement-dwelling, laboring class. However, the performative
possibilities of lifestyle, as expressed in externalities like fashion and manner of speech,
were available even to those who were marginalized by the status system.
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Indeed, it was among the lower classes that the possibility of performing identity
across orthodox social boundaries proved most potent, as there emerged from the 18th to
19th centuries a range of subcultural styles and affiliational identities that gave new forms
of community cohesion and solidarity to the lower ranks of tenement dwellers and lowerclass laborers. Whereas the amorphous discourse of the tsū ultimately amounted to petty
bickering and mutual snarking among literati playboys, in the lower classes, subcultural
styles like the isami and local identities like the Edokko proved capable of offering an
affirmative sense of collective identity to those unprotected by status-based privileges. In
Chapter 4, I showed how Shikitei Sanba’s fiction drew from the leisure practices and media
literacies (the spoken art of hanashi, the space of the yose) of these lower-class subcultures
to create an image of local communities unified, organized, and set into harmony through a
shared culture of oral performance rooted in the social subjectivity of the Edo tenement
class. In Sanba’s work we saw, over a century later, the reconstitution of the local
community, organized from the ground up for the benefit of its members. This was not an
imagined community like Saikaku’s, unified by a shared culture that could efface the
existence of competition and class tensions, but rather a concrete and functional (if
somewhat Utopian) image of how social institutions—the public spaces of the bath, barber,
and yose—can organize and integrate diverse local publics.
To summarize the project in slightly different terms, in each of these studies I have
attempted to construct a framework in which popular texts—some might say vulgar,
formulaic, or ephemeral—might be read as vital documents of subtle shifts in the social
field—of the conceptual collapse of the chō as local community, of the spread of cultural
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identities across boundaries of region and class, of the normalization of chōnin identity as
an externalized lifestyle, of the ambivalent mingling of status-based concepts of distinction
in the pleasure quarters, of the commodification of status and the integration of local
tenement communities in the face of the chō’s fragmentation, and so on. Not merely
transparent documents of historical shifts registered in realistic style, but rather documents
of a self-conscious process of thinking through social shifts as they happen—of an active
effort by writers and readers to grapple in symbolic terms with shifting social realities,
using the popular genres most familiar to them as tools for thinking about society. These
readings are possible even (or especially) of texts that are highly formalistic, commercially
produced according to genre templates, and apparently frivolous forms of ephemeral
entertainment. Indeed, in my reading, the formal qualities of much early modern narrative
are not empty signifiers absent of signifieds: it is precisely because literature has forms that
it can communicate meanings. Formalistic genres were significant precisely because they
were produced by and for a society in which form signified, in which identities were
written on the shop curtains, displayed conspicuously in the parlor, worn on the sleeve, and
performed with the voice. The question is how these forms and their evolution were
embedded within their historical moments, registering and reflecting upon the shifting
contours of the social field—in the transformation of concepts of authorship, the expansion
and contraction of textual circulation, the rise and fall of genres, in the incorporation of new
demographics into the reading public, and in shifts in the techniques that writers used, the
character types that they depicted, the media that they drew on, and the languages that they
wrote.
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The readings I have offered have aimed to demonstrate how texts not only register
but embody social shifts—how they reflect recursively upon the dynamics in which they
were produced and consumed. Eitaigura: a text that represents the synthesis of urban
identity across class and region, published in multiple forms for a socially stratified and
geographically differentiated urban marketplace. Ejima Kiseki, whose stories about the
fraught discourses of “house trade” and “leisure arts” were reflected in his own career as an
author, an unstable category that existed on the margin of work and play. This is a long way
from a style of reading that takes texts as allegories for the total embrace (or inversion) of
the social hierarchy. What both Marxist and literary-historical approaches share is a
willingness to take individual texts as direct manifestations of a feudal social order, whether
to be subverted teleologically or restored nostalgically. But while such approaches are
compelling for the force and totality of their vision, I have tried to propose instead that our
readings of early modern texts must be built from the ground up, structured not by the
vision of the modern scholar who sees the history of early modern Japan as a well-defined
whole, but by the highly specific, situated perspectives of individual agents who lived
through that history and produced their own forms of knowledge of its unfolding. The
image that emerges from this effort is not of a society moving toward revolution or locked
in stasis, but of a community of people—sometimes real, sometimes imagined, and never
totally clear of its boundaries—using shared narratives to understand, inhabit, and evolve
along with a steadily changing social world.
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